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Preface

Project E3: Expanding Energy Education is an interdisciplinary enhancement to

energy education emphasizing an offshore energy theme.

Project E3: Expanding Energy Education is based on the premise that students and educators 

have a vested interest in learning about the issues related to hydrocarbon-based energy. The goal of 

the guide is the same as that of the Offshore Energy Center: promote awareness and understanding 

of offshore energy while reaching out to educators and students.  

Project E3: Expanding Energy Education began as a joint project of the Offshore Energy 

Center and the American Association of Drilling Engineers (AADE). Both groups are nonprofit 

organizations. Agreements between these two sponsoring organizations allow for additional 

sponsorship by other interested organizations and agencies. In addition to the AADE, the second 

& third edition are sponsored by BP, ConocoPhillips, National Oilwell Varco, and Shell Oil 

Company. 

The Offshore Energy Center (OEC), American Association of Drilling Engineers (AADE) 

and associated sponsors and providers are dedicated to achieving the highest possible standards 

of professional quality, factual accuracy and objectivity in all programs, activities and materials 

bearing the Project E3 logo and title: Project E3: Expanding Energy Education. This program 

holds as a standard the commitment to neutrality on issues and recognizes that people require 

scientifically accurate content to make informed decisions. These materials are NOT to 

be used to promote agency or organizational policies or political points of view.

Any agency or organization wanting to become a sponsor of Project E3: Expanding Energy 

Education will be given appropriate credit in future editions as a sponsor of the program.

For additional information about the Project E3: Expanding Energy Education,

contact the office below: 

Offshore Energy Center 

150 N. Dairy Ashford Road, Suite E0314

Houston, TX  77079

281.679.8040

oec@oceanstaroec.com

www.oceanstaroec.com
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The Offshore Energy Center 
The Offshore Energy Center (OEC) – a 501(C)(3) 

not-for-profit Texas organization, was established in 1989, 

and embarked on an ongoing capital campaign to fund 

the three initiatives of the OEC:

• The Ocean Star – a retired jack-up drilling rig, now 

operating as a museum in Galveston – opened to the 

public in 1997; 

• The Hall of Fame – recognizing those Pioneers and 

Pioneering Technologies that took the industry to 

sea–established in 1998; and 

• The Education Outreach program – formed in 1999.

The Ocean Star as a museum  
Carpeted floors, bright paint, and professional lighting 

illuminate Ocean Star exhibits, which inform visitors 

about the offshore industry.  Visitors can tour the ‘rig 

floor’ and ‘pipe deck’ of the rig itself.  Visitors can view an 

introductory video that highlights the history of offshore 

drilling and production. 

The museum hosts regular ‘teacher workshops’ and annual 

‘facilitator’ training; overnight programs for Boy and Girl 

Scouts; an annual “Career Day” for high school students, 

and monthly “Family Days.”  The museum also offers 

guided group tours.

Education Outreach program   
One of the center’s most important initiatives is the OEC 

Educational Outreach program, which was established 

in 1999. The program has grown over the years, from its 

first Offshore Industry Outreach workbook to a myriad of 

various programs that enhance the science and technology 

curricula for school children from kindergarten through 

grade 12.  The programs promote the importance of offshore 

energy and its contributions to overall quality of life, and 

they stress an acute awareness of the industry’s contribution 

to and continued improvement of the environment.

In 2001, the OEC developed a mobile traveling trunk 

called the “Knowledge Box” that has become a major 

educational outreach initiative. The Knowledge Box is 

designed for the 6th through 12th grades and includes 

interactive software, videotapes, and hands-on teaching 

materials aimed at educating students about offshore 

energy. It was developed in conjunction with and 

initially funded by the American Association of Drilling 

Engineers (AADE), 

The Knowledge Box program began with only three 

boxes, but thanks to its widespread acceptance by both 

teachers and students, many other companies now fund 

the program. This funding has enabled the program to 

expand significantly, allowing many more boxes to be 

circulated in schools around the U.S., including Alaska. 

In 2006, the OEC developed a second traveling trunk 

called the “Playing with Petroleum” kit. This kit, which 

has also become a major educational outreach initiative, 

was designed for K – 5th grades,  and it also includes 

interactive software, videotapes, games, and hands-on 

teaching materials.  This kit was initially developed with 

a grant provided by Halliburton, and the addition of many 

other sponsors has allowed the program to expand.

Teachers who attend one of the center’s Project E³: 

Expanding Energy Education workshops can reserve 

either the Knowledge Box or the Playing with Petroleum 

Kit, free of charge for delivery to your school for up to 

30 days. 

In 2008, the exciting new traveling exhibit, the Mobile 

Oilfield Learning Unit (MOLU), which is geared for 

5th grade students and higher was put into service.  

This engaging ‘hands-on’ exhibit brings the museum 

experience to the classroom, while teaching valuable 

science lessons.  Pre- and post-visit materials for the 

MOLU are provided to the teacher for enhancement of 

the learning experience.

All of the OEC’s educational outreach programs are 

based on National and State standards.  More information 

on these programs can be found on the OEC website:

www.oceanstaroec.com.



Foreword

We often take for granted the role of energy in our everyday life, but just imagine a day without 

it. No lights, cold showers, walking everywhere, spoiled food, no heating or cooling, personal 

computer and mobile phone inactive: the list is virtually endless–it would be a nightmare. Solving 

the world’s energy needs is one of the most significant challenges facing humanity in this twenty-

first century because the world needs more of it as developing nations raise their standards of 

living. Our youth must find answers to this resource dilemma.  The solution for the foreseeable 

future will not be one energy source, but a whole portfolio of sources. Oil and natural gas, which 

is the largest provider of energy today, will be a vital part of that future energy portfolio. 

How do we provide today’s youth with  a practical understanding of what oil and gas is all about 

so that they become our future energy leaders?  Should we wait and try to sell them on Petroleum 

Engineering or Geoscience degrees for those that do choose college? Quite frankly, that is way too 

late. American college students have not gotten excited about entering science and engineering 

curriculums, let alone pursuing energy related degrees.  This is a serious problem.  The oil and 

natural gas workforce has lopsided demographics with expectations that forty to fifty percent of 

the workers could retire within the next decade.

Finding the right curriculum and educational material to get kids excited about oil and natural 

gas at an early age is no small challenge.  Nevertheless, the Offshore Energy Center stepped up 

and took on this educational initiative in 2007 with Project E3: Expanding Energy Education. It 

was a breakthrough in providing interesting, objective, and comprehensive oil and gas resource 

material from which to teach.  The students were introduced to Polly Plankton in their journey to 

find out where oil and gas come from. So it was fun.   It was also very comprehensive at the time.  

The world has not stood still.  Who would have dreamed of the success of shale gas in this 

country turning around a natural gas decline curve here in the United States?  The shale gas 

basins are sometimes close to the communities in which we live.  For a multitude of reasons, it 

is important that our youth get an appreciation of the opportunity and issues from this great new 

resource play.  It would also have been difficult to foresee the magnitude of the 2010 tragedy in the 

Gulf of Mexico. How do you evacuate a rig?   And for that matter, how deep are these wells?

Again, I applaud the Offshore Energy Center for updating this third edition.  There is a lot of 

new material, and a little play on words with one of the new sections—This Cycle Rocks.  As I 

said in the inaugural foreword, I only wish this material had been available during my formative 

years.  But today it is even more crucial that we fully take advantage of expanding energy 

education for the sake of our children’s futures.

Lane Sloan, President, Sloan Consulting Services



Conceptual Framework

1. Energy education involves a variety of teaching strategies. 

 • Teachers can use many approaches to educate students about hydrocarbons. 

 • A variety of strategies for assessment, student action, and cooperative learning provide 

  educators with the means to monitor and facilitate student learning. 

 • Activities include:

  1. Energy Transformation (p. 38)

  2.   Get Energized! (p. 61) 

  3. Hear, Hear Engineer! (p. 85)

  4. Maskology (p. 146)

2. Oil and Natural Gas have unique physical and chemical characteristics. 

 • The physical properties of hydrocarbons and their behavior are determined by the nature 

  of hydrocarbon molecules.  

 • The physical and chemical properties of hydrocarbons are unique and complex. 

 • Activities include: 

  1. Dichotomous Keys (p. 32)

  2. How Does Natural Gas Rise? (p. 94)

  3. Needle Through a Balloon (p. 156)

  4. On the Plankton Trail (p. 175)

  5. Please Pass the Energy! (p. 186)

  6. Shrinking Sediments (p. 236)

  7. Solid as a Rock (p. 251)

  8. Solid as a Rock II – Please Porous a Drink (p. 256)

  9. Solid as a Rock III – Making Sandstone (p. 260)

3. Hydrocarbons are necessary to maintain our current civilization and culture. 

 • Hydrocarbons provide energy, polymers, medicine, plastics, and many other substances 

  that maintain our civilization and culture.  

 • The type and form of the hydrocarbon contributes to its use. 

 • Activities include: 

  1. Get the Petroleum Picture (p. 74)

  2. Get the Petroleum Picture II (p. 80)

  3. Petrochemicals at the Beach? (p. 182)

  4. Put the Poly in Polymer! (p. 192)

  5. Recycling Inputs to Outputs (p. 198)

  6. Soak it Up! (p. 246)



4. Carbon connects all of Earth’s systems. 

 • Carbon is an integral part of life’s structure and plays a unique role in the Earth’s processes. 

 • It is found in the atmosphere, on the surface, underwater, offshore, underground, and in 
  all living things. 

 • The carbon cycle is necessary to life on Earth, and it connects Earth’s systems.  

 • Activities include:
  1. Core Sample Cake (p. 22)
  2. Deep See (p. 25)
  3. How Far Down Are Wells Drilled? (p. 97)
  4. Mapping the Ocean Floor I Ocean Floor Punch (p. 135)
  5. Mapping the Ocean Floor II (p. 140)
  6. Ride a Carbon Cycle (p. 204)
  7. Sequencing Geologic Events (p. 224)
  8. Sounds Like? (p. 263)
  9. This Cycle Rocks (p. 271)
  10. What’s for Dinner? (p. 282)
  11. What’s on Your Plate? (p. 289)

5.   Oil and Natural Gas are natural resources. 

 • All living things use energy. 

 • The available hydrocarbons on Earth are limited and must sustain multiple users. 

 • Multiple uses of hydrocarbons can lead to hydrocarbon resource issues. 

 • Activities include: 
  1. Derrick of Distinction (p. 28)
  2. It’s Only Natural! (p. 114) 
  3. Strong Shapes (p. 267) 

6.  Oil and Natural Gas resources are managed. 

 • Multiple uses of hydrocarbon resources lead to diverse and sometimes conflicting 

  demands, which require hydrocarbon management practices. 

 • Management decisions involve the distribution of hydrocarbon resources and best

  use practices. 

 • Activities include: 
  1. Bit Bites (p. 10)
  2. Evacuate! (p. 53) 
  3. How Much Is a Gallon? (p. 104)
  4. Islands of Life (p. 109)
  5. LNG IQ (p. 125)
  6. Making the Connection (p. 129) 
  7. Offshore Lease Sale  (p. 159)
  8. Safety Dance (p. 215)
  9. Slick Find! (p. 241)



7. Oil and Natural Gas resources exist within social constructs. 

 • Over time, societies develop energy and hydrocarbon management systems

  and practices to meet the needs of diverse users.  

 • People’s values, attitudes, and beliefs shape political and economic systems

  that are dynamic. 

 • Activities include:  

  1. Careers in Engineering (p. 14)

  2. Environmentally Sensitive Zones (p. 49)

  3. Monarchs on the Move (p. 151) 

  4. Oil Industry Game (p. 166)

  5. Operation PLUTO (p. 180)

  6. Shale We Fracture? (p.228)

  7. Where to Drill? (p. 296)

8. Oil and Natural Gas resources exist within cultural constructs. 

 • Cultures express connections to their unique energy uses through art, music, language, 

  and customs.  

 • Cultures around the world hold diverse views regarding energy and energy issues.   

 • Activities include:  

  1. Around the World with Offshore Money (p. 1)

  2. Hop on Billy Pugh! (p. 89)

  3. Shaving Cream Creations (p. 234)
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Overview

Students learn about different countries while placing money with pictures of 

offshore rigs and platforms on a world map.

Background

    Money has taken a variety of forms. Some cultures used flat, round rocks. 

Some used cowrie shells, while others used cattle. Even whale teeth were 

once used as money. Over time, precious metals replaced these unusual 

forms of money. Metals could be weighed easily and later, in coin form, they 

could be easily counted.

    With the advent of paper currency, money could be easily stored and 

counted. Precious metals could be saved for other purposes.

   Furthermore, countries could showcase important features of their culture, 

society, and government. Countries can demonstrate to the world how they 

wish to be viewed by the images they choose for their paper currency.

    While most people consider money to be primarily for earning and 

spending, few consider its artistic value. Yet, modern banknotes are designed 

by talented artists crafting unique and singular designs. Some people collect 

these banknotes, while others frame them as art.

    All of the money featured in this activity contains offshore structures and 

in one case, offshore workers. The banknotes come from exotic and diverse 

locations around the world. A study of each country reveals the importance 

of the offshore industry to their society and culture.
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AroundAround the World
with Offshore Money

Levels

Grades 2 - 8

Concepts

Explain the role of money in 
making exchange easier.
D2.Eco.5.K-Z

Skills

Comparing, Kinesthetic, 
Analytical

Objectives

Students will locate the 
country of origin for foreign 
currency with offshore rig 
and platform images. They 
will compare and contrast 
foreign money with U.S. 
currency. Older students will 
create a country report.

Materials

 Foreign currency
 Exploring International

 Currency pages
 Pencil or pen
 World Map
 Internet or

 encyclopedia access
 Tape or museum tacking
gum for placing money
on world map 

Time
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 
period



Around the World with Offshore Money

Getting Ready

    Make copies of the “Exploring International Currency” pages for 

each student or group of students. Choose an area where students 

can access the Internet or encyclopedias. Note: Younger students 

can simply cut out the money and place it on the world map. Older 

students can complete the instructions below:

Procedure

1. Give students copies of the “Exploring International 

Currency” pages.  

2.  Have them research the requested information on the Internet 

or in an encyclopedia.

3.  After the students answer the questions on the page, instruct 

them to cut out the money pictured on their pages and 

tape it to its country location on a world map.

4.  Have students present their answers to the class when they 

place their currency on the map.

Discussion

1. How many different countries have offshore industry images 

on their money?

2. Were most of the countries from the same continent?

3. How many were from the Western Hemisphere?

4. How many were from the Eastern Hemisphere?

5. Why do you think these countries put these images on

 their money?

6. If you were choosing images to place on money that would be 

used at your school, what would you select?

Enrichment

     The U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Bureau of Engraving and 

Printing and the Federal Reserve Board redesign American currency 

periodically with state-of-the-art security features to discourage 

counterfeiting.  
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Around the World with Offshore Money

Locate the following information:

1. On what continent is this country located?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  What is the name of this country’s capital city?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Is this country smaller or larger than the United States of America?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What is the population of this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  What is the name of their currency?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  What is the primary language spoken in this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  If you were going to purchase a $3.00 (U.S. currency) hamburger with this country’s money, how much of their 

currency would you need?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring International Currency:

ANGOL A



Around the World with Offshore Money

Locate the following information:

1. On what continent is this country located?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  What is the name of this country’s capital city?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Is this country smaller or larger than the United States of America?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What is the population of this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  What is the name of their currency?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  What is the primary language spoken in this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  If you were going to purchase a $3.00 (U.S. currency) hamburger with this country’s money, how much of their 

currency would you need?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring International Currency:

AZERBAIJAN
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Around the World with Offshore Money

Locate the following information:

1. On what continent is this country located?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  What is the name of this country’s capital city?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Is this country smaller or larger than the United States of America?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What is the population of this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  What is the name of their currency?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  What is the primary language spoken in this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  If you were going to purchase a $3.00 (U.S. currency) hamburger with this country’s money, how much of their 

currency would you need?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring International Currency:

CAMEROON



Around the World with Offshore Money

Locate the following information:

1. On what continent is this country located?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  What is the name of this country’s capital city?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Is this country smaller or larger than the United States of America?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What is the population of this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  What is the name of their currency?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  What is the primary language spoken in this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  If you were going to purchase a $3.00 (U.S. currency) hamburger with this country’s money, how much of their 

currency would you need?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring International Currency:

SCOTL AND
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Around the World with Offshore Money

Locate the following information:

1. On what continent is this country located?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  What is the name of this country’s capital city?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Is this country smaller or larger than the United States of America?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What is the population of this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  What is the name of their currency?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  What is the primary language spoken in this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  If you were going to purchase a $3.00 (U.S. currency) hamburger with this country’s money, how much of their 

currency would you need?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring International Currency:

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO



Around the World with Offshore Money

Locate the following information:

1. On what continent is this country located?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  What is the name of this country’s capital city?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Is this country smaller or larger than the United States of America?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What is the population of this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  What is the name of their currency?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  What is the primary language spoken in this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  If you were going to purchase a $3.00 (U.S. currency) veggie burger with this country’s money, how much of their 

currency would you need?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring International Currency:

INDIA
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Around the World with Offshore Money

Locate the following information:

1. On what continent is this country located?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  What is the name of this country’s capital city?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Is this country smaller or larger than the United States of America?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  What is the population of this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  What is the name of their currency?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  What is the primary language spoken in this country?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  If you were going to purchase a $3.00 (U.S. currency) hamburger with this country’s money, how much of their 

currency would you need?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Exploring International Currency:

TUNISIA



Angola Azerbaijani Cameroon Scotland Trinidad/Tobago India Tunisia

Continent

Capital City
Size
smaller/larger 
than US

Population

Currency

Primary 
Language
How much of 
their money 
needed to 
purchase $3 
hamburger?

Around the World with Offshore Money



Overview

Students build a progenitor of the modern drill bit using their knowledge

of simple machines.

Background

    Early oil wells were dug 

by hand. It was a long and 

laborious process.  Later, 

wells were dug with spring 

poles. Early bits were not 

much better than shovels. 

Workers would bounce spring 

poles up and down in a hole, 

and the bit would chop the 

earth. They would use a 

bucket, known as a bailer, to 

bring the earth and cuttings 

from the bit up out of the hole.  

    A bit that would actually 

turn, also known as a rotary bit, can be credited to Egypt. Archeological 

records indicate that Egyptians were using rotary drilling as early as 3000 

B.C.

Perhaps the Greek scientist Archimedes used knowledge of the Egyptian

bits to create the water screw. In 300 B.C., Archimedes created a watertight 

cylinder that enclosed a spiral. The spiral had to be turned by hand. The 

Bit BitesBit Bites

Levels

Grades 8 - 12

Concepts

Define the criteria and 
constraints of a design problem 
with sufficient precision to 
ensure a successful solution, 
taking into account relevant 
scientific principles and 
potential impacts on people 
and the natural environment 
that may limit possible 
solutions.
MS-ETS1-1

Design a solution to a complex 
real-world problem by 
breaking it down into smaller, 
more manageable problems 
that can be solved through 
engineering.
HS-ETS1-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Gathering Information, 
Organizing, Analyzing

Objectives

Students will construct an 
Archimedes Screw and learn 
the principle of an inclined 
plane in moving objects from 
one level to another.

Materials

 15 - 2 L soda bottles
 15 - 1/4 in. dia. 15 in. long

 wooden dowels
 Glue
 Stiff cardboard or cardstock
 Scissors
 Popcorn
 Nylon reinforced tape
 Flat-topped thumbtacks

Time Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: Two 50-minute 
periods
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Bit Bites

rotating spiral allowed water to be lifted out of a ship’s hold.       

In the United States, rotary drilling techniques were patented as 

early as 1833. Unfortunately, many of these techniques involved a 

stationary bit and a mule walking in a circle.  

Not until Spindletop in 1901, did anyone successfully use a rotary 

drilling bit. Drilling technology took a giant leap forward with the 

pioneering work of Captain Anthony Lucas and Patillo Higgins. In 

1909, the original patent for a rotary rock bit was issued to Howard 

Hughes, Sr. The bit consisted of two interlocking wheels. The race 

was on for modern drill bit designs!  

Drill bits and screws have one element in common: They are 

all simple machines. Simple machines help us lift, pull, increase 

elevation of heavy things, change the direction of force, split things, 

fasten things, and cut things. They make work easier. 

The six types of simple machines are: 

1. Lever

2. Inclined Plane

3. Wedge

4. Screw

5. Wheel and Axle

6. Pulley

The word ‘machine’ comes from the Greek ‘mechos,’ which means 

expedient or simple!

A drill bit or screw is another form of an inclined plane. The screw 

or drill bit is an inclined plane wrapped in a spiral around a cylinder. 

Look at a drill bit or screw closely. Notice that there are threads that 

form a tiny ramp around the screw from one end to the other. Screws 

are typically used to fasten things together. Bits are usually used to 

make holes.  

Throughout the day, take an opportunity to look around and notice 
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Bit Bites

all of the different ways simple machines make your life easier.

Getting Ready

    Assemble the materials for the activity. Heavy cardstock can be 

substituted for cardboard. Pop the popcorn in sufficient quantities for 

the class. 

Procedure

1. Cut the bottom from the 2 liter soda bottle. 

2. Cut a trapezoid shape just below the neck of the soda bottle. 

(See Diagram I.)

3. Using the bottom of the soda bottle, trace six heavy cardstock 

circles. Cut the circles slightly smaller than the diameter of the 

soda bottle.

4. Cut a small hole in the center of each of the six disks. The hole 

should be slightly smaller than the diameter of the wooden 

dowel.  

5. Make a slit in each heavy cardstock disk. The slit should go 

from the center to the edge. (See Diagram II.) The six cut 

disks will become the spiral when they are linked together. 

6. Join the disks to form a spiral. The beginning of one circle 

joins the end of the next to make the spiral shape. With the 

circles stacked, glue or tape the right edge of one circle to the 

left edge of the circle above it.  

7. Carefully push the dowel through the holes in the centers of 

the disks and stretch the disks to the full length of the dowel. 

Move the circles evenly along the dowel.  

8. Using nylon reinforced tape, take the free ends of the spiral at 

both ends of the wooden dowel and securely tape them down 

on the dowel. 

9. Slide the complete spiral into the bottle. 

10. Push a tack through the top of the bottle cap and into the 

end of the dowel. (This may require a hammer.) Be sure to 

adequately supervise this step for safety.  

11. Screw the bottle cap back onto the bottle.

The word

‘machine’

comes from

the Greek ‘mechos,’

which means 

expedient

or simple!

12. Place the neck of the bottle into a bowl of 

popcorn. Twist the wooden dowel and watch 

the popcorn move up the spiral and over the 

edge of the bottle. (See Diagram III.) 

Discussion

1. Name three places at school where a spiral 

shape can be found.  

2. Do any living creatures use a spiral shape? 

3. Simple machines are designed to make work 

easier. What is the mathematical definition 

for work?
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Bit Bites

BIT BITES
DIAGRAMS

Diagram I:

Cut a trapezoid shape out of the 
bottle just below the neck. This is 
where the popcorn will enter.  

Diagram II:

Cut out a hole through which the 
wooden dowel will be placed.

Make a slit in each circle so that 
the cut circles can be joined to 
form the spiral that will surround 
the wooden dowel.

Diagram III:

Grasp the wooden dowel and 
turn. Popcorn will enter the neck
of the bottle and move toward
your hand.

A woodcut from an edition of 
Virtruvius’s De Architectura 

published by Fra Giocondo (c.1445-c.1525)
in Venice in 1511.

This woodcut illustrates using
of the Archimedes Screw 

to move.  
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Ping Pong Catapults Challenge  

Catapults were simple machines designed to hurl items of destruction on invading enemies.  
Historians believe that catapults originated in China around the 3rd and 4th Century BC.  They 
were developed and designed in many different ways by many different cultures. Of the 6 
simple machines, the catapult is classified as a lever.  A lever consists of a plank that is free at 
both ends, a steady object that does not move called the fulcrum and the object that you are 
trying to move. The distance from the load to the fulcrum is called the effort arm.  

Challenge:  Design a catapult that will send a ping pong ball towards a target.  Each group will 
have 3 chances to score the most points.  

Materials: 9 craft sticks, 4 -6 rubber bands, 1 plastic spoon                

  Directions:  

1. Take 7 craft sticks and tie a rubber band tightly around both ends.  

2. Take the remaining 2 sticks and tie a rubber band on one end.  

3. Insert the 7 sticks banded together through the 2 stick bundle.  

4. Attach a rubber band in a cross fashion joining the 2 pieces.  

5. Use rubber bands and attach the plastic spoon on the end.  Launch your ping 
pong ball.  

Observations:   

Who was the most successful? ___________________________________________________________ 

What did the group with the most points do differently? ______________________________________ 

Conclusions: 

What type of simple machine is the catapult? _______________________________________________ 

How did you increase the accuracy of your catapult? _________________________________________ 

(Potential, Kinetic) or stored energy was converted to (Potential, Kinetic) energy of motion. 

Label the parts of the lever.  Fulcrum, load, effort arm  

 

 

 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 



Ping Pong Catapults Challenge  

Catapults were simple machines designed to hurl items of destruction on invading enemies.  
Historians believe that catapults originated in China around the 3rd and 4th Century BC.  They 
were developed and designed in many different ways by many different cultures. Of the 6 
simple machines, the catapult is classified as a lever.  A lever consists of a plank that is free at 
both ends, a steady object that does not move called the fulcrum and the object that you are 
trying to move. The distance from the load to the fulcrum is called the effort arm.  

Challenge:  Design a catapult that will send a ping pong ball towards a target.  Each group will 
have 3 chances to score the most points.  

Materials: 9 craft sticks, 4 -6 rubber bands, 1 plastic spoon                

  Directions:  

1. Take 7 craft sticks and tie a rubber band tightly around both ends.  

2. Take the remaining 2 sticks and tie a rubber band on one end.  

3. Insert the 7 sticks banded together through the 2 stick bundle.  

4. Attach a rubber band in a cross fashion joining the 2 pieces.  

5. Use rubber bands and attach the plastic spoon on the end.  Launch your ping 
pong ball.  

Observations:   

Who was the most successful? ___________________________________________________________ 

What did the group with the most points do differently? ______________________________________ 

Conclusions: 

What type of simple machine is the catapult? ___________lever________________________________ 

How did you increase the accuracy of your catapult? _________________________________________ 

(Potential, Kinetic) or stored energy was converted to (Potential, Kinetic) energy of motion. 

Label the parts of the lever.  Fulcrum, load, effort arm  

 

 

 

Figure 4 

Figure 3 

Figure 2 

Figure 1 

Fulcrum 

Effort Arm  

Load 



Ready, Set, Go 
Purpose: To create the fastest car using one balloon, tape, straws, and string.  

Materials:  Matchbox cars, balloons, tape, and straws  

Directions:    Working in teams of 2, add a balloon to your car that will make it travel the 
farthest in a straight line.  

Observations:  Which car traveled the farthest?  Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Conclusions: 

______________________________________________________________________________ 



Overview

Students will learn about different careers in engineering by researching an 

engineering career. 

Background

    Have you ever wondered who created the hottest technologies, from taking 

and sending pictures on your cell phone to viewing television on a fl at screen 

mounted on the wall? Or how we can access our email from a Smartphone? 

The answer is—engineers! 

Engineering is the practical application of science. Engineers are involved 

in the research and development, design, manufacturing, and production of 

the machinery, products, and systems of everyday life—from cars to hospital 

equipment, from computers to drilling rigs and production platforms, and 

from alternative energy to communication systems. In fact, engineers are 

needed in all aspects of hydrocarbon exploration and production. 

CareersCareers in Engineering

Levels
Grades 6 - 12

Concepts
Conduct short research projects 
to answer a question (including 
a self-generated question), 
drawing on several sources 
and generating additional 
related, focused questions that 
allow for multiple avenues of 
exploration. 
WHST.6-8.7

Scientists and engineers are 
guided by habits of mind 
such as intellectual honesty, 
tolerance of ambiguity, 
skepticism, and openness to 
new ideas.
MS-LS1-3
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Researching, Communicating,
Organizing, Writing

Objectives
Students will select an
engineering career and 
research the career. They will 
write a job description for 
the engineering career they 
selected, list colleges that 
provide degrees in the selected 
fi eld, fi nd the types of courses 
that need to be taken to earn 
the degree, and determine the 
types of jobs performed by a 
person holding the degree. 

Materials
 Internet
 1 story board per student
 Magazines
 List of Engineering Careers

Time Considerations
Preparation: 5 minutes
Activity: Two 50-minute class 

periods
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Careers in Engineering

Engineering Work

   People work in engineering at all levels, ranging from operators 

who operate machinery and perform assembly work, to professional 

engineers who use their experience to design and manage projects. 

Working hours depend on the job, but most engineers work around 

40-60 hours a week. Depending on the nature of the work, shift work 

may be required. Jobs may be indoors in an offi ce or factory, or they 

may be outdoors. 

Approximately 1.5 million people work in engineering-related jobs 

for large- and small-scale manufacturing companies, oil and natural 

gas companies, specialist engineering workshops, public utilities 

(such as electricity) companies, and product design and development 

companies. Skilled people are highly sought after, and opportunities, 

especially for those with fl exible skills or a strong grasp of new 

technology, are growing. 

Engineering jobs require people who like math and science, enjoy 

fi nding solutions to challenging problems, are practical, and can 

communicate well.

Entry into the engineering world is possible through a number 

of different avenues. Training can begin straight from high school 

with either academic or vocational qualifi cations. Apprenticeships 

combine work and study and can lead to craft and technician jobs. 

Earning an engineering degree can open up opportunities for 

the college graduate. 

Whether you want to design a theme park or create a new 

tennis shoe that makes you jump higher, engineering can lead 

to an exciting and rewarding career. 
Source: www.myperfectresume.com

We are currently
preparing students
for jobs that don’t

yet exist…
using technologies
that have not been

invented…
in order to solve 

problems we don’t
even know are
problems yet.

– Richard Riley,
Secretary of Education under

U.S. President Bill Clinton
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Procedure

1. Read When I Grow Up I Want to Be an

Engineer to the class.

2. Have each student select an engineering

career from the provided List of Various

Engineering Careers.

3. Have students research the careers on the

internet.

4. Have each student place information about

the chosen career on his or her storyboard.

5. Have students share their storyboards with

the class.

Careers in Engineering

Getting Ready

Make copies of the sample story board. If it is 

accessible, read the book When I Grow Up 

I Want to Be an Engineer by Paula Harris. 

Note: The above reference book can be found 

in the Offshore Energy Center’s traveling trunks 

(Knowledge Box and Playing with Petroleum Kit).

Sample Story Board:

Job Description Tasks Performed

Examples of CourseworkColleges and Universities

Base Pay:

Engineering
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Careers in Engineering

Extensions

1. Make copies of the Engineers Puzzle

Student Page. Cut out each square and have

students solve.

2. Create a visual representation to advertise

an engineering career. (Recruitment video,

PowerPoint, or brochure.)

3. Create a colorful collage of the storyboard

using illustrations.

4. Complete Career Interest Profi le on pages

20 and 21. Discuss potential careers in the

oil and gas industry.

5. Use the When I Grow Up I Want to Be an

Engineer book and complete activities

after having read the page dealing with

the various types of engineers.

“I Want to be an Engineer”
Activities

Mechanical Engineer:  
“Hear, Hear, Engineer,” “Deep See” 

(show clip from Serpent video) 

Electrical Engineer:  
“Insulators/Conductors” found in the PWP 

Kit

Civil Engineer:
“Derrick of Distinction,” 

“Operation PLUTO,” 

“Mapping the Ocean Floor I & II,” 

“Contour Mapping” - found in the 

Knowledge Box

Chemical Engineer:
“Put the Poly in Polymer”

“Shaving Cream Creations”

Petroleum Engineer:
“Core Sample Cake,” 

“How Far Down Are Oil Wells Drilled?”

Culminating Activity:  
Maskology = Maskineer 

Students will design a mask depicting their 

favorite Engineer based on the activities. 

The directions are the same as “Maskology” 

on page 147, except the focus is on different 

types of engineers, not different –ologies.

Career Spotlight

Petroleum Engineers design and supervise 

the process of producing oil and natural gas 

out of the ground as cheaply and safely as 

possible. Most of these engineers work for 

oil companies, but some work for fi rms that 

sell equipment and tools to oil companies. 

Others serve as consultants to industry 

and government or teach in colleges and 

universities.

When a site for a well is selected, Petroleum 

Engineers decide how to drill the well. They 

choose equipment and supervise workers who 

install and operate the wells. If oil or gas is 

found, Petroleum Engineers test samples of 

the oil-bearing rock layers. Then they test the 

reservoir where the oil or gas is located to see 

whether the oil or gas will fl ow by itself or 

whether it must be forced from the ground. 

The results of these tests help Petroleum 

Engineers choose the best methods and 

equipment for the job.
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Aerospace Engineering

Agricultural Engineering                                                   

Aircraft Engineering

Architectural Engineering                                                   

Bioengineering                                                                    

Biomedical Engineering                                                     

Ceramic Engineering                                                          

Chemical Engineering                                                        

Civil Engineering                                                                

Communications Engineering

Computer Engineering                                                     

Construction Engineering                                                   

Electrical Engineering                                                        

Environmental Engineering                                             

Fire Protection Engineering                                                

Flight Engineering

General Engineering                            

Industrial Engineering

Information Systems Engineering

Instumentation Engineering

Java Engineering

Manufacturing Engineering

Marine Engineering

Materials Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Metallurgy and Materials Engineering

Mineral and Mining Engineering

Nuclear Engineering

Ocean Engineering

Petroleum Engineering

Quality Control Engineering

Radiological Engineering

Refrigeration Engineering

Renewable Energy Engineering 

Residential Heating Engineering

Robotics Engineering

Satellite Engineering

Software Engineering

Software Engineering Architect 

Structural Engineering

Surveying Engineering

Systems Engineering

Telecom Engineering

Telecommunications Engineering

Telephone Engineering

Thermodynamics Engineering

Transportation Engineering

Turbine Engineering

Watercraft Engineering

Wireless Telecommunications Engineering

Careers in Engineering

List of Various Engineering Careers
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ENGINEERS PUZZLE
STUDENT PAGE

Careers in Engineering
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Careers in Engineering

What do your interests say about your future career? Let’s find out!

Read each statement carefully. If a statement describes something you enjoy, fill in the
circle for that row. If the statement describes something you do not enjoy, leave the circle
empty. After you have read all the statements, write the total for each column at the bottom.
Your interests are dominated by your top three highest scores. The corresponding letters
describe Holland Personality Types. Read on to see what this means about you!

Career Interest Profile

Ocean Star
Offshore Drilling Rig & Museum
P.O. Box 2040
Galveston, TX 77553
Phone: (409) 766-7827
Fax: (409) 766 -1242
www.oceanstaroec.com

Energy at work!Energy at work!

doing puzzles O
working on cars O
working independently O
working in teams O
organizing things like files, offices, or activities O
building things O
having clear instructions to follow O
influencing or persuading people O
doing experiments O
teaching or training people O
helping people solve their problems O
having my day structured O
doing creative writing O
taking on new responsibilities O
figuring out how things work O
putting things together or assembling models O
paying attention to details O
doing filing or typing O
learning about other cultures O
analyzing problems, situations, or trends O
playing instruments or singing O
dreaming about starting my own business O
cooking O
acting in plays O
working with numbers or charts O
discussing politics and current events O
being a leader O
working outdoors O
drawing O
giving speeches O

R I A S E C

TOTAL per column

150 N. Dairy Ashford Road

Suite E0314
Houston, TX 77079

Phone: (281) 679-8040

Fax: (281) 544-2441

www.oceanstaroec.com

The Offshore Energy
Center is dedicated to
expand the awareness of
the vast energy resources
beneath the world’s
oceans and to chronicle
the unique heritage
and technological
accomplishments of the
industry that discovers,
produces, and delivers
these resources in a safe
and environmentally
responsible way.

The Ocean Star jack-up
drilling rig was built in
1969 at the Bethlehem
Steel Yard in Beaumont,
Texas. It was retired in
1994 and acquired by the
OEC the following year.
Following a total
refurbishment and
rebuild, the Ocean Star
was moved to Pier 19 and
had its grand opening as
a museum in April of 1997.
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Careers in Engineering

R

I

A

S

E

C

REALISTIC
The focus here is hands-on work; physical skills and strength;
and a practical, concrete bottom-line approach to work life.
Realistic people see themselves as practical, mechanically
inclined, and realistic.
WELDER , ELECTRICIAN , ABLE-BODIED SEAMAN

INVESTIGATIVE
The emphasis is acquiring knowledge for the sake of knowledge,
with a particular focus on science, math, and technology.
Investigative types see themselves as precise, scientific, and
intellectual.
PETROLEUM GEOLOGIST , CHEMIST, MARINE GEOPHYSICIST

ARTISTIC
This pesonality type involves artistic and creative self-expression; 
a preference for working alone; and high levels of independence, 
originality, and personal intensity. Artistic personalities feel they 
are expressive, original, and independent.
DRILL BIT DESIGNER , RESERVOIR ENGINEER , NAVAL ARCHITECT

SOCIAL
A concern with the welfare of others is the focus. These people
prefer team and group work, and they enjoy expressing
themselves verbally. Social people see themselves as helpful,
friendly, and trustworthy.
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER , STEWARD , MEDIC

ENTERPRISING
These people most enjoy selling, persuading, leading, and
talking; and they are most often in sales work or other aspects of
business. Enterprising personalities see themselves as
energetic, ambitious, and sociable.
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR , LEGAL AND REGULATORY CONSULTANT,
INSURANCE UNDERWRITER

CONVENTIONAL
Traditional office work is the most appropriate image, with
a preference for routine, structured activity, and a clear chain of
authority. Conventional types view themselves as orderly and
good at following a set plan.
PURCHASING AGENT, BUSINESS ANALYST, REMOTE OPERATED VEHICLE

(ROV) TECHNICIAN

Holland Personality Types

Energy at work!Energy at work!

John Holland, professor
emeritus at Johns Hopkins

University, developed a
well-known theory that all
people could be separated

into six different
personality types. While
an individual rarely fits
into a single type, his or

her personality is
dominated by two or three

different types.

The graphic represents the
different personality types
and how they are related
to one another. Similar

types are located closer to
each other. This also

explains why friends share
similar traits. Birds of a
feather flock together.

By understanding the
different types and

creating your own Career
Interest Profile, you can
find a career, possibly a

career in the offshore
energy industry, that is

right for you!
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Got Energy? 
Do you have what energy employers are looking for? 

Skills/Competencies Work Attitudes Work Ethic 
Reading 
   Able to comprehend written material and take  
   appropriate action 
    

Looking for Work 
   Able to identify job opportunities, to complete a job 
   application, to prepare a resume, and to promote  
   himself/herself during an interview 

Honesty and Integrity 
   Bases actions on a personal set of values; can be 
   trusted to follow the rules even when supervisors are 
   not present; trustworthy  

Speaking 
   Expresses ideas clearly and concisely to individuals and groups; 
   has good customer communication skills; gives clear directions 

Responsible/Self Disciplined 
   Is a self-starter; committed to and accountable for  
   work assigned; does more than the bare minimum; 
   is a loyal employee 

Good Manners 
   Always shows courtesy and respect toward others 

Writing 
   Spells correctly; writes legibly; expresses ideas clearly and 
   concisely; fills out forms properly 

Wants to Learn/Pride in a Job Well Done 
   Is flexible, willing and able to respond to changes 
   in work assignments or learn new technologies; is 
   willing to adjust work until it is correct 

Accepts Advice, Supervision, Criticism 
   Has high self-esteem and does what is asked; 
    accepts criticism and uses it to improve future 
    performance 

Listening 
   Able to comprehend what is said and take action 

Safety-Conscious 
   Puts safety first in every aspect of the job; takes 
   responsibility for own actions; notices and corrects 
   unsafe situations; always uses safety procedures; 
   is concerned for the safety of others 

Dependability/Follow Through 
   Works diligently to complete tasks, alerts supervisor 
    to problems or delays so there are no surprises 
    about work not being done 

Math Computation 
   Able to accurately apply basic math skills (addition, 
    subtraction, division, multiplication, fractions and percentages)    
    

Manages Stress and Personal Problems 
   Deals with job pressure in a positive way; doesn’t 
    let personal problems interfere with work 

Good Attendance/On Time 
   Can be depended upon to be at work; ready to 
    begin work on time 

Problem Solving 
   Can identify the source of a problem; demonstrates good 
    common sense; is creative and innovative 

Positive Outlook 
   Views the good in situations and works 
   constructively to solve problems; has a positive self  
   image; is self-confident; sets personal goals 

Accuracy of Work/No Waste 
   Is careful and avoids mistakes; if mistakes are made, 
   will correct the errors; takes pride in work well 
   done 

Information Management & Technology 
   Able to use computers to process information; familiar with 
   common technology applications and tools in the workplace 

Follows the Rules 
   Performs tasks in a prescribed manner; does not 
   break rules but helps management modify rules 
   as needed 

Pride & Productivity in Work 
   Shows initiative; is ambitious; figures out how to 
   get the job done; works as efficiently as possible to 
   get the job done-well 

Knowing How to Learn 
   Able to self-teach new skills; able to seek and use new 
   information appropriately 

Good Team Member 
   Shares information; works well & credits others; 
   puts the team above personal interests 

 

Applying What is Learned 
   Possesses high-level skills such as reasoning, analysis, and 
   problem solving 

Respects Others 
   Has good manners; shows common courtesy;  
   appreciates multicultural diversity 

 

Working with Others 
   Able to work as a productive team member; able to share 
   information 

Willing to Earn Rewards 
   Able to see long term results of efforts on the job 
   and put in time and effort before expecting a 
   promotion 

 

Business Process 
   Eager to learn the principles of business 

  

 



Materials: 1 die 
1 game board 
Game tokens 
Playing pieces 

Procedures: 

1. Form your team of four quickly and quietly.  Push desks together to form a table.

2. Use the roles of Supply Clerk, Coach, Timekeeper, and Reporter.

3. The Coach should read these procedures aloud to the group and make sure everyone
understands how to play the game.

4. The Supply Clerk will be in charge of the tokens.  Before beginning the game, they should give
everyone 1 token.

5. Select a playing piece and place it on the “start” box.

6. Begin play.  Players should rotate clockwise, taking turns.

7. Roll the die.  Each person will roll one time.  The person with the highest number will begin the
game.  If two people roll the same number, they must re-roll to break the tie.

8. Once the game begins, move your game piece the number of spaces indicated on the die.

9. Follow the directions on the space you land on. If you land on a space that sends you to “Time
Out”, you lose a turn.  When your turn comes up again, you must return to the space that sent you
to “Time Out” and roll the die.  You will collect and lose tokens as you move around the game board.

10. When you reach the last square “Completed Science Investigation Safely”, take five tokens.  Do
this only if you are the first person to finish.  The game is then over for all players.

11. Count the tokens you collected.  The winner is the person who has the most tokens, not
necessarily the player to complete the game first!

12. The Timekeeper informs the teacher when the group finishes a game, and the Reporter tells the
teacher who won!

Job Skills  Game



To make the Job Skills Game: 

Trim outside edges of each page
Glue pages into file folder
Laminate for extended use
Use bingo chips, math counters, pennies or Popsicle sticks for
tokens
Use novelty erasers for playing pieces
Use one die



Listen to 
team 

members. 
Take 1 
token. 

Keep 
accurate 

time sheets.
Take 1 
token. 

Active 
learner 
Take 1 
token. 

Constantly 
posting to 
Facebook. 
Return 4 
tokens 

Desk 
neat and 
tidy. 
Take 1 
token. 

Blame 
project 
failure on 
team. Go 
back 14 
spaces. 

Sitter is 
reliable.Back 

up plan in 
place. Take 

3 tokens. 

You have 
finished the Job 

Skills Game!  
Congratulations! 
Take 5 tokens. 

Whine 
and 

complain 
about job . 
Move back 
11 spaces. 

Project 
completed 
on time. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

Shop 
online all 
morning. 

Start 
over! 

Report broken
toilet. Move 

ahead 4 
spaces. 

Pay 
attention

 to details. 
Take 2 
tokens.

FREE 

Fell asleep at 
desk and 
missed 

meeting. Go 
back 6 spaces

Express 
ideas

clearly. 
Take

1 token. 

Came to work 
in old jeans and 

torn t-shirt. 
Start over! 

Correctly 
followed 

directions. 
Take 4 tokens.

FREE

Hack into
supervisors 
email. Start 

over. 

Follow
campus

regulations.
Take 1 
token. 

Clean
cut

appearance.
Take 2 
tokens. 

Good 
work
ethic.

Take 2
tokens. 

Friendly,
pleasant, 

and have a 
positive
attitude.
Move
ahead

4 spaces. 

Third 
time

late to 
work.

Start over. 

Consistently
arrive early 

to work
Move 

ahead 4 
spaces 

START
You begin with 

one token. 



Can identify the 
source of a 

problem 
Take one token. 

FREE 
Assisted 

with
office 
blood 
drive. 
Move 
ahead

6 spaces. 

Work on 
party
plans 

instead of 
team 

project.
Return 3 
tokens. 

Display 
good 
manners. 
Take 1 
token. 

Mistakes made 
constantly. Will 

not correct.  

Go to Time 
Out # 2 

Can talk 
and
work at the 
same time. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

Take pride
in a job 

well done.
Take 2 
tokens. 

Eat the 
lunch 
of a           

co-worker.
Go to time 

out #1. 

Good common 
sense. Move 

ahead 4 spaces. 

Cannot accept 
criticism.  Go 

to Time Out #3 

Can complete a 
job application.   
Take 2 tokens. 

Failed to request 
vacation time. 

Return one token. 

Withheld important 
information from 
team. Return 2 

tokens. 

Work well with 
others. Take one 

token. 

Argued loudly 
with group 

members. Return 
one token. 

Work weekends 
to complete 

project. Take 2 
token 

Always courteous. 
Take 2 tokens. 

Partied 
all

night and 
wore 
party 

clothes to 
work. 
Start
over. 

Creative!
Take 3 
tokens. 

Rush to
complete 

assignment 
at the last 
minute. 

Move back 
3 spaces. 

Text and
talk on cell 

phone 
excessively. 

Return 4 
tokens. 

Park in
designated 
area. Take 

1token. 

Exceed
campus 
speed 

limit. Go 
to time 
out # 4. 

Responsible
for own 
actions. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

FREE 



Civil

Chemical

Electrical

Mechanical

Petroleum 

Engineers 
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 What's an Engineer? 
Crash Course Kids 

#12.1 
 

5:16 

The Engineering 
Process: Crash 

Course Kids #12.2 

Engineer - Rhymes on 
Profession 





Overview

Students will obtain core samples from a cupcake and analyze their results. 

Background

     A petroleum geologist sometimes needs to take a closer look at the rocks 

that are deep in a well. Because the hole is only about 20” in diameter at the 

surface, the geologist cannot go down into the well to see the rock. However,  

the geologist can ask for a core sample.  

    A core is a cylinder of rock about 5 inches in diameter and about 30 feet 

long. To drill a core, the drill bit must be removed from the hole and replaced 

with a hollow core bit.

    The core bit is covered with industrial diamonds. The diamonds help the 

core bit to drill a circular hole through the hardest rock.  

    Drilling with a core bit is a very slow process. Drilling rigs and crews cost 

hundreds of thousands of dollars per day, so a geologist does not request a 

core sample unless it is absolutely necessary.

    We can learn many things from a core sample. When they are sliced into 

very thin pieces and examined under a microscope, core samples can reveal 

microfossils that may indicate the presence of oil.

    Core samples can also be studied to see how much liquid is in the pores of 

the rock. This is a study of the rock’s porosity. Measuring the amount of oil 

in the pores allows a geologist to determine the rock’s level of oil saturation. 

Because oil is found in pores in the rock, not in caves, these measurements 

are important!

Core Bit

Core SaCore Sample Cake

Levels

Grades 1 - 6

Concepts

Apply scientific reasoning 
and evidence from ancient 
Earth materials, meteorites, 
and other planetary surfaces 
to construct an account of 
Earth’s formation and early 
history.
HS-ESS1-6
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Analyzing, 
Evaluating

Objectives

Students will obtain core 
samples and make a 
determination of the location 
of ‘oil.’

Materials

 Marble cake mix
 Foil cupcake liners
 Clear plastic straws, 

 5 per student
 Napkins
 Container of white icing
 Plastic knives
 Blue food coloring

Time Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period
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Core Sample Cake

Getting Ready

    Purchase a marble cake mix, a container of white icing, and foil 

cupcake liners. Follow the directions on the cake mix, separating the 

chocolate from the rest of the mix. Pour cake mix into the cupcake 

liners, adding the chocolate mix at various levels and amounts in 

the liners. Leave some cupcakes without any chocolate.  Add 2 or 3 

drops of food coloring to the icing to make it blue. Ice the cupcakes 

with the blue icing. Make a copy of the Cupcake Geology Worksheet 

for each student.

Procedure

1. Pass out the cupcakes, straws, napkins, and knives. Each 

student should inspect his or her cupcake. Students should not 

remove the liner or touch the cupcake. 

2. Students should draw a cross section to show what they think 

their cupcake looks like inside in section A of the Cupcake 

Geology Worksheet.  

3. Students are to insert 5 straws in a row across the center 

portion of the cupcake, pinching the straws as they pull them 

out of the cupcake. This represents 5 core samples. Place the 

core samples on the napkin in the order in which they were 

removed. Have students color the drawing to show what the 

samples look like in section B of the worksheet.

4. Have students make a new drawing in section C to predict 

what they now think the cupcake looks like.  

5. Using the knife, students are to cut the cupcake in half at 

the same point core samples were taken and open up the two 

halves of the cupcake. Draw what the cross section actually 

looks like in D of the worksheet and compare the drawings in 

sections C and D. 

Discussion

1. How accurate was your prediction? 

2. Is there anything you could have done to be more accurate? 

3. Were there any differences in your predictions in section C 

compared to section D? Explain. 

End Notes

    The first person credited with developing a 

diamond coring bit was Rodolphe Leschot, a 

French engineer. He accomplished this in 1863.  

    Diamonds are the hardest substance known. 

They can easily drill through the hardest rock. 

Even though diamonds are more expensive than 

most other materials, they are used because they 

can cut faster.  Faster cutting means saving time 

and money. 
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CUPCAKE GEOLOGY 
WORKSHEET

Name: ___________________

1. Inspect your cupcake. Do not
touch, peel, or eat it.

2. Draw a cross section to show what
you think your cupcake looks like
inside if it were cut in half.

3. Take 5 core samples below the
surface. Number the samples
as you remove them. Color the drawing
to show what the samples look like.

Make a new drawing and predict
what you now think the cupcake
looks like inside.

5. Cut the cupcake in half. Draw the real
cross section and compare with the
drawing you made in step 4. Were there
any differences? Explain

A B

C D

4.

1 2 3 4
5

Core Sample Cake
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Overview

Students get a view from a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV). What will you find 

deep down in the sea?

Background

    An ROV is an important tool for 

the offshore industry. ROVs can be 

sent where humans cannot go and can stay 

underwater longer than humans could survive. ROVs can 

be sent into areas that might be dangerous, such as inside a shipwreck or into 

strong currents.

    An ROV is a robot that is controlled by a pilot. The pilot uses controls that 

send signals to the ROV by way of a cable or umbilical. The controls look 

much like the joystick that is part of many video games and game boxes 

today. The pilot is usually located on an offshore rig or platform.    

     The camera on the ROV becomes the pilot’s eyes. Looking at a monitor 

that looks just like a TV screen, a pilot can see everything that the ROV has 

its camera focused upon.  

    The robotic arms on the ROV become the pilot’s arms. The pilot can use 

the arms to pick up objects, set them back down, or move them out of the 

way. A really good pilot can do very small and complex operations such as 

putting a small nut onto a bolt or assembling other mechanical equipment.  

    It is difficult to name the first person who invented the ROV, but one of the 

first ROVs was designed by Dimitri Rebikoff in 1953. He was an engineer 

and underwater photographer.    

     Today, these underwater workhorses can do inspections, surveys, and 

construction. Research is underway on Autonomous Underwater Vehicles 

(AUVs). These new robots need no umbilical and can be operated from 

another continent and maybe, someday, on another planet!     

Deep SeDeep See

Levels

Grades Pre-K - 4

Concepts

Living things need water, 
air, and resources from the 
land, and they live in places 
that have the things they 
need. Humans use natural 
resources for everything 
they do. 
ESS3.A
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Classifying, 
Comparing and Contrasting

Objectives

Students will create a view 
from a Remotely Operated 
Vehicle (ROV).

Materials

 Internet access
 Drawing paper
 Tape
 Sand
 White glue
 Blue or green plastic 

 wrap
 Paper plates
 Paint brush 

Time
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute

period

Source: www.oceaneering.com

r 

e 

can stay

uld survive. ROVs can Source: www.oceaneering.com

Camera
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Deep See

Getting Ready

    Gather all of the construction materials for the project. Students 

can either draw their own ocean creatures or copy deep sea creatures 

from the Internet. Set up a station for sand in one location to save 

time in cleaning up from this activity.

Procedure

1. Give each student two paper plates and a piece of blue or 

green plastic wrap.  

2.  Have students report to the sand station in pairs so that they 

can paint some white glue onto the bottom half of paper plate 

‘B.’ After the glue is painted on, sprinkle sand onto the glue-

painted area.

3.  While students are taking turns reporting to the sand station, 

have the rest of the students cut out the center circle from 

paper plate ‘A’ and discard. The hole will be the camera view 

from your ROV.

4.  Glue the blue or green plastic wrap to the inside edge of paper 

plate ‘A.’ Trim any edges of plastic wrap that stick out beyond 

the edge of the paper plate. This will give you a watery view!

5.  As the glue and sand are drying, glue pictures of deep sea 

creatures above the sandy bottom on plate ‘B.’ Use pictures 

similar to the ones on  the Deep Sea Creatures student page 

or find the NOIA Activity Book at http://www.need.org/files/

curriculum/webcontent/08NOIAActivityBook.pdf. 

After the sea creatures are glued onto the plate, 

color in the background.

6.  Take paper plate ‘A’ and place it over paper 

plate ‘B.’ Staple the plates together, and now 

you have a view from an ROV that can show 

a plenty of deep ocean life!

Procedure

1. Make copies of the Marine Life Puzzle Student 

Page; cut out each square, and have students solve.

Plate A

Plate B

Plastic Wrap
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Styrofoam cup on right was taken down to a 
depth of 2800 ft by an ROV. It was an 8 oz cup. 

8 oz. 









Deep See

MARINE LIFE PUZZLE
STUDENT PAGE
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Fish 
Play Dough 

Mat 



  

Fish 
Play Dough 

Mat 
Materials:  Mat and Play Dough 



Put 1 fish in the water. 



Put 2 fish in the water. 



Put 3 fish in the water. 



Put 4 fish in the water. 



Put 5 fish in the water. 



Put 6 fish in the water. 



Put 7 fish in the water. 



Put 8 fish in the water.



Put 9 fish in the water. 



Put 10 fish in the water . 



Overview

Students become engineers on a team as they work together to design an

offshore derrick.

Background

    People have been drilling for oil in one way or another for hundreds of 

years. The Chinese invented a bamboo kick down rig to obtain oil and gas for 

lighting and cooking. But only in the last 60 years has humankind been able 

to efficiently extract petroleum from beneath the seas–an achievement that 

ranks with this century’s mightiest technological triumphs.

    A hoisting system had to be designed to lift and hold the heavy pipe needed 

to drill and carry the oil up from the ground. The tall part of the drilling rig 

is termed a ‘derrick.’ It is part of the hoisting system. Hoisting means lifting.  

A block and tackle device is mounted under the top of the derrick to lift 

the heavy pipe up and down from the drilled hole. The block and tackle is 

controlled by cables that were at onetime held by people but now by motors 

so that the pipe can move in all four directions.   

    As drill bits cut into rock, over time they become dull and have to be 

changed. It is important to be able to lift the bit out of the hole to change it.  

    The derrick itself is named for Thomas Derrick, a famous executioner at 

the time of Queen Elizabeth I. He was an ingenious hangman who devised 

a beam with a topping lift and pulleys for his hangings, instead of the old-

fashioned rope over the beam method.

DerrickDerrick of Distinction

Levels
Grades 5 - 12

Concepts
Develop a model to generate 
data for iterative testing and 
modification of a proposed 
object, tool, or process such 
that an optimal design can be 
achieved.
MS-ETS1-4

Design a solution to a 
complex real-world problem 
by breaking it down into 
smaller, more manageable 
problems that can be solved 
through engineering.
HS-ETS1-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Analyzing, Communicating, 
Designing, Engineering

Objectives
Students will construct a 
derrick using a specified list 
of materials. Their structures 
will be tested against others 
created by their classmates.

Materials
 The following items per

 group:
• 16 pieces of uncooked
 spaghetti
• 8 pieces of uncooked
 linguini or fettuccini
• 8 jumbo stale
 marshmallows
• Pictures of derricks
• Pencils
• Brown paper lunch sacks
 Stopwatch or timer
 Measure weights 

 (e.p., poker chips, gram
 stackers)

 File folder or cardboard
 squares

 Derrick of Distinction
 Student Page

 Dictionaries

Time Considerations
Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

Semi-submersible Drilling Rig
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Derrick of Distinction

Getting Ready

   Open the packages of marshmallows days before use to allow them to harden. 

Make one copy of the Derrick of Distinction Student Page for each group. Place 

enough materials in a brown paper lunch sack for each group of students. 

Divide the students in your class into groups of three.    

Procedure

1. Show students pictures of various types of drilling derricks 

found on the internet or in the encyclopedia. (Also see this page.)  

2. Give each student a copy of the Derrick of Distinction 

Student Page. 

3. Distribute the brown bags with the spaghetti, linguine, and 

marshmallows. 

4. Follow the directions on the student page. Complete the page. 

5. Determine which derrick was the tallest and held the most weight. 

Discussion

1. What was the best design of the winning derrick? 

2. Why did the other derricks fail? 

3. What natural forces might affect your derrick? 

4. How could you compensate for the natural forces? 

5. If you could choose any material to build your derrick (metal, wood, 

plastic, etc.), which would you choose and why? 

6. Define the following words:

A. Bending

B. Compression

C. Shear

D. Tension

E. Torsion

Career Spotlight

    What is the job of a Structural Engineer?  Take a look around you. 

Every building you see and every major construction job that takes 

place was inspected by a Structural Engineer.  

    The offshore industry builds the tallest structures in the world.
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Derrick of Distinction

DERRICK OF DISTINCTION
STUDENT PAGE

   The tall part of the drilling rig is called the ‘derrick.’ It is the part of the hoisting system that is designed 

to lift and hold the heavy pipe needed to drill. Engineers design these structures, which must be strong 

enough to handle this heavy job. Can you build a Derrick of Distinction to hold some heavy equipment?

Engineering Challenge: Design and build the tallest derrick that will support the most weight.

Materials

8 jumbo marshmallows

16 pieces of spaghetti

8 pieces of linguine

Brown paper sack

File folder or cardboard square

Procedure

1. Design (plan) your derrick on the reverse side of this student page.  

2. Carefully pour the materials onto the table. Broken materials will not be replaced.

3. Build your derrick. Remember to leave the top flat.

4. Measure the height of your derrick in centimeters. 

5. When your teacher tells you that your time is up, test your derrick. Take the file folder 

or cardboard square and place it on the top of the derrick. Test the load bearing weight 

of your derrick by placing measuring weights on its top.

Results:    Our derrick was ________ cm tall and held ________ gms. 

Questions:
1. What natural forces might affect your derrick? 

2. How could you compensate for the natural forces? 

3. If you could choose any material to build your derrick (metal, wood, 

plastic, etc.), which would you choose and why? 

4. Use the dictionaries to define the following words:

A. Bending

B. Compression

C. Shear

D. Tension

E. Torsion
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Derrick of Distinction

DERRICK OF DISTINCTION
TEACHER PAGE

SCORING RUBRIC

Structure Aesthetics Height
Amount of 
Mass Held 

(Load)

Well Organized 
Design

Resembles 
Offshore Derrick

Tallest in Class Highest Bearing 
Load

Uncluttered 
Design

Closely 
Resembles 

Offshore Derrick

In the top 20%
of the Class

In the top 20%
of the Class

Some Design
Work Apparent

Somewhat Resembles
Offshore Derrick

Mid-level
Range of Class

Mid-level
Range of Class

Slight Design
Very Little 

Resemblance to
Offshore Derrick

Lower Range
of Class

Lower Range
of Class

No Organized
Structure

No Design 
Apparent

Shortest Derrick
Lowest Load

Bearing 
Structure

5

4

3

2

1

What is a rubric? A rubric is a guide used to score performance assessments in a reliable, fair, and valid manner.

As a scoring guide used in subjective assessments, it allows teachers to take tasks involving complicated performance

tasks and reduce these tasks to measurable components.

Thought for the Day

Optimist: “The glass is half full.”

Pessimist: “The glass is half empty.”

Engineer: “That glass is twice as large as it needs to be.”

-Unknown
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Overview

Students will learn how to use a classifi cation key to identify microfossils.  

Background

DichotoDichotomous Keys

Levels

Grades 6 - 8

Concept

Analyze and interpret data 
for patterns in the fossil 
record that document the 
existence, diversity, extinction, 
and change of life forms 
throughout the history of life 
on Earth under the assumption 
that natural laws operate today 
as in the past.
MS-LS4-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Analyzing, Classifi cation,
Critical Thinking

Objective

Students will identify 
microfossils using a 
dichotomous key. 

Materials

 Dichotomous Key of 
Microfossils page

Time Considerations

Preparation: 5 minutes
Activity: 20 minutes
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Dichotomous Keys

1. 1b, 3c, 6a Navicula rynchocephala
2. 1b, 3a, 4a Rocella gel
3. 1b, 3b, 5a Cyprideis torosa 
4. 1a, 2a Hexastylus

5. 1b, 3b, 5b Cythereis dallasensis
6. 1b, 3c, 6b Globorotalia cushmani
7. 1a, 2b Diocoaster bollii 
8. 1b, 3a, 4b Prediscophaera arkangelskyi

Answers to Dichotomous Key of Microfossils:
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Dichotomous Keys

Getting Ready

Make copies of the Dichotomous Key of 
Microfossils page. 

Procedure

1. Have students analyze the path of the fi rst 
microfossil using the key.

2. Allow students to complete the paths of the 

other microfossils and name them.  

Extension Activity

1. What types of classes would you need to 
take to become a paleontologist?

2. In what other industries are paleontologists 
needed?  

3. What does the word ‘dichotomous key’ 
mean in the context of this exercise?  

4. What does the paleontologist look for? 
Go to:  http://www.enchantedlearning.com/
subjects/Geologictime.html 

5. Generate a paper slide show of the geologic 
time scale by researching a particular 
era and create a production using paper, 
markers, and an electronic device such as an 
iPad or computer.  Use the Paper Slide Show 
Instructions and Rubric on pages 36 and 37.

End Notes

Paleontology is the study of the history of life 
on Earth, as refl ected in the fossil record. Fossils 
are the remains or traces of organisms (plants, 
animals, fungi, bacteria, and other single-celled 
living things) that lived in the geological past 
and are preserved in the crust of the Earth. Most 
people think of dinosaurs when they think of 
paleontology, or at the very least trilobites and 
other invertebrate fossils.  Oil companies hire 
paleontologists to analyze and interpret the rock 
samples that are broken up by the drill bit and 

brought to the surface by the fl uid that lubricates 
and cools the drill bit and removes the cut rock 
from the bottom of the drill hole. If the bit 
encounters dinosaur bones or clam shells, they 
are so broken up in the process that they are 
almost unusable. On the other hand, microfossils, 
by virtue of their small size, can be recovered 
whole. Microfossils also happen to be abundant, 
especially in marine rocks, which are the most 
common form of sedimentary rock in the crust of 
the Earth.  They are used to help predict whether 
oil and gas may have formed in the area under 
exploration.  
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Dichotomous Keys

Dichotomous Key of Microfossils
Use these steps to trace the path of microfossils:

Identify the steps you used to determine the name of the microfossil above the picture as shown below. 
Then write the name of the microfossil beneath its picture.

Step Description How to Name It

1a. Spiked extensions Go to 2.

1b. No spikes Go to 3.

2a. Pointed tips Hexastylus  (Hex-a-sty’ –lus) spp.

2b. Indented tips Diocoaster bollii  (Dis-co’ –ster Bowl’ e-e)

3a. Spherical Go to 4.

3b. Bean-shaped Go to 5.

3c. Neither bean nor spherically shaped Go to 6.

4a. Multi-sectioned Rocella gel  (Ro-sell’ –a Jel)

4b. Dark islands in the center Prediscophaera arhangelskyi  (Pred-iss-cos’ –fer –a ark-angel’ –ski)

5a. Smooth outer layer Cyprideis torosa  (Sip’ –rid-ice tor-o’ –sa)

5b. Jagged outer surface Cythereis dallasensis  (Sy’ –ter-ice dalla-sen’ –sis)

6a. Featherlike appearance Navicula rhynchocephala  (Na-vice’-u-la rine-co-sef-a’-la)

6b. Flowerlike appearance Globorotalia cushmani  (Glo-bo-ro-tal’ –ya cush-man’ -ee)

1b, 3c, 6a

Navicula
rhynchocephala

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.
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PAPER SLIDE SHOW 
INSTRUCTIONS STUDENT PAGE

Dichotomous Keys

Instructions

1. Get organized –  Assign/Select period from Geologic Time Scale.

  Research, learn, study.

  Materials – paper, markers, scissors

2. Create the art – draw or print pictures dealing with the time period.  

3. Use a notecard to write a script for each slide describing the time period.   

4. Assign jobs – speaker, paper slider, fi lm crew, director.  

5. Practice, practice, practice!

6. Let your teacher know when you are ready.  

7. Make your video –  Do you have an assessment question?

  Are you happy with your script?

  How neat are your slides?

  Are you happy with your video?  Do you need to retape?
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Energy T
Overview

Students will identify and describe energy sources and energy transformations. 

Background
The Law of Conservation states that energy cannot be destroyed or created, but it 

can be transformed.  In other words, energy is not used up – it is changed from one 

form to another. Many forms of energy can be placed in two categories: potential 

energy and kinetic energy.  

Potential energy is stored energy and the energy of position. 

Forms of Potential energy include:

 Chemical Energy - energy stored within the bonds of atoms and molecules, 

 Example: Coal, petroleum, natural gas, biomass

 Mechanical Energy - energy stored in objects by tension 

 Example: Springs, rubber bands

 Nuclear Energy - energy stored in the nucleus of an atom 

 Example: Fission and fusion

 Gravitational Energy - energy of position or place 

 Example: Riding a bicycle downhill, hydropower

Energy
Transformations

Levels

Grades 4 - 12

Concepts

Make observations to provide 
evidence that energy can be 
transferred from place to place 
by sound, light, heat, and 
electric currents.
4-PS3-2
Next Generation Common 
Core Science Standards

Construct, use, and present 
arguments to support the claim 
that when the kinetic energy 
of an object changes, energy 
is transferred to or from the 
object.
MS-PS3-5

Design, build, and refi ne a 
device that works within given 
constraints to convert one form 
of energy into another form of 
energy.
HS-PS3-3
Next Generation Common 
Core Science Standards

Skills

Observing, Classifying, 
Analyzing

Objectives

Students will learn about the 
different types of energy and 
how they can be transformed 
from one form to another.

Materials

 Forms of Energy Flow Chart
 Energy Transformation cards
 Energy Transformation 

 Student Page and Key
 Forms of Energy Student 

 Page
 Forms of Energy
 Flow Chart terms
 Card Stock
 Laminator

Time Considerations

1 hour 
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Kinetic energy is the motion of waves, electrons, 

atoms, molecules, and objects. 

Forms of kinetic energy include:

Radiant Energy - electromagnetic energy that 

travels in transverse waves. 

Example: radiant energy, which includes 

radio waves, x-rays, and visible light

Thermal Energy (or heat) - the vibration of 

atoms and molecules within substances

Motion Energy - energy stored in the 

movement of objects. 

Example: wind, any type of movement

Sound Energy - movement of energy through 

substances

Electrical Energy - fl ow of electrons. 

Example: lightning

Oil and gas are forms of potential chemical 

energy. When you put gasoline into your car, it is 

stored in the fuel tank until it is injected into the 

engine, where an electrical spark from the battery 

or alternator ignites it. The gasoline instantly 

converts from a liquid to a gas in an explosion that 

is contained within the engine’s cylinders. The 

explosive energy converts to mechanical energy 

that pushes the pistons that drive the crankshaft 

that drive the wheels that power the car. The more 

gas you inject when you step on the accelerators 

pedal increases the explosive energy and makes 

the car speed up.

When the car comes to a hill, gravity forces 

try to keep the car from driving up the hill, so 

the driver must increase the pressure on the 

accelerator pedal to provide more chemical/

mechanical energy to overcome the gravity energy 

as the car climbs the hill.

Automobile manufacturers take maximum 

advantage of all the side energy that is produced 

by the engine when it burns the gasoline. For 

example, the heat energy from the water used to 

cool the hot cylinders is used to run the heater 

that keeps us warm in cold weather. The excess 

mechanical energy drives the compressor that 

operates the air conditioner to keep us comfortable 

in summer, and it also operates the alternator that 

re-charges the car battery, creating the potential 

energy that is used to start the engine of the car.

In the oil and gas business, energy must be used 

to produce the oil from wells on land or offshore. 

Chemical energy from the diesel generators is 

converted to electrical energy to drive the drilling 

rig, pumps, and compressors and light the lights. 

When the oil or gas is produced, it is refi ned 

into fuel, and the chemical energyof the fuel is 

used to run engines that generate electricity. This 

chemical energy heats water into the steam that 

is pumped back into the oil well to ‘melt’ the 

thick, heavy crude oil so that more oil can fl ow 

back to the surface to be refi ned. Then the cycle 

is repeated. More potential energy is produced by 

the well than is used by the generators, pumps, and 

compressors; therefore, the oil company can sell 

the excess energy to consumers like you and me. 

Getting Ready

1. Make copies of the “Forms of Energy Flow 
Chart” on card stock.  Laminate and cut out 
to make 8 class sets.

2. Create a learning station by making copies 
of the Energy Concept Map Key/Terms 
to use, vocabulary terms, and vocabulary 
words.  

3. Make copies of Forms of Energy 

Transformation Student Pages and the 
Energy Transformation Cards. 

Energy Transformations
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Procedure

1. Have students complete the “Forms of Energy Flow Chart” using the cut out set.  Make a copy

available to check their work.

2. Allow students to complete the “Energy Concept Flow Chart” using the vocabulary terms.

3. Allow teams of students to complete the “Energy Transformation Student Page” using the

“Transformation Cards.”

Extension

1. Have students make a tree map of the types of energy using pictures.

Example:

Thermal Energy

2. Energy Transformation Stations

Find the common 18 objects listed on the “Energy Transformation Student

Page” and place them in 18 numbered bags (one in each).  Secure the top

of the bag with a clip.  Have students rotate the bags, open one at a time,

determine the energy transformation and complete the student page.

Energy Transformations
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Energy Transformations

ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
CARDS

Chemical
Energy

Radiant
Energy

Thermal
Energy

Sound
Energy

Electrical
Energy

Nuclear
Energy

Mechanical
Energy

Stored
Mechanical

Energy

Gravitational
Energy
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Energy 
associated 
with the 

vibration of 
matter 

Energy stored 
in bonds of 

chemical 
compounds  

Light energy Energy of 
motion 

Heat energy  
Energy caused 

by moving 
electrons 



START  

Forms of Energy Game 
1. Roll the die to determine who plays first. 
2. As you roll the die, place a check on the Tally Sheet 

by the form of energy on which you land if you 
answer correctly. 

3. Continue playing for 5 rotations. 
4. The winner will have 3 checks in each category.  

 
Electrical   Light   Mechanical   Sound     Thermal  



ForForms of Energy Tally Sheet 

Mechanical  

Electrical 

Light 

Thermal  

Sound  

ForForms of Energy Tally Sheet 

Mechanical  

Electrical 

Light 

Thermal  

Sound  

ForForms of Energy Tally Sheet 

Mechanical  

Electrical 

Light 

Thermal  

Sound  

ForForms of Energy Tally Sheet 

Mechanical  

Electrical 

Light 

Thermal  

Sound  



HEAT     LIGHT    SOUND 
1. Select a flat marble.
2. Roll the die to decide who plays first.
3. The first person will roll the die and move the marble the number of

spaces on the die and identify the source when they land on a picture.
4. Players will take turns moving around the board at least 5 times.
5. Use the tally sheet to keep score.  Check each time you fall on one of the

3 categories.  Person who has the most checks wins.

START 



HeaHeat  Light     Sound 
Tally Sheet 

Heat 

Light 

Sound 

HeaHeat  Light     Sound 
Tally Sheet 

Heat 

Light 

Sound 

HeaHeat  Light     Sound 
Tally Sheet 

Heat 

Light 

Sound 

HeaHeat  Light     Sound 
Tally Sheet 

Heat 

Light 

Sound 



Mechanical 
Energy 

associated 
with sight

Sound
Energy 

associated 
with motion

Electrical 
Movement of 

electric charges 
through a 
conductor

Light
Form of energy 
transmitted by 

an object 
vibrating  

Thermal 
Energy 

associated 
with heat

Forms of Energy 
Direstions: Create a foldable matching the picture on the outside and placing the definition on the inside. 
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Mechanical   Electrical   Light   Thermal   Sound  



2 

Mechanical   Electrical   Light   Thermal   Sound  



3 

Mechanical   Electrical   Light   Thermal   Sound  



4 

Mechanical   Electrical   Light   Thermal   Sound  



5 

Mechanical   Electrical   Light   Thermal   Sound  



ENERGY CONCEPT MAP KEY/TERMS TO USE

Directions: Cut out the terms on page 46 and match them to the terms with 

the defi nitions in the fl ow chart on page 45.   

Energy:  the ability to do work

Potential energy: stored energy, energy of position

Kinetic energy: energy of motion

Chemical energy:  energy stored within the bonds of atoms and molecules; 
it is the energy that holds the particles together

 Ex: biomass, petroleum, natural gas, propane, coal

Stored mechanical energy:  stored in objects by the application of 
force.   Ex:  compressed springs and rubber bands

Nuclear energy:  stored in the nucleus of an atom, the energy that holds 
the nucleus together.  The energy is released when the nucleus is split 
(fi ssion) or combined with another (fusion). 

 Ex:  Nuclear energy (splitting of the uranium atom)

Gravitational energy:  energy of a position or place
 Ex:  rock resting at the top of a hill, water in a reservoir behind a dam

Electrical energy:  movement of electrons
 Ex: electricity (secondary energy source because it requires energy to 

maintain)

Radiant energy:  electromagnetic energy that travels in transverse waves
 Ex:  solar, light, gamma rays, x-rays, radio waves

Thermal energy:  heat, internal energy in substances caused by the   
 vibration of  molecules and atoms.  Ex:  geothermal energy

Mechanical:  movement of objects.  Ex:  wind

Sound:  movement of energy through longitudinal waves.
 Ex:  sound is produced when the media vibrates

Energy Transformations
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FORMS OF ENERGY FLOW CHART
Match the terms on page 46 with the definitions.
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FORMS OF ENERGY
FLOW CHART TERMS

Potential
Energy

Electrical
Energy

Chemical
Energy

Thermal
Energy

Kenetic
Energy

Nuclear
Energy

Gravitational
Energy Energy

Mechanical
Energy

Radiant
Energy

Sound
Energy

Stored
Mechanical

Energy
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Interesting Facts about Energy

1. America burns nearly half of the world’s gasoline.

2. American hospitals are some of the most energy-intense buildings on the planet.

3. Cooling and heating costs make up approximately 1/2 of an average U.S. home’s total 

energy bill.

4. From 2008 to 2030, world energy consumption is expected to increase more than 55%.

5. The amount of energy Americans use doubles every 20 years.

6. Only 10% of the energy in a light bulb is used to create light. Ninety percent of a light 

bulb’s energy creates heat. Compact fl uorescent light bulbs (CFLs), on the other hand, use 

about 80% less electricity than conventional bulbs and last up to 12 times as long.
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ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
STUDENT PAGE

The “law of conservation of energy” states that energy is neither created nor destroyed.  It does not disappear; it 
changes form. 

Directions:  Use the transformation cards to determine the energy conversion made by each object.  Write the 
conversion on your sheet.  Work as a team.  (All columns may not be filled.) 

ITEM TRANSFORMATION 
Candle Chemical Radiant Thermal 
Calculator 
Glow Sticks 
Pin wheel 
Solar Flower 
Flashlight 
Battery 
Digital Thermometer 
Light Bulb 
Popper 
Match 
Athlete 
Sun (yellow ball) 
Radio 
Energy Ball 
Dam 
Rubber bands 
Thermometer 

The “law of conservation of energy” states that energy is neither created nor destroyed.  It does not 
disappear; it changes form. 
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Directions:  Use the transformation cards to determine the energy conversion made by each object.  Write 
the conversion on your sheet.  Work as a team.  (Some columns remain empty.) 

ITEM TRANSFORMATION
Candle chemical radiant thermal
Calculator solar electrical
Glow Sticks chemical radiant 
Pin wheel mechanical mechanical 
Solar Flower solar electrical mechanical 
Flashlight chemical electrical radiant
Battery chemical electrical
Digital Thermometer chemical electrical 
Light Bulb electrical radiant thermal 
Popper mechanical mechanical
Match chemical radiant thermal
Athlete chemical mechanical thermal
Sun (yellow ball) nuclear radiant thermal 
Radio electrical sound
Energy Ball electrical radiant mechanical 
Dam gravitational mechanical electrical
Rubber bands mechanical stored thermal 
Thermometer thermal mechanical

ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
STUDENT PAGE ANSWER KEY
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Energy Transformations 
 
An energy transformation is the change of 
energy from one form to another. Because the 
law of conservation of energy states that energy 
is always conserved in the universe and simply 
changes from one form to another, many energy 
transformations are taking place constantly. 



Kinetic Energy and Potential Energy 
 
 
Kinetic energy is energy of motion.  
 
Potential energy is stored energy.  



Energy that comes from the bonds of 
and molecules.  Examples: 



Electrical energy is the moving electrical 
charges from one point to another in a 
conductor.  Examples:  



Energy of motion 
Examples: 



Energy produced by a nuclear 
reaction, either fission or fusion  
Examples:  



Energy that travels by waves such 
as heat or x-rays  Examples:  



Energy that produces heat 
Examples:  



Energy produced by vibrations as they 
travel through a specific medium 
Examples:  



Kinetic Energy 
Electrical 
Mechanical 
Radiant 
Thermal 
Sound  



Potential Energy  
Chemical 
*Gravitational 
Nuclear 
*Stored Mechanical Energy  

* Not in middle school teks 



Practice: 
 
Give each student the hand out with the energy forms.  Allow them to cut 
out the cards and  determine the energy transformation of each slide.  

Chemical  Mechanical Nuclear   Electrical    Mechanical   

Example 1 Example 2 



1.



1. 

Thermal to Mechanical to Sound



2.



2.  

Electrical to Thermal 



3.



3.  

Mechanical to Sound 



4.



4.  

Chemical to Mechanical 



5.



5.  

Electrical to Radiant to Thermal



6.



6.  

Chemical to Electrical 



7.



7.  

Chemical to Electrical to Mechanical 



8.



8.  

Chemical to Thermal to Radiant 



9.



9.  

  Mechanical to Electrical 



10.



10.  

Chemical to Radiant to Thermal



11.



11.  

Electrical to Thermal to Radiant 



12.



12.  

Nuclear to Electrical to Mechanical 



13.



13.  

Chemical to Mechanical to Electrical to Thermal 



14  



14  

Chemical to Mechanical to Sound to Thermal



15.



15.  

Nuclear to Mechanical to Electrical to Thermal



16.



16.  

Radiant to Electrical 



17.



17.  

Nuclear   to Radiant to Thermal 



18.



18.  

  Chemical to Mechanical 



19.



19.  

  Chemical to Mechanical 



20.



20.  

   Mechanical to Electrical  



   Chemical 
        Electrical 

      Mechanical 
      Nuclear 

   Radiant 
        Thermal 

      Sound 

START 



 
 
 

Directions:  
1. Select  a flat marble.
2. Roll the die to determine who plays first.
3. The first person will roll the die and move the

marble the number of spaces on the die and
identify the transformation.  A     indicates  there 
are 2 transformations.  

4. Person will take a token for each correct answer.
5. Players will take turns moving around the board at

least 3 times.

Transformations 



E-E- R RRR-C C- E C- T- L MM-E

C-E-M

   Chemical 
        Electrical 

      Mechanical 
      Nuclear 

   Radiant 
        Thermal 

      Sound 

C- M

M- S

E- T

T-M-S

START 

C- R E-S E-T C-M-E



CC – R - T N-E-MN M-S CC-T C-M-S

 
 
 

Directions:  
1. Select  a flat marble.
2. Roll the die to determine who plays first.
3. The first person will roll the die and move the

marble the number of spaces on the die and
identify the transformation.   Play will continue
with the person on the right rolling next.   A
indicates  there are 2 transformations.

4. Person will take a token for each correct answer.
5. Players will take turns moving around the board

at least 3 times.

M - E 

N-M-E

C-M

E- T

C- M

E -T- S R-E M- E N- R E- M

Transformations 



Overview

Students will compare the growth of crystals to the growth of coral polyps on a reef 

growing on an offshore oil platform. 

Background
When an area is determined to be abundant in a species, delicate in nature, 

or ecologically important, it is designated as an environmentally sensitive zone. 

The offshore industry works with scientists to make certain these unique marine 

zones are protected. The Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary in the 

Gulf of Mexico is an example of an environmentally sensitive zone. Located 70 

to 115 miles off the coasts of Texas and Louisiana, these underwater communities 

rise from the depths of the Gulf of Mexico atop underwater mountains called salt 

domes. The sanctuary actually protects three separate areas: East Flower Garden 

Bank, West Flower Garden Bank, and Stetson Bank. These banks are separated 

from each other by miles of open ocean that range from 200 to 400 feet (61-122 

meters) deep, and each bank has its own set of boundaries. Management of the 

sanctuary is accomplished through a combination of education, science, resource 

protection, and regulatory programs.

EnvironmEnvironmentally
Sensitive Zones

Levels

Grades 5 - 8

Concepts

Analyze and interpret data 
to provide evidence for 
the effects of resource 
availability on organisms 
and populations of 
organisms in an ecosystem.
MS-LS2-1
Next Generation Common 
Core Science Standards

Skills

Observing, Comparing, 
Describing

Objectives

Students will observe the 
growth of crystals, which 
develop in a way that is 
similar to how coral polyps 
create their calcium 
carbonate cups.    

Materials

 Plastic bowls
 Water
 Table salt 
 Liquid bluing (found in 
soap section of grocery 
store)
 Food coloring
 Measuring tablespoons
 Masking tape 
 Pens
 Base materials: pieces 
of charcoal, porous brick, 
tile, cement, or sponge 

Time 
Considerations

Observed over a
seven-day period
Preparation: 20 minutes
Activity: 10 minutes
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Environmentally Sensitive Zones

The Flower Garden Banks are federally designated underwater 

areas that are protected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Association (NOAA). These banks teem with life, including manta 

rays, whale sharks, coral heads bigger than cars, and hundreds of 

species of fi sh and invertebrates. Fishermen discovered the area 

in the 1800s, and they named it after the brightly 

colored sponges, plants, and other marine life that 

they found there. 

Prior to leasing blocks in the Gulf of Mexico, 

the United States Department of Interior Bureau 

of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) must 

conduct environmental surveys and prepare an 

environmental impact statement, which is released 

for public hearings before being fi led with the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Areas 

designated through these surveys as sensitive 

habitats are labeled ‘no activity’ zones, and oil and 

gas activities are prohibited. However, these zones 

may exist adjacent to active offshore drilling and 

production operations, and ongoing observation 

indicates that these areas don’t just co-exist–they 

thrive. 

The Flower Garden Banks are surrounded by 

active offshore operations and are recognized as 

the world’s healthiest reef systems, yet there are 

more than 400 wells within a ten-mile radius of the 

sanctuary. Long-term planning and consultation are 

a must in addressing environmental concerns. For 

example, before a pipeline is installed, a company 

will consult with marine biologists, archaeologists, ornithologists, 

surveyors, and government agencies with the goal of designing 

a pipeline route that has minimal impact on oyster beds, shrimp 

populations, wetland ecology, and wildlife. 

Source: Exhibit at Ocean Star Offshore Drilling Rig and Museum 

in Galveston, Texas.

Map of Flower Garden Banks 
National Marine Sanctuary
Source: http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/
pgallery/atlasmaps/fg.html
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Environmentally Sensitive Zones

Getting Ready

Collect all items on the materials list. Select as 

many base materials as you can fi nd. A suggested 

list of items includes charcoal, brick, tile, cement, 

and sponges. 

Procedure

1. Day 1 - Place the base material into a bowl 

and then have students pour 2 tablespoons 

of water, 2 tablespoons of salt, and two 

tablespoons of liquid bluing over the base 

material. They then set the bowls on a 

countertop, as the formations need free air 

circulation.

2. Day 2 - Students add 2 more tablespoons of 

salt to their bowls. 

3. Day 3 - Students pour into the bottom of the 

bowl (not directly on the base material) 

 2 tablespoons each of salt, water, and bluing; 

add a few drops of food coloring to each 

piece of base material.  

4. Day 4 - If a crystal formation does not 

appear by Day 4, the teacher should add 

2 tablespoons of household ammonia to aid 

the growth. To keep the formation growing, 

students are to add 2 more tablespoons each 

of bluing, salt, and water daily.

5. Explain to the students that just the 

water, bluing, and dissolved salt combine 

to form the crystals. Coral polyps use 

dissolved calcium carbonate, which is the 

main component of seashells, to create the 

stony cups that protect their soft bodies 

and create reefs. Students  will see how 

biological processes can mirror each 

other. The growth of crystals will serve 

as a representative for the growth of coral 

colonies.  

Discussion

1. Why are surveys of the ocean fl oor taken 

prior to leasing blocks in the Gulf of 

Mexico? 

2. What are ‘no activity zones’? 

3. Although they are surrounded by more 

than 400 wells in a ten-mile radius, the 

Flower Garden Banks have one of the 

world’s healthiest reef systems. What 

makes this possible?

4. Describe how the growth of crystals is 

similar to the growth of coral reefs.

Coral reefs only appear in tropical seas. 

The greatest concentration of reefs can be 

found in the following regions:

 Southeast Asia 30%

 Pacifi c Ocean 25%

 Indian Ocean 24%

            Carribean                14%
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Environmentally Sensitive Zones

Career Spotlight:

A maritime archaeologist studies human 

activities that deal with the sea, lakes, and 

rivers through the study of boats or ships, shore 

side facilities, cargoes, human remains, and 

submerged landscapes. Maritime archaeological 

sites usually result from shipwrecks or seismic 

catastrophes.

Archaeological material in the sea or in other 

underwater environments is typically subject to 

different factors from artifacts that are found 

on land. This means that maritime archeologists 

must be trained divers and must battle real and 

scary dangers such as sharks, strong currents 

that might take them out to sea, extreme water 

temperatures, decompression sickness (the 

bends), and the possibility of getting stuck in 

the wreckage, to name a few. Also, once the 

maritime archeologists begin moving silt, the 

water visibility approaches zero. Maritime 

archaeologists have to contend with many 

more factors than do archaeologists who work 

on dry land. 

Source: http://www.newarchaeology.com/

articles/divedangers

Coral Reefs

The coral reef community is really 

a system that includes a collection of 

biological communities, and it represents 

world. For this reason, coral reefs often 

are referred to as the ‘rainforests of the 

oceans.’
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Overview

Students will plot the pathways of storms in the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico 

(GOM) to predict whether drilling and production facilities in the GOM will need to be 

evacuated. 

Background
After hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the U.S. government agency Minerals 

Management Service (MMS) and oil companies recognized the need to update the 

“Hurricane Operations Plan.” This plan, which is fi led by each operator, outlines 

their evacuation methods, measures for ‘shutting in’ the oil and gas production, 

and start-up procedures for post-storm recovery. The most important priority is 

that there is no injury or loss of life. A typical plan resembles the one shown on 

page 54.

Source: NOAA

EvacuatEvacuate!

Levels
Grades 5 - 8

Concepts
Collect data to provide 
evidence for how the 
motions and complex 
interactions of air masses 
results in changes in 
weather conditions.
MS-ESS2-5.
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Classifi cation, Gathering 
Information, Interpreting 
Data, Predicting, Graphing

Objectives
Students will use latitude 
and longitude coordinates to 
determine the pathways of 
storms heading toward the 
Gulf of Mexico and the 
Atlantic Ocean. They will 
use charts to categorize the 
storms and determine the 
storms’ stages. The students 
will predict whether drilling 
rigs and platforms need to 
be shut in.    

Materials
 Evacuate the Rig 
Student Page 
 Atlantic Basin Hurricane 
Tracking Chart
 Storm Coordinates page 
 Hurricane Categories 
and Stages of Hurricane 
Development tables
 Liquid bluing (found in 
soap section of grocery 
store)
 Colored pencils 
 Atlantic Hurricane 
Tracking Chart 
 Answer Key 

Time Considerations
Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 90 minutes
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Evacuate!

In 2010, the MMS was dissolved, and a temporary agency was 

established: The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation 

and Enforcement (BOEMRE).  In late 2011, this agency was also 

dissolved and split into three new agencies. The functions of the 

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) includes leasing, 

plan administration, environmental studies, economic analysis, and 

the renewable energy program.  The functions of the Bureau of 

Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) encompass all fi eld 

operations, including permitting and research, inspections, offshore 

regulatory programs, oil spill responses, and 

training and environmental compliance.

The next priorities of the BSEE are to protect 

the nation’s supply of oil and gas from production 

and transportation disruption and to protect the 

environment from oil spills. All wells in the 

Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) are equipped with 

downhole safety valves that shut off the fl ow of 

oil in the event of an emergency. These valves 

are closed when a hurricane is forecast, and they 

remain closed until the BSEE gives the go-ahead 

for re-opening. (The third agency, ONRR, is 

discussed in the “Offshore Lease Sale” activity 

within this curriculum.) 

During the height of Hurricane Katrina, 95% of 

oil production and 83% of gas production in the 

OCS was shut in. Offshore operations maintained 

a record of no loss of life and no signifi cant 

environmental damage from wells on the OCS. 

The BSEE and the oil industry will continue to 

refi ne their plans to minimally disrupt oil and gas 

production in the GOM, while protecting marine 

environments and the safety of personnel. 

Since 1953, the National Hurricane Center has 

created lists for naming tropical storms in the 

Atlantic. An international committee of the World 

Meteorological Organization now maintains and 

updates the lists. The original name lists featured 

only women’s names. In 1979, men’s names 

were introduced, and they now alternate with the 

women’s names. Six lists are used in rotation. 

Thus, the list from 2010 will be used again in 

2016.

The lists only change if a storm is so deadly or 

costly that the future use of its name for a different 

storm would be insensitive.

Hurricane Operations Plan
Upon notifi cation that a hurricane is entering the Gulf of Mexico:

1. All non-essential personnel are removed to shore by ship 

or helicopter. Personnel with shut-in responsibilities 

remain on the drilling rig or production platform.

2. To prevent spills should the platform be damaged, 

valves ‘shut’ in the oil and gas fl ow until it can be safely 

restarted. 

3. All remaining personnel are evacuated before the storm 

hits.   

4. Operators report shut-in statistics to BSEE. 

5. After the storm passes, operators return to inspect for 

damage both above and under water.

6. Repairs are conducted out both above and under water.

7. Divers or Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) must 

conduct or complete inspection of pipelines. A check for 

fl ow, leaks, or other damage is also required. 

8. After the repairs are completed, operators and lessees 

provide their initial start-up plans to BSEE, who will 

review them for safety concerns.   

9. Operators provide updated status reports each month as 

the start-up process continues. 

10. When the inspections and repairs are completed and 

environmental safety is assured, the start-up process is 

fi nished and production resumes. 

MMS Ocean Science, Volume 4 Issue 2, April/May/June 2007
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Evacuate!

Getting Ready

1. Make copies of the Hurricane Categories 

and Stages of Hurricane Development 

tables, the Storm Coordinates page, and 

the Evacuate the Rig? Student Page - one 

per student.

2. Download one copy per student of NOAA’s 

Atlantic Hurricane Tracking Chart from the 

following website: http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/

AT_Track_chart2.pdf and make copies.

3. Review the terms ‘latitude’ and ‘longitude.’ 

4. Use the tables to review hurricane categories 

and stages of development. 

Procedure

1. Distribute copies of the Hurricane 

Categories and the Stages of Hurricane 

Development tables and the Storm 

Coordinates page, which lists the various 

storms. 

2. Give each student a copy of the Atlantic 

Hurricane Tracking Chart and an Evacuate 

the Rig? Student Page. 

3. Using the chart with coordinates, have 

students plot and label each storm.  

4. Have students complete the Student Page 

using all of the charts. Use a different color 

for each storm. Connect the dots. Label the 

start and end dates. Create a legend with 

the storm name, month, and year.  

5. Have students determine the stage and 

category of the storm once it hits land and 

record this information on the chart. 

6. Have students determine in what state or 

country landfall was made for each storm 

and record this information on the chart.   

AT_Track_chart2   

Source: http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/AT_Track_chart2.pdf 

7. After they have plotted the pathways of the 

storms, have students predict whether the 

drilling rigs and production platforms in 

the GOM had to be evacuated. Record this 

information on the chart.  

Map Discussion

1. What determines the category of a 

hurricane? 

2. To what agency do operating companies 

report to get clearance to continue 

production? 

3. When a hurricane enters the Gulf of Mexico, 

what is the fi rst action step?

4. What is the most important priority of 

the operators on the drilling rigs and 

production platforms?
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 Storm Year Hurricane Hurricane Final Landfall Location Evacuate  
   Stage Category Country/State Yes/No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Evacuate the Rig?  Student Page
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Evacuate!

Answer Key
Storm Year Hurricane Hurricane Final Landfall Location Evacuate  

Stage Category Country/ State Yes/No

1. Isadore 2002 Hurricane 2 Mexico Yes

2. Henri 2003 Tropical Depression NA Florida Yes

3. Earl 2004 Tropical Storm NA NA No

4. Katrina 2005 Hurricane 3 Louisiana Yes

5. Beryl 2006 Tropical Storm NA Massachusetts No

6. Karen 2007 Tropical Storm NA NA No

7. Ike 2008 Hurricane 2 Texas Yes

8. Erika 2009 Tropical Storm NA Puerto Rico No

Hurricane Katrina 
caused the 
Ocean Warwick 
Drilling Rig to 
‘beach’ on 
Dauphin Island 
after drifting 
66 nautical miles 
from its drilling 
location.

Permission to use 
photo given by
Diamond Offshore 
Drilling, Inc.
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Evacuate!

IIsadore -  2002 
Date 
Sept. 

Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°W) 

Wind 
Speed (kt) 

14 10 60.5 25
15 10.2 62.4 25 
16 14.2 70.5 20 
17 15.8 75.3 25 
18 16.7 77.7 30 
19 19.3 79.3 50 
20 20.7 82.3 75 
21 22.1 84.3 75 
22 22.1 86.5 110 
23 21 89.4 100

Henri  -  2003 
Date 
Sept. 

Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°W) 

Wind 
Speed (kt) 

3 27.4 87.7 25
4 27.8 86.3 30
5 27.6 85.8 30
6 29.2 80.4 25
7 31.3 77.9 30
8 32.9 75.3 25

Earl  -  2004 
Date  
Aug. 

Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°W) 

Wind 
Speed (kt) 

13 9.0 45.6 30
14 9.2 47.4 30
14 9.6 49.2 30
14 10.1 51.4 30 
14 10.5 53.5 35 
15 11.0 55.9 35 
15 11.5 58.3 45 
15 11.8 60.8 45 
15 12.1 62.8 35 

Katrina -  2005 
Date  
Aug. 

Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°W) 

Wind 
Speed (kt) 

25 23.1 75.1 30 
26 25.4 76.9 40 
27 26.2 79.6 60 
28 24.9 82.6 85 
29 24.5 85.3 100 
30 26.3 88.6 150 
31 29.5 89.6 110 

Beryl -  2006

July

Karen -  2007 
Date  
Sept. 

Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°W) 

Wind 
Speed (kt) 

25 10 35.9 30
26 10.9 40.4 40 
27 12.8 44.6 60 
28 14.1 48.8 50 
29 16.8 54.2 30 

Ike -  2008 
Date  
Aug. 

Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°W) 

Wind 
Speed (kt) 

1 17.2 34 30
2 19.3 45.8 55
3 21.1 51.9 105
4 23.4 57.7 115
5 23.2 63.4 100
6 21.5 69 115
7 21 74 105
8 21.2 79.1 75
9 22.7 83.3 65

10 24.2 85.8 85 
11 25.8 88.9 85 
12 27.5 93.2 90 
13 29.1 94.6 95 

Erika -  2009 
Date 
Sept. 

Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°W) 

Wind 
Speed (kt) 

1 16.7 57.3 45
2 16.3 61 35
3 16.3 61.9 35
4 17 66.5 25

Date  Latitude 
(°N) 

Longitude 
(°W) 

Wind 
Speed (kt) 

18 32.3 73.3 30 
19 34.5 73.7 35 
20 39.1 72.5 45 
21 43.8 66.3 35 
22 48.5 56.5 30 

Storm Coordinates
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Evacuate!

Hurricane Categories
 Category Wind Speed Effects Surge

1 74-95 mph

2 96-110 mph

3 111-130 mph

4 131-155 mph

5 155 mph+

4-5 ft

6-8 ft

9-12 ft

13-18 ft

18 ft +

No real damage to building structures. Damage primarily to 
unanchored mobile homes, shrubbery, and trees. Also, some 
coastal fl ooding and minor pier damage.

Some roofi ng material, door, and window damage. 
Considerable damage to vegetation, mobile homes, etc. 
Flooding damages piers, and small craft in unprotected 
moorings may break their moorings.

Some structural damage to small residences and utility 
buildings, with a minor amount of curtain wall failures. 
Mobile homes are destroyed. Flooding near the coast 
destroys smaller structures damaged by fl oating debris. 
Terrain may be fl ooded well inland.

More extensive curtain wall failures with some complete roof 
structure failure on small residences. Major erosion of beach 
areas. Terrain may be fl ooded well inland.

Complete roof failure on many residences and industrial 
buildings. Some complete building failures with small utility 
buildings blown over or away. Flooding causes major 
damage to lower fl oors of all structures near the shoreline. 
Massive evacuation of residential areas may be required.

Stages of Hurricane Development
Term Description

Tropical wave

Tropical disturbance

Tropical depression

Tropical storm

Hurricane

A low pressure trough of persisting winds that blow from east to west.

An organized area of thunderstorms generally 100-300 miles in diameter. Typically, a tropical 
disturbance maintains its identity for at least 24 hours and is accompanied by heavy rains and gusty 
winds.

An organized area of tropical low pressure in which sustained winds are 38 miles per hour or less.

A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 39-73 miles per hour, accompanied by 
thunderstorms.

A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of at least 74 miles per hour and accompanied 
by thunderstorms. In the Northern Hemisphere, hurricane winds circulate in a clockwise rotation.
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Evacuate!

 Career Spotlight:

Meteorologists are scientists who study the 

atmosphere. They examine the atmosphere’s 

effects on the environment, predict the 

weather, or investigate climate trends. They 

use data from satellites, radar, and sensors as 

well as computer models to make forecasts. 

The biggest employer of meteorologists is 

a government agency, the National Weather 

Service. Meteorologists use computers and 

math to interpret weather information, such 

as temperature, wind speed, and humidity. 

Mars Tension-leg Platform

Mars Tension-leg Platform showing 
damage from Hurricane Katrina (2005)
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Basic Emergency Supply Kit 
 
__Water- one gallon person per day (3day supply) 
 
__ Food – 3 day supply of non-perishable food 
 
__ Flashlight, radio, and extra batteries 
 
__ First Aid Kit 
 
__ Whistle to signal for help 
 
__ Dust mask 
 
__ Moist towelettes, garbage bags 
 
__ Wrench or pliers to turn off utilities 
 
__  Non-electric can opener 
 
__  Prescription medication and glasses 
 
__  Pet food and extra water  
 
__  Charger for phones 
 
___ Clean clothes 
 
__   Infant formula and diapers 
 
 
 
Name: _____________________________ 

          
Contact Information – Relative  

 
1. Name ________________________________________ 
 
    Cell  No. ____________________________________ 
 
    Address ______________________________________ 
 
 

 
2. Name ________________________________________ 
 
    Cell No. ____________________________________ 
 
    Address ______________________________________ 
 
 
 

 
3. Name ________________________________________ 
 
    Cell No. ____________________________________ 
 
    Address ______________________________________ 
 
 

 
4. Name ________________________________________ 
 
    Cell No. ______________________________________ 
 
    Address ______________________________________ 
 



 
Emergency Phone Numbers 
 
1. Fire Department   __________________ 
 
2. Police Department _________________ 
 
3. Ambulance    ______________________ 
 
4. Dr. ______________________________ 
 
5. Mom work ________________________ 
 
6. Dad work  ________________________ 
 
7. Grandparents ______________________ 
 
8. Insurance agent ____________________ 

 
 

Shelters 
 
 
1.  Name ____________________________ 
 
     Location __________________________ 
 
2.  Name ____________________________ 
 
      Location _________________________ 
 
 
 
 

 
Location of Documents/ Banking Information  
 
___  Insurance Policies 
 
___  Wills 
 
___   Burial plots 
 
___   Bank/accounts/savings 
 
 
Things to Do Before 
 
__   Fill up cars 
 
__   Cash a check  
 
__   Clean bathtubs and fill with water 
 
__   Wash clothes/clean house  
 
__   Buy charcoal/matches  
 
__   Buy paper goods 
 
__   Secure items on lawn 
 
__   Tape windows 
 
__   Find games  
 
 
 



Forms
of

Energy

Overview

Students will play this game which is designed to review ten energy sources—

renewable and nonrenewable. A roll of the fi rst color die gives the students the energy 

source. A roll of the second color die indicates the category from which they are to 

answer. 

Background
Energy comes in different forms, including heat (thermal), light (radiant), 

mechanical, electrical, chemical, and nuclear. Energy is in everything. We use 

energy to do everything we do, from making a jump shot to baking our favorite 

cookies to sending astronauts into space. Energy is there, making sure we have 

the power to do it all. There are two types of energy—stored (potential) energy 

and kinetic energy or energy of movement. For example, the food you eat contains 

chemical energy, and your body stores this energy until you release it when you 

work or play. 
All forms of energy are stored in different ways in the energy sources that we 

use every day. These sources are divided into two groups—renewable (an energy 
source that can be replenished in a short period of time) and nonrenewable (an 
energy source that we are using up and cannot recreate in a short period of time). 
Renewable and nonrenewable energy sources can be used to produce secondary 
energy sources, including electricity and hydrogen. 

Get EneGet Energized!

Levels
Grades 4-12

Concepts
Obtain and combine 
information to describe 
that energy and fuels are 
derived from natural 
resources and their uses 
affect the environment.
4-ESS3-1

Energy and fuels that 
humans use are derived 
from natural sources, and 
their use affects the 
environment in multiple 
ways. Some resources are 
renewable over time, and 
others are not.
4-ESS3.A
Next Generation Science
Standards

Skills
Analyzing, Interpreting, 
Communicating

Objectives
Students will play a game 
that allows them to review 
fi ve nonrenewable energy 
sources and fi ve renewable 
sources.

Materials
 7-11 Energy Roll - 
A&B 
 Dice - 2 different 
colors
 Table with answers
 Copies of Paper Slide 
Show and Rubric
 Copies of Energy 
Source Puzzles
 Copies of Energy 
Source foldable

Time 
Considerations
Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 30 minutes
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Get Energized!

Renewable energy sources include solar, wind, geothermal, 
hydropower, and the ocean. Solar energy comes from the sun and can 
be turned into electricity and heat. Wind energy is produced by the 
uneven heating of the Earth’s surface by the sun, while geothermal 
energy comes from inside the Earth. Biomass is an organic material 
that is made from plants and animals. Hydropower and ocean energy 
use the energy in moving water. 

We get 92% of our energy from nonrenewable energy sources, 
which include the fossil fuels—oil, natural gas, and coal. They’re 
called fossil fuels because they were formed over millions and 
millions of years by the action of heat from the Earth’s core and 
pressure from rock and soil on the remains (or ‘fossils’) of dead 
plants and animals. Nuclear energy, which is found in uranium, is 
another nonrenewable energy source. The atoms in uranium are 
split (through a process called nuclear fi ssion) to create heat and, 
ultimately, electricity. 

We use all of these energy sources to generate the electricity that 
we need for our homes, businesses, schools, and factories. Electricity 
‘energizes’ our computers, lights, refrigerators, washing machines, 
air conditioners, and many other things that we use every day.

We use energy to run our cars and trucks. The gasoline used in our 
cars and the diesel fuel used in our trucks are made from oil. The 
propane that fuels our outdoor grills and makes hot air balloons soar 
is made from oil and natural gas. Propane can also be used as fuel in 
vehicles. 

(http://www.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/sources/whatsenergy.html)

Getting Ready

Assemble the materials for this activity. You will need:
1. Game boards A and B (7-11 Energy Roll - A&B)
2. Two die of different colors
3. Answer Key - one per student
Tip: Give students copies of the Answer Key to study before they 

play the game. 

Procedure

1. Assign one team member the job of 
checking answers. Have all other members return their Answer 
Keys.

2. Have each player roll both dice to determine the order of play. 
The student with the highest number rolls fi rst. The next player 
to the left of the high roller will go next. 
Four students per card can play at a time. 

3. Explain that one color die determines the 
energy source, while the other color die 
determines the category.  

4. Add the points on the die are added each 
time you roll the die and give the correct 
answer is given.

5. Award one extra point is given if the player 
rolls a 7 or 11.  

6. Switch game boards after 15 minutes of play.   
7. The player who reaches 100 points fi rst wins.  

Extensions

1. Assign each student an energy source to 
create a commercial in support of their 
energy source.

2. Assign each student an energy source to 
create a brochure in support of their energy 
source. 

3. Assign each group of 3 or 4 an energy source 
and have them create “ The Good, The Bad, 
The Ugly” picture slide show or poster.  
Follow the instructions on page 66. 

4. Create an Energy Source foldable using the 
sources on page 72 and the Energy Sources 
- Cutouts on page 73. When all defi nitions 
and pictures have been cut along dashed 
lines, match each symbol with energy source 
and glue to back of “Energy Source” page. 
Next, cut dashed area of “Energy Source” 
page. Open each section, match defi nition to 
source.

5. Generate a paper slide show of an energy 
source by researching the source, creating 
a production using paper and markers and 
taping the presentation with an electronic 
device and transferring the slide show to a 
computer for viewing.  Use the Paper Slide 
Show instruction on page 66 and the rubric 
on page 67.
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I       I have 

   Camera 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
used to wash clothes 

    I have 

rDetergent 

    Who has? 
A petroleum product 

that relieves head 
pressure?  

    I have 

Aspirin 

  oWho has? 
A petroleum product 
used to cover a boo 
boo?   

     I have 

   Band-Aid 

      Who has?      
A petroleum product 
that holds garbage? 

     I have 

 Trash Bag 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
that makes one smell 

good? 

    I have 

  Perfume 

   Who has? 
A petroleum product 

used to color pictures? 

    I have 

   Crayons 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 

that colors lips? 

     I have 

    Lipstick 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 

that protects your 
head?  

    I have 

    Helmet 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 

that coats walls? 



I       I have 
 
         Paint 
 
      Who has?  

A petroleum product 
that keeps your pits 

dry?  

       I have  
 
   Deodorant 
 
    Who has? 

A petroleum product 
that provides fuel for 

your car? 

       I have  
  
   Gasoline 
 
  oWho has? 

A petroleum product 
that keeps food cold in 

your home?   

  I have 
 

Refrigerator 
 

      Who has?  
A throwable 

petroleum product 
often used when 
playing  games?  

       I have  
 
       Dice 
 
    Who has? 

A petroleum product 
that softens your 

hands?  

       I have  
  
      Lotion 
 
  oWho has?  

A petroleum product 
that keeps food cold at 

a picnic?  

       I have 
 
     Ice Chest  
 
      Who has?  

A petroleum product 
you wear to see.  

       I have  
 
   Eyeglasses  
 
    Who has? 

A petroleum product 
that you use to bathe?  

       I have  
  
        Soap  
 
  oWho has?  

A petroleum product 
that can save your life 

in the water.  



I       I have 

  Life Jacket 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
used to kill insects. 

    I have 

Insecticide 

 Who has? 
A petroleum product 

that holds dentures in 
place. 

    I have  
Dental  adhesive

  oWho has? 

A petroleum product 
that slows the motion 
of an object through 
the atmosphere. 

   I have 

  Parachute 

      Who has?  
 A petroleum product 
that protects eyes 

from the sun. 

    I have 

 Sunglasses 

 Who has? 
A petroleum product 

that protects your skin 
from the sun.  

    I have 

  Sunscreen 

  oWho has?  
A petroleum product 

used to clean your 
hair.  

     I have 

    Shampoo 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
used to color nails. 

    I have 

Finger nail 
Polish 

    Who has? 
A petroleum product 

that beautifies a  
women’s face.  

    I have 

Make-up 

  oWho has?  
A petroleum product 

used solely to take 
pictures.  



 

Directions: 

In excel, type in the source in one column and the percentage in the adjoining column.  When all ten 
sources have been entered, highlight source and percent.  Move from the Home tab to the Insert tab 
and click on charts.  Create a pie chart of the sources by clicking on pie chart.  

Why do you think we don’t use more renewable energy sources?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



Resource %
Petroleum 34.9
Natural Gas 27.5
Coal 18
Uranium 8.3
Propane 1.6
Biomass 4.8
Hydropowe 2.5
Wind 1.7
Solar 0.4
Geotherma 0.2

Energy Consumption 

Petroleum

Natural Gas

Coal

Uranium

Propane

Biomass

Hydropower

Wind

Solar

Geothermal











































































Directions: Circulate around the room to find out which person can answer the square. 
Once you have found a person, have them sign their name.  Each person can only sign the 
card once.  Return to your seat once you have completed the game.  

A. hand washed
dishes

Name 

B. worn shoes made
from oil 

Name 

C. has seen an oil
refinery

Name 

D. used natural gas to
cook 

Name 

E. has seen a coal
plant 

Name 

F. cooked with an
electric oven

Name 

G. used a solar
calculator

Name 

H. can name the main
fossil fuel used to

generate electricity

Name 

I. knows the location
of a nuclear power

plant 

Name 

J. used a solar clothes
dryer 

Name 

K. has seen a truck
carrying oilfield pipes 

Name 

L. visited a petroleum
museum 

Name 

M. has seen a
pumping jack

Name 

N. knows the fuel
usually used by
country farmers

Name 

O. knows where
plastic comes from 

Name 

P. used a fossil fuel to
run their car 

Name 



Forms 
oF  

EnErgy 

Sound 

Chemical 

 Radiant Mechanical 

Thermal 
Electrical 



Forms 
oF  

EnErgy  

 
 
 
 

Sound 

 
 
 
 

Chemical 
 
 
 
 

 Radiant 

 
 
 
 

Mechanical 
  

 
 
 
 
 

Thermal 
 

 
 
 
 

Electrical 
 



Energy 
associated with 
the vibration of 

matter 

Energy stored in 
bonds of 
chemical 

compounds 

Light energy 
 

Energy of 
motion 

EEnergía del 

Heat energy 
 
 

Energy caused 
by moving 
electrons 

 



Energy Sources 

Biomass

Coal 

Geothermal

Hydropower 

Natural Gas 

Nuclear 

Petroleum 

Propane  

Solar

Wind



Energy Souces with Information 

Biomass

Coal 

Geothermal

Hydropower 

Natural Gas 

Nuclear 

Petroleum 

Propane  

Solar

Wind

Renewable or Alternative  Energy Source  
Plants absorb sun's energy through photosynthesis 
Chemical Energy is released when burned  

Renewable or Alternative Energy Sources 
Largest and Oldest Renewable Energy Source 
Used for producing mechanical and electrical energy 
Mechanical Energy-  paddle wheels were used to grind grain 
Electrical Energy - steam was used to generate electrcity 

Renewable or Alternative Energy Source 
Geothermal Energy is energy from the  earth's core 
Temperatures hotter than the earth's core are constrantly 
being produced by the slow decay of radioactive particles ( 
process that happens in all rocks) 
Deep wells are drilled , steam is pumped through turbines 
which generate electricy  

Renewable or an Alternative Energy Source  
Solar Energy is energy from the Sun 
Solar energy can be converted to thermal energy to heat 
homes 
Used to heat water to turn turbines and generate electricity 

Renewable or Alternative Energy Source 
Wind is caused by uneven heating of the earth's surface 
by the sun 
Wind is used in pumping water 
Wind flows over the blades that turn an electric generator 
which produces electricity 

Nonrewable Energy Source 
Energy is released through nuclear fission or splitting of atoms 
Heat that is produced is used to turn turbines to generate 
electricity 
Uranium 235 is used primarily used because it's atoms are 
easily split 
Uranium is a common metal found in rocks worldwide  

Nonrenewable Energy Source  
Coal is a combustible black or brown  sedimentary rock  
Coal contains energy stored from plants 
Coal is used to heat water producing steam to turn turbines 
that generate  electritcity 

Nonrenewable Energy Source 
Consists mainly of methane 
Natural gas is usally transported by pipeline 
Natural gas is produced from shale  an other types of rock 
formation 
Natural gas is used to heat homes and buildings 
Used as raw materials for many products  

Nonrenewable Energy Source 
Fossil Fuel formed from plants and animals that lived millions 
of years ago 
Refineries convert crude oil into many products including 
gasoline, plastics, and over 6,000 other products 

Nonrenewable Energy Source 
Propane also known as LPG -liquefied natural gas 
Fossil Fuel 
Gas that is normally compressed and stored as a liquid 
Used for space and water, heating 



ENERGY CONCEPT MAP KEY/ TERMS TO USE 

Directions: Cut out the terms on page ___ and match them to the  terms with the 
definitions in the flow chart on page ___.    

Energy:  the ability to do work 
Potential energy: stored energy, energy of position 
Kinetic energy: energy of motion 
Chemical energy:  energy stored within the bonds of atoms and molecules, it is the energy 
that holds the particles together 
Ex: biomass, petroleum, natural gas, propane, coal 
Stored mechanical energy:  stored in objects by the application of force 
Ex:  compressed springs and rubber bands 
Nuclear energy:  stored in the nucleus of an atom, the energy that holds the nucleus 
together.  The energy is released when the nucleus is split (fission) or combined with 
another (fusion).  
Ex:  Nuclear energy (splitting of the uranium atom) 
Gravitational energy:  energy of a position or place 
Ex:  rock resting at the top of a hill, water in a reservoir behind a dam 
Electrical Energy:  movement of electrons 
Ex: electricity (secondary energy source b/c it requires energy to maintain) 
Radiant energy:  electromagnetic energy that travels in transverse waves 
Ex:  solar, light, gamma rays, x-rays, radio waves 
Thermal energy:  heat, internal energy in substances caused by the vibration of molecules 
and atoms. Ex:  geothermal energy 
Mechanical:  movement of objects Ex:  wind 
Sound:  movement of energy through longitudinal waves 

Ex:  sound is produced when the media vibrates 



The ability to  
do work 

_____________ 

Stored energy, 
Energy of position 

____________ 

Movement 
of electrons 
___________ 

Heat energy 

______________ 

Light energy 

___________ 

Movement of 
Objects 

________________ 

Movement of energy 
through longitudinal  

Waves 

_________________ 

Stored in objects 
By the application  
of force ex. Springs 

______________ 

Energy stored 
In the nucleus 

____________ 

Energy stored in 
Bonds of atoms  
And molecules 
_____________ 

Energy of position 
Or place 

___________ 

Energy of motion 

_____________ 

Fill in the boxes with the appropriate terms. 
Energy Concept Map 

Word List  
Chemical Energy 
Electrical Energy 
Energy  
Gravitational Energy 
Kinetic Energy 
Mechanical Energy 
Nuclear Energy   
Radiant Energy 
Potential Energy 
Sound 
Stored Mechanical 
   Energy  
Thermal Energy 



The ability to  
do work 

_____________ 

Stored energy, 
Energy of position 

____________ 

Movement 
of electrons 
___________ 

Heat energy 

______________ 

Light energy 

___________ 

Movement of 
Objects 

________________ 

Movement of energy 
through longitudinal  

Waves 

_________________ 

Stored in objects 
By the application  
of force ex. Springs 

______________ 

Energy stored 
In the nucleus 

____________ 

Energy stored in 
Bonds of atoms  
And molecules 
_____________ 

Energy of position 
Or place 

___________ 

Energy of motion 

_____________ 

Fill in the boxes with the appropriate terms. 
Energy Concept Map 



Forms of Energy Flow Chart 

 
Potential 
Energy 

 

 
Electrical 
Energy 

 
Chemical  
Energy 

 
Thermal Energy 

 
Kinetic Energy 

 

 
Nuclear Energy 

 

 
Gravitational 

Energy 

 
Energy 

  
Mechanical 

Energy 
 

Radiant Energy 
 

Sound 
Stored 

Mechanical 
Energy 

The boxes need to be the same size as the red 
boxes on the flow chart on the previous page.  



Petroleum 

Biomass Geothermal Hydropower Solar Wind 

Coal Natural Gas Propane Uranium 

ENERGY SOURCES With QR CODES 



Name  
that Energy 

Source  























Name that Energy Source 

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. __________________

Biomass           Nuclear 

Coal  Petroleum 

Geothermal      Propane 

Hydropower     Solar 

Natural Gas      Wind 

Name that Energy Source 

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

9. ___________________

10. __________________

Biomass           Nuclear 

Coal  Petroleum 

Geothermal      Propane 

Hydropower     Solar 

Natural Gas      Wind 



Name that Energy Source Key 

1. Petroleum

2. Coal

3. Natural Gas

4. Propane

5. Nuclear

6. Hydropower

7. Biomass

8. Geothermal

9. Wind

10. Solar



Materials: 1 die 
1 game board 
Game tokens 
Playing pieces 

Procedures: 

1. Form your team of four quickly and quietly.  Push desks together to form a table.

2. Use the roles of Supply Clerk, Coach, Timekeeper, and Reporter.

3. The Coach should read these procedures aloud to the group and make sure everyone
understands how to play the game.

4. The Supply Clerk will be in charge of the tokens.  Before beginning the game, they should give
everyone 1 token.

5. Select a playing piece and place it on the “start” box.

6. Begin play.  Players should rotate clockwise, taking turns.

7. Roll the die.  Each person will roll one time.  The person with the highest number will begin the
game.  If two people roll the same number, they must re-roll to break the tie.

8. Once the game begins, move your game piece the number of spaces indicated on the die.

9. Follow the directions on the space you land on. If you land on a space that sends you to “Time
Out”, you lose a turn.  When your turn comes up again, you must return to the space that sent you to
“Time Out” and roll the die.  You will collect and lose tokens as you move around the game board.

10. When you reach the last square “Completed Energy Sources Pros and Cons Game”, take five
tokens.  Do this only if you are the first person to finish.  The game is then over for all players.

11. Count the tokens you collected.  The winner is the person who has the most tokens, not
necessarily the player to complete the game first!

12. The Timekeeper informs the teacher when the group finishes a game, and the Reporter tells
the teacher who won!

Energy Sources 
Pros and Cons Game



To make the Safety Game: 

Trim outside edges of each page
Glue pages into file folder
Laminate for extended use
Use bingo chips, math counters, pennies or Popsicle sticks for
tokens
Use novelty erasers for playing pieces
Use one die



Talked 
quietly 
with 

partners 
during 

investigati
on. Take 

one token. 

Spilled 
vinegar 

and 
reported 
the spill.  
Take one 

token. 

Read 
directions 
carefully.  
Take one 

token. 

Reminded 
partner of 

safety 
cautions. 
Take one 

token. 

Wandered
around 

the room 
talking. 

Return 5 
tokens. 

Cleaned 
up work 
area 
when lab 
was 
finished. 
Take one 
token. 

Shouted 
during 
investi-
gation. 

Go back 
14 

spaces! 

Reported 
damaged 

wires on hot 
plate. Take 3 

tokens. 

You have finished 
the investigation 

safely. 
Congratulations! 
Take 5 tokens. 

Did not 
clean up 
mess on 
table. Go 
back 11 
spaces. 

Finished 
investiga-

tion on 
time. Take 
2 tokens. 

Pushed 
partner. 

Start 
over! 

Reported 
broken 

glass. Move 
ahead 4 
spaces. 

Reported 
accident. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

FREE 

Missed safety 
caution in 

directions. Go 
back 6 spaces

Running in 
classroom. 
Start over! 

Correctly 
followed 

directions. 
Take 4 tokens.

FREE

Reminded 
partner to 
walk, not 
run, in the 
classroom
Take one 

token. 

No 
goggles 
worn 
during 
lab using 
heat. 
Start 
over! 

Reviewed 
safety 

rules in 
your 

notebook
Take 2 
tokens. 

Used 
caution 
when 

cutting 
with 

scissors. 
Take one 

token. 

Found 
broken 

glass on 
the floor, 

reported it 
to the 

teacher. 
Move 

ahead 4 
spaces. 

Running 
during 

lab. 
Start 
over. 

You 
followed 

the safety 
directions

Move 
ahead 4 
spaces 

START
You begin with 

one token. 



Washed hands 
after 

investigation. 
Take one token. 

FREE 

Had 
teacher 
approval 
before 
starting 

own 
experiment. 

Move 
ahead 6 
spaces. 

Safety 
rules are 
missing 

from your 
notebook 

Return 
one 

token. 

Cleaned 
up work 

area 
quickly. 
Take 
one 

token. 

Performed 
your own lab 
without the 
teachers 

permission.
Go to Time 

Out # 2 

Performed 
experi-
ment 

safely. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

Wore 
goggles 
during 
investi-
gation 
Take 2 
tokens.

Eating the 
lab 
materials. 
Go to 
Time Out 
#1. 

Didn’t waste any 
materials. Move 
ahead 4 spaces. 

Eating in 
classroom. Go 
to Time Out #3 

Disposed of waste 
materials properly  

Take 2 tokens. 

Failed to follow 
directions. Return 

one token. 

Did not clean up 
water spill after 

asked by teacher. 
Return 2 tokens. 

Found partner’s lost 
safety rules. Take 

one token. 

Argued with group 
members. Return 

one token. 

Cleaned off  table at 
end of investigation. 

Take one token 

Caught teacher 
without goggles. 
Take 2 tokens. 

Spilled 
chemical 
and did 

not report 
it. Return 
to start. 

Wore 
goggles. 
Take 3 
tokens. 

Forgot 
to use 

goggles. 
Move 
back 3 
spaces. 

Wore 
goggles 

on 
forehead. 
Return 4 
tokens. 

Returned 
materials to 
materials 
table as 

directed by 
teacher. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

Did not 
listen to 
safety 

instruc-
tions. Go 
to Time 
Out # 4 

Checked 
safety 

caution in 
directions 

Take 2 
tokens. 

FREE 
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Get Energized!

7-11 Energy Roll – A

1. Renewable or NonRenewable
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Get Energized!

7-11 Energy Roll – B
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Get Energized!

PAPER SLIDE SHOW 
INSTRUCTIONS STUDENT PAGE

Instructions

1. Assign Topic – Energy Sources - The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

Biomass Coal

Geothermal Hydropower

Natural Gas Petroleum

Propane Solar

Uranium Wind

2. Use the internet to research and fi nd the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly about your energy source.

3. Assign jobs – speaker, paper slider, fi lm crew, director.

4. Create the art by drawing or printing pictures.

5. Use a note card to write a script for each slide.

6. Practice, Practice, Practice!

7. Create your video using an iPad or phone, and then transfer it to a computer.

8. Reminders:  Do you have an assessment question?

Are you happy with your script?

How neat are your slides?

Are you happy with your video?  Do you need to retape?
8. Share

How to Make a Paper Slide Show:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qf6L1PTG3p4
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PAPER SLIDE SHOW RUBIC

STUDENT PAGE
Group Name: __________________________________
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The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Energy 

Name: ________________________ Date: _______________________ 



The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Energy 
Directions: 

1. Complete all Research 
2. View video How to Make a Paper Slide Show  
3. Complete the Story Board (Narrate each picture) 
4. Gather materials:  Paper, Colors, Story Board 
5. Create the Art:  Create your picture that goes with the script (No more than 5 words on 

the picture) 
6. Practice, Practice, Practice!!!!! 
7. Make your video! 

 

Category 4 3 2 1 
Presentation Well-rehearsed with 

smooth delivery 
that holds audience 
attention. 

Rehearsed with 
fairly smooth 
delivery that holds 
audience attention 
most of the time. 

Delivery not 
smooth, but able to 
maintain interest of 
the audience most 
of the time. 

Delivery not 
smooth and 
audience attention 
often lost. 

Attractiveness Makes excellent use 
of font, color, 
graphics, effects, 
etc. to enhance the 
presentation. 

Makes good use of 
the font, color, 
graphics, effects, 
etc. to enhance the 
presentation. 

Makes use of font, 
color, graphics, 
effects, etc but 
occasionally these 
detract from the 
project. 

Use of font, color, 
graphics, effects 
etc, but these often 
distract from the 
presentation 
content. 

Requirements All requirements 
are met and 
exceeded. 

All requirements 
met. 

One Requirement 
was not completely 
met 

More than one 
requirement was 
not completely met. 

Content Covers topic in-
depth with details 
and examples.  
Subject knowledge 
is excellent. 

Includes essential 
knowledge about 
the topic.  Subject 
knowledge appears 
to be good. 

Includes essential 
information about 
the topic but there 
are 1-2 factual 
errors. 

Content is minimal 
OR there are 
several factual 
errors. 

Originality Product shows a 
large amount of 
original thought.  
Ideas are creative 
and inventive. 

Product shows 
some original 
though.  Work 
shows new ideas 
and insights. 

Uses other people’s 
ideas (giving them 
credit), but there is 
little evidence of 
original thinking. 

Uses other people’s 
ideas, but does not 
give them credit. 

 

 

 

 



Research page:  Use the space below to complete your research.  Each 
team member completes their own page.   
Slide 1:  Resource Name 
(Student Names (First 
name only) 

 

Slide 2:  How is your 
resource used to provide 
energy? 

 

Slide 3:  What are the pros 
(benefits) to using this 
resource?  (Good) 

 

Slide 4:  What are the cons 
(drawbacks) to using this 
resource?  (Bad) 

 

Slide 5:  What is the worst 
aspect (part) of using this 
resource?  (Ugly) 

 

Slide 6:  Would this 
resource be a good match 
to use in our area? 

 

Slide 7:  Compare your 
resource to 1 of the 
nonrenewable resources. 
Use a graphic organizer to 
present your findings. 

 



Concept Attainment Energy
Student Page
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Concept Attainment Energy
Answer Key
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Get Energized!

Energy Sources Foldable
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nonrenewable fossil fuel formed 
millions of years ago from the 

remains of microscopic plants and 
animals ; often called crude oil 

organic matter that was once alive 
and can be used as a renewable 
energy source ex. Wood, crops 

animal waste

nonrenewable fossil fuel formed 
millions of years ago from the 

remains of microscopic plants and 
animals; it is a mixture of gases with 
the main ingredient being methane

renewable energy source generated 
in the Earth's core

renewable energy source that  
comes from the force of moving 

water

renewable energy source that 
comes from the sun

nonrenewable energy source 
formed from the remains of plants 

that lived and died millions of years 
ago

nonrenewable fossil fuel formed 
millions of years ago from the 

remains of microscopic plants and 
animals found mixed with deposits 

of natural gas 

nonrenewable energy source found 
in rocks; atoms must be split to 

release energy 

renewable energy source that 
comes from moving air 

Energy Sources - Cut Outs



Overview

Students will review the numerous products made from crude oil. 

Background

What do a Barbie doll, crayons, Pampers, fl ip fl ops, and a cell phone have 

in common? They are all products made from petroleum. If we didn’t drill 

for oil, we would not have plastics, medicines, cleaning products, and the 

many other products that are made possible by petroleum and its by-products. 

Chemicals that are derived from oil serve as the foundation in more than 

6,000 products. Of all the oil that is obtained, about 69% is used to make fuel 

for automobiles, jet planes, and other vehicles. 

Petroleum products also account for about 89% of our nation’s total 

energy consumption for non-fuel uses. Much of the natural gas we produce 

is used as fuel for electrical power generation plants, but natural gas is also 

used to manufacture products or to process raw materials for manufacturing 

programs.

Get the
Petroleum Picture II

Levels

Grades 5 - 12

Concepts

Gather and make sense of 
information to describe that 
synthetic materials come 
from natural resources and 
impact society.
MS-PS1-3
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Analyzing, Categorizing, 
Predicting

Objectives

Students will review and 
reinforce their knowledge 
of items that are made from 
petroleum. 

Materials

 Dry erase boards
(one per student)
 Dry erasers

 Optional –
 Paper/pencils/erasers
 List of Products Made
from Petroleum

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 5 minutes
Activity: 20 minutes

i d ll P fli fl d
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Get the Petroleum Picture II

What’s in a Barrel?

A U.S. 42-gallon barrel of crude oil provides 

slightly more than 44 gallons of petroleum 

products. As a matter of interest, the steel drums 

you see containing oil, liquid industrial products, 

or chemicals have a capacity of 55 U.S. gallons. 

They are commonly called ‘barrels,’ but the barrel 

measure used by oil companies goes back to the 

1850s, when the only barrels were 42-gallon 

wooden casks. Today, only whisky distillers and 

winemakers use those wooden casks, but the 

oil industry still uses the traditional 42-gallon 

measure to represent a ‘barrel’ of oil.  

http://www.eia.doe.gov/kids/energyfacts/sources/

non-renewable/oil.html#Howused

Problems Associated with 
Petroleum Products

Petroleum products add to the quality of our 

lives, but exploration, production, transportation, 

and utilization can cause problems such as air 

and water pollution for our environment. Over the 

years, new technologies and laws have helped to 

reduce problems related to petroleum products. 

As with any industry, the government monitors 

how oil is produced, refi ned, stored, and sent to 

market to reduce its impact on the environment. 

Since 1990, fuels such as gasoline and diesel fuel 

have also been improved so that they produce less 

pollution when we use them. In addition, engines 

have been improved so that they burn fuel more 

completely and effi ciently.

Products Made from Petroleum
   

 Products Gal. %

 Other products 7.27 16.27
 Liquefi ed Petroleum Gases (LPG) 1.72 3.84
 Jet Fuel 3.82 8.54
 Heavy Fuel Oil (Residual) 1.76 3.93
 Other Distillates (Heating Oil) 1.75 3.91
 Diesel 9.21 20.61
 Gasoline 19.15 42.86

  44.68 99.96

Other Products

Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPG)

Jet Fuel

Heavy Fuel Oil (Residual)

Other Distillate (Heating Oil)

Diesel

Gasoline

7.27
1.72

3.82
1.76
1.75

9.21

19.15
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2. Place students in a row so they cannot see

each others’ answers.

3. Ask a question from the Name that

Petroleum Product list.

4. Give the students 20 seconds to write

down their answers. Team members who

look at their team mates’ responses will be

penalized 25 points and will be eliminated

from that round.

5. After 20 seconds, have the teams will hold

up their boards or paper. Award 5 points for

each correct answer. A team can earn up to

15 points (20 if the teams have 4 members)

per question.

6. Continue the game as time allows.

Get the Petroleum Picture II

Getting Ready

1. Provide each student with a copy of the

Products Made from Petroleum to review.

2. Divide the students into teams of equal

groups of  3 or 4, depending on the number

of students in the classroom.

3. Assign one person per group to tally the

points.

Procedure

1. Instruct the students to obtain a dry erase

board and marker or 4 ½ sheets of paper and

a pencil with eraser.

Petroleum
37%

Renewable
Energy

8%

Nuclear
Electric
Power

9%

Coal
21%

Natural Gas
25%

The Role of Renewable Energy in the Nation’s Energy Supply, 2009

Note: Sum of components may not equal 100% due to independent counting.
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Review 2009, Table 1.3, Primary Energy Consumption by Energy Source, 1949-2009 (August 2010)

Total = 99.578 Quadrillion Btu Total = 7.744 Quadrillion Btu

Solar 1%
Geothermal 5%
Wind 9%

Hydropower 35%

Biomass 50%
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Get the Petroleum Picture II

NAME THAT
PETROLEUM PRODUCT

1. Name a petroleum product that is used by football players.

2. Name a petroleum product that is found in your bathroom.

3. Name a petroleum product that can be found in your medicine cabinet.

4. Name a petroleum product that you might use for personal hygiene.

5. Name a petroleum product that is found on or in a car.

6. Name a petroleum product that you use in class.

7. Name a petroleum product that holds things together.

8. Name a petroleum product that females wear.

9. Name a petroleum product that males wear.

10. Name a petroleum product that keeps the sun from damaging your eyes or skin.

11. Name a petroleum product that is found at birthday parties.

12. Name a petroleum product that is found in the kitchen.

13. Name a petroleum product that is found in a gym.

14. Name a petroleum product that plays music.

15. Name a petroleum product with which children and adults might play.

16. Name a petroleum product that is used to clean your house.

17. Name a petroleum product that can be found in your closet.
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Get the Petroleum Picture II

A Partial List of Products Made from
Petroleum (144 of 6000 Items)

Source: http://www.ranken-energy.com/Products%20from%20Petroleum.htm

Ammonia 
Anesthetics 
Antifreeze 
Antihistamines
Antiseptics 
Artifi cial Limbs 
Artifi cial Turf 
Aspirin 
Awnings 
Balloons 
Ballpoint Pens 
Bandages 
Basketballs 
Bearing Grease 
Bicycle Tires 
Boats 
Cameras 
Candles 
Car Battery Cases 
Car Enamel 
Cassettes
Caulking 
CDs 
CD Player
Clothes 
Clothesline 
Coffee Pots
Cold Cream 
Combs 
Cortisone 
Crayons 
Curtains
Dashboards 
Denture Adhesive 
Dentures 
Deodorant 

Detergents 
Dice 
Diesel 
Dishes 
Dishwasher 
Dresses
Drinking Cups 
Dyes
Electric Blankets 
Electrician’s Tape 
Enamel
Epoxy 
Eyeglasses 
Fan Belts
Faucet Washers 
Fertilizers 
Fishing Boots 
Fishing Lures 
Fishing Rods 
Floor Wax
Folding Doors 
Food Preservatives
Football Cleats 
Football Helmets
Footballs
Gasoline 
Glycerin 
Golf Bags 
Golf Balls 
Guitar Strings
Hair Coloring 
Hair Curlers
Hand Lotion 
Heart Valves
House Paint
Ice Chests 

Ice Cube Trays 
Ink 
Insecticides
Insect Repellent
Life Jackets 
Linings
Linoleum 
Lipstick
Model Cars 
Luggage 
Mops
Motorcycle Helmet 
Motor Oil 
Movie Film
Nail Polish 
Nylon Rope 
Oil Filters 
Paint 
Paint Brushes 
Paint Rollers 
Panty Hose 
Parachutes 
Perfumes 
Petroleum Jelly 
Pillows 
Plastic Wood 
Purses 
Putty
Refrigerant
Refrigerators
Roller Skates 
Roofi ng
Rubber Cement
Rubbing Alcohol 
Safety Glasses 
Shag Rugs 

Shampoo
Shaving Cream 
Shoe Polish
Shoes 
Shower Curtains 
Slacks 
Skis 
Sports Car Bodies 
Soap 
Soft Contact Lenses 
Solvents
Speakers 
Sunglasses
Surf Boards
Sweaters 
Synthetic Rubber
Telephones 
Tennis Rackets
Tents Tires
Toilet Seats
Tool Boxes 
Tool Racks 
Toothbrushes 
Toothpaste 
Transparent Tape 
Trash Bags 
TV Cabinets
Umbrellas
Upholstery
Vaporizers
Vitamin Capsules
Water Pipes
Wheels
Yarn
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Overview

In this activity, students will learn about the diversity of products made from 

petroleum by looking at pictures and creating a collage of petroleum-based products. 

Background

    Mention the word ‘oil’ or ‘petroleum’ 

to students and ask them what they 

think. You might be surprised! Some 

will mention cooking oil. Some 

might name the oil in their cars. But 

few, if any, will mention virtually 

everything around them.  

    Have students bring a favorite object from home. 

It should be something that will not violate school policy 

and will be small enough to fit into a backpack. Tag the items with their 

names and place them on a table at the front of the room. Have students name 

the materials that the items are made from and write these materials on the 

board.  

    Explain to students that all of the products that we use today are made from 

natural resources. Natural resources are materials that occur naturally on Earth.  

    Go over the list on the board, and group the 

items on the list into categories from which each 

item is derived: animal, plant, metal, mineral, 

petroleum (oil). Remind them that cooking oil is 

made from plants, and petroleum is a mineral.

    Ask the students to point to something in 

the room that is made of oil. As you call 

on them, can they tell you something 

that is made of oil? Read them the list 

of petroleum products, and then have 

them point to something made 

of oil again. Are their choices 

improving?

Get the 
Levels

Grades Pre-K - 3

Concepts

Plan and conduct an 
investigation to describe and 
classify different kinds of 
materials by their observable 
properties.
2-PS1-1

Obtain and combine 
information to describe that 
energy and fuels are derived 
from natural resources and 
their uses affect the 
environment. 
4-ESS3-1
Next Generation Science
Standards

Skills

Observing, Classifying and 
Categorizing, Interpreting

Objectives

Students will create a 
collage of items made from 
petroleum.

Materials

 Old magazines
 Scissors
 Glue sticks or paste
 Copies of “My

 ‘Oil’Painting” page
 Petroleum Product List 

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: Two 50-minute

periods

Get the 
Petroleum Picture
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Getting Ready

   Assemble the materials for the activity. 

Procedure

1.  Give each student a copy of the “My ‘Oil’ Painting” page.  

2.  Make sure each student has a pair of scissors and a glue stick.

3.  Each student should have a copy of an old magazine. 

4.  Instruct students to find as many pictures of items made from 

oil as possible. 

5. Students should cut out items made from oil and paste them 

onto the “My ‘Oil’ Painting” page.

6.  Younger students can circle pictures of petroleum products on 

the “Products Made from Petroleum” page.

7.  Create a transparency of the “Products Made from Petroleum” 

page and place it on a screen for the students to refer to while 

making the “My ‘Oil’ Painting.”

Discussion

1. Which item made from oil was a surprise?

2. Which item was your favorite?

3. What was the last thing you touched that was made out of oil?

4. What is the difference between cooking oil and petroleum?

Extensions

1. Try this activity again, but before students glue their pictures 

onto a page, have them group their pictures into categories.  

Categories could include:

  Kitchen supplies

  Safety gear

  Toys

2. Bring some antique toys (100 years old or more) to school 

and have students compare them with the items that students 

brought from home. How do they compare?  

3. Use newspaper ads to complete the “Petro Products Scavenger 

Hunt.” 

Get the Petroleum Picture
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PRODUCTS MADE
FROM PETROLEUM

Circle the items that are made from petroleum. Place an ‘X’ on the items that are not made from petroleum. 

Crayons Cell Phone Credit Cards Cotton Blanket

Contact Lenses Drinking Glasses Golf Ball Tires

Nylon Rope Computer Bicycle Helmet

Paper Bag Garden Hose Balloons Leather Wallet

Toothbrush Bandage Metal Keys Hearing Aid

Wool Rug

Wooden Rocking Chair

Mother of Pearl
Buttons

Computer Disks

Swimming Pool Float

Food Storage
Containers

Get the Petroleum Picture
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PRODUCTS MADE
FROM PETROLEUM

Circle the items that are made from petroleum. Place an ‘X’ on the items that are not made from petroleum. 

Get the Petroleum Picture

(ANSWER KEY)

Crayons Cell Phone Credit Cards Cotton Blanket

Contact Lenses Drinking Glasses Golf Ball Tires

Nylon Rope Computer Bicycle Helmet

Paper Bag Garden Hose Balloons Leather Wallet

Toothbrush Bandage Metal Keys Hearing Aid

Wool Rug

Wooden Rocking Chair

Mother of Pearl
Buttons

Computer Disks

Swimming Pool Float

Food Storage
Containers
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MY ‘OIL’ PAINTING

Get the Petroleum Picture
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Domino Keepers Addition 
Directions: Place all the dominoes in the center face down. 

        Both players pick up a domino at the same time. 
        Each player adds the sum of the dots. 
        Player with higher number keeps both dominoes. 
        If numbers are the same. Each keeps his own. 
        Player with most dominoes wins.  



Domino Keepers Multiplication 
Directions: Place all the dominoes in the center face down. 

        Both players pick up a domino at the same time. 
        Each player multiplies the sum of the dots. 
        Player with higher number keeps both dominoes. 
        If numbers are the same. Each keeps his own. 
        Player with most dominoes wins.  
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Domino Parking Lot 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 Free 



Directions: 

No. of Players : 2- 4 

1. Place all the dominoes upside down with dots hidden.
2. Each student picks a domino to see who plays first.
3. Return those dominoes to the center and shuffle the pile.
4. The first student picks up a card and matches it on the parking

lot.
5. Each player continues the game.
6. The free spot can be used once if the domino selected cannot be

used.
7. The player with the least amount of dominoes wins.



Stacking	  It	  Up	  

Materials:	  
6	  Plastic	  SOLO	  cups	  per	  group	  
4 ft piece	  of	  yarn	  for	  each	  group	  - (modified from original)
1	  large	  rubber	  band	  for	  each	  group	  

Separate	  the	  teams	  into	  groups	  of	  about	  3	  or	  4,	  and	  give	  them	  their	  materials:	  the	  6	  cups	  
stacked	  together,	  the	  yarn	  or	  string,	  and	  a	  rubber	  band.	  The	  instructions	  are	  simple:	  they	  must	  
get	  the	  cups	  unstacked	  from	  themselves,	  and	  place	  them	  on	  top	  of	  one	  another	  to	  make	  a	  
structure	  that	  looks	  like	  the	  following	  picture.	  After	  that,	  they	  need	  to	  get	  the	  cups	  all	  back	  into	  
a	  stacked	  pile	  again.	  Sounds	  easy,	  right?	  Well	  here’s	  the	  trick:	  you	  can’t	  touch	  your	  hands	  to	  the	  
cups!	  Groups	  need	  to	  work	  together	  and	  communicate	  to	  utilize	  their	  materials	  and	  get	  the	  task	  
done.	  

This	  team	  building	  activity	  is	  courtesy	  of	  Dr.	  Mary	  Chace,	  who	  taught	  with	  Peer	  Mentor	  Michelle	  Coale	  
fall	  2012.	  	  	  	  



Pool Noodle Lacing 
Objective: Strengthen dexterity, hand-eye coordination and the pincer  
grasp as well as recognizing numbers.  

Materials:  4 different colored noodles 

 Nylon string or shoe lace 

   1 wooden bead 

Directions: 1. Using a sharp tool, cut the noodle in 1 inch segments. 
2. Number each segment 1-9.
3. Allow students to thread the noodle segments

following the number or color order on the cards.



  



 987654321 
123567894 
192837465 
578124396 
693248175 



Toothbrush Deodorant Backpack Glue Helmet

Crayons Shampoo Basketball Soap Eyeglasses

"Petro" Products Scavenger Hunt

Directions: Use newspaper ads to find the following  products made from petroleum 



Overview

Communication skills are critical to success in life – both on the job and off. Test your 

ability to communicate your idea to a team member. 

Background

     You may think that being good 

at science means you don’t have 

to work in English class or speech 

class. However, having good 

communication skills, written and 

oral, are critical to science!  

    Whenever you give a written 

or oral report about an experiment 

or object of scientific study, you are 

providing technical communication. You must be a thoughtful and proficient 

writer to say exactly what you mean to say. And, don’t forget your audience. 

Are they reading or hearing and understanding what you are trying to 

communicate? You must adapt your communication skills to the needs, 

level of understanding, and background of your audience. Being able to put 

highly technical information into a format that a non-technical person can 

understand is a very valuable skill!  

    You wouldn’t think you could win many track events without ever 

running, so you can’t become a good technical communicator without ever 

writing! You must practice again and again. And, you must test yourself 

against an audience. Hopefully, your communication skills will never be 

tested in a life or death situation.  

    Jim Lovell, Fred Haise, and Jack Swigert took off in Apollo 13 on a 

mission to the moon on April 11, 1970. Little did they know that they would 

never reach it. One of the ways they would survive was by the exceptional 

communication skills of a few engineers. At one point in the Apollo 13 

mission, the astronauts were about to run out of breathable air due to damage 

Hear, HeHear, Hear, Engineer!

Levels

Grades 4 - 12

Concepts

Generate and compare 
multiple possible solutions 
to a problem based on how 
well each is likely to meet 
the criteria and constraints 
of the problem.
3-5-ETS1-2

Develop a model to generate 
data for iterative testing and 
modification of a proposed 
object, tool, or process such 
that an optimal design can 
be achieved.
MS-ETS1-4.
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Communication, Writing, 
Analyzing, Interpreting

Objectives

Students will write 
instructions for building 
a model and give the 
instructions to another
 student to construct.

Materials

 Multicolored 
 construction blocks
 of different sizes.

 Paper
 Pencil
 Privacy screens (folders)
 16 plastic bags

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period
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Hear Hear Engineer!

from an explosion. Too much carbon dioxide was building up in the capsule. How would they survive? 

They had canisters that would remove the dangerously high levels of carbon dioxide from the air. The 

problem was that they needed the round canisters from one craft to fit into the square opening of another. 

They only had one chance to get it right. Engineers on the ground at NASA quickly solved the problem 

and communicated their solution to the three astronauts. The engineers had written their instructions 

and then read them to the astronauts step by step. An ingenious combination of spacesuit hoses, plastic 

storage bags, cardboard, the canisters, and duct tape was used to create a new filter system. Jim Lovell 

wrote later, “The contraption wasn’t very handsome, but it worked.”

Getting Ready

    Assemble multicolored construction blocks 

of different sizes into plastic bags. Place 10 

construction blocks  in one bag, and label the 

bag 1A.  Place 10 more identical blocks in another 

bag, and label that bag 1B. Continue until you 

have at least 8 sets of bags ‘A’ and ‘B’, making 

sure that each ‘A’ bag has a corresponding ‘B’ bag 

with an identical combination of blocks. Make 

copies of the Hear Hear Engineer! Student Page 

for each group.

Procedure #1
1. Separate students into groups of three or four.

Provide each group with a privacy screen.

2. Give each group a copy of the Hear Hear

Engineer! Student Page.

3. Hand each group a bag labeled ‘A’. Keep the

matching ‘B’ bag off to one side.

4. Students are to follow directions on the

student page. Complete the assignment.

5. Bags labeled ‘B’ will be kept by the teacher

and handed out to a different group once the

instructions have been written by the first

group.

In this activity, students will test their technical 
communication skills.

6. When completed, the model built from the

blocks in bag ‘A’ should be compared to

the model built from the blocks in bag ‘B’.

Repeat for each group.

7. How well did they match? Have the

teams evaluate their performance and the

directions that were written.

Procedure #2

This activity can also be used with even younger

students with some modification.

1. Give each student a partner. Identify one

student as ‘A’ and the partner as ‘B’.

2. Place a file folder or some other item in

between the student partners to block their

view while building the model.

3. Group ‘A’ students will all have a model in

front of them.

4. The Group ‘A’  student tells the Group ‘B’

partner student how to construct the model.

5. The Group ‘B’ partner attempts to construct

the model correctly using only verbal

instructions without looking over the file

folder at the model in front of the Group ‘A’

student.
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Career Spotlight

Naval Architects, Marine Engineers, and Ocean 

Engineers design, build, operate, and maintain ships and 

other waterborne vehicles and ocean structures as diverse 

as aircraft carriers, submarines, sailboats, tankers, tugboats, 

yachts, underwater robots, and oil rigs and platforms. 

These interrelated professions address our use of the seas 

and involve a variety of engineering and physical science 

skills, spanning disciplines that include hydrodynamics 

(motions on water); material science; and mechanical, civil, 

electrical, and ocean engineering. 

Whether your interest lies in commercial shipping, high-

speed passenger transportation, naval ships, submersibles, 

pleasure yachts, cruise ships, aircraft carriers, or oil 

rigs, a career in the marine or offshore industry offers a 

challenging work environment and unlimited rewards. 

A high school student interested in a career in naval 

architecture, marine engineering, or ocean engineering 

must have a solid background in math, science, and 

writing. 

Recommended courses should include trigonometry, 

calculus, physics, and chemistry. English language skills, 

especially writing skills, are essential. Mechanical drawing, 

computer training, and shop courses are all helpful. 

With your hard work, effort, and interest, your future 

may hold a career as a Naval Architect, Marine Engineer, 

or Ocean Engineer. And, you may one day hear, “Here, 

Engineer!” 

Source: www.sname.org/careers.htm

Hear Hear Engineer!

William

“A ship is safe
in harbor,
but that’s
not what

ships are for.”  

William Shedd
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Hear Hear Engineer!

HEAR HEAR ENGINEER
STUDENT PAGE

Bag No. _______

Purpose: To test your ability to communicate your ideas to a team member.

Procedure:

1. Set up your privacy screen so that the other groups cannot see what you are doing.

Record the number of your bag in the blank space at the top of the page.

2. Each group will receive a set of construction blocks labeled ‘A’ (e.g. 1A, 2A, 3A…).

Build any shape or design you desire using all of the blocks. You will have 10 minutes to complete this step.

All bags labeled ‘B’ will be placed aside by the teacher for later distribution.

3. Use your privacy screen to hide your design from the other groups. Do not take your design apart.

4. Write the instructions for how to build your model using numbered steps. Do not use drawings or diagrams.

You will have 20 minutes to complete this step.

5. When the instructions are complete, raise your hand.

6. The teacher will take your instructions to another group along with a set of numerically corresponding blocks

in bag ‘B’.

7. Each group has 10 minutes to recreate another group ‘A’s’ model using the instructions they were given.

8. Show the class the original model and the second one put together by the other group.

9. How well did you do? Evaluate your performance.

Instructions:

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Hop on BHop on Billy Pugh!

Levels

Grades K - 4

Concepts

Explain how cultural and 
environmental characteristics 
affect the distribution and 
movement of people, goods, 
and ideas.
D2.Geo.7.3-5
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Comparing and 
Contrasting, Analyzing, 
Translating

Objectives

Students will explore 
the ways that the energy 
industry has become part 
of our language and culture 
as they learn the different 
types of offshore rigs and 
platforms. Students will also 
learn offshore vocabulary 
and expressions.

Materials

 Pictures of offshore rigs 
 and platforms

 Energy industry-related
 books containing
 oilfield stories

“Hop on Billy Pugh”
 Game Cards” 

 Copies of “Hop on 
 Billy Pugh” Puzzle

 Paper
 Pencil

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: Two 50-minute 

periods

Overview

The energy industry has affected not only our economy, but the words we use as well.

Background

    The offshore industry is a dynamic and inspiring industry in which to work.  

Every day, someone is drilling in deeper and deeper waters. Every day, people 

reach deep into the Earth to retrieve the resources the world demands.  

    Offshore you can find the tallest structures, the most powerful engines, the 

smell of salt air, and the sounds of the sea. The offshore industry has inspired 

stories, legends, art, music, and poetry. It has changed our way of life and will 

play an important role in our future.  

    Drilling techniques used offshore may even be used on Mars!

“Monkey Board”

“Pig”

“Dog House”
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Hop on Billy Pugh!

Getting Ready

   Show students the pictures of the various types of offshore facilities. 

Procedure

1. Read the book, Gaston Drills an Offshore Oil Well by James 

Rice or another offshore story to students. (Book found in 

“Playing with Petroleum” kit) 

2. Help students brainstorm as many offshore related words as 

they can and develop a list.   

3. Ask students if they have ever heard any expressions that relate 

to the energy industry. Explain to students that expressions 

are words that have special meanings that people use to 

communicate ideas. 

4. Read the list of energy industry expressions to students.  

5. Help students explore meanings and suggest sentences 

using the expressions.  

6. Write model sentences on the board. 

7. Have students play a game with the energy industry-related 

expressions and words. 

8. One member of a team will draw a word from the deck of 

word cards.  

9. The student will then draw the word and see if the rest of 

the team can guess the word. 

10. If no one on the team guesses the word, the other team has 

an opportunity to take a guess.  

11. Alternate between teams. The team with the highest score wins.

Discussion

1. What was the strangest word? 

2. What was the most unusual phrase? 

3. Explain the meanings of ‘literal’ and ‘figurative’ of the phrases 

used on the words and expressions page. Ask the students the 

difference between literal and figurative meanings of the words 

and expressions.

“Duck or no Dinner”

“Cat Walk”

Extension

1. Make copies of the ”Hop on Billy Pugh 

Student Puzzle”, cut out each square and 

students solve the puzzle.
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Hop on Billy Pugh!

ENERGY INDUSTRY 
WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS

VOCABULARY
 Crow’s Nest: top of the derrick

 Monkey Board: a single, heavy plank, mounted above the drill 

platform in the derrick, serving as a work platform.

 Rat Hole: a hole in the rig floor, 30 to 35 feet deep, lined with 

casing that projects above the floor, into which the kelly is placed 

when hoisting operations are in progress.

 Mouse Hole: a shallow bore hole under the rig floor, usually lined 

with pipe, in which joints of drill pipe are temporarily placed.

 Kelly Bushing:  special bushing fitting in a rotary table to handle 

rotation of drill pipe. 

 Cat Head: rotating adaptor on each end of the draw works. 

 Dog House: work room adjacent to the rig floor for a driller

 and crew.

V-Door: inverted triangular opening in derrick to allow bringing

pipe, tools, etc. onto the rig floor.

Cat Walk: walkway between pipe racks adjacent to rig floor

and V-door.

Tool Pusher: supervisor of the drilling contractor.

Floor Hand: drilling crew member who does work on the floor

during operations.

Driller: head of the drilling crew.

Mud Man: person managing the drilling fluid consistencies during

operations.

Derrick Man: drilling crew member who does work in the derrick

during operations.

Stuck Pipe: pipe in the hole that cannot be removed.

Mud Hog: large pumps on a rig that pump drilling fluids

under pressure.

Ol’ Maw: large pipe wrench.

Widow Maker: cat head on the opposite side of draw works

from the driller.

Moon Pool: the opening in the hull of a drillship or other offshore

drilling vessel through which drilling equipment passes.

Roughneck: a drilling crew member.

Personnel Basket: Billy Pugh or personnel carrier on crane for

transferring people off and on offshore rigs.

Fishing Tool: Specially designed tools for retrieving pipe, tools, or

items lost in the hole.

 Go Devil: A data gathering tool that is dropped into the drill string. 

 Roustabout: A roustabout may be part of the drilling contractor’s 

employee workforce or may be on location temporarily for special 

operations.

 Bubba: The strongest, hardest worker on a rig crew.  Can usually 

take apart anything that is stuck. 

 Pig: two kinds of pigs, smart pigs and dumb pigs. A smart pig is 

a device carrying electronics. It moves through a pipeline and 

records information such as whether the pipe contains places that 

need repair. A dumb pig just cleans the inside of a pipeline or 

changes the flow from oil to gas. 

 Worm:  the newest worker on a rig.

 Mae West: inflatable vest or life jacket.

 Billy Pugh: personnel basket that lifts workers on and off the rig 

from a nearby boat.

Expressions
 “He doesn’t like to get dirty” - means a worker who is lazy. 

 “Duck or no dinner” - means to stay alert so you will stay safe. 

 “Walk fast and look worried” - means an important person is 

coming to visit the rig. 

 “Close-ology” - refers to the ability to drill as closely as possible to 

another company’s well without violating any regulations or rules. 

 “That’ll drill” - means the same thing as that will work. 

 “Windshield time” - traveling to a job location.

 “Channel fever” - this expression is frequently used in Louisiana 

and refers to the excitement the crew feels the night before they get 

to go home. 

 “Snake-bit” - when things seem to go wrong over and over

again on a rig.

 “Key to the V-door” - since the V-door is just a triangularly shaped 

opening through which pipe can pass, sometimes it becomes part 

of a practical joke where a new worker is sent to get the key that 

doesn’t exist!

 “Cooking with Gas” - things are going well and everything

 is fine. 

 “He’s a hand and a half” - a compliment paid to a really hard 

worker on a rig.
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Hop on Billy Pugh!

HOP ON BILLY PUGH
GAME CARDS

SMART PIG DOG HOUSE

MONKEY BOARD CROW’S NEST

CAT WALK COOKING WITH GAS

HAND AND A HALF WINDSHIELD TIME

DUCK OR NO DINNER SNAKE BIT
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Overview

Students will observe that natural gas is less dense than oil and water. Natural gas may 

be found in ‘gas caps’ above the oil and dissolved in the oil itself, which has important 

implications for drilling and capturing methods. 

Background

    Natural gas is a nonrenewable fossil fuel (like petroleum and coal), which 

is formed from the remains of ancient sea plants and animals. When these 

plants and tiny sea animals die, they sink to the bottom of the ocean and 

are buried by sediments and sand. Over time, these sediments and sand 

continuously compact together to form sedimentary rock until the pressure 

and heat from the Earth turns the remains into petroleum and natural gas. 

How DoHow Does 
Natural Gas Rise? 

Levels

Grades 5 - 8

Concepts

Develop a model that predicts 
and describes changes in 
particle motion, temperature, 
and state of a pure substance 
when thermal energy is 
added or removed.
MS-PS1-4
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Measuring, 
Describing, Predicting

Objectives

Students will demonstrate 
how, and describe why, 
natural gas rises. 

Materials

 Measuring cup
 One 0.5 liter plastic water 
bottle
 Cooking oil
 2 Alka-Seltzer tablets
 9-inch round balloon

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 10 minutes

The Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)
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How Does Natural Gas Rise?

Natural Gas

Natural gas is composed of a combination of 

gases. The main component, methane, is colorless, 

tasteless, and odorless. Because methane is 

odorless, mercaptan, a chemical that smells like 

rotten eggs, is added to it to detect any leakage 

from natural gas systems that serve businesses 

and individual homes. 

Scientists use many methods to fi nd natural gas 

deposits, which occupy tiny pores or fractures 

in the rock. These deposits can be found solely 

in gas deposits or in petroleum deposits. Gas is 

dissolved in the oil in the same way that carbon 

dioxide dissolves in a carbonated beverage. When 

the pressure is released, the gas comes out of 

the solution. Once the gas is extracted from the 

ground (earth), it is then sent to a facility where 

it is cleaned of impurities and is separated into 

various parts, such as propane, butane, methane, 

and ethane. 

As of 2011, 32 states in the United States 

produce natural gas. Texas is the top-producing 

state in the U.S., followed by Louisiana, 

Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Wyoming. The 

U.S. has large reserves of natural gas, and, 

cumulatively, these fi ve states produce 65 percent 

of the United States’ supply. Scientists estimate 

that we have enough natural gas to last 30-50 years 

at 2011 current prices and at the 2011 

rate of consumption. 

As of 2011, it is estimated that 30 percent of 

undiscovered U.S. gas and oil reserves are in the 

Outer Continental Shelf (OCS). Offshore drilling 

supplies approximately 25 percent of the country’s 

natural gas production and around 24 percent of its 

oil production.

The Exclusive Economic Zone

A zone that stretches from a country’s territorial 

sea out to 200 nautical miles from its coast is 

called the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). In 

1983, former President Ronald Reagan claimed 

the area of the EEZ for the United States, and, in 

1994, all countries were granted an EEZ of 200 

miles from their coastlines, in response to the 

International Law of the Sea. The countries have 

special rights over the exploration and use of 

marine resources within their own EEZs. 

Offshore oil producers are continually taking 

precautions to prevent pollution, spills, and 

signifi cant changes to the ocean environment. 

Most offshore facilities are even designed to 

withstand hurricanes. Offshore production is 

costly—much more than land-based production. 

When wells no longer produce enough oil to be 

fi nancially viable, they are sealed and abandoned. 

As of 2011, all current leasing and development 

activity in the U.S. occured in the central and 

western Gulf of Mexico. There, more than 4,000 

production facilities are operating in waters up 

to 9,500 feet deep, and many rigs are drilling 

in waters near 10,000 feet. In 2011, most of the 

active wells and proved reserves were in the Gulf 

of Mexico. There are also 43 wells off the coast of 

California and several off the coast of Alaska. 

Natural 
Gas Use - 
United 
States 
2009
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Getting Ready

Assemble the materials for the activity. DO NOT 

tell the students what to expect once the Alka-

Seltzer® tablet is dropped into the bottle, 

and the balloon is placed over the bottle’s mouth. 

Have the students predict the outcome.

Procedure

1. Pour ¼ cup of water into a bottle.

2. Pour ¼ cup of oil into the same bottle.

3. Break both Alka-Seltzer® tablets in half

and drop the pieces into the bottle.

4. Immediately stretch the mouth of the 9-inch

round balloon over the opening of the bottle.

5. Observe the contents of the bottle and the

balloon.

Discussion

1. Why is natural gas found

above the oil?

2. Why is natural gas considered

a clean burning fossil fuel?

3. Why is mercaptan added to

natural gas?

End Notes
Gas produced in the water moved 

upward through the oil, which 

partially infl ated the balloon. 

As this experiment illustrates, 

natural gas is usually found in 

pools above oil because it is less dense 

(lighter) than the oil.  

How Does Natural Gas Rise?

Transporting and 
Using Natural Gas

About 300,000 miles of underground pipelines 

link natural gas fi elds to major cities across the 

United States. It takes about fi ve days to move 

natural gas from Texas to New York. Once the gas 

reaches a city, smaller pipes carry the gas farther 

to homes and businesses, where a gas meter 

measures the volume of gas a consumer uses.

Industry is the biggest consumer of natural 

gas. It burns natural gas for heat to manufacture 

goods. Natural gas is also used as an ingredient 

in fertilizer, glue, paint, laundry detergent, and 

many other items. The second largest consumers 

of natural gas are residences. Approximately six 

out of ten households use natural gas for heating. 

Commercial buildings such as schools, stores, 

churches, and hospitals also use natural gas for 

heating. A small amount of natural gas is used 

for fuel in automobiles; however, for the vehicles 

to operate, they must have special equipment 

installed.

A Clean Source of Energy

Burning any fossil fuel, including natural gas, 

releases emissions into the air, including carbon 

dioxide, which is a greenhouse gas. Natural gas 

and propane are the cleanest burning fossil fuels, 

as they release less sulfur, carbon, and ash than do 

coal and petroleum. Because it is a clean source of 

energy, scientists are looking for new sources of 

natural gas and for innovative ways in which it 

can be utilized.
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Overview

Students will learn that the Earth’s crust is approximately 30 miles thick and that 

drilling for oil deep into the Earth has not exceeded a vertical depth of 7 miles.  

Background

    An oil well is any hole that is drilled through the Earth’s surface to fi nd and 

release both oil and gas. Scientists who study the Earth (called geologists and 

geophysicists) use simplifi ed models of the Earth to help them understand 

how our planet was formed and to understand the thickness of the Earth’s 

layers compared to the depth engineers drill to reach oil and gas. As of 2011, 

the deepest vertical wells that have been drilled for oil and gas have not 

exceeded seven miles. All drilling activity occurs within the Earth’s crust. 

HOW FAHow Far Down 
Are Wells Drilled?

Levels

Grades 5 - 8

Concepts

Develop a model using an 
example to describe ways 
the geosphere, biosphere, 
hydrosphere, and/or 
atmosphere interact.
5-ESS2-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Analyzing, Comparing, 
Describing, Graphing, 
Observing

Objectives

Students will compare and 
contrast a cross-section of 
the earth to that of a Tootsie 
Roll Pop®.

Materials

 Tootsie Roll Pop®

 Crayons
 Graph paper
 Hammer
 Food storage bag
 Plain paper
 Stapler
 Glue
 Copies of Landforms

 Student Page
 Copies of Landforms 

 puzzle

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 20 minutes

Cross-section of the Earth’s Layers
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How Far Down Are Wells Drilled? 

Deepest ‘Science’ Well

The world’s deepest (vertical) well is the Kola 
SG-3 well, which was drilled to 40,230 feet in 
Russia’s Kola Peninsula in 1989. It was a ‘science’ 
well (meaning that it was drilled to measure the 
Earth’s crust, not to produce oil or gas). It was 
initially planned to drill to 49,200 feet, but it 
never reached that deep. Drilling began in 1970 
and was fi nally abandoned in 1992. Unexpectedly 
high bottomhole temperatures of 356ºF led to 
projections of 570ºF at the proposed depth, which 
exceeded the temperature ratings of the drilling 
and logging tools that were available at that time. 
(The Earth’s crust at that point was estimated to 
be about 116,160 feet thick, so the well actually 
drilled about 35% of the way through the crust). 
High temperatures make the successful discovery 
of oil or gas unlikely at extreme depths, and 
the high cost of deep drilling makes it quite 
impractical.

Another science project, the Ocean Drilling 
Program, drilled a science well in 19,650 feet of 
water.

Governments and science consortia pay for the 
science drilling projects. Some of today’s deep oil 
drilling technology was developed after testing 
ideas and prototypes from these projects.

The Earth’s  crust consists of two parts: the 
oceanic and the continental crust. Oceanic crust 
is the crust below the oceans.  Rocks indicate that 
the oceanic crust is younger and thinner than the 
continental crust. The oceanic crust is 4 to 7 miles 
thick, while the continental crust is 20 to 25 miles 
thick.

Deepest Oil or Gas Well

In March of 2010, Shell drilled the deepest oil 
well in the Gulf of Mexico. Crews on the Perdido 

drilling and production platform drilled in a water 
depth of 8,000 ft. This depth is roughly equivalent 
to six Empire State Buildings stacked atop the 
other. One day’s production from Perdido is 
equivalent to the energy needed to fuel 500 cars 
for 15 years. The Perdido project is expected to 
last another 15 years. 

The current record-holder for a well drilled in 
the deepest water is held by Transocean Offshore 
in 2014.  The company’s ultra-deepwater drill ship 
Dhirubhai Deepwater KG1 recently drilled a well 
for India’s Oil and Natural Gas Company (ONGC) 
in 10,144-ft (3,165 m)of water offshore India’s 
East Coast in the Bay of Bengal. 

The Longest Horizontal Well

In May of 2008, Maersk Oil Qatar, Ltd. 
completed the world’s longest horizontal  
directional well, at 40,320 feet, offshore Qatar. The 
BD-04A well was drilled for gas in the Al-Shaheen 
Field, and the reason it is so long is that the 
government wanted to develop the gas fi eld using 
as few surface facilities as possible. It started 
from a central location and drilled extended reach 
wells in every direction. Steering tools were used 
to point the bit, and scientifi c logging tools told 
the drillers where to go to fi nd the best reservoirs. 
The well is not very deep (vertically), but it is 
the longest well bore ever drilled. Oil companies 
might use horizontal drilling to extract oil and gas 
from underneath sensitive areas such as big cities, 
national monuments, or wildlife habitats. In the 
arctic, rigs located on land can drill out underneath 
the sea to extract oil while avoiding destructive sea 
ice fl oes that could damage the rigs or production 

platforms and to centralize expensive production 

facilities. (See “Where to Drill?” on guide page 

314.)
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Discussion

1. Why haven’t oil and gas companies tried to

 drill deeper for oil or gas?

2. How do the companies drill long horizontal

 wells, and how do they know in which

 direction to drill them?

3. What other reasons can you think of that an

 oil company might drill a long horizontal

 well? 

4. Who pays for these ‘science projects’?

5. Why do the companies/scientists keep trying

 to drill deeper? 

How Far Down Are Wells Drilled? 

Introduction

The mantle of the Earth and hard candy such 

as Tootsie Pops® are comparable in that both are 

solids, and they both will change when pressure is 

applied to them. For the candy, the pressure comes 

from your teeth. For the Earth, the pressure comes 

from the heat that is generated by the decay of 

radioactive elements inside the mantle. Neither the 

liquid outer core of the Earth nor the center of the 

Tootsie Pop® is a solid. They are both very thick 

liquids, even though one is made of soft candy and 

the other is made of almost pure iron.

Getting Ready

Assemble all the materials for the activity.  

Set up a station where students can obtain their 

supplies. 

Procedure

1. Give each student a copy of the “How Far 

Down Are Wells Drilled?” student page.

2. Have students report to the supply station 

to pick up materials.

3. Follow the directions on the student page. 

Complete the page. 

4. Graph the thickness of the Earth’s layers 

using coordinating colors.
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How Far Down Are Wells Drilled? 

1. Remove the wrapper, from the Tootsie Pop® 

and place in a food storage bag and seal. 

Tap the candy gently with a hammer. 

Separate the pieces of candy to see the 

layers. 

2. Label the Crust (wrapper), the Mantle 

(hard candy), the Outer Core (fudge), and 

the Inner Core (the stick).

  

3. Color each layer of the diagram using 

corresponding colors (e.g., if the hard candy 

is red, color the mantle red). 

4. Questions:

a. Why haven’t oil and gas companies tried 

to drill deeper for oil or gas? 

b. How do the companies drill long 

horizontal wells, and how do they know 

in which direction to drill them? 

c. What other reasons can you think of 

that an oil company might drill a long 

horizontal well?  

d. Who pays for these ‘science projects’?

e. Why do the companies/scientists keep 

trying to drill deeper?

5. Graph the thickness of the Earth’s layers 

using a bar graph.  

HOW FAR DOWN ARE
WELLS DRILLED?

Compare a cross-section of a Tootsie Pop® to a cross-section of the Earth.

Earth Layers Tootsie-Pop® Thickness 
Crust Candy wrapper 30 miles
Mantle Hard candy 1800 miles
Outer Core Fudge 1400 miles
Inner Core Stick 760 miles
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Earth Layers of the Earth 

Directions:  Color each picture and label the layers of the earth : Inner Core, Outer  
Core, Mantel and Crust.  Cut out both and glue the top half of the earth to the layers of the earth. 

Earth’s Interior 



How Far Down Are Wells Drilled? 

Extension

1. Create a foldable of the Earth’s Layers using

the following directions.

1. Stack two sheets of paper, and place the

back sheet one inch higher than the front

sheet.

2. Bring the bottom

of both sheets

upward and align

so that all the

layers are the

same distance apart.

3. Staple the top once it has an even crease

across the top.

4. Draw and label the layers on the outside

fl aps - one for each layer.

5.  Research information about each layer

and place the information in the space

below the fl ap.

2. Make copies of the picture of the dinosaur

on the following page and have students

label the following: island, mountains, hill,

river, lake, peninsula, bay, plains, valley.

3. Make copies of the “Landforms Puzzle

Student Page.” Cut out each square and have

students complete.

LANDFORMS 
ANSWER

KEY
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How Far Down Are Wells Drilled? 

L ANDFORMS PUZZLE
STUDENT PAGE
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Landform Mat 
plateau 

Directions: 
1. Divide the play dough (any color except blue) into 4

equal pieces.
2. Create the five landforms.  They may begin with a

side view then lift the forms up for a top 3-D view.
3. Return the play dough to its container.
4. Hand out the blue play dough and allow the

students to create the water features.
5. Return the blue play dough to its container.
6. Have students take the matching quiz on the reverse

side.

hill 

mountain 

lake 

river 

ocean 

plain 

island 



River Stream 

Hill Mountain

Island Peninsula

Valley Lake 

Landforms





Landforms Landforms Landforms 

Landforms Landforms Landforms 

Landforms Landforms Landforms 



ISLAND RIVER MOUNTAINS 

PLAINS BEACH VALLEY 

LAKE OCEAN BAY 



PENINSULA VOLCANO STREAM 

WATERFALL GLACIER PLATEAU 

SWAMP CAVE HILL 





Overview

The price of gasoline changes over time and from season to season. But how 

expensive is it really when compared with the prices of other familiar products?

Background

    We use gasoline every day. It helps us get to school and work. It helps us 

get our groceries and clothes. But how is the price of a gallon of gasoline 

determined?

     Since gasoline is refined from crude oil, you may think that the price of 

crude oil is what determines the price of gasoline. However, other things are 

also involved.  

    According to the Department of Energy, less than half of the price of 

gasoline is determined by crude oil prices. Nearly a third of the cost of a 

gallon of gasoline is due to taxes–local, state, and federal. Over a fourth of the 

cost of a gallon is due to the cost of refining, distributing, and marketing the 

gasoline.   

    Before you complain about the latest price increase in a gallon of gasoline, 

compare it with other products with which you are familiar. You’ll need to 

$
$

$

How muHow Much Is a Gallon?

Levels

Grades 5 - 12

Concepts

Model with mathematics.
MS-LS2-5
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Comparing and 
Contrasting, Analyzing, 
Translating

Objectives

Students will compare prices 
of various products to the 
price of gasoline using the 
technique of Dimensional 
Analysis.

Materials
 Pencil
 Paper
 Calculator
 Unit prices for various

 liquid grocery store items
 Conversion Chart

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: Three 50-minute 

periods
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How Much Is a Gallon?

learn a bit of math first. And, you’ll need to use a conversion table. 

    Dimensional Analysis is also known as the Factor-Label Method 

or Unit Analysis. The system relies on using units with each number. 

‘Unwanted’ units must be cancelled out. The desired unit must 

remain at the end of the problem. The system is almost self-checking 

in that if you end up with units that do not cancel out, then the 

problem has been set up incorrectly.  

    Dimensional Analysis is useful for Metric to English System 

conversions. It is also useful for conversions within the same system.  

    Using Dimensional Analysis, try comparing the amount and 

price of gasoline to the amount and price of other substances. You 

might just be amazed at what you pay for everyday, commonly used 

products. How much is a gallon of mouthwash, shampoo, ketchup, 

or bottled water? You may know the price of commonly used items 

in the units in which they are sold, but what about their prices if 

you convert their units to that of a gallon? If you convert each unit 

amount to a gallon, then you can compare the gallon price to the 

price of a gallon of gasoline.  

    Remember your basic math facts when working a Dimensional 

Analysis problem. Any number divided by one is still that same 

number. Any number multiplied by one is still that same number. 

Numbers retain their identities when multiplied or divided by one.

Getting Ready

    Get a copy of a local grocery store circular or have students bring 

in items that have been priced. Prices and amounts of items should 

be listed on the circular. If not, have students bring to class the 

names of three liquid items, their liquid volumes, and the unit price 

for each item. In addition, remind the students to find out the going 

price for gasoline. Use these prices for the Dimensional Analysis 

calculations page or the How Much is a Gallon? Student Page. 

(Pictures of items can also be found in the Offshore Energy Center’s 

Playing with Petroleum Kit.) 

Amer

“America must have 
an energy policy that 
plans for the future 

but meets the needs of 
today. I believe we can 

develop our natural 
resources and protect 

our environment. ”
             

- Former President George W. Bush

Teachers: If you need to acquaint yourself with 

the technique of Dimensional Analysis, there are 

numerous sites on the internet to do so. Simply 

use the keywords “Dimensional Analysis,” 

“Factor-Label Method,” or “Unit Analysis.”  

Make sure every student has a copy of the 

conversion table. This will allow them to, for 

example, convert ounces to gallons or liters to 

gallons. 

If you are using the “How Much is a Gallon?” 

Student Page, make sure each student has a copy. 
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How Much Is a Gallon?

Procedure for 
Dimensional Analysis

1. Demonstrate to students how to perform unit 

analysis problems.

2. Practice a few simple problems 

independently.

3. DO NOT allow students to submit answers 

that have no units.  Every number utilized 

must contain units.

Procedure for “How Much is a 
Gallon” Student Page

1. Ask students what the price of gasoline is 

today. Students are to write down that price 

on the page.

2. The teacher will display an item, its liquid 

volume, and its price.

3. Students will list the item on the student 

page and write down the total ounces and 

price of the item. 

4. Students will determine the cost of one 

ounce of the item and then multiply that 

number by 128 ounces to determine the 

price of a gallon of that item. 

5. Students will then compare the price of 

various items to the price of one gallon 

of gasoline.

On September 5, 1885, 

the first gasoline pump 

was manufactured by 

Sylvanus Bowser of Fort Wayne, Indiana. 

The gasoline pump tank had 

marble valves and wooden plungers 

and had a capacity of one barrel.

Volume Conversion Chart

 1 cup 8 fluid ounces/ 1/2 pint 237 ml

 2 cups 16 fluid ounces/ 1 pint  473 ml

 4 cups 32 fluid ounces 946 ml

 1 pint 16 fluid ounces / 1 pint  473 ml

 2 pints 32 fluid ounces 946 ml,  0.946 liters

 8 pints 1 gallon / 3785 ml,  3.78 liters
  128 fluid ounces

 4 quarts 1 gallon / 3785 ml,  3.78 liters
  128 fluid ounces

 1 liter 1.057 quarts 1000 ml

 1 gallon 128 fluid ounces 3785 ml,  3.78 liters
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How Much Is a Gallon?

HOW MUCH IS A GALLON?

UNIT ANALYSIS
SAMPLE PROBLEMS

(DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS)

Steps of Unit Analysis

1. Write the letter ‘x’ and the units for the quantity you seek. ‘x’ represents the unknown quantity. Units must be 

included!

2. Write an equal sign to the right of this unknown quantity. 

3. Write the quantity and the units you have been provided in the problem. For example:

4. Write a multiplication sign to the right and then use the appropriate conversion factors to obtain the units required.

Sample Problems:

Window cleaner costs $4.09 per 32.00 fluid ounces. How much does it cost per gallon? 

Notice that all of the unwanted units are ‘cancelled out’ and that only the units required remain. This allows unit analysis 

to be self checking in that respect. This will only work if the units are listed each and every time! 

Insulin costs $34.73 per 10ml. How much does it cost per gallon?

Now, do the math to find the price per gallon for the following products: 

1. Ready to Serve Soup:  $2.19 per 10.75 oz  5. Nasal Spray:  $8.05 per 0.50 fl oz

2. Cooking Oil:  $3.85 per 48.00 fl oz   6. Eye Drops:  $5.15 per 0.50 fl oz 

3. Soda Pop:  $1.79 per 1.00 L    7. Bottled Water:  $1.55 per 20.00 fl oz

4. Shampoo:  $1.29 per 15.00 fl oz   8. Orange Juice:  $3.35 per 46.00 fl oz

$2.49           $1.85           $34.73

1 fl oz            1 pt             10 ml
or or

price               $4.09               16 fl oz             2 pts              4 qts             $16.36

gallon          32.00 fl oz            1 pt                 1 qt               1 gal               1 gal
= xx x x =

price               $34.73            1000 ml              1 L               2 pts             4 qts             $15,786.36

gallon              10 ml                1 L               1.76 pts            1 qt             1 gal                  1 gal
= xx x x x =
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How Much Is a Gallon?

HOW MUCH IS A GALLON?

STUDENT PAGE
Objective: To compare prices of various products to the price of gasoline.

What does a gallon of gasoline cost today? ______________

1 U.S. gallon = 128 ounces

Item Price Ounces Price per Ounce Price per Gallon

Questions:

1. When compared to the price of gasoline, what item surprised you the most?

2. What item surprised you the least?

3. Use the internet to determine the price of crude oil in today’s market.
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Products 
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Overview

Students will distinguish between natural and artificial reefs while creating a picture 

of an artificial reef.

Background

Imagine a city underwater with millions of inhabitants moving through and 

around a thriving marine metropolis. That is a reef.  

    Some reefs are built from coral. Although coral is sometimes mistaken 

for a rock or a plant, it is actually made of thousands of tiny animals known 

as polyps.  Coral reefs are the most complex ecosystem on the planet. They 

provide homes for 4000 different species of fish, 700 different species of 

coral, and countless thousands of other animals and plants.  

    There are many different types of reefs such as 

fringing, barrier, atoll, and patch. Another kind 

of reef gets its start not from a natural event, but 

from a man-made beginning. An artificial reef 

begins from a structure such as a shipwreck or an 

offshore platform.  

    Artificial reefs can rise like an oasis in the 

desert. When carefully placed in special areas, 

structures like offshore platforms provide the 

hard substrate that many small creatures need to 

grow.  

  

Islands oIslands of Life

Levels

Grades K - 4

Concepts

Use a model to represent 
the relationship between 
the needs of different plants 
and animals (including 
humans) and the places 
they live.
K-ESS3-1

Make observations of plants 
and animals to compare the 
diversity of life in different 
habitats.
2-LS4-1

Construct an argument that 
some animals form groups 
that help members survive.
3-LS2-1
Next Generation Science
Standards

Skills

Observing, Comparing 
and Contrasting

Objectives

Students will draw the 
organisms that can be 
found on an artificial reef.

Materials

 Copies of “Islands of 
Life” student page

 Copies of 
“The Adaptables” 
student page

 Pictures of ocean life
 Crayons or colored 
pencils

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: One 30-minute

period
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Islands of Life

    Creatures such as barnacles, corals, sponges, clams, bryozoans, 

and hydroids can serve as the basis for an important food web that 

can support many more species of animals. They just need a special 

start. By providing food and shelter, artificial reefs can enhance 

overfished populations of resident reef fish such as snapper and 

grouper. Transient species such as mackerel, shark, and billfish can 

also benefit by feeding on the resident fish.

These artificial reefs do more than just attract fish. Research 

shows that some juvenile fish in special areas might not survive if 

not for artificial reefs.

Getting Ready

Make copies of the “Islands of Life Student Page” for every 

student. Each student should have crayons or colored pencils 

available.

Procedure: Part A

1. Show students pictures of ocean life.

2. Show students the “Islands of Life” coloring page.

3. Explain that platforms that were once used to obtain energy

resources are now turned into reefs.

4. Have students draw all of the ocean life that might be found on

their artificial reef.

5. Ask students questions about their pictures.

6. Is there any ocean life on the bottom?

7. Is there any ocean life on the artificial reef?

8. What type of ocean life is swimming around the artificial reef?

Extension
How do we know what kind of life can be found on an artificial 

reef such as a retired oil/gas platform or even one that is still 

operating? The answer to this question can be found in three 

letters, “ROV.” This stands for remotely operated vehicle. Divers 

can provide information about what life looks like underwater. 

Where divers cannot go, an ROV can do the job. An ROV can stay 

underwater for long periods of time and can go deeper than a human 

diver can. ROVs can serve as the underwater 

eyes of oceanographers, marine biologists, and 

engineers who need an underwater view.

Offshore platforms and rigs keep ROVs ready 

to go at any moment if an underwater view is 

required. In 2002, in a moment of scientific 

innovation, a group of oceanographers decided 

the ROV equipment that was standard at offshore 

facilities also could be used in deep ocean studies. 

Couldn’t these expensive instruments also be used 

for important research studies?

A unique partnership formed between the 

offshore industry and the world’s science 

community called SERPENT,  “Scientific and 

Environmental ROV Partnership using Existing 

Industrial Technology.”

The first offshore trial took place in 2002. 

Significant scientific findings include the first 

video footage ever recorded of monkfish (Lophius 

piscatorus) hunting in its natural habitat and 

a better understanding of how fish, lobsters, 

and crabs hunt, kill, and feed. Dr. Ian Hudson, 

founding SERPENT Project Leader, said that 

video footage and digital stills taken beneath the 

drilling rigs operating in the U.K. resulted in the 

discovery of aspects of marine life that had never 

been seen before. Many new species have been 

identified with more certainly to follow as new 

missions to the deep ocean progress. 

SERPENT is now active all over the world, 

working in over 10,000 feet (3000m) of water. 

SERPENT acts as a central hub for the scientific 

community forming long lasting relationships with 

clients, operators, and scientists from around the 

world.

None of this would have been possible without 
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Islands of Life

the many industry partners such as BP, Chevron, Encana, Kongsberg 

Maritime, Santos, Shell, Subsea 7, Total, Transocean, and Woodside. 

Academic partners for the SERPENT Project include: Aberdeen 

University, Fisheries Research Services (FRS UK), Louisiana 

State University (LSU), Natural History Museum (London, Paris), 

Offshore Energy Center, Smithsonian Institute, Southhampton 

Oceanography Center, Texas A & M University, University of New 

South Wales, and University of Sydney.

About SERPENT
Collaborating closely with key players in the oil and gas industry, 

the “Scientific and Environmental ROV Partnership using Existing 

Industrial Technology” (SERPENT) project aims to make cutting-

edge industrial ROV technology and data more accessible to the 

world’s science community, share knowledge and progress deep-

sea research. The program interacts with science and conservation 

groups globally to communicate the project to the public, increasing 

the awareness of our fragile marine resources.

SERPENT is a global project hosted by the DEEPSEAS group, 

within Ocean Biogeochemistry and Ecosystems (OBE) at the 

National Oceanography Centre, Southampton (NOCS). The project 

has a growing network of UK and global partners. 

(Source: http://www.serpentproject.com/aboutus.php)

Procedure: Part B

1. Brainstorm with students to make a list of the plants and 

animals they included in their “Islands of Life” drawings.  

2. Have students choose one organism from their drawings.  

3. Have each student locate the correct name for the organism 

that they chose using the internet, encyclopedias, books, 

magazines or other sources.  

4. Tell students to research the plant or animal that they chose.  

5. Each student should draw this plant or animal on

 “The Adaptables” page and explain how it is adapted to

 its environment.  

6. If students have any trouble locating information, suggest 

books, encyclopedias, websites, or make a 

visit to your school librarian. 

7. Have students display and explain the animal 

or plant that they chose. 

8. Students can choose the strangest, funniest, 

or most interesting organisms from the 

choices created. 

9. For more information, visit the following 

websites:

 www.bsee.gov/About-BSEE/Divisions/EED-

Rigs-to-Reefs

 http://www.serpentproject.com/aboutus.php

Dr. Ian Hudson, founding SERPENT Project 

Leader, started his career in marine science 

with a Bachelors degree in Marine Biology at 

the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. During 

his research project, he tasted life at sea while 

working for the Canadian Department of  Fisheries 

and Oceans on Vancouver Island and was hooked 

on research at sea after just two months.

    He then joined the DEEPSEAS group, where 

he worked as a technician for a short period 

before starting his doctorate work in deep sea 

biology. During this time, he participated in a 

range of research cruises around the world with 

numerous different institutions, including Woods 

Hole, Aberdeen University, and other academic 

institutions. Upon completion of his PhD, he took 

up his position as the founding Project Leader for 

SERPENT, leading a network of industry science 

collaborations around the world from the U.K., 

Australia, Angola, and Australia to partners in 

the U.S.
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Islands of Life

1. My favorite ocean creature is the…

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

2.  I like it because it…

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. It lives where the water temperature is:    hot   /   warm   /   cold   /   freezing   (circle one)

4.  It is adapted to its environment because it has…

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

THE ADAPTABLES

MY FAVORITE OCEAN CREATURE
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Islands of Life

ISLANDS OF LIFE
STUDENT PAGE
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Overview

Students will learn about products derived from our natural resources.

Background

We use our natural resources on a daily basis.  They are created by nature 

and include, soil, water, air, animals, plants, minerals, and fossil fuels.

Soil provides many important functions for plants and animals.  It supports 

our growing of crops, provides a habitat for animals, aids in filtering our 

drinking water, is used for buildings and roads, and protects our history.  

Water is an essential nutrient that must be consumed regularly.  An 

organism deprived of water will die faster than if it were deprived of any 

other nutrient.  Water serves as a lubricant found in saliva, which is  the 

fluid that surrounds joints, cushions the brain from shock and trauma, and 

is an important agent in body temperature. Water is essential to the body’s 

transportation system that moves food through the body and wastes out.

Air is an important natural resource that is vital to plants and animals. The 

oxygen in air drives our bodies.  Plants use air to make sugar. Air suspends 

the clouds that contain water and other objects such as planes that provide 

transportation.

Animals

Fossil Fuels

MineralsWater

Plants

Air

Soil
Natural

Resources

IT’S ON
Levels

Grades K - 5

Concepts

Communicate solutions that 
will reduce the impact of 
humans on the land, water, 
air, and/or other living things 
in the local environment.
K-ESS3-3

Obtain and combine 
information to describe that 
energy and fuels are derived 
from natural resources 
and their uses affect the 
environment.
4-ESS3-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Researching, Organizing

Objectives

Students will determine the 
source of products used to 
produce energy, products we 
consume, and products that 
we use.

Materials

 Newspaper advertisements
 Scissors
 Glue or tape
 Paper
 Natural Resource Pages
 Recyclable games

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: Two 50-minute
 class periods 
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It’s Only Natural!

Animals provide us with food, clothing, and transportation. We eat 
beef (from cows), pork (from pigs), and chicken along with a variety 
of other animals.  Animal hides are used to make leather, which in 
turn are made into coats, belts, shoes, boots, and more.  Historically, 
animals such as  horses, mules, donkeys, elephants, camels, and 
dogs have been used to transport humans and their belongings.

Plants cover the soil and hold it together, which reduces erosion.  
They also provide us with food, materials for shelter, and fuel to 
warm and cool us. Plants replenish the air we breathe.  They also 
provide habitats for wildlife.  Fruits and vegetables are plants we 
eat.  Wood from trees provide us with building materials and paper.  
Plants such as cotton, flax, and hemp are used to make clothes. 

Minerals are naturally occurring substances formed by geologic 
processes.  Most minerals are compounds and are made up of two 
or more elements.  Although there are over 4,000 minerals, only 30 
are commonly found in the earth’s crust.  Examples include calcite, 
gypsum, feldspar, gold, quartz, and diamonds. Calcite, which is 
used to make toothpaste, is also used in medicine and building 
materials.   Gypsum is used in dry wall; feldspar is used in ceramics 
and porcelain;  gold is used for jewelry, coins, and tooth fillings; 
quartz is used in electronic equipment and glass manufacturing; and 
diamonds are used for cutting tools and jewelry. 

Fossil fuels are nonrenewable energy sources (often called 
hydrocarbons) that are formed from the remains of dead plants and 
animals that were formed more than 300 million years ago during 
the Carboniferous Period.  These fuels include coal, petroleum, and 
natural gas. Coal, which was formed from plant life, is the most 
abundant fossil fuel in the United States.  More than 90% of coal 
consumed is used to generate electricity.  It was formed from plant 
life.   Petroleum is a liquid hydrocarbon used in the manufacturing 
of more than 6,000 products, including fertilizers, fuel, clothes, 
medicines, and plastics.   Natural Gas is an odorless gas that is 
formed near deposits of petroleum.  It is used to produce steel, glass, 
paper, clothing, fuel, and electricity.  About half of the homes in the 
United States use natural gas for heating.  Natural gas is also used 
for cooking, heating water, drying clothes, and outdoor lighting.

Getting Ready

Make copies of the Natural Resource Bingo 

Student Page on page 116 and the Natural Resource 

Scavenger Hunt Student Page on page 117.

Collect ads from newspapers for each group.

Procedure

1. Follow the directions on the bingo sheet.  

Allow 10 minutes for students to circulate 
around class.  Review answers. 

2. Pass out newspaper ads and allow a team 
of 3 or 4 students to find a product or 
service for each natural resource listed on 
the Scavenger Hunt Student Page.  Review 
answers.  

Extension

1. Create a mobile using the seven natural 

resource labels on page 118 that include 
examples. 

2. Make copies of the Natural Resource 
page with examples and create a magnetic 
learning station using a pizza pan, laminated 
pictures, and magnets.  

3. Make copies of the Natural Resource page, 
laminate, cut, and have students match the 
resource with the picture.

4. Make copies of the Recycling page and 
blank page, laminate both, cut out the 
examples, and have students match the items 
under the correct headings.  

5. Make copies of the square puzzles “ Natural 
Resources” and “Natural Resources – 
Products & Services” and have students 

complete. 
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Natural Resources 

Water

Air

Plants

Animals 

Soil 

Rocks 

Minerals 

Fossil Fuels  



START 

Name that Resource! 
1. Roll the die to determine who moves first. 
2. First person will roll the die and move the marble the number of spaces 

on the die. 
3. When you land on a picture, identify the source used or needed. 
4. Continue playing for 5 rounds.  
5. Use the tally sheet to keep score.  Check each time you fall on one of 

the 7 categories.  Person who has 3 checks on each category will win.   
 
 

Air   Animal   Fossil Fuel   Mineral  Plant    Soil   Water  



Name that Resource ! 
Air  

Animal 

Fossil Fuel 

Mineral  

Plant  

Soil  

Water 

Name that Resource ! 
Air  

Animal 

Fossil Fuel 

Mineral  

Plant  

Soil  

Water 

Name that Resource ! 
Air  

Animal 

Fossil Fuel 

Mineral  

Plant  

Soil  

Water 

Name that Resource ! 
Air  

Animal 

Fossil Fuel 

Mineral  

Plant  

Soil  

Water 



It’s Only Natural!

NATURAL RESOURCE BINGO
STUDENT PAGE
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NATURAL RESOURCE SCAVENGER HUNT

STUDENT PAGE

Search the advertisements to find a picture of a product made from these
natural resources.  Cut and glue in each box.
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Natural Resource Scavenger Hunt 
Search the ads to find a product made from the 

 natural resource.  Cut and glue in each box.  

Tree 
árbol 

Cow 
vaca 

Oil  
petróleo 

Pig 
cerdo 

Potato 
patata 

Cotton 
algodón  

Gold 
oro 

Silver 
plata 

Corn 
maíz 

Wheat 
trigo 

Fish 
pescado 

Water  
agua 

Soil  
suelo 

Tomato 
tomate 

Chicken 
pollo 

Copper 
cobre 

Sheep 
oveja 

Diamond 
diamante 

Chromium 
cromo 

Bauxite 
ore  (think  
aluminum) mineral de 
bauxita 



Natural Resource Scavenger Hunt for Early Childhood Learners 
Directions: Color the pictures first, then find a picture in the newspaper ads  that 

matches each source.  Cut and glue the picture by the source.   

tree 
el arbol 

cow 
ala vaca 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pig    pig 
       el cerdo 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       cotton 
   ellalgodón 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    opotato 
     la papa 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       chicken 
      la gallina  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     tomato  
    el tomate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       water 
      el aqua 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       corn 
      el maìz 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           oil 
     el petróleo 



It’s Only Natural!

STUDENT PAGE

Natural Resources

 Air Soil

 Water Fossil Fuels

 Plants Animals

 Minerals
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I have copper.  

 
Who has an oil product that is 

used to carry groceries? 
 

 
I have coal. 

 
Who has animal resource 

that was once used in  
making footballs?  

 
 

I have plastic bag. 
 

Who has a natural resource that 
is a fruit that can be used to 

make ice cream and 
milkshakes ? 

 
I have pig. 

 
 

Who has BBQ pit uses portable 
gas tank 

 
 

I have strawberry. 
 

Who has a recyclable metal?  
 

 

 
I have propane. 

 
 

Who has natural resource 
with scales?  

  
 

I have aluminum can. 
 
 

Who has mined resource that 
produces electricity? 

 
I have fish. 

 
 

Who has yellowish metal used 
in making jewelry?  

 



 
I have gold. 

 
 

Who has a natural resource 
used to flavor food? 

 
I have cotton. 

 
 

Who has resource that provides 
us with gasoline? 

  
 

I have salt. 
 
 

Who has an animal covered 
with feathers? 

 

 
I have oil. 

 
 

Who has resource in which 
plants grow? 

 
I have chicken. 

 
Who has a natural resource that 

has a firm texture and can be 
used in making pies?  

 

  
 I have soil. 

 
 

Who has animal popular to eat 
at Thanksgiving? 

 
 

I have apple. 
 

Who has plant resource used in 
making t-shirts? 

 

 
 

I have turkey. 
 

Who has bedazzled resource 
often found in rings? 



 

 
I have diamond. 

 
Who has a plant resource used 

in making bread? 
 

 
I have chromium. 

 
Who has a clean burning fossil 

fuel piped into homes?  

 
I have wheat. 

 
Who has a natural resource 

using in making French 
fries?  

. 
       I have natural gas.  
 

Who has resource that is  
used to blow up balloons? 

 
 

 
I have potato. 

 
Who has a natural resource 

used in hydrating your body?  

 
I have air. 

 
Who has a byproduct of 

petroleum that provides fuel for 
your car?  

 
 

I have water.  
 
 

Who has a resource used in 
making kitchen sinks?  

 

                
I have gasoline. 

 
 
Who has metal used in making 
pennies? 
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NATURAL RESOURCE GAME

STUDENT PAGE
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Fossil Fuels

Animal 

Air 

Water

 Soil 
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Plants

Mineralsw



Air

Animals

Fossil Fuels 

Minerals

Plants

Soil

Water 
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Natural  
Resources 

Water 

Soil 

Rocks & 
Minerals 

Animals  

Plants 

Fossil Fuels  



Natural  
Resources 

Water 
Hydroelectric 

Energy 
Drinking 
Cleaning Soil 

Planting Crops 
Pottery 

Mud masks 

Rocks & 
Minerals 

Rocks-buildings, 
  stone walls, counter 

   tops 
Minerals-jewelry, wire, 
  steel Animals 

Food, clothing, 
transportation  

Plants 
Wood. paper, 

clothing, eating 

Fossil Fuels 
Coal-electricity 
Oil-transportation, 
     plastic, medicines 
Natural gas –  

    Heating, cooking, 
     electricity 



Natural  
Resources 

Water 

Soil 

Rocks  
 

Minerals 
Animals  

Plants 

Fossil Fuels  
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RECYCLABLES GAME BOARD
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It’s Only Natural!

NATURAL RESOURCES
PUZZLE

STUDENT PAGE
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NATURAL RESOURCES
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

PUZZLE
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Natural Resources 

Water

Air

Plants

Animals 

Soil 
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  Finish 

START 

       

  Living or Nonliving 

Directions: 
1. Roll the die.
2. Move the
number of
spaces on the
die. Does the
picture
represent a
living or
nonliving
thing?
3. If you
answer
correctly, you
may on the
square.  Those
with incorrect
answers will
need to return
to where they
started.
4. Continue
play until all
students finish
the game.

fish 

Pipe coral 

beach ball 

cloud sun nautilus seashell seagull anchor 

seaweed 

jellyfish 

starfish 

sea urchin 

sponge 

Billy Pugh 

barrel 

palm tree 

match drill ship 

coral 

sponge sand dollar 

waves 

sea horse 

engineer 

life vest 



 
 

 
I have copper.  

 
Who has an oil product that is 

used to carry groceries? 
 

 
I have coal. 

 
Who has animal resource 

that was once used in  
making footballs?  

 
 

I have plastic bag. 
 

Who has a natural resource that 
is a fruit that can be used to 

make ice cream and 
milkshakes ? 

 
I have pig. 

 
 

Who has BBQ pit uses portable 
gas tank 

 
 

I have strawberry. 
 

Who has a recyclable metal?  
 

 

 
I have propane. 

 
 

Who has natural resource 
with scales?  

  
 

I have aluminum can. 
 
 

Who has mined resource that 
produces electricity? 

 
I have fish. 

 
 

Who has yellowish metal used 
in making jewelry?  

 



 
I have gold. 

 
 

Who has a natural resource 
used to flavor food? 

 
I have cotton. 

 
 

Who has resource that provides 
us with gasoline? 

  
 

I have salt. 
 
 

Who has an animal covered 
with feathers? 

 

 
I have oil. 

 
 

Who has resource in which 
plants grow? 

 
I have chicken. 

 
Who has a natural resource that 

has a firm texture and can be 
used in making pies?  

 

  
 I have soil. 

 
 

Who has animal popular to eat 
at Thanksgiving? 

 
 

I have apple. 
 

Who has plant resource used in 
making t-shirts? 

 

 
 

I have turkey. 
 

Who has bedazzled resource 
often found in rings? 



I have diamond. 

Who has a plant resource used 
in making bread? 

I have chromium. 

Who has a clean burning fossil 
fuel piped into homes?  

I have wheat.

Who has a natural resource 
using in making French 

fries?  

. 
  I have natural gas. 

Who has resource that is  
used to blow up balloons? 

I have potato. 

Who has a natural resource 
used in hydrating your body? 

I have air. 

Who has a byproduct of 
petroleum that provides fuel for 

your car?  

I have water. 

Who has a resource used in 
making kitchen sinks?  

I have gasoline. 

Who has metal used in making 
pennies? 



I       I have 

   Camera 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
used to wash clothes 

    I have 

rDetergent 

    Who has? 
A petroleum product 

that relieves head 
pressure?  

    I have 

Aspirin 

  oWho has? 
A petroleum product 
used to cover a boo 
boo?   

     I have 

   Bandaid 

      Who has?      
A petroleum product 
that holds garbage? 

     I have 

 Trash Bag 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
that makes one smell 

good? 

    I have 

  Perfume 

   Who has? 
A petroleum product 

used to color pictures? 

    I have 

   Crayons 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 

that colors lips? 

     I have 

   Lipstick 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 

that protects your 
head?  

    I have 

  Helmet 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 

that coats walls? 



I       I have 
 
         Paint 
 
      Who has?  

A petroleum product 
that keeps your pits 

dry?  

       I have  
 
 Deorderant 
 
    Who has? 

A petroleum product 
that provides fuel for 

your car? 

       I have  
  
   Gasoline 
 
  oWho has? 

A petroleum product 
that keeps food cold in 

your home?   

  I have 
 

Refrigerator 
 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
your roll in games?  

       I have  
 
       Dice 
 
    Who has? 

A petroleum product 
that softens your 

hands?  

       I have  
  
      Lotion 
 
  oWho has?  

A petroleum product 
that keeps food cold at 

a picnic?  

       I have 
 
     Ice Chest  
 
      Who has?  

A petroleum product 
you wear to see.  

       I have  
 
   Eyeglasses  
 
    Who has? 

A petroleum product 
that you use to bathe?  

       I have  
  
        Soap  
 
  oWho has?  

A petroleum product 
that can save your life 

in the water.  



I       I have 

  Life Jacket 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
used to kill insects. 

    I have 

Insecticide 

 Who has? 
A petroleum product 

that holds dentures in 
place. 

    I have 

Dental  adhesive

  oWho has? 

A petroleum product 
that opens when you 
jump from a plane.  

   I have 

  Parachute 

      Who has?  
 A petroleum product 
that protects eyes 

from the sun. 

    I have 

 Sunglasses 

 Who has? 
A petroleum product 

that protects your skin 
from the sun.  

    I have 

  Sunscreen 

  oWho has?  
A petroleum product 

used to clean your 
hair.  

     I have 

    Shampoo 

      Who has?  
A petroleum product 
used to color nails. 

    I have 

Finger nail 
Polish 

    Who has? 
A petroleum product 

that beautifies a  
women’s face.  

    I have 

Make-up 

  oWho has?  
A petroleum product 

used solely to take 
pictures.  



Oh No! 
Go Back 

Start 

Finish 
Petroleum 
Product 

Yes or No 

Super 
skip! 
Move 
ahead 

Oh no! 
Go back 
to start 



Directions: 

1. Each player is to roll the die to determine who plays first.
2. When a player lands on an item, he is to determine if the

product is made of petroleum.
3. If the person answers correctly, they are allowed to remain

at the spot, if not, they must move back where they
started.

4. Items that are not petroleum products:
a) Paper bag
b) Leather belt
c) Keys
d) Wooden spoon
e) Glass container
f) Ring



Oh No! 

Go back  

Start 

Finish 
Petroleum 
Product 

Yes or No  

N N 

N 

Super 
skip! 
Move 
ahead 

N 

N 

Oh no! 
Go back 
to start 

N 

KEY 



Overview

Students test the effect of temperature on the volume of a gas and gain an 

understanding of issues related to Liquefied Natural Gas.

Background

    Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is simply 

natural gas (methane) that has been chilled to a temperature that allows it to 

become a liquid. The gas is under no extra pressure; it simply decreases in 

volume due to the effect of the low temperature (approximately –260oF).  

    The advantage of converting natural gas to liquefied natural gas is that 

in liquid form, the gas takes up much less space. Six hundred cubic feet of 

natural gas will only take up 1 cubic foot as a liquid. This allows methane 

to be transported long distances by ship. (Sending LNG by pipeline is not 

practical, since the pipeline would need to be kept at a low temperature!)

    The first LNG plant was built in West Virginia in 1912, while the first 

commercial liquefaction plant was built in Ohio in 1941. Today there are over 

100 active LNG facilities spread across the United States.

    Liquefying natural gas made it possible to transport the fuel to distant 

destinations. In January 1959, the world’s first LNG tanker, the Methane 

Pioneer (a converted World War II Liberty freighter) carried liquefied natural 

gas from Lake Charles, LA., to Canvey Island, United Kingdom. This voyage 

demonstrated that large quantities of liquefied natural gas could be safely 

transported across the ocean. The Methane Pioneer subsequently carried 

seven additional LNG cargoes to Canvey Island.

    What happens if any of the containers holding LNG are punctured? Since 

the gas is not compressed; that is, it is not stored at higher than regular 

atmospheric pressure, it will simply pour slowly out of the container. When 

LNG IQLNG IQ

Levels

Grades 10 - 12

Concepts

Communicate scientific 
and technical information 
about why the molecular-
level structure is important 
in the functioning of 
designed materials.
HS-PS2-6
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Comparing and 
Contrasting, Measuring, 
Graphing

Objectives

Students will measure the 
changes occurring in a 
volume of gas exposed to 
high and low temperatures. 
Students will graph results 
and determine Charles’ 
Law.

Materials

 LNG IQ Student Data
 Table

 Balloons
 Meter stick
 String
 Calculator
 Hot plate
 Beakers
 Water
 Ice
 Thermometers
 Graph Paper

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: Two 50-minute 

periods

METHANE (CH
4
)
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LNG IQ

the LNG increases in temperature, it rises into the air because it is 

lighter.  

    LNG gas is also difficult to ignite. It is only capable of burning in 

concentrations of between 5% and 15%. If there is too much air or 

too little air, the gas is incapable of burning.  

    This small window of concentration that is required for methane 

to burn is one of the reasons Robert Bunsen invented the Bunsen 

Burner! Normally, methane burns with a lazy, low temperature 

flame.  However, mixed with air in the correct ratio and forced by 

gas pressure to the top of a tube that can be ignited, methane can 

burn with a flame reaching a temperature of 2700oF (1482oC). That 

is what makes methane great for cooking and heating!  

Getting Ready

   Assemble the materials for the activity. Make sure each student 

has a copy of the table, a calculator, and some graph paper. Prepare 

the ice bath and hot water in advance. Hot water can be substituted 

by taking the balloon out into the sunshine or using a hair dryer. 

Use all safety precautions. Explain the meanings of interpolation, 

extrapolation, and absolute zero.

Procedure

1. Blow up a balloon (not completely; a medium size balloon

works better for this experiment) and tie it securely.

2. Measure the circumference of the balloon (the distance

around it) using a piece of string.

3. Using a marker pen, mark on the balloon where you took

your measurements and make subsequent measurements

in the same place.

4. Measure the piece of string against a ruler.

5. Record both the circumference and room temperature

measurements in the table provided.

6. Place the balloon in the ice bath until you see a change

in size (about 5 minutes).

7. Quickly measure the circumference of the balloon.

8. Record the temperature of the ice water.

9. Record the temperature and circumference

of the balloon in the table provided.

10. Next, place the balloon over boiling water.

11. Hold the balloon in the steam until you

notice a change in size and then carefully

measure its circumference.

12. Record this value and the temperature of

the steam in the table provided.

13. Answer questions 1-5 on the data table

sheet.

Discussion

1. What did you notice about your balloon

as the temperature decreased?

2. What did you notice about your balloon

as the temperature increased?

3. Is it possible to make the temperature of

your balloon so cold that the gas inside it

disappears?

Charles’ Law

    Jacques Charles (1746 - 1823) served as a 

finance clerk before becoming a chemist. As a 

chemist, he investigated the relationship between 

temperature and volume. He noted that the volume 

of a gas increased with an increase in temperature.

The Chinese 
created the first gas 
pipeline for distilling 
water in 500 B.C.
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End Notes

    Natural gas is nothing new. In fact, most of the natural gas that is brought out from under the 

ground is millions and millions of years old. However, it was not until recently that methods for 

obtaining this gas, bringing it to the surface, and putting it to use were developed.

    Before there was an understanding of what natural gas was, it posed somewhat of a mystery to 

man. Sometimes, such things as lightning strikes would ignite natural gas that was escaping from 

under the Earth’s crust. This would create a fire coming from the Earth, burning the natural gas 

as it seeped out from underground. These fires puzzled most early civilizations, and they were the 

root of much myth and superstition. 

    One of the most famous of these types of flames was found in ancient Greece, on Mount 

Parnassus approximately 1,000 B.C. A goat herdsman came across what looked like a ‘burning 

spring,’ a flame rising from a fissure in the rock. The Greeks, believing it to be of divine origin, 

built a temple on the flame. This temple housed a priestess who was known as the Oracle of 

Delphi, who gave out prophecies that she claimed were inspired by the flame.

    These types of springs became prominent in the religions of India, Greece, and Persia. Because 

man was unable to explain where these fires came from, they were often regarded as divine or 

supernatural. 

    It wasn’t until about 500 B.C. that the Chinese discovered the potential to use these fires to their 

advantage. Needing heat energy to distill seawater, the Chinese built the first natural gas pipeline 

from a seep to a nearby desalinization plant. 

    Britain was the first country to commercialize the use of natural gas. Around 1785, natural gas 

produced from coal was used to light houses and streetlights.

    Naturally occurring natural gas was discovered and identified in America as early as 1626, when 

French explorers discovered natives igniting gases that were seeping into and around Lake Erie. 

The American natural gas industry got its beginnings in this area. In 1859, Edwin Drake dug the 

first well. Drake hit oil and natural gas at 69 feet below the surface of the Earth.

    Most people in the oil and gas industry characterize this well as the beginning of the natural 

gas industry in America. A two-inch diameter pipeline was built, running 5½ miles from the well 

to the village of Titusville, Pennsylvania. The construction of this pipeline proved that natural gas 

could be brought safely and relatively easily from its underground source to be used for practical 

purposes.

Source: www.naturalgas.org
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Note:  Write your measurements in meters. Use the following equations to compute the circumference and volume.

1. On a piece of graph paper, draw a graph of your results. Plot temperature as the independent variable. Select a range

from 0 to 400°K for temperature. The range for volume values should also start at zero.

2. Define Charles’ Law.

3. On a piece of graph paper, draw a straight best-fit line on your graph. According to your graph, at what temperature

does the volume of an ideal gas equal zero?

4. Did you use INTERPOLATION or EXTRAPOLATION to answer question #3?

5. Define ABSOLUTE ZERO.

LNG IQ

LNG IQ STUDENT
DATA TABLE

Experimental 
Conditions

Circumference in 
Centimeters (cm)

Convert to 
Meters (m)

Temperature
in °F

F=(CX9/5)+32

Temperature
in °C

C=(F-32)x5/9

Temperature
in °K

(°K = °C +273.15)

Volume of
Balloon in m2

Room
Temperature

Ice Bath

Above Boiling
Water

Where, r = radius; C = circumference; V = volume; π = 3.14.
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Overview

Students will learn how to create a closed electrical circuit.

Background

In 1752, Benjamin Franklin (with his famous kite experiment) designed a 

number of experiments to prove that lightning was electrical.  He tied a key 

onto the string of a kite and flew it during a thunderstorm.  He did receive a 

shock, but he was not seriously hurt. 

In 1879, Thomas Edison produced a reliable, long-lasting electric light bulb 

in his laboratory.  By 1880, small electrical stations were in a number of U.S. 

cities, but they could only power a few city blocks.  

Most people living in larger towns and cities had electricity by 1930 except 

for the farmers. Many thought it was too expensive to string miles of electric 

Making Making the
Connection

Levels

Grades 3 - 5

Concepts

Make observations to 
provide evidence that 
energy can be transferred 
from place to place by 
sound, light, heat, and 
electric currents.
4-PS3-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing,
Investigating,
Gathering Data

Objectives

Students will create a 
closed electrical circuit. 

Materials

 Heavy duty foil
 Glue
 Cardstock
 Christmas lights
 Wire stripper
 Batteries – AA or AAA
 Tape
 Copies of Student Pages

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: 15 minutes
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Most people living in larger towns and cities had electricity by 

1930 except for the farmers. Many thought it was too expensive to 

string miles of electric lines.  They also thought that farmers were 

too poor to pay for electric service.  In 1935, President Franklin 

D. Roosevelt created the Rural Electric Administration to bring

electricity to the rural areas.

Many scientists contributed to the discovery of electricity, 

including Italian physicist Alessandro Volta, who constructed an 

early battery, and Michael Faraday, who created a generator.  Other 

inventors who worked to bring electricity to where it is today include 

Nikola Tesla, George Westinghouse, James Watt, Andre Ampere, and 

George Ohm. 

Electricity, which is the flow of electrons, is considered a 

secondary energy source as it is created from the conversion of other 

energy sources such as coal, natural gas, nuclear, solar, or wind 

energy.  When you flip a switch in your house, you are completing 

an electric current that lights a light bulb. People use electricity to 

do anything from heating, cooling, and lighting homes to powering 

computers and televisions and operating cars.

Modern drilling rigs use diesel-powered generators to generate 

electricity that powers everything on the lease, from lights in the 

trailers and camps, to huge motors that drive the drilling equipment 

and pumps that circulate the drilling fluid.

Most drilling parameters, such as fluid flow rate, drill-pipe rotation 

speed, and pump pressure are measured by electronic gauges that 

are connected to the driller’s console by wires. This way, the driller 

can monitor all critical aspects of the drilling process. Electricity 

has proved to be the most economical, easily controlled, and safe 

resource for powering drilling machinery and lighting.

In Russia, onshore drilling rigs are powered by connecting them to 

the local power grid. They do not have their own diesel generators, 

so if a storm knocks out the power, the rig must shut down.

Offshore, the vessel (drill ship or semi-submersible rig) has 

its own huge generators that power the drilling operation. These 

generators provide lighting and heating for the crews and the cooks, 

and they turn the propellers that drive the vessel through the sea to 

its next drilling location.

Making the Connection

Getting Ready

1. Make front to back copies of the “Making

the Connection” pages and the vocabulary

page.
2. Detach the Christmas lights and fray the

ends with a wire stripper.

Procedure

1. Each student will need a 10 x 30 centimeter

length of foil.  Students are to cut this in half

to form two 10 x 15 centimeter rectangles.
2. Fold each 10 x 15 rectangle to create two

1 x15 strips.
3. Fold “Making the Connection” Student Page

in half.
4. Tape the Christmas light above the picture

light and separate the frayed wires.
5. Wrap each foil strip tightly around the

frayed wire (at least 3 times), creating two
individual extensions.

6. Tape the center of the foil to the card,
making sure the strips do not touch.

7. Place the battery on the card indicated by
the picture.

8. Complete the circuit by placing each strip at
opposite ends of the battery.

Extensions

1. Make copies of the “Making the Connection

Puzzle Student Page,” cut out the squares,

and have students solve the puzzle.
2. Make copies of the Electrical Circuit

Vocabulary. Create sets for students to
review by matching words with definitions.
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Making the Connection

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 
VOCABUL ARY

Match the word with the correct definition
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Making the Connection

EXTENSION
MAKING THE CONNECTION

PUZZLE STUDENT PAGE KEY
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How to Make a Circuit Board 

1. Determine the words and definitions you need for the unit.
2. Type in the words on the right side of the template and mix up the definitions on the left side.
3. Copy on cardstock, laminate if possible, and punch holes on the side (you will probably need to

cut the excess lamination film in order to punch holes).
4. Cut 6 inches of foil and begin folding in half until a thin strip of foil is left (10 to 12cm wide).
5. On the back of the cardstock, place the strip of foil across the hole by the word and the

matching definition hole.  Secure with a piece of tape.
6. Next, place a strip of masking tape over the foil so that no foil strips touch. Cut excess.
7. Repeat until all words and definitions are matched.
8. Once all the board is complete, secure the strips with scotch tape.
9. Use the circuit board light to test your answers.  If the correct answer lights up, you were

successful.



Electricity Something that transfers heat or electricity 

Electrical Current Material that blocks or reduces the flow of 
electrictity

Circuit A complete path that electrical current moves 
through 

Conductor A complete path that through which electrical 
current moves  

Insulator Movement of electrical charges in a conductor  

Electrical Circuit Vocabulary



How to Make a Light Circuit 

 

Materials 

1 battery AA or C 

2 – 5 inch pieces of electrical wire stripped 

Electrical tape – 10 to 12 inches 

2 metal paper clips 

1 Popsicle stick 

1 stripped Christmas light 

 

Instructions: 

1. Curl one of the pieces of wire and lay it flat on one end of the battery.  Tape it down. 
2. Repeat with other end. 
3. Wrap the electrical tape around each end tightly.  Cut excess off. 
4. Bend the exposed end of one wire and wrap the exposed Christmas wire securely around the 

wire.  Tape the joint tightly. 
5. Wrap the other end of the Christmas light to the paper clip. Tape it securely. 
6. Bend the other exposed wire and connect a paper clip. Secure with tape. 
7. Attach battery to a Popsicle stick for stability. (optional) 
8. Touch the 2 paper clips together.  If the light turns on, you are successful.  If not, place pressure 

over the battery connections.  

 

 





Overview

Using Microsoft Excel software, students will create a surface graph from 

measurements they take as they punch through a grid covering a mystery seascape.  

Background

In 1807, Thomas Jefferson authorized the Survey of the Coast, which was 

the fi rst organized and continual exploration of the ocean. Later, it became 

known as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 

The NOAA protects, preserves, manages, and enhances the resources found in 

the 3.5 million square miles of coastal and ocean waters of the United States. 

NOAA’s mission is to serve the nation’s need for oceanic and atmospheric 

information, but it also helps to ensure that the public understands how 

NOAA science impacts their daily lives as well as their future prosperity.  

MappingMapping the Ocean Floor I
Ocean Floor Punch

Levels
Grades 5 - 8

Concepts
Defi ne the criteria and 
constraints of a design 
problem with suffi cient 
precision to ensure a 
successful solution, taking 
into account relevant 
scientifi c principles and 
potential impacts on people 
and the natural environment 
that may limit possible 
solutions.
MS-ETS1-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards 

Skills
Engineering, Gathering 
Information, Graphing, 
Interpreting, Mapping, 
Observing, Predicting

Objectives
Students will determine 
the landscape of the ocean 
fl oor using a bamboo 
skewer as a measuring 
device to simulate sonar 
measurements.  

Materials
 Ladies’ or children’s 
shoe boxes
 Recycled materials to 
place in the box (Choose 
hard items with simple 
shapes such as a can, 
PVC pipe, a toy car, or 
a water pistol. Only put 
one item in the box.)
 Bamboo skewers
 Rulers showing 
centimeters
 Black fi ne tip markers
 Computer with
Microsoft Excel® 
software
 Student pages
 Grids

Time 
Considerations
Preparation: 20 minutes
Activity: 50 minutes
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Mapping the Ocean Floor I
Ocean Floor Punch

Why Is the Ocean Environment 
So Important?

   Although the ocean covers 71 percent of the 

Earth’s surface and contains 97 percent of the 

planet’s water, only a little more than 5 percent 

of the ocean has been explored. Yet the ocean 

supports nearly 50 percent of all species on 

Earth! NOAA, the Bureau of Ocean Energy 

Management (BOEM), and the Bureau of Safety 

Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) are stewards 

of the ocean environment. The Office of Natural 

Resources Revenue (ONRR) also plays a key 

role in America’s energy supply by managing the 

mineral resources on 1.7 billion acres of the Outer 

Continental Shelf (OCS). This energy supply 

includes renewable (e.g., tidal, wave, solar) and 

nonrenewable offshore oil and gas leasing in 

federal waters. 

History and Sunken Treasure?

Remote sensing surveys, which are conducted 

by the oil and gas industry for pipeline and well 

sites in the deepwater areas of the Gulf of Mexico, 

have located many shipwrecks. These fi nds can 

be declared historic sites because they meet the 

requirement of being at least fi fty years old. 

Wrecks associated with World War II meet that 

criterion. 

During World War II, German submarines 

known as ‘U-boats’ were the cause of nearly all the 

shipwrecks in the Gulf of Mexico (‘U-boat’ comes 

from the German word ‘Unterseeboot,’ which 

means underwater boat).  Twenty-four different 
U-boats cruised the Gulf from 1942 to 1943, 
hoping to disrupt the fl ow of oil carried by tankers 
from Texas and Louisiana ports.

As a result, 56 American vessels were sunk, 

39 of which are believed to be in state or federal 

waters off the coasts of Texas, Florida, and 

Louisiana.  

In 1942, the U-166 sank the Robert E. Lee, 

which was a passenger freighter. The Robert E. 

Lee’s naval escort, the U.S. navy sub-chaser PC-

566 dropped ten depth charges in the area, but it 

was believed that the U-166 got away. (However, 

in May of 2001, the U-166 was discovered during 

a routine pipeline survey conducted by C&C 

Technologies for BP and Shell.) In 1943, merchant 

vessels began cruising in armed convoys, and 

U-boat attacks became rare.

As advances in technology have allowed the oil

and gas industry to drill in the deeper waters of the 

Gulf, more mysteries of the ocean fl oor have been 

unearthed. Marine archaeologists are intrigued by 

these ‘time capsules’ of the past. 

Web sources: 

http://www.boem.gov/Environmental-Stewardship/

Archaeology/World-War-II.aspx

http://www.pastfoundation.org/DeepWrecks/TheGermanU-boat.htm
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7. Begin punching the grid with the skewer, 

recording your fi ndings one at a time by 

subtracting the distance reached with the 

skewer from the total depth of the box. 

8. Record on the Excel® spreadsheet, matching 

each punch with a cell 

(A1 _____cm; B1 _____cm; C1_____cm)

9. Continue until the grid has been totally 

punched.

10. Highlight all of the measurements in Excel. 

(These instructions work with Excel 2003.) 

11. In the top menu of the program, 

click on Insert > Charts > Surface.

12. Continue clicking ‘yes’ on the Chart Wizard 

until you reach ‘Finish.’ Click on ‘Finish.’

13. Right click on the blank graph; then click on 

3D view.

14. Rotate the graph so that you are looking at 

the top view. Click ‘OK.’

15. Looking at the top view, predict what object 

is in the box.

Discussion

1. What can you do to the grid to increase the 

defi nition of the seascape or object in the  

mystery box?

2. What was the purpose of subtracting the 

distance reached with the skewer from the  

total distance of the box? 

3. What types of materials worked best for 

creating a seascape and completing the  

assignment?  

Mapping the Ocean Floor I
Ocean Floor Punch

Getting Ready

Prior to class, the shoe boxes should be created 

and covered with the grids. Depending on the 

size of the box, the grid should be extended and 

reproduced on legal paper and copies should be 

made available to the students. A set of classroom 

skewers can be made ahead of time. 

Procedure

1. Create a sea fl oor landscape mystery box out 

of recycled materials, including egg cartons, 

solid packing materials, etc. The mystery 

item should fi t and be glued within areas 

of the size of the grid being utilized.

2. Reproduce the grid onto 8 ½” x 14” paper 

(legal size).

3. Cover the box with the grid, and tape it 

securely. 

4. Using a ruler (calibrated in centimeters) and 

a black fi ne tip marker, create a measuring 

device from a bamboo skewer, marking each 

½ centimeter (beginning at one end) until 

you reach 12 cm (.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 . . . 12).

5. Open a blank Excel® spreadsheet in the 

computer. 

6. Measure the depth of the box with your 

skewer. Record: ________cm.
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Mapping the Ocean Floor I
Ocean Floor Punch

GRID

  A B C D E F G H

 1 O O O O O O O O
 2 O O O O O O O O
 3 O O O O O O O O
 4 O O O O O O O O
 5 O O O O O O O O
 6 O O O O O O O O
 7 O O O O O O O O
 8 O O O O O O O O
 9 O O O O O O O O
10 O O O O O O O O
11 O O O O O O O O
12 O O O O O O O O
13 O O O O O O O O
14 O O O O O O O O
15 O O O O O O O O
16 O O O O O O O O
17 O O O O O O O O
18 O O O O O O O O
19 O O O O O O O O
20 O O O O O O O O
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STUDENT PAGE

  A B C D E F G H

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Mapping the Ocean Floor I
Ocean Floor Punch
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Overview

Students will map the ocean fl oor using data collected from echo sounding.  

Background

    Echo sounding, which takes place 

when sound waves bounce off the ocean 

bottom, is the key method scientists 

use to map the sea fl oor today. A sound 

pulse is sent down into the water from 

the surface. When it hits an object on 

the sea bed (like a ridge), it bounces 

back to the surface, where it is picked 

up by a sensitive microphone (called 

a hydrophone). By calculating the 

length of time it takes for a sound pulse 

to travel from the transmitter to the 

hydrophone, you can calculate the depth 

of the ocean very accurately. If an object 

is resting on the sea bed, a sound wave 

that strikes the object will bounce back 

faster than if it traveled all the way to 

the sea bed before being refl ected back.

The faster the sound waves return, 

the shallower the water depths and the 

higher the elevation of the sea fl oor. 

Echo sounders repeatedly ‘ping’ the sea 

fl oor as a ship moves along the surface, 

producing a continuous line showing 

the ocean depths directly beneath the 

ship. 

The speed of sound in water is 

approximately 1,500 meters per second. 

With that information, oceanographers 

can determine the ocean depth at any 

MappingMapping the Ocean 
Floor II

Levels

Grades 9 - 12

Concepts

Evaluate competing design 
solutions using a systematic 
process to determine how 
well they meet the criteria and 
constraints of the problem.
MS-ETS1-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Calculating, Plotting Data, 
Interpreting Data

Objectives

Students will determine the 
depths of selected points on 
the ocean fl oor and complete 
an ocean fl oor profi le. 

Materials

 Pencils
 Calculator (optional)
 Graph paper
 Copies of Data Table
 Copies of Graph
 Copies of Ocean Floor 

Puzzle

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 40 minutes

A seismic vessel tows an energy source and a 
hydrophone streamer to record refl ections from 
geologic formations 
Graphic courtesy of S.E.G.
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Mapping the Ocean Floor II

location along the ocean fl oor. The formula for this 

calculation is:      

Ocean depth in meters = ½ time it takes to 

make round trip x 1500 m/sec. 

Knowing the water depth allows geoscientists to 

make more accurate seismic images of the Earth 

beneath the sea. By knowing exactly how deep the 

water is and the speed of sound in water, they can 

subtract the time a sound wave travels through the 

water, thus making a more accurate image of the 

seabed and the reservoir layers beneath. 

So how does this information assist oil 

companies? On a small scale, it shows them good 

fl at places to place platforms or drilling rigs in 

shallow water. On a larger scale, it can show 

them good routes for their pipelines. Ocean fl oor 

mapping is a science called ‘bathymetry.’ Oil and  

gas companies can often see prominent profi les 

on the ocean fl oor that indicate the presence of 

possible oil-bearing structures such as ancient 

riverbeds or salt domes.

Historical Finds

Because of ocean fl oor mapping, some pretty 

exciting historical fi nds have been made! In 

2001, when a bathymetry vessel operated by BP 

was surveying a possible route for a pipeline in 

the deepwater Gulf of Mexico, it discovered the 

wreckage of a German U-166 boat on the sea bed. 

It was believed to have been sunk in 1942, but no 

one knew where it was! 

Another bathymetry survey off the coast of West 

Africa unexpectedly discovered the path of the 

Kwanzaa River under several thousand feet of water. 

The ancient riverbed meanders for more than 300 

miles into the Atlantic Ocean from the coastline, and 

it is believed to contain hundreds of oil reservoirs.

WesternGeco (a Schlumberger company) Seismic Vessel
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Discussion

1. Of what importance would it be to oil and  

gas companies to have accurate maps of the 

ocean fl oor?

2. Explain how knowing the precise depth 

of the ocean fl oor would be important to 

drilling contractors.

3. To date, what discoveries have been made 

while mapping the ocean fl oor? 

4. What are some ways the age of the ocean 

fl oor can be determined? 

5. How can knowing the age of the ocean 

fl oor be benefi cial in the discovery of oil 

and/or gas? 

6. What ocean fl oor features might indicate 

that oil and gas may be present below the 

surface?  

Extension

Make copies of the “Ocean Floor Features 

Puzzle Student Page”, cut out each square and 

have students solve.

Mapping the Ocean Floor II

Getting Ready

Make copies of the Data Table and the Graph for 

each student. 

Procedure

1. Use the data table and the following formula 

to determine the depth of all the points taken 

of the ocean fl oor. Ocean depth in meters = 

1/2  time to make round trip x 1500m/sec. 

Record the information on the table.

2. Plot each point on the graph.

3. Connect all the points with a smooth line. 

This line represents the profi le of the ocean 

fl oor across a lease in the Gulf of Mexico. 

4. Label the following features: abyssal plain, 

seamount, continental slope, mid-ocean 

ridge, continental shelf, and trench. (See the 

Glossary for defi nitions of the features.) 

5. Students can share their results with the 

class. 

Features of the Ocean Floor (See the glosssary for defi nitions.)

Source: http://www.mos.org/oceans/planet/features.html
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Mapping the Ocean Floor II

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
DATA TABLE

  Distance Time (sec.) Time (sec.) Depth of Distance Time (sec.) Time (sec.) Depth of
 from Surface to Surface to Ocean from Surface to Surface to Ocean 
 Shore  Ocean Floor Ocean Floor Shore  Ocean Floor Ocean Floor
 (km) and Back Floor (meters) (km) and Back Floor (meters)

 1 0.2 0.1 150 20 5

 2 0.2   21 4.8

 3 0.2   22 4.8

 4 1.6   23 4

 5 2   24 3.2

 6 3   25 3

 7 4   26 3

 8 3.6   27 2

 9 3.2   28 3

 10 3   29 4

 11 3   30 3

 12 4   31 3.2

 13 4   32 4

 14 4   33 3

 15 4   34 3

 16 6   35 3

 17 8   36 2.5

 18 12   37 2

 19 8   38 2  

Source: Prentice Hall

Ocean depth in meters = 1/2  time to make round trip x 1500m/sec.
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Mapping the Ocean Floor II
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Mapping the Ocean Floor II

OCEAN FLOOR FEATURES
PUZZLE STUDENT PAGE
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Overview

In this activity, students will become familiar with the suffi x ‘-ology’ (the study of a 

science in a particular fi eld) and will learn about different career choices in the oil and 

gas industry while enhancing their research, presentation, and design skills. 

Background

Many students are under the impression that a career in science means a 

guy in a lab coat mixing chemicals. The students are probably unaware of 

the vast career opportunities that are available to them in science and math, 

many of which are connected to oil and gas. The offshore oil and gas industry 

requires the expertise of many different individuals who specialize in various 

fi elds of study. Their combined efforts are necessary to successfully provide 

the world with the vast benefi ts of hydrocarbons.  

MaskoloMaskology

Levels
Grades 4 - 12

Concepts

Conduct short research projects 
to answer a question (including 
a self-generated question), 
drawing on several sources and 
generating additional related, 
focused questions that allow for 
multiple avenues of exploration. 
WHST.6-8.7

Scientists and engineers are 
guided by habits of mind such 
as intellectual honesty, tolerance 
of ambiguity, skepticism, and 
openness to new ideas.
MS-LS1-3
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Researching, Designing, 
Describing, Gathering 
Information, Communicating

Objectives
Students will research careers 
in the oil and gas industry and 
will design masks that refl ect 
those disciplines of study.

Materials
 Computers with
internet access
 Copies of the Student Page
(list of vocabulary words)
 Pictures of masks from 
different cultures and 
functions
 Books on mask making
 Tag board for masks
 Construction paper
(various colors)
 Drawing paper
 Popsicle sticks
 Note cards
 Glue
 Assorted materials for
mask decoration
 Mask template

Time Considerations
Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: Two to three

50-minute sessions
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Maskology

Employers in the Offshore Oil
and Gas Industry

   The types of companies that employ individuals 

in the different facets of the offshore oil and gas 

industry include:

1. Operating companies hold the exploration

and production leases and permits from the

U.S. government and operate the various

types of production facilities. Some of them

are household names, but others are less

well known. Most of them are international

companies that work in many different

parts of the world.

2. Drilling contractors are hired by the

operating companies to undertake the

drilling work, and they generally operate

and maintain their own mobile drilling rigs.

Like large operating companies, they tend

to work globally.

3. Service companies provide specialist

assistance to both operating companies

and drilling contractors (e.g., well service

fi rms, drilling mud suppliers, cementing

companies, well testing specialists, seismic

fi rms, divers, caterers, tug boats, supply

boats).

Through the different steps of this activity, 

students will become more knowledgeable of 

career choices that are open to them in the world 

of science, particularly those choices that are 

available in the offshore oil and gas industry.

Getting Ready

Assemble the materials for the activity. 

Procedure

1. Distribute drawing paper to students. Tell

them to draw a picture of their idea of what a

scientist is. Share pictures with the class and

discuss the similarities and differences. Use

this activity to gauge students’ perceptions

of how a person who has a math or science

career ‘looks.’

2. Tell the students they are going to expand

their knowledge of the scientifi c vocabulary

associated with the suffi x ‘-ology,’ which

means ‘the study or science of a particular

fi eld.’ Give examples: (biology – the study

of living things; anthropology – the study of

ancient civilizations). Tell the students they

will be creating a mask to depict a career in

the oil and gas industry and will present it to

the class.

3. Discuss the use of masks in different

cultures (e.g., theater, festivals, ceremonial,

protection). Some masks are used to

disguise, while other masks are used to

reveal something about the people wearing

them. In this assignment, students will create

a revealing mask to represent their chosen/

assigned ‘-ology.’ 

4. Distribute copies of the Student Page (the

‘-ology’ list). Explain to the students that the

‘-ologies’ listed are associated with some

aspect of the production of offshore oil and

gas. Have students choose (or the teacher

assigns) an ‘-ology’ to research.

 A mask is an article normally 
worn on the face, typically 

for protection, disguise, 
performance, or entertainment.
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2. Create an ‘-ology’ for the future of the oil

and gas industry and discuss what the job

would entail.

3. Interview someone who works in the oil and

gas industry.

Extensions

1. Create a crossword puzzle using the

–‘ologies’ students presented.

2. Write 1-2 paragraphs about which ‘-ology’ 

they are most interested and why they would

choose this fi eld of study.

3. Guess what ‘ology’ is presented by looking

at the details on each mask. (If you choose

this activity, students will need to cover their

‘ology’ when they present.)

4. Share the Offshore Energy Center’s Career

Assessment on pages 20 and 21.

Maskology

5. After students research the ‘-ologies,’ 

instruct them to create their own masks that

symbolize their assigned ‘-ologies’ using

the materials provided and based on their

research.

6. Once the masks are created, have students

present their masks to the class. The

presentation will include how this career

relates to the offshore oil and gas industry.

Display the masks with labels explaining the

‘-ology’ in the library or on the classroom

wall.

For a mask template, go to

http://freefunfi ngs.com/masks/plainmasks.html. 

Discussion

1. Which career sounds most interesting to

you? Why?

2. Do you know someone who works in the oil

and gas industry? What is his or her job?

3. What ‘-ology’ surprised you the most? Why?

End Notes

Students can attach a popsicle stick (to hold up 

the mask) and a note card with information to the 

back of the mask for presentation purposes. A 

short reminder of how to make an oral presentation 

may be helpful. To help keep students focused 

during presentations, have students take notes on 

each presentation for a short quiz at the end. 

Enrichment

1. Students can create a 3D mask at home to

use for a presentation.
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Maskology

STUDENT PAGE

Science Study of

Biology life

Cartology maps and map-making

Climatology climate

Ecology interactions in environments

Geology Earth

Geomorphology land forms

Hydrology water

Ichthyology fi sh

Lithology characteristics of rocks

Mammalogy mammals

Marine Archaeology shipwrecks

Meteorology  climate and weather

Microbiology microscopic life

Oceanology oceans

Paleontology fossils/history of life on Earth

Palynology pollen and spores

Petrology rocks

Sedimentology sediments

Seismology vibration of the Earth’s interior

Technology machines

Tideology tides

Zoology animals

-ologies
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Maskology

MASK TEMPLATE
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Overview

Students will create a fl ip chart depicting the life cycle of a monarch butterfl y. 

Background

Many species of migratory birds regularly take advantage of the 3,000 

offshore drilling rigs and production platforms that fan over 150 miles into 

the Gulf of Mexico, taking temporary refuge during inclement weather. 

Fishermen have long attested to the value of artifi cial reefs created by the 

submerged rigs and platforms that attract large quantities and varieties of fi sh. 

Now, a third group can be added to the list of benefi ciaries of offshore oil 

production: monarch butterfl ies.  

MonarcMonarchs on the Move

Levels

Grades K - 4

Concepts

Use observations to 
describe patterns of 
what plants and animals 
(including humans) need t
o survive.
K-LS1-1

Plan and conduct an 
investigation to determine 
if plants need sunlight and 
water to grow. 
2-LS2-1
Next Generation Science
Standards

Skills

Observing, Describing, 
Sequencing, Map Skills

Objectives

Students will learn about 
the life cycle of the 
monarch butterfl y and the 
journey that some take 
over the Gulf of Mexico. 
Students will learn about 
the migration patterns of 
the monarch butterfl y.  

Materials

 Glue
 Crayons
 Scissors
 Paper/journal
 Student Page
 White beans
 Pasta: rotini, bowtie, 

 and shell
 Paper plate

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 90 minutes

Photos courtesy of Dr. Gary Noel Ross
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Monarchs on the Move

The Life Cycle of the
Monarch Butterfl y

  Every fall, 300 million monarchs set fl ight on

a 3,000-mile journey from the eastern United 

States and Canada to the volcanic mountains of 

central Mexico. This will be their fi rst and only 

journey south. These travelers are the descendants 

of other monarchs that fl ew north from Mexico 

into the southern United States the previous 

spring. The returning spring monarchs laid their 

eggs only on milkweed plants. Although the 

butterfl ies soon died, their eggs hatched after four 

days to begin the year’s fi rst new generation. For 

the next two weeks, the baby caterpillars (larvae) 

don’t do much more than eat the milkweed and 

grow. After two weeks, the caterpillars will be 

fully grown. Each caterpillar will then attach itself 

to a stem or a leaf using silk, and it transforms 

into a chrysalis (pupa). Although the 10 days 

of the pupa phase seem to be a time when 

nothing is happening, it is really a time of rapid 

change. Within the chrysalis the old body parts 

of the caterpillar are undergoing a remarkable 

transformation, called metamorphosis, to become 

a beautiful butterfl y. The monarch will emerge 

from the chrysalis and fl y farther north, feeding 

on fl owers and just enjoying its short life of about 

two to six weeks. This fi rst generation of monarchs 

will then die after laying eggs for generation 

number two. 

The second generation of monarch butterfl ies 

is born in May and June, and then the third 

generation will be born in July and August. These 

butterfl ies will go through exactly the same four-

stage life cycle as did the fi rst generation.

The fourth generation of monarch butterfl ies is a 

little bit different from the fi rst three generations. 

This generation is born in September and October 

and goes through exactly the same process as the 

fi rst, second, and third generations, except for one 

part: the fourth generation does not die after two to 

six weeks. These late bloomers migrate to warmer 

climates such as Mexico and will live for six to 

eight months until it is time to start the whole 

process over again.

Source: http://www.Monarch-Butterfl y.com 

What Do Monarch Butterfl ies and 
the Offshore Petroleum Industry 
Have In Common?

Dr. Gary Noel Ross, Louisiana’s “butterfl y 

Man,” has amassed data through the cooperation 

of UNOCAL Corporation (now Chevron) and 

Petroleum Helicopters Inc. that indicates that 

monarch butterfl ies descend temporarily upon 

various offshore structures each October and, 

to a lesser degree, each March, as they migrate 

to and from Mexico. 

In the past, most scientists concluded that 

eastern monarchs avoided large bodies of water, 

preferring to fl y over land to their summer 

breeding grounds in Canada and the United 

States and to their wintering grounds in Mexico. 

However, Dr. Ross discovered the existence of 

an over-water fl yway that is approximately 90 to 

100 miles wide and 400 miles long between the 

southwest coast of Louisiana and the northeast 

coast of Tamaulipas, Mexico. This new highway 

in the sky, which shortens the time and mileage 

of the migrating monarchs, has been called the 

monarch “Trans Gulf Express.” 

Dr. Ross’s research has led him to believe that 

color and magnetism play key roles in how 
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metal gratings, and heavy machinery and then 

continue fl ying 10 to 13 hours until landfall. He 

also has theorized that because of the petroleum 

industry, the evolution of the “Trans-Gulf Express” 

is being reinforced and possibly expanded each 

year. 

Sources: 

http://www.deq.louisiana.gov/portal/tabid/1937/

Default.aspx

http://jeb.biologists.org/cgi/reprint/199/1/93.pdf            

http://www.enchantedlearning.com/subjects/

butterfl y/species/Monarch.shtml

http://www.leeric.lsu.edu/le/cover/lead094.htm

Monarchs on the Move

monarch butterfl ies are able to locate offshore 

structures. Past research indicates that monarchs 

are sensitive to color, especially yellow, and 

their bodies contain magnetite, which allows 

them to orient themselves to the Earth’s natural 

geomagnetism. As 90 percent of the offshore 

sightings involve structures that are painted yellow 

and since these facilities generate electromagnetic 

fi elds, Dr. Ross has theorized that in the Fall, the 

migrating insects are fooled by false readings from 

their internal compasses. Once they are over the 

water, the monarchs mistake the yellow rigs and 

platforms for wildfl owers. When they fail to fi nd 

nourishment, the butterfl ies rest on dangling ropes, 
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Monarch Butterfly Amazing Migration Monarch Butterfly Amazing Migration 

Monarch Butterfly Amazing Migration Monarch Butterfly Amazing Migration 
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The Monarchs usually lay the eggs on 
the underside of a leaf. 

The larvae is also called the 
caterpillar. It molts (sheds its skin) 
many times as it grows. 

The pupae is also called the chrysalis. The chrysalis splits and the butterfly 
ecloses (emerges or comes out).  

Egg Larva

Pupa Adult

Monarchs on the Move

STUDENT PAGE
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Butterfly Life Cycle Mat 
Eggs 

Caterpillar Chrysalis 

Butterfly 

Directions: Use play 
dough to make models 
of the butterfly life 
cycle. 



Life Cycle of a Butterfly 

 

Butterfly eggs on a leaf 
 

 
 

Butterfly caterpillar 

 
 
 
 
   

 
 

 

  
 

 

  
 
 
 

Caterpillar becoming a Chrysalis Butterfly emerging from a Chrysalis 

Rice Rotini pasta 

Shell pasta Bowtie pasta 



Making a Butterfly Life Cycle Necklace 

 Directions: 

1. Dye the rice and pasta.
2. Copy leaves on green paper.
3. Cut out each leaf.
4. Glue rice on one leaf and add Egg label.
5. Glue colored rotini pasta on next leaf and add Caterpillar label.
6. Glue colored shell pasta to the next leaf and add Chrysalis label.
7. Glue colored bowtie pasta to the last leaf and add Butterfly label.
8. Fold the leaf stems down and glue.
9. Cut a straw into thirds.
10. String year through the Leaf labeled Egg then add a piece of the

straw.  Repeat adding the rest of the leaves.
11. Allow plenty of string to tie around the neck of each student.

 How to Dye Pasta 

1. Place ¼ cup alcohol and 10 drops of food coloring in a large Ziploc bag.
2. Add 1 to 2 cups pasta.
3. Move the pasta in the bag.
4. Flip the bag every 30 minutes.
5. The longer the pasta is left in the bag the more vibrant it will become.
6. Drain the alcohol out of the bag and allow them to dry on newspaper.
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Tiny ball-like 
structure laid by 

female butterflies 
on the underside of 

leaves. 
It is som

etim
es called a 

larva. It is  long and 
looks like a w

orm
. 

Caterpillars grow
 rapidly 

as the y are alw
ays 

eating leaves and 

flow
ers . 

The caterpillar is 
done growing and 

makes a chrysalis or 
pupa.  It is the 

resting stage and 
the changing stage . 
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Monarchs on the Move

Discussion

1. When the butterfl ies see the yellow rigs

and platforms in the gulf, what are they

expecting?

2. What is another factor that steers the

butterfl ies to the rigs and platforms?

3. Identify and explain how three groups of

wildlife have benefi ted from the petroleum

industry.

Extensions

1. Create a timeline of the generations of

butterfl ies that are involved in the migratory

cycle.

2. Create the life cycle of a butterfl y on a

paper plate using white beans and pasta.

Use the white beans to represent the eggs,

rotini to represent the caterpillar, shell pasta

to represent the pupa and bowtie pasta to

represent the pupa.

3. Obtain a live caterpillar and observe its

life cycle. Take daily digital pictures of the

butterfl y and create a movie.

Getting Ready

Make copies of the student page for each 

student.  

Procedure

1. Review the stages in the life cycle of a

monarch butterfl y.

2. Distribute copies of the student page.

3. Color the sections and cut them apart into

four equal rectangles.

4. Using the rectangles, create a fl ip chart of

the life cycle on a separate piece of paper

or in their science journals. The last stage

should be glued down fi rst. The next should

be glued at the top and placed right above

the word ‘Adult.’ Continue until all the

sections have been used and the fl ip chart is

similar to the example below:

Entomologists
are scientists
who deal with

the study
of insects.Ento
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Overview

Students will insert a bamboo skewer into an infl ated balloon and describe one of the 

properties of a polymer. 

Background

Balloons are typically made of thin sheets of latex, which is a type of rubber that 

is made from crude oil. The sheets of latex are made from many long, intertwined 

strands of polymer molecules. Because of the elasticity of these polymer chains, 

the balloon can be stretched. So when a balloon is infl ated, the polymer strands 

are stretched, which is what is happening when the balloon stretches. The middle 

area of the balloon stretches more than the tied end and the end opposite the tie. 

When a needle is pushed into a balloon, it can actually slide between the 

polymer chains and not tear the rubber. However, after the needle has passed 

through the balloon, it will leave small holes behind, and the rubber can no 

longer make a perfect seal. 

Needle Needle Through
a Balloon

Levels

Grades 5 - 12

Concepts

Make observations and 
measurements to identify 
materials based on their 
properties. 
5-PS1-3

Cause and effect 
relationships may be used 
to predict phenomena in 
natural or designed systems. 
MS6-ESS3-1 & MS-ESS3-4
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Experimental Inquiry, 
Identifying Attributes, 
Observation

Objectives

Students will investigate one 
of the properties of a polymer 
by inserting a bamboo skewer 
through an infl ated balloon.  

Materials

 Balloons
 Bamboo Skewers
 Petroleum Jelly (Vaseline)

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 5 minutes
Activity: 20 minutes

Student activity at the Ocean Star Offshore Drilling Rig Museum.
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Needle Through a Balloon

Procedure

1. Infl ate the balloon and tie it off. You might 

want to let a little air out of the balloon 

before tying it off, so it will be easier to 

puncture the balloon without breaking it. 

Make sure the balloon is not longer than the 

bamboo skewer.

2. Dip the tip of the bamboo skewer into the 

petroleum jelly. Rub the jelly up the sides of 

the skewer. (Placing petroleum jelly at the 

insertion and exit point might help as well).

3. Using a gentle twisting motion, insert the 

skewer into the top end of the balloon, the 

end opposite the knot, where the balloon is 

thicker. 

4. Continue pushing and twisting the skewer 

until it emerges from the other side, close to 

the tied end. The balloon will not burst. 

5. Pull the skewer out slowly through the tied 

end. The balloon will slowly defl ate.

6. After the skewer is out, jab the balloon 

sharply with the skewer. It will pop. 

7. Ask the students why the balloon did not 

pop when the skewer went through it. Tell 

them that the balloon is made of molecules 

(polymer chains) that stretch and seal around 

the skewer. When the balloon is punctured, 

the molecules do not have time to stretch 

and surround the skewer.

If you push a sharp, lubricated point through the strands at the 

side of the balloon, the balloon will usually pop because the strands 

are already stretched. Inserting the skewer into the stretched portion 

will break cross-linkages, which in turn pops the balloon. When a 

lubricated skewer is inserted into the unstretched material, however, 

it is possible for it to slip in between the molecules and not pop the 

balloon. 

How Does It Relate?

How do the needle and the balloon relate to the petroleum 

industry? Oil and gas wellheads often have very high pressures 

(as much as 15,000 pounds per square inch). When it is necessary to 

insert tools into the well to perform repair work downhole, the tools 

are lowered into the well at the end of a thin electrical cable, called 

a wireline. To keep the high pressure oil or gas from leaking out, 

the cable is coated with a polymer grease. Then it passes through 

a stainless steel tube just a few thousandths of an inch larger in 

diameter than the cable. The grease fi lls up the small gap between the 

cable and the grease tube, thus keeping the high pressure oil or gas in 

the well from spewing out through the gap. At the same time, it lets 

the cable pass freely into the well. 

The cable is similar to the needle, and the grease is similar to the 

petroleum jelly. The air in the balloon represents the high-pressure 

gas in the well. The polymer grease separates to let the cable through, 

but it is strong enough to prevent the gas or oil from leaking out. 

Getting Ready 

Assemble all the materials 

and remind the students of 

all safety precautions.
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Extensions

Try rubbing oil on the skewer or placing a piece 

of tape at the points of insertion to see if it makes 

a difference. Insert other objects such as a coat 

hanger or metal skewer through the balloon. 

Needle Through a Balloon

Discussion

1. Explain why the balloon did not pop when 

you put the skewer through it. Why did it 

pop when you punctured it at the end of the 

experiment?

2. Describe the properties of a polymer.

3. What are cross linkages? 

4. What is the purpose of the petroleum jelly 

and the polymer grease used in drilling?

Natural Polymers 

Synthetic Polymers

Cotton

Tar

Wood

Tortoise Shell

Wool
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Overview

Students will experience the limitations of their energy company’s assets while 

exploring for hydrocarbons and adhering to federal regulations that ensure 

environmentally safe operations.  

Background
Money, money, money! That is what it takes to lease blocks/tracts of land 

offshore of the United States. As of 2011, only six states — Alaska, California, 

Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama — allow drilling and production in 

the federal waters or Outer Continental Shelf (OCS), which is located 3 miles 

from their coast (exceptions: 10 miles for Texas). No new leasing is allowed 

in California, and development is heavily restricted in California, Florida, and 

Alaska.          

The U. S. Department of Interior’s Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 

(BOEM) is the federal government agency that is responsible for ensuring the 

OffshorOffshore Lease Sale

Levels
Grades 5 - 12

Concepts
Analyze a major global 
challenge to specify 
qualitative and quantitative 
criteria and constraints for 
solutions that account for 
societal needs and wants.
HS-ETS1-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Analyzing, Communicating, 
Interpreting

Objectives
Students will form energy 
companies, create logos, 
buy and review data, make 
decisions on areas of interest, 
submit sealed  bids for the 
right to lease tracts of offshore 
land with the highest potential 
of having hydrocarbons,  lease 
equipment to drill for oil, drill 
and determine the success of 
the venture.

Materials
 Plastic tub at least 6 inches 
deep
 Cardboard dividers 
 Can of black shoe polish 
or chocolate Rolos
 Cat litter or rice crispy-
type cereal 
 Bamboo skewers or a 
sharpened pencil 
 Small toy ship or sunken 
ship aquarium decoration
 Coral—small sample or 
aquarium decoration 
 Blue and brown 
construction paper
 Play Money Student Page 
 Bid Form Student Page 

Time Considerations
Preparation: 40 minutes
Activity: 60 minutes
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Offshore Lease Sale

effective management of offshore renewable energy (such as wind, 

wave, and ocean current energy) on the OCS. The Bureau of 

Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) manages the safe 

exploration, development, and production of oil and natural gas.  

The Offi ce of Natural Resources Revenue (ONRR) ensures the 

collection and distribution of revenues for minerals that are 

developed on federal and American Indian lands, as well as offshore 

areas. 

Oil and gas from the OCS provide a signifi cant part of the nation’s 

domestic oil and gas production. About 27% of the oil and 14% of 

the gas produced in the U.S. comes from the offshore federal waters.

On average, the ONRR collects about $13 billion per year in 

bonuses, rents, and royalties paid by hundreds of large and small 

companies who are developing energy resources on federal offshore 

leases. Since 1982, federal offshore and onshore mineral leases 

have generated more than $200 billion that ONRR has disbursed to 

the U.S. Treasury, the States, and the public.  These leases are the 

government’s greatest source of non-tax revenues. 

Although the leases provide huge revenue for the U.S. govern-

ment, the cost of purchasing leases, exploring for hydrocarbons, and 

producing fuels and other petroleum products is quite expensive.  

Companies must fi rst acquire and interpret geological information to 

determine the best sites to explore and then be the highest bidder on 

the block or tract that shows the most potential. Bids can range from 

several thousand dollars  to several hundred million dollars (and 

higher) per lease.  Companies must pay rent to the ONRR each year 

until production begins and then pay royalties on what is produced. 

To develop a lease, companies contract an offshore drilling rig, 

which could range from $75,000 to $150,000 per day or more for 

jack-ups and up to $500,000 (or higher) for drill ships and semi-

submersibles (which are used in deeper waters). The costs continue 

to mount for the energy companies before even a drop of 

oil has been found.  

Getting Ready

Prior to beginning the activity, a model of the 

sea fl oor of a lease site will need to be created. 

The kitty litter or cereal represents the sea fl oor, 

and the Rolos or a small can of black shoe polish 

are the deposits of oil.

1. Label the box ‘north,’ ‘south,’ ‘east,’ and 

‘west.’ 

2. Line the inside of the tub (if the tub is clear, 

or outside if the tub is not) with construction 

paper—brown for the ocean fl oor and blue 

for the water. 

3. Divide the tub into 9 equal  sections by 

attaching 4 lengths of string across the tub 

—two in each direction—or by using the 

cardboard dividers.

4. Tape the open can of shoe polish or Rolo 

to the bottom of the tub in block 1 (or in 

several different spots) to represent the oil 

deposits.

5. Fill the box with kitty litter or cereal, 

making sure the ‘oil’ is completely covered.  

6. Place coral to the west in block 8. Nestle it 

into the ‘sea fl oor,’ making sure most of it is 

visible.

7. Place the shipwreck in block 3. Nestle it into 

the ‘sea fl oor,’ leaving as much as you want 

visible. 

8. Make copies of play money, ranging from 

$5,000 to $1,000,000. Divide uneven 

amounts into mystery envelopes.   

9. Make separate copies of the clues on note 

cards.   
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Offshore Lease Sale

Procedure

1. Allow students to form oil and gas companies with 3 to 

4 members in each company. One group is assigned to 

be the BOEM instead of a company. 

2. Have each group name its company, create a logo, and 

select a chief executive offi cer (CEO). 

3. Hand out various denominations of money to spend on 

this project. Some companies should receive plenty of 

money (between $35-50 million: these are the major oil 

and gas companies), and some should have much less 

(between $25-30 million for independents and between 

$15-20 million for small ‘Mom and Pop’ companies). 

Companies are allowed to merge or partner with 

each other to make bids. Companies can partner with 

different companies on each venture. They will have to 

determine the percentage of ownership each company 

will have in each transaction.

4. Each ‘company’ must register with the BOEM to 

be assigned an offi cial company number, which 

must be used in all transactions with the BOEM. 

They will have to post a $1 million bond if they 

want to qualify to participate in the lease sale.

5. Teams will be allowed to purchase clues at $5,000 

a clue. These clues may help the teams discover 

the location of the oil.

6. Companies are given a limited time to analyze 

clues, make partnerships, write up bids, and 

submit the bids to the BOEM. All information 

on the bid sheet must be completed, or the bid 

is rejected. If a bid is rejected, in this game, 

somebody loses their job. 

7. Once bids are accepted, the BOEM separates bids 

by blocks, opens the bids, reads them out, and 

determines who won the right to drill on each 

block receiving bids. 
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Offshore Lease Sale

8. The company must then lease the drilling rig. For the purpose 

of this game, the use of a drilling rig will cost the company 

$150,000 per attempt. 

9. The company then takes the ‘rig’ (the skewer or pencil), selects 

a spot on their lease block, and ‘drills’ by pushing the skewer 

or pencil all the way down into the seafl oor. When they pull it 

out, if there is “oil” on the end, they have hit pay. The BSEE 

(teacher) must be there to monitor the drilling operation. If 

they drill too close to a protected area, the Bureau of Safety 

and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) can shut down the 

operation and fi ne them.

10. The company that fi nds oil can then calculate how much 

money their fi nd may be worth by using that day’s oil price. 

(The teacher can make up a number for each group that hits 

pay.) For example, if a company fi nds 100 million barrels 

at $80 per barrel, they can do the math to determine if they 

should continue to develop the project.

Clues

1. There are bulges and depressions on the sea fl oor.

2. Thick sands cover the western and southern areas.

3. There is a 16th century shipwreck in block 3. It is protected 

by the BSEE, and no drilling is allowed. 

4. A granite reef that supports abundant coral and other marine 

life is in block 8. It is protected by the BSEE, and no drilling 

is allowed.

5. There are salt domes in blocks 1, 2, 4, and 5. 

Discussion

1. What was the total cost of your exploration?

2. How would you change your exploration procedure to save 

money?

3. What would you have done to make your exploration more cost 

effective?

Career Spotlight: 

Petroleum Landman

A petroleum landman is a person who 

performs various functions for oil and gas 

companies, including prospecting for lease 

sale opportunities; forming and documenting 

lease sale partnerships; preparing and 

executing bid meetings; and ensuring 

compliance with bidding  rules and regulations, 

including bid forms, bid amount generation, 

and the determination of competition levels.

Having a particular college degree is not a 

requirement for becoming a landman; however, 

it is preferable. Few universities offer a degree 

in Petroleum Land Management. The fi rst 

and largest Petroleum Land Management 

program was created in 1958 at The University 

of Oklahoma. It has since been re-branded 

as the “Energy Management Program.” The 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette and 

Texas Tech are among those universities that do 

offer this degree. 
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Offshore Lease Sale

Student Page
Bid Form

To: Regional Director
         Date of Lease Sale: ________________

BOEM
        Date of Lease Sale: _____________________________

Department of Interior
         Company Number: _____________________________

Gulf of Mexico OCS Number
         Company Submitted Bid: ________________________

Company Name ____________________________________________________________

Company Number  __________________________________________________________

Percent Interest in Lease  _____________________________________________________

President’s Signature  ________________________________________________________

Company Name ____________________________________________________________

Company Number  __________________________________________________________

Percent Interest in Lease  _____________________________________________________

President’s Signature  ________________________________________________________

Company Name ____________________________________________________________

Company Number  __________________________________________________________

Percent Interest in Lease  _____________________________________________________

President’s Signature  ________________________________________________________

Block Number  ______________
Bid Amount in Whole Dollars  ______________

I acknowledge that I am legally required to comply with all applicable regulations and to pay one-fi fth of the bonus bid 
amount on all high bids.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Submitting Company President’s Signature
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Play Money Student Page
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Overview

This game is designed to expand and practice the basic vocabulary associated with 

different parts of the oil industry. When players draw vocabulary cards and read them 

aloud, they must identify the correct industry term from its definition.

Background

     When many people think of the oil and gas industry, they think of an old, 

dirty, staid industry using technology from decades ago. The images they 

see on television or in the movies show oil gushing madly out of the ground 

or a mechanical drilling rig with three men in dirty clothes throwing a chain 

around drill pipe. Most people do not realize how outdated these images 

are. The oil and gas industry is very technology oriented; many techniques 

developed by the industry are now used in other industries, including the 

space program. Technological innovations have made it possible for the oil 

and gas industry to supply the fuels that power the world economy.

    The development and application of advanced technology is vital to the 

modern industry task of finding and developing oil and gas resources. New 

and better technology has made it possible for the industry to develop large 

oil and gas deposits offshore more economically. Drilling oil and gas wells 

in thousands of feet of water adds significantly to the complexity, cost, 

and potential risks. Technological innovations have enabled the industry to 

overcome these added challenges. 

Oil IndusOil Industry Game

Levels

Grades 5 - 12

Concepts

Analyze a major global 
challenge to specify 
qualitative and quantitative 
criteria and constraints for 
solutions that account for 
societal needs and wants.
HS-ETS1-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Analyzing, Interpreting, 
Communicating

Objectives

Students will play a game 
that allows them to role 
play components of the 
oil industry and learn its 
vocabulary.

Materials

 Game board
 Game pieces
 Dice

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 20 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

by Barney Barrett (www.onestopenglish.com)
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Oil Industry Game

Wells are routinely drilled in over 5,000 feet (1,525 m) of water, 

and in 2003, a well was drilled in the Gulf of Mexico in nearly 

10,011 feet (3,050 m) of water. After penetrating the sea floor, 

these well bores extend thousands of feet below the ocean floor. 

Technology allows a drillship or semi-submersible to function in 

very deep water and in most weather conditions.

    Advanced technology is also important for developing resources 

in remote and environmentally sensitive locations such as the Arctic. 

Exploration is conducted during the winter months to minimize 

disturbance to the environment and wildlife. When spring arrives, 

the ice melts, leaving little or no trace of the operations. If oil or gas 

is found, technology has made it possible for the operations to leave 

a very small ‘footprint.’ 

    During early 2003, a new type of drilling platform was tested that 

raises drilling activities above the tundra with only the support legs 

contacting the surface, further reducing potential impact.

    Innovations in technology are expanding the depth horizons for 

exploration. Subsurface temperatures and pressures increase with 

depth so that a depth can eventually be reached that is beyond the 

capabilities of conventional equipment. 

    The industry has worked diligently to develop equipment 

made from space-age titanium alloys that can withstand the high 

temperatures and high pressure (HT/HP) in very deep wells. The 

electronics needed to guide drillbits and provide feedback on what 

is encountered downhole have been insulated to withstand the high 

temperatures and high pressure. As a result of these innovations,

the industry now can develop fields with temperatures of 400° F 

(204° C) and pressures of 16,000 psi (11,000 N/cm2).

    Technology also allows the industry to get more oil or gas out of 

each deposit that it finds and has enhanced environmental protection 

as well.

(www.spe.org)
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Oil Industry Game

Getting Ready

Assemble the materials for the activity. You will need:

1. Game board

2. Player pieces, one per player

3. Vocabulary cards (32) (These should be folded in two and 

placed to conceal the vocabulary term.)

4. Hazard cards (8) (These should be placed face down next to 

the board.)

5. One set of dice

This game is for 3 - 6 players

Note: Use of this activity is generously provided by

www.onestopenglish.com

Procedure

1. Each player should choose a role, and each role should be 

represented in the game. The roles are: producer, refinery, and 

retailer.  

2. Each player is awarded 10 points to start. The aim of the game 

is to have the most points when the game finishes. The game 

finishes when one player arrives on the FINISH square in the 

center of the board. 

3. All the players begin on the START square. Each player 

throws the dice to decide who starts. The players then move 

their pieces around the board on the basis of dice throws. 

As the players move around the board, they land on different 

types of squares.

Game Squares

If a player lands on:

 Arrow: nothing happens. 

 An up or down message: the player gains or loses the number 

of points indicated on the square.

 Take a Vocabulary Card: the player takes a card from the pile 

and reads the description. He or she has to give the oil industry 

term described. If the player is correct, he or she receives 

2 points. If not, the card is passed to the other 

players in turn who receive 1 point if they are 

able to give the correct answer.

 Hazard: the player takes a Hazard Card, reads 

it aloud and then points are added or deducted, 

depending on the situation described. This 

change in points only applies to the player who 

drew the card.

Tips

Use a chalk or dry erase board to keep the scores 

where everyone can see them. Do not forget that 

this is a vocabulary lesson. Write the three areas: 

production, refinery, and retailer on the board. As 

each vocabulary card is drawn and the word is 

revealed, ask the learners to place it in the correct 

area(s).

“President George 
W. Bush is committed 

to ensuring that our 
emergency reserves 

are in a state of 
preparedness, and 

increasing our oil 
reserves today 

protects us against 
potential supply 

disruptions of 
tomorrow.”

             
- Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham

January 22, 2002
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Oil Industry Game

Extensions

1. After the game, use the vocabulary cards again to recycle 

the words. Find out which of the three areas each learner 

works in (production, refining, or retail) and, starting from the 

vocabulary provided by the game, brainstorm further words 

and phrases for those areas.

2. Introduce a set of sequencers (e.g.) first of all, next, and then, 

after that, and finally. Brainstorm appropriate verbs (e.g., 

drill, pump, transport, process, produce, sell) and ask the 

learners, as a group or in pairs, to construct the entire story of 

the production process from the oil in the ground to the gas 

tank of their cars. This could then become a writing task or be 

shaped into presentations.

Discussion

1. What sort of skills would you need to work in the oil industry? 

2. In which part of the industry would you like to work:  

production, refining or retail?

End Notes

Slaking the world’s oil thirst is more difficult than it used to be. 

The old sources can’t be counted on any more. Production from the 

North Slope of Alaska and the North Sea of Europe, burgeoning oil 

regions 20 years ago, is in decline. Unrest in Venezuela and Nigeria 

threatens the flow of oil. The Middle East remains the mother lode of 

crude oil, but war and instability underscore the perils of depending 

on that region. 

So oil companies are searching for new supplies and braving high 

costs, both human and economic.

“The End of Cheap Oil”
www.nationalgeographic.com
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Oil Industry Game

THE OIL INDUSTRY
GAME BOARD

By Barney Barrett - www.onestopenglish.com

Hazard! Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Down 1 Point Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Up 2 Points Down 2
Points

Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Down 2
Points

Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Up 2 Points Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Down 1
Point

Hazard! Up 1 Point

Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Down 1
Point

Down 1
Point

Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Down 3
Points

Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

FINISH Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Up 1 Point Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Up 3 Points Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Hazard! Down 2
Points

START Hazard! Down 3
Points

Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Up 2 Points Take a 
Vocabulary 

Card

Hazard!
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Oil Industry Game

THE OIL INDUSTRY
GAME

By Barney Barrett - www.onestopenglish.com

PL AYING PIECES
(fold in half to stand)

P
roduction

R
etail

R
efining
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Oil Industry Game

THE OIL INDUSTRY
GAME

By Barney Barrett - www.onestopenglish.com

VOCABUL ARY CARDS
(cut on dotted lines and fold on solid lines)

Natural gas that
forms a cap over oil

in a reservoir.

Standard measure of oil.
Equal to 42 gallons.

Hydrocarbon compound 
extracted from crude oil.

Used in the chemical industry.  

Very thick crude oil.
Used for

road surfacing and roofing

Uncontrolled flow
of oil or gas

from an oil well.

Gas used for heating and
as a petrochemical
industry feedstock.

System of valves
and pipes fitted
to a well head.

Fossil fuel from which
gasoline, diesel oil, and

kerosene are refined.

Steel construction
on top of a drilling rig.

Motor fuel used
in buses and other

commercial vehicles. 

Operations such as 
transportation, refining,

and marketing.

Device used to crush
or cut through rock.

Oil well drilled in
the search for oil and gas.

Controlled
burn-off of gas.

Well that uses water
to drive oil towards
production wells.

Medium-light oil
used as jet fuel.

ASSOCIATED GAS BARREL BENZENE ASPHALT

BLOW-OUT BUTANE CHRISTMAS TREE CRUDE OIL

DERRICK DIESEL OIL DOWNSTREAM DRILL BIT

EXPLORATION WELL FLARING INJECTION WELL KEROSENE
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Oil Industry Game

THE OIL INDUSTRY
GAME

By Barney Barrett - www.onestopenglish.com

VOCABUL ARY CARDS
(cut on dotted lines and fold on solid lines)

Liquefied blend of
propane and butane.

Blend of gaseous
hydrocarbons found

under the ground

Products derived from
oil and natural gas.

Distillate of oil used
as a motor fuel. 

(British Term)

Distillate of oil used
as a motor fuel.
(American Term)

Industrial plants that
separate oil to produce

products such as gasoline.

Calculated amount
of oil that can be

recovered and refined.

Accumulation of oil and
gas in a porous rock.

Operations such as
exploration and production.

Oil tanker of more than
200,000 tons.

Hole drilled in
order to extract oil
from a reservoir.

Equipment on top of a
well to prevent blow outs.

Open area in front
of a gas station.

This equipment moves
gasoline from an underground 

tank to a car’s tank. 

Percentage of the price
of gasoline that is paid

to the government.

Gas station that is not
owned by an oil company. 

LIQUEFIED
PETROLEUM GASES

(LPG)
NATURAL GAS PETROCHEMICALS PETROL

GASOLINE REFINERY RESERVES RESERVOIR

UPSTREAM
VERY LARGE

CRUDE CARRIER
(VLCC)

WELL
BLOWOUT

PREVENTER
(BOP)

FORECOURT PUMP TAX INDEPENDENT
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Oil Industry Game

THE OIL INDUSTRY
GAME

By Barney Barrett - www.onestopenglish.com

HAZARD CARDS
(cut on dotted lines)

OPEC decides to
reduce production.

Crude oil goes up in price. 

Producer down 3 points.
Refinery up 3 points. 
Retailer up 2 points.

OPEC decides to
increase production.

Crude oil falls in price. 

Producer up 3 points. 
Refinery down 3 points.
Retailer down 2 points.

Oil refineries close for 
annual maintenance.  

Gasoline prices increase. 

Producer no change. 
Refinery up 2 points. 

Retailer down 3 points.

Political tension
in the Middle East.

Crude oil goes up in price. 

Producer up 4 points.
Refinery down 3 points. 
Retailer down 2 points.

Environmental concerns
cause governments to 

increase tax on gasoline. 

Producer no change. 
Refinery no change. 

Retailer down 4 points.

Two major oil companies
merge. Pressure on 

refineries to cut prices. 

Producer up 1 point. 
Refinery down 3 points. 
Retailer down 1 point.

New oil fields come on stream
in non-OPEC countries. Crude
oil falls in price dramatically. 

Producer down 3 points. 
Refinery up 3 points. 
Retailer up 3 points.

Cold winter increases 
demand for heating oil. 

Producer up 2 points. 
Refinery up 2 points. 
Retailer up 2 points.

Government decides to use
oil in national reserve. 

Producer down 2 points. 
Refinery up 1 point.
Retailer up 2 points.
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Overview

Tell the story of plankton, from its beginnings in the ocean to its end (and possibly 

another beginning) as a fossil fuel.

Background

     Oil does not come 

from dead dinosaurs. 

Though it seems like a fun 

idea, the real hero of fossil 

fuels is a very tiny, unlikely source. 

Small organisms that are unable to swim 

against ocean currents are called plankton. 

Plankton can be plants or animals. Plant plankton, known as phytoplankton, 

have one very important characteristic–they take light from the sun and 

convert it into energy.  

    It is the sun’s energy that, over time, is converted to the fossil fuels we 

know as oil and natural gas. It may seem strange that something so small can 

become the billions and billions of barrels of oil and cubic feet of natural 

gas that are taken from the Earth every day. It doesn’t seem so strange if you 

consider that the Earth is very old (approximately 4.6 billion years), and 

innumerable amounts of plankton have taken the sun’s energy and converted it 

to chemical energy in the form of oil and methane. 

    As tiny plankton die and sink to the bottom of the sea, they add the carbon- 

containing chemicals in their bodies to the sediment and mud on the ocean 

floor. Over time, the mud becomes solid rock. Under great heat and intense 

pressure, chemical reactions change the plankton into the fossil fuels–oil and 

methane.  

On the POn the Plankton Trail

Levels

Grades K - 8

Concepts

Identify evidence from 
patterns in rock formations 
and fossils in rock layers 
for changes in a landscape 
over time to support an 
explanation for changes in 
a landscape over time.
4-ESS1-1
Next Generation Science
Standards

Skills

Observing, Sequencing, 
Translating

Objectives

Students will simulate the 
paths that carbon takes in 
the carbon cycle.  They will 
describe the importance of 
the carbon cycle to living 
things.

Materials

 Internet access or
 textbook containing 

 geological timeline
 Paper
 Pencil
 Roll of adding

 machine paper
 Crayons
 Copy of the “Polly

 Plankton” Story,
page 151

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period
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On the Plankton Trail

Some rocks are good at holding oil. These rocks are termed 

‘reservoir’ rocks. These rocks have spaces in them that hold the oil 

like a sponge holds water. Other rocks act like the walls of a bank 

vault. These rocks are known as ‘trap’ rocks. These rocks won’t let 

any oil move through them–at least, not until a petroleum geologist 

comes along to help the oil get out of the ground!

Getting Ready: Part A

Copy the story of “Polly Plankton” onto a transparency and place 

it on an overhead projector.

Procedure: Part A

1. Read the “Polly Plankton” story on page 193 with your 

students.  

2. Read the background story on page 190 to the students.  

3. Ask students to imagine themselves as a plankton and tell the 

story of their lives. 

4. Select students to share there own stories.

Assessment

1. Students should describe the places plankton live during their 

life cycles.  

2. Students should describe the process by which plankton sink 

to the bottom and become oil.

Getting Ready: Part B

Measure a length of adding machine paper 25 1/2 yards long. 

Make a mark every 10 inches. This mark will represent 50 million 

years of time. On the far right end of the strip of paper, write the 

word, “Present.” Label each line with the units “mya” for million 

years ago.  Stop at 4600 million years ago. (This is the same as 

4.6 billion years ago.)

Procedure: Part B

1. Have students research when important events in the Earth’s 

history occurred.  

2. Assign students particular events to mark on 

the timeline. These events can include: the 

first bird, the first dinosaur, the first tree, and 

the first flower, to name a few. 

3. Have students draw pictures of these events 

along the timeline.

Discussion

1. When did plankton first appear on Earth? 

2. How old is the oldest oil on Earth? 

3. How long do plankton live? 

4. Where do plankton fit into the food web in 

the ocean? 

5. Where would the first truly offshore drilling 

operation be on the timeline?

Extension

Make copies of page 194 (picture of Fred the 

Fossil Fish and Polly Plankton).  Separate the two 

pictures and distribute Fred to half the students 

and Polly to the remaining half.  Have each student 

color their picture.  Once complete, read the Polly 

Plankton story on page 193.  Have each student 

raise their picture of Fred in the air every time he 

is mentioned in the story and raise their picture of 

Polly every time she is mentioned. 

Scient
“Scientists

dream about
doing great things. 

Engineers
do them.”

             
- James Michener
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On the Plankton Trail

End Notes

    How long have people been looking offshore for oil? In the late 

1800s, the citizens of Summerland, California began producing 

the numerous springs of crude oil and natural gas that dotted their 

landscape. After drilling a large number of wells, these early oilmen 

noticed that those wells nearest the ocean were the best producers. 

Eventually, they drilled several wells on the beach itself. Then in 

1887, one citzen, H.L. Williams, came up with the idea of building 

a pier and erecting the drilling rig on it. His first offshore well 

extended about 300 feet (90 meters) into the ocean. As expected, it 

was a good producer, and before long, the entrepreneurs built several 

more piers. The longest pier stretched over 1,200 feet 

(nearly 400 meters) in the Pacific.

Source: www.noia.org/info/history.asp

    It wasn’t long before even 1,200 feet wouldn’t be long enough to 

reach the huge oil and gas reserves. Offshore drilling operations are 

now defined as being “out of sight of land.” By this definition, the 

first truly offshore operation took place in 1947 when Kerr-McGee 

installed the first offshore platform in the Gulf of Mexico.  

    However, new considerations had to take place in designing the 

equipment that would be used offshore. How hard would the wind 

blow at sea? How tall would the waves get? How would all of the 

equipment be protected from the corrosive effects of salt water?  

    Everyone and anyone with an idea for how to best extract the oil 

from offshore had an opportunity to put their ideas into the mix.  

One popular story from Kerr-McGee tells about a now nameless 

man from Florida who came to their offices to show how shapes like 

milk bottles could be used at the base of an offshore rig. This would 

allow the rig to float on the water and be moved up and down like 

an elevator. The new style of rig was termed ‘submersible.’ The rig 

would be floated to a particular site, where its columns would be 

pumped with water until it settled to the bottom.   

    Every year new ideas evolve and change the search for oil. Now 

wells are drilled in thousands of feet of water and to enormous 

depths. Only time will tell what incredible designs will be used in 

the future. 

    Do a search on the internet to find the deepest 

water being drilled in today!

    Recycling used motor oil is important. Every 

day people use oil to keep engines going. Just 

two gallons of oil are required to give your home 

electricity for twenty-four hours. One gallon of 

used motor oil is the equivalent of 42 gallons of 

crude oil!

    You may already be recycling newspapers at 

home and at school. But are you recycling your 

used motor oil? Is your school?  

    Oil used in engines doesn’t get ‘used up.’ It gets 

dirty from moving through the engine. If it were 

cleaned, it could be used again.  

    What can you do if you want to recycle your 

used motor oil? Let your family know that it 

can be recycled and should never be disposed 

of improperly like dumping it in a ditch. 

Approximately 36% of all oil in the ocean is 

from waste and runoff. Take the used oil to a 

collection center!  

    Service centers will recycle your oil when you 

have it changed at the center. However, more 

than half of all Americans change their motor 

oil themselves. If all of them recycled their used 

motor oil, it would be enough for 50 million cars.  

    To find the used oil collection centers in your 

neighborhood, call 1-800-CLEANUP, or go 

to http://www.recycleoil.orgg. For even more 

information on managing used motor oil, you can 

also go to: www.epa.gov

Let “Polly Plankton” be recycled into another 

useful object!
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On the Plankton Trail

Polly Plankton
By Judy Sneed, Geologist

    One afternoon it was especially quiet at the Smithsonian Institute. Earlier, Fred the 

Fossil Fish had heard some visitors talking about a big snowstorm.  Now, late in the 

day, there were few people around. With little to keep him busy, Fred began to think 

about some of his old (really old) friends from the sea where he grew up. 

    Fred had wondered what happened to his good neighbor, Polly Plankton. She 

was one small member of a very large clan of single-celled animals living in his 

neighborhood. Fred had heard rumors that her whole family was washed out to sea in 

an especially big storm and was buried with other plants and animals.  

    Fred was still deep within his mountain, when he was found by his geologist friend, 

Miss Judy. Fred heard loud noises nearby. He learned from his friends that the sounds 

came from an oil drilling rig. Geologists had drilled deep down into the earth and 

freed some of the oil that had been trapped in layers of rock far below.  

    Fred found out that Polly had been buried there by thick layers of dirt and rock.  As 

the layers got heavier and the temperature got hotter, Polly and her friends began to 

change. They blended together and started to flow. They had been turned into oil! Polly 

wiggled through tiny holes in the rock. It was like being stuck inside a sponge! She 

worked and worked to get to the surface, but finally her way was blocked by a layer of 

rock that was too tight to squeeze through. Polly and her family rested there until they 

were set free by the drillers.  

    Polly was sent to a refinery, a factory where she and her family were cleaned, 

separated, and changed a bit more. They were made into all sorts of useful products,  

Cousin Pete became a high-powered jet fuel. Uncle Paul was used in the dashboard 

of a car. Polly became part of a heart valve. They were all very glad to be active and 

doing something useful again. And they were especially happy to know they were 

needed.  

    Fred was proud to learn what had happened to his friends and what they had 

become. Thinking of their great adventure kept him busy and made him happy. A tiny 

fossil smile appeared on his face as he fell asleep in the great hall.
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On the Plankton Trail
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Overview

Students play a relay game to illustrate the critical, offshore operation that helped 

win World War II.

Background

    A modern army relies on fuel to 

accomplish its mission. Tanks, trucks, 

ships, and planes all require fuel. Allied 

officers planning the D-Day invasion knew 

that they could not deliver the fuel from 

England to France to accomplish their 

mission.

    Large fuel tankers would be vulnerable 

to bad weather and attack from German 

U-boats (submarines). How would they get 

the fuel across the water?    

    Admiral Lord Mountbatten, Chief of 

Combined Operations, asked the Secretary 

of Petroleum, Mr. Geoffrey Lloyd, if there 

were any existing techniques for laying underwater pipelines that could be 

used to solve this problem.  

    Mr. Lloyd then went to the Chief Engineer for the Anglo-Iranian 

Petroleum Corporation (now BP). The Chief Engineer, Mr. A.C. Hartley, 

came up with the idea of manufacturing pipe in one continuous length, like 

a garden hose, and reeling it off the back of a ship. That was the day that the 

idea for Operation PLUTO was born. PLUTO stands for PipeLine Under 

The Ocean.

    Operation PLUTO has been recorded as one of the greatest military 

engineering projects of all time. The special pipelines designed for this 

project led the way for the design of modern, flexible pipelines that are used 

underwater in offshore oil fields today.  

    Of course, this project had to be kept ‘Top Secret.’ If the enemy found out 

about the project, the pipeline would be subject to sabotage and destruction.

 

Levels
Grades 2 - 12

Concepts
Define a simple design 
problem reflecting a need 
or a want that includes 
specified criteria for success 
and constraints on materials, 
time, or cost.
3-5-ETS1-1

Define the criteria and 
constraints of a design 
problem with sufficient 
precision to ensure a 
successful solution, taking 
into account relevant 
scientific principles and 
potential impacts on people 
and the natural environment 
that may limit possible 
solutions.
MS-ETS-1

Analyze a major global 
challenge to specify 
qualitative and quantitative 
criteria and constraints for 
solutions that account for 
societal needs and wants.
HS-ETS1-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Cooperative Learning, 
Analysis, Kinesthetic 
Concept Development, 
Psychomotor Development, 
Observation

Objectives
Students will simulate 
the problems involved 
with laying a fuel pipeline 
during war time.  

Materials
 Plastic straws
 Marking tape, rope, 
or chalk

Time Considerations
Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

OperatioOperation PLUTO
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7

Operation PLUTO

Getting Ready

Locate a large play area for the relay race to take place. Mark 

a start location and an end location. Measure a six-foot length at 

the end point of the relay. This will be where students assemble 

their ‘pipeline.’ 

Procedure

1.  Divide the class into two equal groups.  

2.  Place both groups behind the starting line.  

3.   At the end of both lines, place a full box of

  plastic straws.

4.   The person at the end of the line must take a straw 

  out of the box and pass it hand over hand to the person

  immediately in front until the straw reaches the first

  person in the line.  

5.   The first person in line then runs to the finish line where 

  the six foot length is measured.  

6.   The student places the straw at the furthest point of the

  measured length and runs back to the line and stands at

  the end of the line.  

7.   The student that just ran to the end of the line then picks

  up a straw out of the box and passes it up to the front as

  the process begins again.  

8.   Periodically, as the students are running their relay,

  the students or teacher can be designated as U-boats

  (submarines).  

9.   These U-boats will walk perpendicular to the students

  running the relay. When the U-boat comes onto the field,

  everyone must freeze and not move until the U-boat

  moves off of the relay race area.  

10.   The first group to finish their
    pipeline WINS! 
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PIPELINE CHALLENGE 
Purpose: To design a 15 ft continuous pipeline that will transport oil (marbles) to refinery.    

Materials: Construction paper (10 sheets), tape, 10 marbles, plastic cups, tape measure 

Time: 30 minutes 

Briefing: 

1. The marbles represent the oil that needs to be delivered to the customer. 
2. Any marble dropped safely into the cup represents a successful delivery. 
3. Only materials provided may be used. 
4. If the marble does not make it into the cup, it must be returned to the start. 
5. Participants may be placed in strategic areas to slow down or speed up the delivery of 

the oil (marble). 
6. Each group will be allowed one practice run.  The marble must be returned to start.  
7. Each group has 20 seconds to deliver the oil to the refinery.  

 

Results:  ____ marbles were dropped in the cup. 

Conclusions:  What contributed to the success of your pipeline? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



Overview

In this activity, students will determine what kind of sun protection they need. 

Then, they will do a comparative study of the products on the market to decide 

which product is best for them.  

Background

Did you know that you’ve actually used a petroleum product to ensure 

good health? Would it surprise you to learn that some of the world’s most 

beautiful and famous people rub petroleum products all over themselves? 

Well, it’s true! In the early 1960s, scientists discovered that one of the primary 

causes of skin cancer was overexposure to harmful ultraviolet rays from 

the sun. Normally, the body produces a chemical substance called Melanin 

that protects the skin from the sun’s rays. Often, however, the body’s natural 

protection isn’t enough, and if you spend too much time in the sun, you can 

get a very painful sunburn.

The effect of repeated sunburn is cumulative and can irritate the skin cells, 

sometimes leading to skin cancer later on in life. So, using petrochemicals, 

scientists developed a chemical compound with the same shielding properties 

as Melanin. 

PetrochPetrochemicals
at the Beach?

Levels

Grades 5 - 12

Concepts

Gather and make sense of 
information to describe 
that synthetic materials 
come from natural 
resources and impact 
society. 
MS-PS1-3
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Analyzing, Comparing, 
Gathering Information, 
Researching

Objectives

Students will determine 

the level of sun protection 
they need. Then, they will 
do a comparative study of 
the products on the market 
to decide which product is 
best for them. 

Materials

 Determining Your
Skin Protection Factor
Student Page

 Sunscreen lotions or 
sprays

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 30 minutes
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Petrochemicals at the Beach?

Sunscreen

The fi rst sunscreen appeared on the market in the late 1960s. We 

must protect our skin from two types of rays—ultraviolet A (UVA) 

and ultraviolet B (UVB). UVA rays, which are not absorbed by the 

ozone layer, penetrate deep into the skin and contribute heavily to 

premature aging. UVB rays, which are partially absorbed by the 

ozone layer, affect the surface of the skin and are the primary cause 

of sunburn. It wasn’t until around 1972, however, that labeling of 

the Sun Protection Factor, or SPF, was introduced in the U.S. These 

sunscreens, which have been improved and modifi ed over time, are 

designed to block UVB radiation. 

In the late 1980s, researchers determined that although UVB light 

initiates most skin cancers, UVA rays also play a role in promoting 

skin cancer. So, in the early 1990s, sunscreens were improved to 

contain UVA blockers as well. The Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) requires that all sunscreens contain an SPF rating. The SPF 

reveals the relative amount of sunburn protection that a sunscreen 

can provide an average user when it is used correctly.

What Is SPF?

The strength of a sunscreen product is measured 

by its Sun Protection Factor or SPF number. A 

sunscreen with an SPF of 15 fi lters 92% of the 

UVB. This means that when a sunscreen with an 

SPF number of 15 is applied to your skin, it will 

keep it from burning until it has been exposed to 

15 times the amount of solar energy that would 

normally cause it to burn. Put another way, a 

sunscreen with an SPF of 15 will delay the onset 

of sunburn in a person who would otherwise burn 

in 10 minutes to burn in 150 minutes. The amount 

of solar energy you are exposed to depends not 

only on the amount of time you spend in the sun, 

but also the time of day. Solar rays are usually 

more intense from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

The FDA recommends that you use a sunscreen 

with an SPF of at least 15. An SPF of 30 is not 

twice as protective as an SPF of 15; rather, when it 

is applied properly, an SPF of 15 protects the  skin 

from 93 percent of UVB 

radiation, and an SPF 30 

sunscreen provides 97 % 

protection (as seen on the 

SPF vs. UVB protection 

chart).

Sources: http://www.epa.gov/sunwise/doc/sunscreen.pdf
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Procedure

1. Determine your sun protection needs.
2. Move from table to table and analyze the labels

of each of the sunscreens.
3. Complete the chart by fi lling out the information

for each of the products.

Discussion

1. What are three factors to consider when choosing
a sun protection product?

2. Which product would you choose for
your skin type? Explain.

Extensions

1. Find where UVA and UVB are on the
electromagnetic spectrum.

2. Research clothing that has SPF protection.
3. Students use the scientifi c method to design a lab

using sun screens.  They must include:
1. Problem/Question
2. Observation
3. Hypothesis
4. Procedure
5. Data Collection
6. Conclusion
7. Communicate the Results

Ex.  Compare various Sunscreens with same SPF’s or 
compare various SPF levels of the same brand. 

Web sources: 

http://www.melanomafoundation.org/prevention/
ultraviolet.htm

http://www.epa.gov/sunwise/doc/sunscreen.pdf

Petrochemicals at the Beach?

Which One Is Best for Me?

There are many products to consider before you 
purchase a sunscreen. Look for a sunscreen that 
also provides broad-spectrum coverage. Pick the 
right kind of sunscreen, either waterproof or water-
resistant, depending on the activities you have planned. 
Waterproof sunscreen maintains its SPF after up 
to 80 minutes of exposure to water. Water-resistant 
sunscreen’s SPF is only maintained for up to 60 minutes 
of exposure to water.

Two things to remember about sunscreens: 

1. Remember that the right time to use sunscreen is
any time you will be exposed to the sun, even on
cloudy or snowy winter days. Even on a cloudy
day, 80 percent of the sun’s damaging rays pass
through the clouds, causing damage to your skin

2. Always check the expiration date on any
sunscreen you buy or plan to use. Some sunscreen
ingredients may spoil over time, which may affect
the effi cacy of your sun protection, no matter what
the SPF may be.

So that’s one of the ways that almost everyone 
these days has used petroleum products for better 
health, probably without ever knowing it. In addition 
to sunscreen, many popular cosmetic products are 
petroleum-based, and looking at all the beautiful 
people who use them regularly, it’s clear that they 
work! Furthermore, when you become ill, many of the 
pharmaceutical products you take are also petroleum-
based, so you can be healthy inside as well as outside!

Getting Ready

1. Assemble 6 or more various brands and SPF
numbers of sunscreen on various classroom
tables. Make sure the price for each item is
displayed on the container.

2. Have students determine their sun protection
needs from the chart.

3. Make copies of the student page for each
student.
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Petrochemicals at the Beach?

Determining Your
Skin Protection Factor

STUDENT PAGE

Skin Coloring Reaction to Sun Skin Color after  Recommended Level
Repeated Sun Exposure of Protection

Extremely fair, freckles Burns easily Never tans 35 SPF

Fair Burns easily Very Little Tan 35 SPF

Fair to Medium Burns often  Eventually light golden 25 SPF 
brown

Medium Burns sometimes Tans easily  20 SPF

Deep Brown Hardly ever burns Skin may not show  20 SPF
Black a change

Sun Protection Needs

Your Skin Analysis
Skin coloring  _________________________________________

Reaction to sun  _______________________________________

Skin color after repeated exposure to sun  ___________________

Recommended level of protection  _________________________

Name of Product SPF  Cost Size Price per Water  UVA UVB
No. ounce  Solubility  Protection Protection

Sun Protection Needs
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Why Do I Need Sunscreen?  

Purpose: To determine if your skin may be damaged with too 
much solar exposure. 
 
Materials:  1 sheet of black or dark blue construction paper  
                     sunscreen 
 
Procedure:  
1. Fold construction paper in half 
2. Put a small dab of sunscreen on one side of the paper and 

smear the sunscreen all over that half. 
3. Place your paper in direct sunlight for most of the day. 
4. Students will need to move it around to keep it in direct 

sunlight. 
 

Observations:   
What side was the darkest? 
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________ 
 
Conclusions:   
 
 



Why Do I Need Sunscreen?  

Purpose: To determine if your skin may be damaged with too 
much solar exposure. 
 
Materials:  1 sheet of black or dark blue construction paper  
                     sunscreen 
 
Procedure:  
1. Fold construction paper in half 
2. Put a small dab of sunscreen on one side of the paper and 

smear the sunscreen all over that half. 
3. Place your paper in direct sunlight for most of the day. 
4. Students will need to move it around to keep it in direct 

sunlight. 
 

Observations:   
What side was the darkest? 
 The side with the sunscreen was the  darkest.  The other side 
was faded.  
Conclusions:   
Sunscreen really does protect your skin from the harmful rays 
of the sun.  
 
 



Overview

Students will create an energy chain and view the many different transformations 

that crude oil undergoes on its way to becoming gasoline.

Background

    Approximately 40% of the world’s total primary energy demand is 

fulfilled by oil. It is most widely used as an energy source for transportation. 

    There are rich deposits of oil in the Outer Continental Shelf area of the 

United States, especially the Pacific coasts of California and Alaska and in 

the Gulf of Mexico. Today the Outer Continental Shelf supplies about 24% 

of U.S. oil production.

Drilling Rigs

    Drilling rigs are fully equipped and are completely self-sufficient. 

An average deepwater drilling rig can house between 100 and 150 crew 

members. The rig produces its own electricity and processes its own waste. 

Its facilities include a heliport, a storage yard, and a boat dock, as well as 

high-tech communication equipment. 

    Many special measurements are taken just to locate a site for drilling. A 

well is ‘spudded’ when the drill bit first penetrates the surface of the Earth.  

Please PPlease Pass
the Energy!

Levels

Grades 5 - 12

Concepts

Gather and make sense of 
information to describe that 
synthetic materials come 
from natural resources and 
impact society.
MS-PS1-3

Evaluate or refine a 
technological solution that 
reduces impacts of human 
activities on natural systems. 
HS-ESS3-4
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Comparing and 
Contrasting, Analyzing, 
Classification

Objectives

Students will create an 
energy chain demonstrating 
the production of gasoline 
from crude oil.

Materials

 4 cardboard toilet paper
 rolls

 Activity Cards
 Cardboard Roll Labels
 Yarn
 4 Pencils
 Tape
 Transparency of

 “Please Pass the
 Energy” Storyboard

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 20 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

Photo: Mieko Mahi
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A test well is called an ‘exploration well’ or 

‘wildcat.’  

    When gas or oil is encountered in commercial 

quantities, the well is called a discovery. A 

successful well is then set up to produce gas and 

oil. This is called ‘completion.’ However, the oil 

that is found is not in the right form for your car 

yet.

What is Gasoline? 

    Gasoline is a precise blend of components that 

are designed to make an engine run as efficiently 

as possible while maintaining strict environmental 

standards. 

        In a refinery, using heat, pressure, and 

chemical reactions, crude oil is transformed into 

products people need for transportation energy, as 

well as for hundreds of other products.

    The refining process begins in a distillation 

tower (see Figure 2). Heat is used to separate the 

light chemicals from the heavy chemicals. Light 

chemicals rise up and are released first. Heavier 

chemicals are released later. The chemicals 

separated in the distillation tower are termed 

“fractions” and are grouped according to their 

weight and the temperature at which they will boil.

    The long chains of carbon atoms that make up 

these chemicals are then broken into shorter pieces 

in a process known as ‘cracking.’ 

    Catalysts are chemicals that speed up a reaction 

but are never used up by the reaction. Since 

catalysts are used to ‘crack’ the long carbon chains 

from crude oil, this part of the refining process 

is known as ‘catalytic cracking.’ Some chemists 

even give it the nickname, ‘cat cracking.’ During 

catalytic cracking, tremendous heat of over 1000oF is used to create 

gasoline.

Alkylation

    Instead of splitting long chains of carbon atoms, other processes 

rearrange them to make them more valuable for fuel. Alkylation 

combines some of the gaseous products of the process.

Reforming

    Reforming uses heat, moderate pressure, and a catalyst to 

turn a light weight, low value fraction into an important gasoline 

component.

    Modern refineries can turn almost half of every barrel of crude 

oil into gasoline. A barrel of crude oil holds 42 gallons. About 

19.5 gallons of gasoline are created from each barrel.

Please Pass the Energy

Figure 2: The Refining Process Source: reproduced from http://www.exxonmobil.com
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Getting Ready

1.  Cut out the activity cards. Laminate to use again. Punch holes 

where shown. Attach yarn loops so students can wear the cards.  

2.  Cut out the cardboard roll labels. There are 12 given. Make 

copies if you want more. Wrap labels around the cardboard  

rolls (e.g., paper towel or toilet paper roll). These rolls will be 

your ‘fossil fuel pipeline.’ 

Procedure

1.  Tell students they are going to watch the journey that crude oil 

makes on its way to becoming gasoline.  

2.  Place the yarn necklace loop with activity card around 

9 students’ necks.

3.  Choose 4 students to hold the fossil fuel tubes. 

4.  Give the student wearing the ‘Drilling Rig’ card the beginning 

of the yarn.  

5.  Give the end of the yarn to the student wearing the ‘Your 

Vehicle’ card.

6.  Show students the transparency of the storyboard.

7.  Space the other students with cards along the yarn in order.  

Be sure the yarn is long enough to allow plenty of space 

between the students. 

8.  When the activity begins, have the students holding the 

cardboard rolls insert the string at the beginning through 

their roll. Tell them to move the roll along the yarn, stopping 

at each station. 

9.  At the refinery, have additional students standing by to tap 

the roll with their pencils saying and defining the words: 

‘distillation,’ ‘cracking,’ ‘alkylation,’ and ‘reforming’ before 

the roll moves on to the next student.

10. When the roll reaches the vehicle, it should come off of the yarn.

Discussion

1.  If you find oil offshore today, how long before you can put the 

gasoline in your car?

2.  What events could stop the flow of fuel?

End Notes

    A ‘Knock’ is characterized by a ‘ping’ in 

the motor during operation that results in loss 

of power, mileage, and smoothness of engine 

performance.

    Knock tests are performed under one of two sets 

of engine operating conditions. The Motor Method 

(M) was designed to correlate well with the fuels 

and automobile engines of the 1930s, the time 

when this method was developed.  

    The other method, called the Research Method 

(R), was created later and was better suited to rate 

the gasolines that were made from the improved 

refining processes. These gasolines gave engines 

better road performance than their M ratings 

indicated. Today, the average of a gasoline’s R and 

M rating is a good indicator of its performance in 

a typical car. That average, (R+M)/2, is posted at 

service stations to show the antiknock quality of a 

fuel. This equation is often shown on the front of a 

gas pump.

(from http://www.earlham.edu/~chem/pages/

gasoline/grades.html)

Please Pass the Energy

Figure 3: Fuel Processing: reproduced from http://www.
exxonmobil.com/Corporate/Newsroom/Publications/c_gas_
prices/c_gasolinemade_ix.html
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Please Pass the Energy

ACTIVIT Y CARDS

D R I L L I N G  R I G T R A N S P O R T  S H I P P U M P I N G  S TAT I O N

R E F I N E R Y S T O R A G E  TA N K L O C A L  T E R M I N A L

TA N K E R  T R U C K L O C A L  S E R V I C E
S TAT I O N

Y O U R  V E H I C L E
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1. Drilling rigs used offshore are called Mobile
Offshore Drilling Units (MODUs) and can be of
a jack-up type, drillship, or semi-submersible.
They operate in deep waters all around the world.
A drilling rig is used in the search for oil and gas.   

2. If oil and/or gas is found, a production facility is
installed to ‘complete’ and produce the oil and/
or gas ready for transportation. There are many
types of production facilities: a fixed platform or
jacket (that is fixed to the ocean floor) or ‘floating
facilities’ that are held in place by anchors and
chains, such as a semi-submersible, a tension leg
platform, or a spar.

3. To carry oil from offshore platforms, the company
can then choose to transport the oil by pipelines
or by tankers. Tankers range from small coastal
ships of 10,000 tons to modern Ultra Large Crude
Carriers (ULCCs) of over 500,000 tons, the
largest ships ever built.

4. The oil is then unloaded at a refinery. The oil is
taken by pipeline to storage tanks before being
fed into the refining process. However, it spends
very little time in storage–at most a few hours.

5. In a refinery, heat, pressure, and chemical
reactions transform crude oil into hundreds of

products that consumers need–gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, motor oil, greases, and other  chemicals. The formulated products from
the refinery are then held temporarily in storage tanks before they are sent through a pipeline to local terminals.

6. Terminals are clusters of storage tanks that are located along major distribution routes. At the terminal, additive chemicals are
blended into the fuel as the tanker truck is loaded.

7. Tanker trucks then leave the local terminal and carry the gasoline to the local service station.
8. In the early 1900s, small stores sold gasoline in cans to the first automobile drivers. Service stations became widespread in the

United States and Europe in the 1920s as the vehicle population began to grow. What may not be obvious at a service station
is the advanced technology used to ensure safety and environmental protection as well as service and quality. When customers
refuel, the gasoline is pumped from underground storage tanks to the island dispenser and through the hose and nozzle into the
vehicle’s tank. Modern service stations use rust-proof, double-walled tanks made of fiberglass, with special corrosion protection
and emergency shut-off controls. Vapor recovery systems are employed, where needed ,to reduce air emissions. Advanced leak
detection devices can be monitored remotely in centralized locations to protect the local environment.

From the time it takes to locate, explore, and produce a well to the time the gasoline reaches your car, three or more years may pass!

PLEASE PASS THE ENERGY 

STORYBOARD

Please Pass the Energy
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1. Drilling rigs are used to search
for oil and gas. 

  5A. At the refinery, (jump up)
and tap on the tube with a pencil and 
say: 
Distillation 
Cracking 
Aklyation 

2. If oil and/or gas are found, a
production facility is installed to

complete and produce the oil and/ or 
gas ready for transportation.  

6. Terminals are clusters of
storage tanks located along major 

distribution routes. 

3. To carry oil from offshore
platforms, the company can then 

choose to transport the oil by pipeline 
or by tankers.  

7. Tanker trucks then leave the
local terminal and carry the gasoline 

to the local stations. 

4. Pumping stations control the
amount of oil unloaded at a refinery 

and taken by pipeline to storage 
tanks before being fed into the 

refining process.  

8. Service stations become
widespread in the U.S. and Europe in 
the 1920’s as the vehicle population 

began to grow.  

5. In a refinery, crude oil is
changed and made into products 

such as gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, and 
motor oil, greases, and other 

chemicals. 

9. Gasoline is pumped from
underground storage tanks to a car.  
Three years might pass by the time it 
takes to explore, locate, and produce 
a well to the time it reaches your car.  



PLEASE PASS THE ENERGY 

CARDBOARD ROLL
L ABELS

Please Pass the Energy

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!

FOSSIL FUELS
YOU CAN USE!
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Overview

Students create a model of a polymer and make a real polymer using

household chemicals.

Background

    Tiny molecules strung in long repeating chains form polymers. DNA, the 

genetic blueprint that defines people and other living things, is a polymer.  

Proteins and starches in the foods we eat are polymers. Synthetic polymers 

are produced commercially on a very large scale and have a wide range of 

properties and uses. The materials commonly called plastics are all synthetic 

polymers. In fact, we’re surrounded by polymers every day, everywhere we 

go. From the tires on school buses to the pens we hold and the clothes we 

wear, almost all of what we touch each day is made of polymers!  

    Many of the synthetic polymers we use each day are derived from carbon. 

Oil and gas from the Earth are the substances from which most of these 

synthetic polymers are created.  

    Oil and gas contain carbon. Carbon is an element that is unique in all of the 

universe for its ability to form long chains and large rings. This ability makes 

it perfect for synthetic polymers.  

    Naming carbon chains involves counting carbons and using special prefixes 

or suffixes to indicate any other molecules that may have been added to the 

chain. For carbon chains that are joined by single bonds, the names of one 

carbon up to ten carbons are: methane, ethane, propane, butane, pentane, 

hexane, heptane, octane, nonane, and decane.  

    Does the word, ‘octane’ look familiar? Some gasolines are described as 

‘high octane.’ That is because the mix of gasolines contains a greater amount 

of octane, an eight-carbon chain. 

Put thePut the Poly
in Polymer!

Levels
Grades 5 - 12

Concepts
Conduct an investigation to 
determine whether the mixing 
of two or more substances 
results in new substances.
5-PS1-4

Analyze and interpret data 
on the properties of 
substances before and after 
the substances interact to 
determine if a chemical 
reaction has occurred.
MS-PS1-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Observing, Analyzing, 
Experimental Inquiry,
Problem Solving

Objectives
Students will define and 
describe polymers. Students 
will create a model of a 
polymer and an actual polymer 
from household chemicals.

Materials
 4 oz. bottle of white glue

 (full) per student
 Borax brand powdered

 (laundry detergent)
 Black construction paper
 Tape
 Food coloring
 Quart-sized freezer bags
 500 ml beakers
 Measuring spoons
 Popsicle sticks
 Labels
 Permanent markers
 Warm water
 12 Paper Clips
 Copies of Cross-Linking  
Polymers student page

Time Considerations
Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute period
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Put the Poly in Polymer!

Getting Ready

    Assemble the materials for the activity. Make sure that cleaning 

materials are available for when Procedure B is completed. Remind 

participants of all safety precautions. Make copies of the Put the 

Poly in Polymer Student Page.

Procedure A: Designing a Model of a Simple Carbon Chain

1. Cut a piece of black construction paper into long pieces 

approximately 1” x 11”.  

2. Taking one strip of black construction paper, bring the ends of 

the same strip together and tape (or paste). 

3. Now take another strip of paper and pass one of the ends 

through the loop you just created and tape the free ends 

together. 

4. You have the beginnings of a paper chain.  The black color 

represents carbon.  The ‘carbon’ paper chain is the beginning 

of a polymer model.  A more ‘realistic’ model of a polymer 

would need approximately 10,000 links!

Procedure B: Making Slime

1. Measure 2 cups or 574 ml of warm water in a beaker 

and add to it 2 tablespoons of Borax (a 4% solution).   

2. Stir until completely dissolved.   

3. Empty the 4 ounces of glue into the freezer bag. 

4. Add water into the empty glue bottle until it reaches 

the top of the back label.

5. Pour the water in the glue bottle into the freezer bag. 

6. Add a few drops of food coloring. 

7. Remove the air out of the bag and seal.   

8. Carefully knead the bag until the contents are 

completely mixed together.  

9. Add the borax solution into the empty glue bottle 

until it reaches the top of the back label.

10. Pour the borax solution into the freezer bag with the 

watered-down glue. 

11. Remove the air out of the bag, seal, and 

carefully knead the bag until the polymer 

has been formed.    

12. Open the bag and feel the ingredients.  

13. Roll the substance in your hand and 

describe how it feels.

Discussion

1. What did you notice happening as soon as 

the borax and white glue solutions were 

mixed together? 

2. Did the length of time you mixed the 

ingredients seem to change how it felt? 

3. How do you think the feel of the product 

would change if you varied the ingredients?  

That is, instead of equal amounts of borax 

solution and white glue solution, you 

changed it to a 25/75 mix or a 60/40 mix?

“Organic chemistry 
is the study of 

carbon compounds.  
Biochemistry is

the study of
carbon compounds

that crawl.”
             

- Mike Adam
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Put the Poly in Polymer!

End Notes
Borax is made of a chemical called sodium borate. The glue is 

a polymer called polyvinyl acetate. In a water solution, the Borax 
reacts with the glue (polyvinyl acetate) molecules, linking them 
together into one giant molecule. The borate ions form bridges 
connecting the polyvinyl acetate chains in the glue to one another. 
This cross-linked compound is able to absorb large amounts of 
water, producing a slimy gel.

Spotlight on Careers
Chemistry is a fundamental science, and it significantly 

influences a range of endeavors. Chemists pursue all kinds of 
careers. Some discover new concepts and laws about matter and the 
universe; others apply chemistry to a range of industrial and societal 
needs.

 Chemists use their problem-solving skills as laboratory 
practitioners, managers, corporate officers, and entrepreneurs in 
industrial firms and governmental agencies.

Because there are a multitude of applications of chemical 
principles and many specialties within the field of chemistry, there 
are many types of chemists.

Polymer chemistry got its start in the 19th century.  
The first synthetic plastic was announced by Alexander 
Parkes at the Great International Exhibition in London 
in 1862. At the time, its high cost made plastic an 
extravagant option.  

One of the most important developments in the world 
of polymer chemistry took place in 1933.  E. W. Fawcett 
and R. O. Gipson, who were working for the Imperial 
Chemical Industries Research Laboratory, created the 
inexpensive substance, polyethylene.  

Polyethylene played a critical role during World 
War II for its use as an underwater cable coating (See 
“Operation PLUTO.”) Today, polyethylene is used to 
make juice and milk bottles, grocery bags, and food 
storage containers. It is currently the largest volume 
plastic in the world.  

A polymer chemist uses knowledge of the properties 
of polymers to design and create a new generation of plastic 
materials for tomorrow’s products. Polymer chemists are even 

working on a microscopic scale to design very 
small wires and tubes known as nanowires and 
nanotubes that will be able to bend and move 
without breaking or coming apart and that can 
easily carry electricity in a much better way than 
current technology will allow.  

Future plastic products may include a 
newspaper that can update itself throughout the 
day. Plastics that can ‘heal’ themselves so they 
are never torn or broken may one day exist, 
thanks to the hard work of polymer chemists!  
Being a polymer chemist requires a great deal of 
imagination and creativity.

Source: www.americanplasticscouncil.org

Extensions
Model cross-linking in polymers using 12 paper 

clips.  Refer to “Cross-Linking Polymer Student 

Page” on page ___.  
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Put the Poly in Polymer!

COUNTING WITH
HYDROCARBONS

    Can you count from one to twenty with hydrocarbons? These are the names of 

single bonded hydrocarbon chains from one to twenty. (Remember: Carbon cannot 

form more than four bonds!!)

1 Methane

2 Ethane

3 Propane

4 Butane

5 Pentane

6 Hexane

7 Heptane

8 Octane

9 Nonane

10 Decane

11 Undecane

12 Dodecane

13 Tridecane

14 Tetradecane

15 Pentadecane

16 Hexadecane

17 Heptadecane

18 Octadecane

19 Nonadecane

20 Icosane

1. Name the following compounds:

a. CH3-CH2-CH2-CH3

b. CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3

c. CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3

2. Draw the structures for the following compounds:

a. propane

b. pentane

c. octane

Answers:  1a. Butane, 1b. Hexane, 1c. Nonane, 2a. CH3-CH2-CH3, 

2b. CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3, 2c.  CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3
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Put the Poly in Polymer!

PUT THE POLY
IN POLYMER

STUDENT PAGE
Purpose: To create a polymer out of glue.

Materials

1 - 4oz. bottle of white glue per student Food coloring Warm water

Powdered soap containing borax 500ml beaker

Quart-sized freezer storage bags Popsicle sticks

Procedure:

1. Make the Borax solution by dissolving 2 tablespoons of Borax to 2 cups or 574 ml of warm water.   

2. Stir until completely dissolved. Label contents. 

3. Empty the 4 ounces of glue into the freezer bag.

4. Add water into the empty glue bottle until it reaches the top of the back label.  

5. Pour the water in the glue bottle into the same freezer bag.   

6. Add a few drops of food coloring.   

7. Remove the air out of the bag and seal. 

8. Carefully knead the bag until the contents are completely mixed.    

9. Add Borax solution into the empty glue bottle until it reaches the top of the back label. 

10. Pour the Borax solution into the freezer bag with the watered down glue.

11. Remove the air out of the bag, seal, and carefully knead the bag until the polymer has been  formed. 

12. Open the bag and feel the ingredients. (Can you roll it into a ball?)

13. Roll the substance in your hand and describe how it feels.

Questions:

1. What did you notice happening as soon as the Borax and white glue solutions were mixed together?   

2. Did the length of time you mixed the ingredients seem to change how it felt?  

3. How do you think the feel of the product would change if you varied the ingredients? (i.e., instead of equal amount 

of Borax solution and white glue solution, you changed it to a 25/75 mix or a 60/40 mix). 

4. List 5 properties of your polymer:
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Put the Poly in Polymer!

CROSS-LINKING
POLYMERS

STUDENT PAGE
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Same 
 
 
 
 

Directions: After creating both the Silly Putty and the Bouncy Ball, 
compare and contrast characteristics of both.  

Compare and Contrast Polymers 



 
 

Takes shape of the container 
Feels wet 

Sticky 
Stretches 

Bounces and flattens 
Contains water 

  

Firm 
Holds its shape 
Bounces higher 
Dry to the touch 

Contains cornstarch  

 

Same 
 

Bounce 
Cold 

Polymers 
Contain: 

Glue 
Borax solution 
Food coloring 

 
 
 

Directions: After creating both the Silly Putty and the Bouncy Ball, 
compare and contrast characteristics of both.  

Compare and Contrast Polymers 



Overview

Students will create a notebook foldable that sequences the steps involved in the 

recycling of plastic products.  

Background
How would you handle your household waste if you lived in a house that 

was many miles offshore?  Now imagine the diffi culties associated with a large 

offshore facility, which is basically a community where many people live and work 

and are surrounded by water. The offshore industry has implemented innovative 

waste reduction programs and effi cient waste handling practices that are designed 

to protect our environment.          

RecyclinRecycling Inputs
to Outputs 

Levels
Grades K-4

Concepts
Communicate solutions that 

will reduce the impact of 
humans on the land, water, 
air, and/or other living things 
in the local environment.* 
K-ESS3-3
Next Generation Science
Standards

Skills
Sequencing, Describing

Objectives
Students will create a layered 
notebook foldable that deals 
with the process of recycling 
plastics. 

Materials

 Glue
 Map colors 
 Scissors
 Copies of Resin 
Identifi cation Codes 
handout 
 Copies of Steps in Plastic 
Recycling handout 
 Copies of Marine 
Engineering Student Page
 30 inches of aluminum foil
 8 popsicle sticks
 4 dowels 
 1 small empty box
 Tulle with large holes
 Tulle with small holes
 Duct tape
 4 pipe cleaners

Time 

Considerations
Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 20 minutes
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Recycling Inputs to Outputs

Getting Rid of Waste

If you don’t create waste, you don’t have to 

get rid of it. Many manned offshore facilities 

have recycling programs that are similar to 

those in urban neighborhoods. However, their 

recycling facilities may be hundreds of miles 

away. Offshore facilities have to minimize the 

volume of waste by utilizing high-powered trash 

compactors that are capable of reducing waste 

volume by a ratio of 10 to 1. 

No solid wastes, other than ground food waste, 

can be disposed of overboard. All plastics, paper, 

glass, metal, or similar material has to be taken 

to land for recycling or disposal.

Offshore structures have complete, self-

contained sewage and wastewater treatment 

systems that are designed to handle all the 

normal wastes associated with daily living.

All offshore drilling rigs and production 

platforms that discharge sewage, wastewater, 

drilling fl uids   and ‘produced water’ must meet 

stringent Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) limits. Produced water that is brought up 

with oil and gas must be processed, treated, and 

tested to remove oil before it can be discharged. 

Any fl uids that are not suitable for discharge are 

re-injected or transported to shore for disposal or 

reuse.

Source: Offshore Energy Center Brochure/

Environmental Exhibit at Ocean Star

Getting Ready

Make copies of the Steps in Plastic Recycling 

handouts. Set out glue, scissors, and map colors. 

Procedure

1. Distribute copies of the Steps in Plastic

Recycling handouts.

2. Distribute map colors, glue and scissors.

3. Students are to cut out the squares.

4. Glue in the following order:

a. Glue the Transforming square toward

the bottom of a journal page.

b. Then glue the top of the Pelletizing

square above the Transforming square

so that the Transforming pictures are

hidden and just ‘Transforming’ is

visible above.

c. Continue gluing each square so that

only the process words are visible

(except for the fi rst one).

The completed product will look like

a layered notebook foldable.

Discussion

1. What types of waste cannot be disposed

overboard a rig?

2. What types of waste can be disposed

overboard a rig?

3. Which governmental agency sets strict

guidelines for all platform discharges?
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Recycling Inputs to Outputs

Extensions

1. Go on a scavenger hunt in your home to

fi nd items with the codes 1-7 on the Resin

Identifi cation Codes page. Hot glue or tape

them onto a poster board. Label each item

with its code.

2. Select an item (a 2-liter bottle) and have

students brainstorm a list of 20 other uses

for the item. Once the list is completed, they

are to create one of the items on their list.

3. Collect an assortment of items with codes

1-7 and place them in a box. Place bins

numbered 1-7 across the gym fl oor or large

open area. Teams take turns sorting the

plastics into the bins. The fastest team with

the correct numbers in each bin wins.

4. Have each student select a letter of the

alphabet and create an ABC recycling

book. Each letter should refl ect a

word or words dealing with recycling.

Example:  “A” is for Aluminum cans

which  are easy to recycle. Students are

to draw an aluminum product or cut a

picture out of a magazine and attach it to

the page. The web sites below will give

you additional information.

http://brgov.com/dept/recycle/pdf/

teacher_1.pdf

http://www.mtech.co.za/world/uses.html

5. Make copies of “Marine Engineering

Puzzle student Page” cut out each square

and have students solve.

RECYCLING FACTS AND THE BENEFITS OF RECYCLING

For every 1 plastic bottle recycled, we save the equivalent of 2 people’s energy use for 1 year, 

the amount of water used by 1 person in 2 month’s time, and almost 2000 pounds of oil. 

Many people don’t realize that a plastic bottle our water comes in is made of oil.

This is the same oil used to make gasoline. 

In the United States, only 3 to 5 % of plastic items are recycled.

The most commonly recycled plastics contain the Recycling Code numbers of 1, 2, and 6. 

If you recycle just two gallons of used oil, it can generate enough electricity

to run the average household for almost 24 hours.

Recycling your used motor oil keeps it out of our rivers, lakes, streams,

and even the ground water. 

Used motor oil can be re-refi ned into a base stock for lubricating oils, or it can be burned 

effi ciently by industrial boilers with minimum pollution. 

Plastics in the U.S. are made primarily from domestic oil and natural gas liquids (NGLs).
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Recycling Inputs to Outputs

Auto parts, industrial fibers,

yogurt cups

Coffee cups, toys, clear plastic flatware

Juice bottles
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Recycling Inputs to Outputs

 

 
 

Collect by curbside 
collection or drop-off 

recycling centers.

 
Sort by resin code 

usually found at the bottom 
of the bottle. 

 
Compact to decrease 

shipping costs. 

 
 

 

  
Collecting Sorting Baling 

 
Wash and chop into 

flakes. 

 
Sort again in a flotation 

tank where some plastics 
sink and some float. 

 
Dry the flakes in a 

tumble dryer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Washing and Chopping Sorting Drying 
 

Feed the plastic flakes into 
an extruder, where heat and 

pressure melt the plastic. 

 
Chop the molten plastic

into uniform pellets.  

 
The pellets can be
transformed into
new products. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Melting Pelletizing Transforming 
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Start 

Move 
Ahead 3 
Spaces 

Super 
Skip! 
Move 
Ahead 

Move 
Back 3 
Spaces 

Skip One 
Turn 

Oh No! 
Go Back 

Move 
Ahead 2 
Spaces 

Oh No! 
Go back 
to Start 

Directions 

1) Roll the die.

2 Move the 
number of 
spaces on the 
die. If you 
answer 
incorrectly, 
move back to 
where you 
started.  

3) Two or more
players can be
on the same
space.

4) Continue to
play until some-
one  reaches the
finish, then see
who will finish
second, third,
etc.

Finish Recyclable? 
Yes   or   No 



 
Notes to teacher 
 
The following are not collected in the blue recycling bins.  
 
 
Toilet paper 
Battery 
Dirty pizza box 
Full can of soda 
Needle 
Dirty Diaper 
Styrofoam 
Light bulb 
Hanger 
Computer cords 
 
Battery – chemicals 
Pizza box – dirty 
Soda- contains soda 
Light bulb – cannot put it out on the curb-  must go to special recycle center 
Hangers – recycling centers don’t handle metals-  need to be dropped off at special center 
Computer cords- cost prohibitive- would need to separate plastic and metal  
 
Styrofoam- not recycled 
1. May have contained contaminated meat- would need to be cleaned  
2. Cost prohibitive – too expensive- cleaning process 
3. Contains benzene – cancer causing chemical  
4. Market for Styrofoam is very small



 

Start 

X 

X 

Move 
Ahead 3 
Spaces 

Super 
Skip! 
Move 
Ahead 

X Move 
Back 3 
Spaces 

X Skip One 
Turn 

X 

X 

X 

Oh No! 
Go Back 

Move 
Ahead 2 
Spaces 

Oh No! 
Go back 
to Start 

X 

X 

X 

Directions 
 

1) Roll the die.  
 
2 Move the 
number of 
spaces on the 
die. If you 
answer 
incorrectly, 
move back to 
where you 
started.  
 
3) Two or more 
players can be 
on the same 
space. 
 
4) Continue to 
play until 
someone 
reaches the 
finish, then see 
who will finish 
second, third, 
etc. 
 

Finish Recyclable? 
Yes   or   No 

Teacher Answer Sheet 



Why Can’t I Recycle These Items in My Bin, Box, or Cart? 

 

1. NEW  Scrap metal – e.g. pots, pans, hangers, wires, appliances, chains, cables, nuts, bolts: While 

small scrap metal was accepted in the old program, it always presented serious problems, even in the 

old facility.  Wires, cables, and chains frequently wrap around sorting equipment (there’s a lot of 

spinning rotors in the Materials Recycling Facility) causing facility shut downs and in some cases, fires.  

We’ve found wire hangers to be a big problem over time, even though they were pictured in our old 

flyers as a recyclable. We learned the hard way!  Other pieces of scrap metal ‐ like appliances, pots, 

pans, and pipes ‐ now pose a major risk to our new optical sorting equipment.  We’ve removed these 

items from the list that should be recycled through the MRF.  Please keep all scrap metal out of your 

recycling bin, cart or box. At the same time, scrap metal is a valuable recyclable!  We encourage 

everyone to set scrap metal aside and take an occasional trip to a local metal recycler (you’ll be paid for 

the metal ‐ check the phone book for recyclers) or to your local scrap metal collection container if your 

city or town has one. To find out about local options, contact your Department of Public Works: 

www.rirrc.org/local.  

 

2. Plastic bags – bring back to the store. Don’t place recyclables in plastic bags: We know there are many 

reasons people like to keep their recycling in plastic bags ‐ it’s neat and tidy, it’s easy to carry from inside 

the house to the bin outside, it’s one trip instead of many.  But because of the way the new equipment 

works, recyclables must be loose as they start their journey so they can be properly sorted.  Ripped 

plastic bags, or plastic bags tossed into recycling bins as is, will wrap around the sorting equipment 

(there’s a lot of spinning rotors in the Materials Recycling Facility) causing shut downs.  Plastic bags are a 

huge problem at the MRF and workers in the pre‐sort area do their best to remove them. During daily 

scheduled down time, workers climb into rotor areas and cut the plastic bags away (you know the 

feeling if you’ve ever cut hair or string from the rotor of a vacuum cleaner).  Plastic bags can be recycled, 

just not in your bin.  Please take plastic bags back to any large grocery, pharmacy, or big‐box store in RI.  

For more information about plastic bag recycling visit www.rirrc.org/restore. 

 

3. Refrigerated and frozen food boxes – e.g. butter, pizza, beer, soda, TV dinner: If that box holding your 

fridge pack of soda was just like any other thin cardboard, guess what would happen between the 

distributor and the market (or between the market and your house) when the cans sweat (i.e. when 

water condensates on their outsides)? Kerplunk!  They would come crashing through the bottom.  

Regular cardboard breaks down when wet, and that’s how recyclers at paper mills mush your cardboard 

back into pulp – they use water.  To prevent this from happening to all your boxed frozen and 

refrigerated cardboard packaging, it is either coated or treated with a chemical that prevents it from 

breaking down when wet – precisely what recyclers need it to do!  For this reason, refrigerated and 

frozen food boxes are contaminants to to our paper buyers, and are not accepted for recycling. 

 

 



4. Plastic containers larger than 2 gallons and non‐container plastic – e.g. toys, furniture: Two gallons is 

both the size limit of a container that can flow safely and efficiently through the Materials Recycling 

Facility and also probably the biggest size household container you’d use with any regularity – think: a 

giant, bulk‐size bottle of laundry detergent.  The new rule of thumb ‐ recycle all plastic containers up to 

two gallons ‐ should capture the majority of your household’s plastic waste.  At the same time, bulky, 

rigid plastic is a valuable recyclable!  Just as with scrap metal, we encourage everyone to set bulky 

plastics aside and take an occasional trip to either your local collection container or directly here for 

drop‐off at RIRRC. To find out if your city or town has a collection container, contact your Department of 

Public Works: www.rirrc.org/local.  

 

5. Hybrid packaging (metal/paper/plastic mix) – e.g. oatmeal and chip canisters, K‐cups: The general rule 

of thumb is this: The more materials used to make a single package, the harder it is to both sort it and to 

find a recycling market for it. If you find yourself frequently purchasing an item that is not recyclable for 

this reason, contact the company directly and let them know you’d appreciate seeing packaging for their 

product in a single material that is more easily recycled.  

 

6. Greasy pizza boxes: If the pizza box were totally clean, it would be accepted for recycling. The problem 

is that they seldom are. The grease from the pizza is the problem. Paper mills use water to mush down 

your cardboard back into pulp, and oil and water don’t mix! For this reason, greasy cardboard is a 

contaminant to our paper buyers and is not accepted for recycling.  If the top of the box is entirely clean, 

please do rip it off and place it in your recycling bin, throwing the greasy part in the trash. 

 

7. Clothing or textiles: Clothing and textiles have not been accepted in the recycling program for over 10 

years.  Like many items that cause problems inside the Materials Recycling Facility, textiles wrap around 

the sorting equipment (there’s a lot of spinning rotors in the MRF) causing facility shut downs and in 

some cases, fires.  In fact, the new facility was running tests for less than two weeks when we 

experienced our first fire, caused by a sheet wrapping around the sorting rotors, causing friction, and 

lighting shredded paper on fire. Clothing and textiles can be donated for reuse through various 

collection bins located throughout the state, including our two Kiducation bins here at RIRRC.  Items 

collected through Kiducation are sorted, and textiles unfit for donation are torn into rags for re‐use 

when possible. A list of Goodwill donation boxes can be found here:  www.rirrc.org/reuse.  

 

8. Chip bags and candy wrappers: We haven’t considered sorting for this often‐hybrid material because 

there are only a few niche markets for it.  In fact, the only recycling program at this time is done via 

direct mail‐in to www.terracycle.net.  Some RI schools do participate in this program, and more can get 

involved.  Visit Terracycle’s website to find out how you can start a collection.  

 

9. Hot beverage cups: If that paper cup holding your steaming latte was just like any other thin cardboard, 

guess what would happen as you tried to savor it? Ouch!  The cup would literally melt in your hands.  

Regular cardboard breaks down when wet, and that’s how recyclers at paper mills mush cardboard back 

into pulp – they use water.  To prevent this from happening to your paper coffee cup (or tea, or hot 

chocolate, whatever suits you), the cardboard is coated so it won’t break down– precisely what recyclers 



need it to do!  For this reason, paper coffee cups are contaminants to our paper buyers and are not 

accepted for recycling. And what about Styrofoam?  Read on… 

 

10. Styrofoam: We don’t sort for Styrofoam because it’s too difficult to get the Styrofoam to our facility in 

the condition that the recyclers want it‐clean, dry, and intact. The market for Styrofoam is very small 

and so far doesn’t come close to matching the sheer volume of this product used every single day, in RI 

and beyond.  There is one recycler in RI, located in North Smithfield, who accepts clean, dry Styrofoam 

directly.  To find out more look up Styrofoam in our Recyclopedia: www.rirrc.org/AtoZ.   

 

11. Sharps – i.e. injectable needles: Believe it or not, these find their way to the MRF. If you use needles at 

home for self‐injection, the proper disposal method is to place the spent needles in a hard, puncture‐

proof container.  If one is not provided by your supplier, use a metal coffee can or a hard plastic 

container like a bleach bottle or laundry jug.  Seal when full, tape shut, label as “sharps” and then place 

this container in the TRASH, not in your recycling bin.  Your recyclables are touched by our workers in 

our facility during the sorting process. They have to stop the sorting line an average of 6 times each day 

because a container full of needles has broken open ‐ loose needles put them at risk.  For more 

information about proper disposal of needles and medications visit: www.rirrc.org/needles. 

 

12. Light bulbs, mirrors, broken glass: In RI glass is repurposed, and not recycled in the traditional sense at 

this time.  Most markets for glass are far away.  The costs, both financially and environmentally, of 

shipping heavy glass across the country prohibit traditional recycling. The few niche markets for glass in 

our region are satisfied by neighboring “bottle bill” states, where residents bring whole glass bottles 

back to a redemption center. These remain intact and are already sorted by color.  Crushed, 3 color‐

glass mix like ours is not suitable for sale in our region yet.  To see the results of a study done on 

implementing a bottle bill in RI visit: www.rirrc.org/reports. Container glass is acceptable for use as 

landfill cover material however, and cover material is essential.  Part of being a sanitary landfill means 

that no open pits of trash can be left.  Instead, trash must be cover with 6‐12” of material every day.  

Various things are approved for use by RI DEM, and crushed container glass is one of them.  RIRRC 

prefers to repurpose materials we already have for use as cover to the extent we are allowed, 

decreasing the need to landfill materials as is, and purchase virgin ones for cover.  

 

13. Household Hazardous Waste – e.g. propane tanks, oil‐based paints, rechargeable batteries:  Anything 

labeled with words like “danger,” “flammable, “combustible,” “toxic,” “poison,” etc., shouldn’t be 

recycled, nor should it be placed in the regular trash.  These materials are dangerous when handled 

improperly, and can put our workers and the environment at serious risk. RIRRC does run a special, free 

program for collecting Household Hazardous Waste from Rhode Island residents – The Eco‐Depot.  To 

find out more and make an appointment visit: www.rirrc.org/ecodepot.  



How to Make a Shrinky Dink 

Materials:  plastic with recycling code #6 

Scissors 

Permanent markers 

Aluminum foil 

Oven 

Instructions: 

1. Cut off a flat piece of plastic

2. Trace a picture or draw one using permanent markers

3. Color your picture with permanent markers

4. Punch a hole in the picture prior to baking if you would like to use it

as a charm, or mobile

5. Preheat oven to 350-375 degrees

6. Place the plastic pieces on aluminum foil and carefully place in oven

for 30 seconds to 1 minute

While in the oven, the plastic will curl them flatten out.

 You Tube Video 

Shrinky Dinks DIY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_BC94oBeW 



Recycling Inputs to Outputs

Gyre:  In oceanography, a gyre is a large system of 

rotating ocean currents, particularly those 

involved with large wind movements

1. View – “World biggest garbage

dump – plastic in the Ocean.”

Time: 7.09 minutes

You tube : http://bit.ly/1ZluuKu

2. Working as a team, design a

machine that can be used to

retrieve the plastic containers

and plastic pellets that have

accumulated in the gyres

Keep in mind that sea life will

be living in and around the

plastic.

Time: 30 minutes

Use these materials:

Copies of Marine Engineering Student Page

30 inches of aluminum foil

8 popsicle sticks

4 dowels 

1 small empty box

Tulle with large holes

Tulle with small holes

Duct tape

4 pipe cleaners

3. Be prepared to explain your design.

MARINE ENGINEERING
STUDENT PAGE

https://commons.wilkimedia.org/wilki/file:currents.svg
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Overview

Carbon atoms continually move through living organisms, the oceans, the atmosphere, 

and the crust of the Earth. The paths go in many different directions and can take 

millions of years to go full circle.

Background

    All living organisms are based on the carbon atom. Carbon has an unusual 

ability to bond with up to four other atoms (including other carbon atoms).  

Depending on what kind of atom it bonds to, it can form a single bond, a 

double bond, or even a triple bond!  Picture holding one person’s hand with 

your left hand and a different person’s hand with your right hand.  Both arms 

would be examples of single bonds. But, if you held out your right and left 

hand to the same person and they joined their right and left hand to yours, 

your arms would be an example of a double bond.  

    Substances that contain carbon can be found as solids, liquids, and gases.  

Carbon dioxide is a gas that contains carbon. Petroleum is a liquid that 

contains carbon.  Diamonds are made of carbon as well. Carbon is the only 

element that can form long chains and large rings. The remarkable nature of 

carbon makes all of the life essential substances on Earth possible.

Ride a C
Levels

Grades 5 - 12

Concepts

Develop a model to 
describe the cycling of 
Earth’s materials and the 
flow of energy that drives 
this process.
MS-ESS2-1

Develop a quantitative 
model to describe 
the cycling of carbon 
among the hydrosphere, 
atmosphere, geosphere, 
and biosphere.
HS-ESS2-6.
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Sequencing

Objectives

Students will simulate 
the paths that carbon 
takes in the carbon cycle. 
They will describe the 
importance of the carbon 
cycle to living things.

Materials

 6 die
 Copies of Journey 
Directions 

 Copies of the Traveling 
Carbon Passport

 Pencil
 Map colors
 Drawing Paper
 Tape

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

CARBON

Ride a Carbon CycleRide a Carbon Cycle
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Ride a Carbon Cycle

    Carbon atoms continually move through living organisms, the 

oceans, the atmosphere, and the crust of the planet. This movement 

is known as the carbon cycle. The paths go in many different 

directions and can take millions of years to go full circle.  

    Imagine that you are a carbon atom. You have just traveled back in 

time 360 million years. You drift into a leaf of a large Carboniferous 

Period leaf.  In the process of photosynthesis, your oxygens are 

taken away from you and you become part of a sugar molecule. 

Aren’t you sweet!  

    The fern you are in can use you later for energy but, unfortunately, 

the fern you are in died before you could be used for energy. You 

sink down to the bottom of a swamp while still inside the fern leaf. 

Dirt and sediment cover you. The pressure on you increases. You 

have gone from sweet to crude! You are now petroleum. Now you are 

traveling up a pipe and are used to make fuel for a car. The process of 

burning releases you into the atmosphere where you are reunited with 

two oxygen atoms to form carbon dioxide. Your journey has taken 

360 million years to complete. Many other journeys are possible. 

Some only take hours or days. Some take millions of years.

    There are some definitions you should know for your next 

journey: 

1. Carbon Sink: These are places where carbon is stored. 

They include trees, limestone, plastics, and fossil fuels 

such as coal, oil, and natural gas.  

2. Carbon Source: These are processes that release carbon. 

These processes include the burning of fossil fuels, the 

weathering of limestone, and the respiration of living 

organisms.  

3. Release Agent: This is an activity that causes carbon to 

move from sink to source. Volcanic activity, forest fires, 

and many human activities can be release agents.

Getting Ready

    Make one copy of each of carbon sinks including: Animal, 

Atmosphere, Crust, Ocean, Plant, and Stream.  Tape these stations to 

various locations around the room.. Place one die at each location. 

Make copies of the Traveling Carbon Passport 

for each student. (Teachers will find this activity 

readily made in both the Offshore Energy Center’s 

Knowledge Box and Playing with Petroleum Kit.) 

Procedure

1. Ask students, “What is a cycle?” (Answer: 

A series of recurring events.) Ask them 

to name some cycles. (Day - night - day 

- night; winter - spring - summer - fall - 

winter - spring - summer - fall.) 

2. Ask students if they have ever heard of the 

carbon cycle.  

3. On a transparency or on the board, sketch 

the carbon cycle. Make sure students 

understand the terms: carbon sink, carbon 

source, and release agent.  

4. Explain that the carbon cycle is really a 

simplified model for looking at the journey 

of a carbon atom.  

5. Invite students to play a game in which they 

will all become carbon atoms.  Have them 

use their Traveling Carbon Passport Pages 

to record the paths they follow in the game. 

Some  Climatologists 

study fossilized

air bubbles

from the Earth’s 

atmosphere from

200,000 years ago!
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Ride a Carbon Cycle

6. Divide the students into six groups, and have each group 

begin at one of the stations. 

7. Students will individually roll the die and write how they 

traveled and where they went on their Traveling Carbon 

Passport. They are to move to the next station as directed.    

8. Students are to continue on their journeys until all spaces 

on their Passports are filled. 

9. Ask students to go back to their seats and write a brief story 

on the back of their Traveling Carbon Passport Pages about 

what happened on their journeys. Their stories can also be 

created with a PowerPoint presentation software or using 

map colors on a storyboard.  

Discussion

1. Is anything similar about some of the student’s stories?

2. Which stations did students stay at the longest? The shortest?

3. What would happen if carbon could not leave the sink?  

4. How is the carbon cycle important to animals and plants?

Extension

1. Write the equations for photosynthesis and for respiration

 on the board.

2. What do you notice about both equations? 

3. List two sinks.

4. List two sources. 

5. List one important release agent. 

Enrichment

What is a Climatologist? A Climatologist 

is a type of meteorologist. While most 

meteorologists are concerned with this 

week’s weather, a Climatologist studies 

climactic variations spanning hundreds or 

even millions of years. A Climatologist 

may also collect, analyze, and interpret 

past records of wind, rainfall, sunshine, and 

temperature. While weather seems to change 

quickly, climate studies span long periods of 

time. Climatologists look for clues to Earth’s past 

climate changes in hopes of predicting its future 

changes.  

    Some Climatologists study fossilized air 

bubbles from Earth’s atmosphere 200,000 years 

ago! These air samples tell what the chemical 

composition of the atmosphere was in the distant 

past. The fossilized air bubbles are found in ice 

core samples taken from eastern Antarctica and 

Greenland. Ice cores are long cylinders of ice that 

are drilled out of glaciers. The bubbles of air in 

the ice cores became trapped in the ice when it 

was formed. Each bubble is a time capsule of the 

Earth’s atmosphere from the past. Studying these 

bubbles may predict Earth’s future climate.  

Source: http://www.gisp2.sr.unh.edu/GISP2/

MoreInfo/Ice_Cores_Past.html

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

6CO
2
 + 6H

2
O —> C

6
H

12
O

6
 + 6O

2

Carbon dioxide and water yield glucose (sugar) and oxygen

CELLULAR RESPIRATION

6O
2
 + C

6
H

12
O

6
 —> 6H

2
O + 6CO

2

Oxygen and glucose (sugar) yield water and carbon dioxide
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Ride a Carbon Cycle

Atmosphere
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Ride a Carbon Cycle

Animal
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Ride a Carbon Cycle

Earth’s Crust
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Ride a Carbon Cycle

Plants
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Ride a Carbon Cycle

Ocean
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Ride a Carbon Cycle

Stream
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ANIMAL 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Roll the die, scan the code, and keep track of where you have been on your passport. 



ATMOSPHERE 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Roll the die, scan the code, and keep track of where you have been on your passport. 



Earth’s Crust 

. 

Roll the die, scan the code, and keep track of where you have been on your passport. 



Ocean 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Roll the die, scan the code, and keep track of where you have been on your passport. 



Plants 
. 

 
 Roll the die, scan the code, and keep track of where you have been on your passport. 



Stream 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
   

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Roll the die, scan the code, and keep track of where you have been on your passport.  



Ride a Carbon Cycle

TRAVELING CARBON 
PASSPORT

Directions

1. Write your start location in the space below: 

2. Roll the die to find out where to go next. 

Write How I traveled in the Trip #1 box 

below.  See example at right.

3. Go to that location in the room and write 

Where I went in the box. Then, roll the die to 

find out where to go next. 

Guess what! In this game you are a carbon atom.  You are going to travel 

through the carbon cycle stopping in many exciting locations-some of which 

you probably never have been before.

For each stop, remember to record where you went and how you got there.

Here is an example: 

Trip #1: How I traveled: Where I went

Trip #2: How I traveled: Where I went

Trip #3: How I traveled: Where I went

Trip #4: How I traveled: Where I went

Trip #5: How I traveled: Where I went

Trip #6: How I traveled: Where I went

Trip #7: How I traveled: Where I went

Trip #8: How I traveled: Where I went

Trip #1: How I traveled: Where I went

Flood waters
carried to ocean

Crust
Start Location
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Ride The Carbon Cycle 
 

1. Atmosphere… You dissolve in rain and fall to the ground. 

2. Crust………..  You are made into medicine from crude oil. 

3. Ocean………. You become trapped in methane hydrate. 

4. Crust………..  You are mined as coal and burned. 

5. Atmosphere…..You are trapped in snow and you fall to the ground. 

6. Crust ………….You are magna from a volcano. 

7. Crust. 

8. Crust. 

9. Crust. 

10. Crust 

Carboncita’s Story 

    Carboncita began her life in the high atmosphere looking down at all her buddies.  Days later, 

she landed on  the Caribbean Island of Jamaica.  Carboncita was blown away when she was 

scooped from the crust and inserted into a capsule. “Oh my gosh!” she said.  “ What am I going 

to do now? I am trapped inside a pill bottle!”  Eventually, she was a free woman when the pills 

were taken and she was released when the person who had taken the medicine had relieved 

himself in the ocean.  She was caught up in a methane bubble and was pushed up to the shore by 

the action of the waves and was later buried in the crust where she formed into a fossil fuel.  

Miners found rich coal deposits and mined her then sent her to the coal plant to burn her to 

make electricity.  Once again, Carboncita made her way to the atmosphere floating around and 

just enjoying life.  Winter came and Carboncita floated back to the earth as a snowflake.  She 

remained in the deeper levels of the earth until hot magma exploded from a volcano. Once 

again, she was buried deep in the Earth’s crust, trapped but not destroyed for eons and eons.  

 



Ride the Carbon Cycle 
 
Write a story about your journey through the carbon cycle. Where did you go and what 
happened to you?  (You might want to personify your atom.) 
 
                                   Title: __________________________________ 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 



Ride a Carbon Cycle

CARBON CYCLE

CO
2
  in 

Atmosphere 

Diffusion

CO
2
 in Ocean

Aquatic
Biomass

Calcareous
Sediments 

Limestone and Dolomite

Coal and Oil

CO
2
  in 

Lithosphere 

Soil Organic Matter

CO
2
  in 

Biomass Fossil Fuel
Burning

Photosynthesis
Decomposition

Respiration Biomass
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Overview

Students learn the right equipment for staying safe in a work environment.

Background

    What is safety? When you’re very young it means looking both ways when 

you cross the street and holding the hand of an adult.

    Measurement is at the heart of safety. Safety involves measuring the 

potential harm of an activity and comparing this measurement with a 

measurement of the benefit of the same activity. If you can reduce the 

potential harm, then the benefit becomes much greater.  

    There is a task you must accomplish such as getting across the street, but 

there is also a risk involved, such as being hit by a moving car. If you look 

both ways and avoid danger, then you cross the street and achieve something 

you want to accomplish.  

    Measuring a potential risk against a potential benefit cannot be 

accomplished with a tape measure or ruler. It must be done with your mind. 

You must have a mentality of safety that can analyze and assess a situation 

and determine the best way to accomplish your goal in a safe, responsible 

manner whether you are at home, at school, or in the workplace.

Safety D
Levels

Grades Pre-K - 2

Concepts

Develop a simple sketch, 
drawing, or physical 
model to illustrate how 
the shape of an object helps 
it function as needed to 
solve a given problem.
K-2-ETS1-2
Next Generation Science
Standards

Skills

Observing, Analyzing, 
Describing

Objectives

Students will name and 
describe various pieces of 
safety gear and the parts 
of the body each piece is 
designed to protect.

Materials

 Copies of “Dressed for
 Safety” page

 1 Copy of “Safety Gear”
page to show and discuss
 Copies of the
“My Safety Gear” page
 Crayons
 Safety Equipment
(optional)
 Copies of “Safety Puzzle

 Sudent page”
 Copies of

 “Safety Symbols
 Letter Size Paper
 Glue
 Scissors

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

Safety Dance
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Safety Dance

Getting Ready

Assemble the safety gear in your classroom.
If you cannot get the actual safety gear, use the 
pictures of the gear shown on the “Safety Gear” 
page.

Procedure

1.  Give each student a “Dressed
for Safety” page.

2.  Ask them what is missing from the
Roustabout on the page.

3.  Have them draw in the missing pieces
of safety gear.

4.  Ask the students what part of the body each
piece of safety gear is designed to protect.

5.  Sing the “Safety Pokey” song.
6.  Ask students to describe situations at school

and at home where they need to think ahead
and be safe.

7.  Have students circle the safety gear on the
“My Safety Gear” page. Place an ‘X’ on
items that are not safety gear.

Extensions

1.  Make copies of the  “Safety Puzzle Student Page”, cut out each square and students complete the puzzle.
2.  Create a “Safety Systems” foldable page using the Safety Symbols on page 234 that has been copied and cut along

the dashed  lines.  Next, glue the perimeter of the Safety Symbol sheet to a letter size piece of paper or construction
paper (see p. 235). Open the flaps and cut and glue matching definitions from page 235.

End Notes
Since 1940, the International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC) has exclusively represented the worldwide oil 

and gas drilling industry. The mission of IADC is to promote commitment to safety, preservation of the environment, and 
advances in drilling technology. They provide a wealth of safety information on their website.   

The IADC has tracked safety statistics for the drilling industry since 1962. Safety information can be found on their 
website along with a variety of safety posters. You can view their website at www.iadc.org.

The Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), a division of the United States Department of the 
Interior, is also concerned with safety. Their program recognizes exemplary performance by Outer Continental Shelf oil 
and gas operators and contractors. The Safety Award recognizes companies that work to conduct operations in a safe and 
pollution-free manner by adhering to all regulations, employing trained and motivated personnel, and going the extra mile 
to enhance safety and environmental protection.
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Safety Dance

A Roustabout is part of the drilling contractor’s 

employee workforce. A Roustabout’s tasks 

include cleaning up, digging trenches, scraping 

equipment, and painting rig components. Although 

roustabouts typically work long, hard days, this 

type of work can lead to more steady employment 

on an oil rig or platform crew. 

DRESSED FOR SAFET Y:

WHAT’S MISSING?
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Safety Dance

SAFET Y PUZZLE
STUDENT PAGE
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Safety Dance
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Safety Dance

SAFET Y FOLDABLE
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Fir eFire  
Blanket 

Lab             
Apron GoGoggles    Eye Wash 

    Station  

  Safety 
Shower    First Aid   Lab Gloves         Fire 

Extinguisher 

No eating      
food in lab Toxic hazard Protect the  

   eyes 
Protect the 

body 

Protect the  
  hands 

 Poisonous 
materials  

 Flush 
chemicals 
from eyes  

 Smothers 
fire 



Identify Function Identify Function 



Lab 
Safety 



Safety Bingo 

fRee 

Safety Bingo 

fRee 

1 2 



Safety Bingo 

fRee 

Safety Bingo 

fRee 

3 4 



Safety Bingo  

 
 

fRee 

Safety Bingo  

 
 

fRee 

5 6 



Safety Bingo  
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Safety Bingo  
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7 8 



Safety Bingo   

 
 

fRee 

Safety Bingo  

 
 

fRee 

9 10 



Safety Bingo  

 
 

fRee 

Safety Bingo  

 
 

fRee 

11 12 



Safety Dance

MY SAFET Y GEAR

Circle the safety gear items. Place an ‘X’ on the items that are not safety gear.

Ballet Slippers Hard Hat Soccer Ball Grapes

Baseball Cap Work Boots Roller Blades Goggles

Pineapple Gloves Swim Fins

Knee Pads Sandals Basket Bicycle Helmet

Cowboy Hat Bananas Hearing Protection Life Jacket

Doll
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Safety Dance

SAFET Y GEAR
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Safety Dance

SAFET Y POKEY

You put your steeltoe in,

You put your steeltoe out,

You put your steeltoe in,

And you shake it all about.

You do the Safety Pokey 

And you turn yourself around.

That’s what safety’s all about.

You put your glove in,

You put your glove out,

You put your glove in,

And you shake it all about.

You do the Safety Pokey

And you turn yourself around.

That’s what safety’s all about.

You put your safety glasses in,

You put your safety glasses out,

You put your safety glasses in,

And you shake them all about,

You do the Safety Pokey,

And you turn yourself around.

That’s what safety’s all about. 

You put your hardhat in, 

You put your hardhat out, 

You put your hardhat in, 

And you shake it all about. 

You do the Safety Pokey

And you turn yourself around. 

That’s what safety’s all about.

(spoken) Everybody form a circle...

Do the Safety Pokey!

Do the Safety Pokey!

Do the Safety Pokey! 

That’s what safety’s all about!
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I Have…Who Has Laboratory Equipment 

Distribute the following cards to the students – one per student. Any student may start the 
game by reading the “Who has” portion of their card. Once all cards have been read and 

correctly matched with the next card, the students should have a basic understanding of the 
equipment used in a lab. 

I have: 

SCALE 

Who has a measurement 
instrument for 
measuring fluid 

volumes? 

I have: 

GRADUATED CYLINDER 

Who has a flat surface 
that can be heated to 
heat materials, glass 
containers that hold 

liquids, etc.? 

I have: 

HOT PLATE 

Who has a loose, usually 
white, piece of clothing 

that is worn in the 
science lab to protect the 
clothing of individuals? 

I have: 

LAB APRON/COAT 

Who has a convex lens 
that is used to produce 
an enlarged image of an 

object? 

I have: 

HAND LENS 

Who has a cylindrical, 
round-bottomed, glass 
tube open at one end, 

used in science 
experiments? 

I have: 

TEST TUBE 

Who has an object the 
produces a magnetic 

field that attracts metals 
like iron, etc.? 

I have: 

MAGNET 

Who has an instrument 
used to measure 
temperature or 

temperature change? 

I have: 

THERMOMETER 

Who has a timepiece that 
can be started or 
stopped for exact 

timing? 

I have: 

STOP WATCH 

Who has a small 
adjustable gas burner 

used in laboratory 
experiments? 

I have: 

BUNSEN BURNER 

Who has a covering for 
the hand that protects 
from foreign objects, 

liquids, and the 
elements? 

I have: 

GLOVES 

Who has equipment that 
is used to transfer small 

quantities of liquids? 

I have: 

EYEDROPPER 

Who has a personal 
record of occurrences, 

experiences, and 
reflections kept on a 

regular basis? 



I have: 
 

JOURNAL 
 

Who has an instrument 
containing a magnetized 
pointer that shows the 
direction of magnetic 

north and bearings from 
it? 

I have: 
 

COMPASS 
 

Who has a narrow-
necked glass container, 

typically conical or 
spherical, used in a 
laboratory to hold 

reagents or samples? 

I have: 
 

FLASK 
 

Who has a shallow, 
circular, transparent dish 

with a flat lid, used for 
the culture of 

microorganisms? 

I have: 
 

PETRI DISH 
 

Who has an optical 
instrument used for 
viewing very small 
objects, typically 
magnified several 
hundred times? 

I have: 
 

MICROSCOPE 
 

Who has a measuring 
stick one meter long that 

is marked off in 
centimeters and 

millimeters? 

I have: 
 

METER STICK 
 

Who has an instrument 
used to compare the 

weights of two bodies, 
usually for scientific 

purposes, to compare 
their masses? 

I have: 
 

BALANCE 
 

Who has a form of 
protective eyewear that 

usually enclose or 
protect the area 

surrounding the eye? 

I have: 
 

SAFETY GOGGLES 
 

Who has a sterile device 
used to inject solutions 

into or withdraw 
secretions from the 

body?  

I have: 
 

NEEDLE and SYRINGE 
 

Who has a small flat 
rectangular piece of 

glass on which 
specimens can be 

mounted for microscopic 
study? 

I have: 
 

MICROSCOPE SLIDE 
 

Who has a small and 
very thin piece of glass  

used to cover the 
specimen on a 

microscope slide? 

I have: 
 

COVER SLIP 
 

Who has a container that 
is filled with used 

medical needles and 
other sharp medical 

instruments? 

I have: 
 

SHARPS CONTAINER 
 

Who has an instrument 
for weighing? 

 



Overview

The diagram on page 188 illustrates how oil and gas are formed, how these substances 

become trapped in the ground, and how they might be extracted.

Background

    The following is a Chronological Series of Geological Events (beginning 

with the oldest event and ending with the youngest):

1. Plankton, which are microscopic plants (phytoplankton) and animals

(zooplankton), fl oat in great numbers in either fresh or salt water.

Through photosynthesis, phytoplankton use energy from sunlight to

convert water and carbon dioxide into carbohydrates and oxygen.

2. The plankton die, sink, and become part of the sediments on the sea

fl oor, which will later become source rock (shale). Source rock is the

name given to the rock that will eventually contain the hydrocarbons

(oil and gas).

3. Sandy sediments deposit and become porous and permeable reservoir

rocks, where oil and/or gas is trapped after being squeezed out of the

source rock. A reservoir rock is one that can store oil and gas in the

pore spaces between the grains or in natural fractures.

4. Muddy sediments deposit and become impermeable cap rock (shale).

This rock is impermeable, meaning that it will not allow liquids to

pass through it. It will seal in (cap) any oil and gas that is trapped

beneath it.

Sequencing
Geological Events

Levels

Grades 8 - 12

Concepts

Develop a model to 
describe the cycling of 
Earth’s materials and the 
fl ow of energy that drives 
this process.  
MS-ESS2-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Predicting, Sequencing, 
Classifying

Objectives

Students will list the 
geologic events in the 
correct order, starting with 
the oldest, which is the 
fi rst event to happen in the 
formation of oil and gas.  

Materials

 Paper
 Scissors
 Glue sticks
 Copies of Formation of 
Oil and Gas handout
 The Formation of Oil 
and Gas cross-section of 
the Earth
 At least one copy of the 
Background Information
(the chronological Series 
of Geological Events) 

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 20 minutes

Transocean’s 
Discoverer
Enterprise
was the fi rst
ultra-deepwater 
drillship with 
dual activity 
drilling 
technology.    

Source: www.deepwater.com/fw/main/Discoverer-Enterprise-141.html
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Sequencing Geological Events

Getting Ready:  

   Make copies of the Formation of Oil and Gas page, cut the strips 

apart, and put them into individual storage bags, one set per student. 

Hand out blank sheets of paper. 

Procedure

1. Give each student a storage bag of

paper strips and the picture of the

cross-section of the Earth.

2. Instruct students to predict the order in

which the events occurred, beginning with

the oldest event, and ending with the present.

3. After students have predicted the sequence,

read the Chronological Series of Events or

place a copy of the events at each table.

4. Have students glue the strips in order on

another sheet of paper.

Discussion

1. What sorts of rock would you be looking for

if you were searching for oil and gas?

2. How might oil and gas escape from the trap

on the right of the illustration?

3. Where is the oldest rock in the sequence

found?

4. What causes oil and gas to be released from

its source rock?

5.  Do you think that oil accumulates in

underground lakes or rivers? Briefl y explain

your answer.

Web sources

http://www.energyquest.ca.gov/story/chapter08.html

5. The folding and/or faulting of sediments produces a trap.

The folding/faulting of the rocks can be caused by the

movement of tectonic plates. The produced up-folds, or

anticlines, form traps, and the oil and gas cannot escape.

6. Heat and increased pressure release oil from plankton-rich

sediments. The heat and increased pressure, often

experienced during the folding of the rocks, cause the oil

and gas to be released from its source rock.

7. Oil migrates to a trap, which is a natural underground

storage area. The oil and gas move upward from the shale

source rock, through the pore spaces of the sandstone, to

the tops of the folds from where they cannot escape

because of the impermeable cap rock.

8. A borehole is drilled into the reservoir rock and fi nds oil.
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Sequencing Geological Events

Formation of Oil and Gas

 Plankton in the sea use sunlight to undergo photosynthesis and grow.

Plankton die, sink, and become part of sea fl oor sediments, which will become 
the source rock.

Sandy sediments are deposited and will become porous, permeable oil/gas containing 
reservoir rock.

Muddy sediments are deposited and will become impermeable cap rock.

The folding/faulting of sediments produces a trap.

Heat and increased pressure release oil from plankton-rich sediments.

Oil migrates to a trap (natural underground storage area).

The borehole fi nds oil.
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Overview

Students will learn about the basins that contain shale natural gas plays and fi nd the 

states where they are located by examining information on a United States map.  

Background

What is shale gas? Shale gas is natural gas that is located in shale rock. 

Organic-rich shales are the ‘kitchen’ from which oil and gas originate. 

However, in the past, it was not possible to recover commercial quantities of 

oil or gas from shale rock because it has very low permeability (permeability 

is the ease with which a liquid or gas can fl ow through a geological 

formation). Recently, engineers have fi gured out ways to create permeable 

channels through the shale so that oil or gas can fl ow through them to a well. 

Today, shale gas is one of a number of unconventional sources of natural gas. 

Oil may also be found in the shale plays.

A method used to recover natural gas is called ‘hydraulic fracturing’ (often 

referred to as ‘fracing’ or a ‘frac job’). This process is used in 9 out of 10 

natural gas wells in the United States, where water and sand are pumped 

underground to break apart the rock and release the gas. About 1% of the 

fl uid pumped into the well is composed of chemicals that kill bacteria, help 

prevent the formation of scale, and make the fl uid slippery. These types of 

fracs are called ‘slickwater’ fracs. The sand is called ‘proppant,’ and it is used 

to fi ll the fractures and prop them open after the pump pressure is reduced. 

The proppant keeps the fractures from closing back up. Much of the water is 

recovered from the well, and it can be re-used for fracturing the next well.  

Shale WShale We Fracture? 

Levels

Grades 8 - 12

Concepts

Analyze and interpret 
data on natural hazards 
to forecast future 
catastrophic events and 
inform the development 
of technologies to mitigate 
their effects.
MS-ESS3-2

Analyze a major global 
challenge to specify 
qualitative and quantitative 
criteria and constraints for 
solutions that account for 
societal needs and wants.
HS-ETS1-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Mapping, Categorizing

Objectives

Students will locate the 
basins with various shale 
gas plays in the lower 48 
states.  

Materials

 Internet or access to 
an atlas
 Shale Gas Plays and 
Basins Student Page
 Key for Student Page

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period
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Shale We Fracture? 

Hydraulic Fracturing   

Hydraulic fracturing has been used for over 

60 years in more than a million wells. The 

fracturing is done from a well bore that is drilled 

into reservoir rock formations to enhance oil and 

natural gas recovery. By creating thousands of 

micro-cracks in the shale rock, the permeability 

of the formation is improved so that the gas can 

migrate from the formation into the well bore 

and can then be produced for our use as fuel to 

heat homes and businesses. The earliest record 

of hydraulic fracturing to stimulate both oil and 

natural gas wells in the United States was in 1947, 

but hydraulic fracturing was actually used in the 

United States in 1903 to separate granite blocks 

from bedrock. 

Geological formations that are suitable for 

fracing are located thousands of feet beneath the 

surface, far below the formations that contain fresh 

water. Well bores contain steel well casings that 

are sealed by cement so that hydraulic fracturing 

fl uid cannot migrate up into freshwater formations. 

After the well is completed and gas begins to fl ow, 

the steel pipes prevent the gas from leaking out 

into shallow formations or to the surface.   

There is some controversy regarding hydraulic 

fracturing and groundwater protection. State 

oil and gas regulatory programs place great 

emphasis on protecting ground water. Current 

well construction requirements consist of 

installing multiple layers of protective steel casing 

surrounded by cement that is designed and 

Hydraulic Fracturing
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End Notes

Oil shale is commonly known as “the rock 

that burns.” This rock contains solid bituminous 

materials (called kerogen) that are released as 

petroleum-like liquids when the rock is heated. 

Oil shale was formed millions of years ago by the 

deposition of sediments and organic debris on lake 

beds and sea bottoms and was transformed by heat 

and pressure similar to the process that forms oil; 

however, the heat and pressure were not as great as 

as when oil was formed. Oil shales are ‘younger’ 

in geologic age than crude oil-bearing formations. 

While oil shale can be mined and processed 

to generate oil that is similar to the oil pumped 

from conventional oil wells, extracting oil from 

oil shale is more complex than conventional oil 

recovery and is currently more expensive. The 

oil substances in oil shale are solid and cannot 

be pumped directly out of the ground. The oil 

shale must fi rst be mined and then heated to a 

high temperature (a process called retorting); 

the resultant liquid must then be separated and 

collected.

The largest known deposits of shale in the 

world are found in the United States in the Green 

River Formation, which is located in portions 

of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. The U.S. 

Government owns and manages about 73% of the 

lands that contain this rich shale deposit. Estimates 

of the oil resource in place within the Green 

River Formation range from 1.2 to 1.8 trillion 

barrels. Not all resources in place are recoverable; 

however, even a moderate estimate of 800 billion 

barrels of recoverable oil from oil shale in the 

Shale We Fracture? 

installed to protect freshwater aquifers. Based on 

reviews of state oil and gas agencies, there have 

been no documented cases of drinking water 

contamination related to hydraulic fracturing of a 

deep shale natural gas well.

Getting Ready

Make copies of the Student Page and the map 

of the U.S. containing the Shale Gas Plays. Obtain 

atlases or make copies of a United States map 

that contains the labeled continental 48 states to 

determine the state abbreviations for the students. 

Procedure

1. Give students copies of the student page

“Shale Gas Play and Basins in the Lower

48 States” and the map.

2. Have students determine the basin(s) and

determine the states where the gas plays

can be found.

3. Direct students to complete the student page,

making sure they use the state abbreviations

to complete the chart.

Discussion

1. Which two states were omitted from the

“Shale Gas Play and Basins in the Lower

48 States”?

2. Which shale play covers the most states?

3. Which state has the most shale plays?

4. What is the largest shale play in Texas?

Resources
1 Chesapeake Energy. Hydraulic Fracturing Fact 

Sheet, July 2010.
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Shale We Fracture? 

Green River Formation is three times greater 

than the proven oil reserves of Saudi Arabia. The 

current U.S. demand for petroleum products is 

about 20 million barrels per day. If oil shale could 

be used to meet 25 percent of that demand, the 

estimated 800 billion barrels of recoverable oil 

from the Green River Formation would last for 

more than 400 years2.

Resources
2 RAND Corporation. Oil Shale Development in 
the United States Prospects and Policy Issues. J. T. 
Bartis, T. LaTourrette, L. Dixon, D.J. Peterson, and 

G. Cecchine, MG-414-NETL, 2005.

Source:

http://www.oilshalegas.com/

The Eagle Ford shale was originally seen as a 

natural gas play, but it is now considered one of 

the largest oil fi elds ever discovered in the U.S.

Map of Shale Gas Basins in North America 
http://www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/rpd/shale_gas.pdf
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Shale We Fracture? 

STUDENT PAGE
 SHALE GAS PLAYS AND BASINS IN THE LOWER 48 STATES
 Shale Gas Play Basin(s) Location of Shale Play by State

Antrim           

Barnett         

Barnett-Woodford        

Bend         

Chattanooga        

Cody         

Conasauga         

Eagle Ford       

Excello-Murkey        

Fayettville        

Floyd-Neal        

Gammon          

Haynesville-Bossier        

Hermosa         

Hilliard-Baxter-Mancos         

Lewis         

Mancos         

Marcellus         

Monterey

New Albany         

Pearsall Eagle Ford       

Pierre          

Woodford         
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KEY FOR STUDENT PAGE

Shale We Fracture? 

SHALE GAS PLAYS AND BASINS IN THE LOWER 48 STATES
Shale Gas Play Basin(s) Location of Shale Play by State

Antrim  Michigan Basin MI IN OH 

Barnett  Ft. Worth Basin TX 

Barnett-Woodford Permian Basin, Marfa Basin, Delaware Basin TX NM 

Bend Pablo Duro Basin TX 

Chattanooga Black Warrior Basin AL MS 

Cody Montana Trust Belt MT 

Conasauga Valley and Ridge Province SC GA 

Eagle Ford Rio Grande Embayment, Maverick TX 

Excello-Murkey Cherokee Platform OK KS 

Fayettville Arkoma Basin AR 

Floyd-Neal Black Warrior Basin AL MS 

Gammon  Williston Basin ND SD MT 

Haynesville-Bossier Texas Louisiana Mississippi Salt Basin TX LA 

Hermosa  Paradox Basin, Piceance Basin UT 

Hilliard-Baxter-Mancos Greater Green River Basin, Piceance Basin WY CO UT 

Lewis San Juan Basin, Paradox Basin NM 

Mancos Uinta Basin, Piceance Basin UT 

Marcellus Appalachian Basin NY PA OH WV VA TN NJ MD KY

Monterey San Joaquin, Santa Maria, Ventura, LA CA

New Albany Illinois Basin IN KY IL 

Pearsall Eagle Ford Maverick Sub-Basin TX 

Pierre  Raton Basin NM CO 

Woodford Ardmore Basin, Anadarko Basin, Arkoma Basin OK TX 
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Overview

Shaving cream is a product that is made from petroleum. What type of marbling 

pattern can you create using shaving cream and food coloring? This activity can be 

used to introduce chemistry concepts along with art and history. Have fun making 

marbling creations!

Background

    The history of shaving dates back to before 3000 BC. Soldiers were 

encouraged to shave their heads as a defensive measure to keep enemies from 

grabbing their hair during hand-to-hand combat. As more and more men in 

societies began shaving heads and facial hair, those men of unshaven societies 

became known as ‘barbarians,’ meaning the ‘unbarbered.’ Women began 

shaving their legs and underarms much later. 

Levels
Grades K- 8

Concepts
Plan and conduct an 
investigation to describe 
and classify different 
kinds of materials by their 
observable properties. 
2-PS1-1

Make observations and 
measurements to identify 
materials based on their 
properties.  
5-PS1-3

Analyze and interpret 

data on the properties of 
substances before and after 
the substances interact to 
determine if a chemical 
reaction has occurred.  
MS-PS1-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Analyzing, Describing, 
Observing

Objectives
Students will marble 
cardstock using shaving 
cream and food coloring.

Materials

 Foam shaving cream
 Paper plates
 Toothpicks
 Popsicle sticks
 Cardstock or index 
cards

 Food coloring
 Paper towels
 Newspaper
 Straight edges (rulers)

Time 
Considerations
Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 45 minutes

Shaving Shaving Cream
Creations
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Shaving Cream Creations

Petroleum By-products

For centuries, these societies used soap to facilitate hair removal. 

Although men and women have been shaving for centuries, it 

wasn’t until the 1930s that the fi rst cans of aerosol shaving creams 

were sold. Originally, the shaving cream canisters contained 

chlorofl uorocarbons (CFCs), but this substance was thought to be 

detrimental to the Earth’s ozone layer, so it was banned in the 1970s. 

Gaseous mixtures of pentane, propane, butane, and isobutene, which 

are hydrocarbons that are derived from petroleum products during oil 

and natural gas processing, are now used. 

Marbling

Food coloring dropped onto shaving cream can mimic the Japanese 

version of paper marbling called sumi nagashi. Paper marbling has 

been popular for centuries. The Japanese dropped carbon-based inks 

onto water, blew across the water to produce swirls, and lifted the 

ink with rice paper. Shaving cream can be used to produce those 

same swirls on paper when food coloring is dropped into the shaving 

cream; the color disappears into the lather at the point of contact, 

which lowers the surface tension of the food coloring. Shaving 

cream contains soap, which is a wetting agent. When a wetting 

agent dissolves in water, the surface tension is lowered. However, 

diffusion of the drops of food coloring in the shaving cream is not 

readily observed. Instead, the spreading and dissolving of soap on the 

surface of the added water drop is observed, and this causes the color 

to disappear at the water contact site. If the shaving cream and drops 

of food coloring sit undisturbed for 20-30 minutes, the diffusion of 

the food color into the lather will be clearly observed. 

Sources

http://www.moderngent.com/history_of_shaving/history_of_shaving.

php

http://www.madehow.com/Volume-1/Shaving-Cream.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shave_cream

Getting Ready

Assemble the materials needed. Show samples 

of marbled paper.  

Procedure

1. Spray the foam (the size of your fi st) onto 

the paper plate.

2. Use a Popsicle stick to spread and fl atten 

the foam.

3. Put a drop or two of food coloring to the 

side of the cream and transfer it to the cream 

using a toothpick. (You may use more than 

one color, but keep them separate at fi rst.) 

4. Use a toothpick to drag the food coloring 

through the foam to create patterns.

5. Press the cardstock or index paper over 

the foam.

6. Scrape off the excess foam from the paper. 

7. Allow to dry.

Discussion

1. Describe the patterns you made.

2. What caused or made those patterns and 

trends?  

Extensions

1. Use the activity to create various types 

of greeting cards: Christmas, Valentine, 

Easter, etc.

2. Science Night activity

3. Use in math for symmetry, patterns, and 

English Language Class for decorating 

stories students are studying.
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Overview

Students will simulate the mechanical and chemical weathering processes of rock 

sediments by using their mouths as streams of water.  

Background
What do you think you would see if you looked down an oil well to see where 

oil is created? Many people think they would see a big underground lake. But oil 

does not exist in deep, black pools. Even though large reservoirs are sometimes 

called ‘pools,’ it’s just an expression. Surprised? An underground oil formation, 

which is called an oil reservoir, looks very much like any other rock formation. 

It looks like rock.

When you think of it, it boggles the mind. Oil and gas have been beneath the 

oceans of the world for millions of years. Man has known of their existence for 

perhaps a couple of hundred years, but the actual development of the ocean’s 

vast hydrocarbon resources has only taken place since 1947. In terms of time, the 

modern offshore industry can be related to man’s conquest of space—everything is 

happening at supersonic speed!  

What Do Rocks Have to Do with Oil and Gas?
Every second of every minute of every day, millions of tiny sea organisms 

are born, live their lives, and die—an endless biological evolution. When they 

die, they sink to the bottom of the ocean, forming layer upon layer of organic 

matter. Meanwhile, tons of sand and silt pour from the land, carried by rivers and 

streams and spread to form a blanket of rock over the ocean fl oor, burying and 

compressing the rich biologic organic sediments.  

ShrinkinShrinking Sediments

Levels
Grades 5 - 12

Concepts
Develop a model using an 
example to describe ways 
the geosphere, biosphere, 
hydrosphere, and/or 
atmosphere interact.
5-ESS2-1

Develop a model to 

describe the cycling of 
Earth’s materials and the 
fl ow of energy that drives 
this process.
MS-ESS2-1.
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Comparing, Describing, 
Observing, Gathering Data

Objectives
Students will simulate 
mechanical and chemical 
weathering processes of 
rock sediments.  

Materials

 Container of Tic tacs
 Graph paper
 Three different colored 
 pencils
 Timer 
 Copies of “Sedi-Mint” 
 Data Table

Time 
Considerations
Preparation: 5 minutes
Activity: 50 minutes
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Kinds of Rock
There are three main types of rock: igneous, metamorphic, and 

sedimentary. Igneous rocks are volcanic in origin and come from 

the solidifi cation of molten magma. Metamorphic rocks are created 

by chemical changes usually accompanied by heat. For example, 

limestone is principally made up of Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3), 

but when waters containing magnesium salts come in contact 

with the limestone, it metamorphoses (changes) into Dolomite 

(CaMgCO3). Oil, gas, and coal are found in sedimentary rocks, 

which are the most common types of rocks on the Earth’s surface. 

Approximately 75 percent of the Earth’s surface is covered in this 

type of rock. 

Sedimentary Rock
Sedimentary rock is formed as sand, silt, and clay grains erode 

from the surface, are carried by moving water, and are deposited in 

sediment layers. Chemicals from the water form natural cements 

to consolidate the sediment grains into hard rocks. The porosity of 

sedimentary rock provides space to hold oil, while its permeability 

allows the oil to pass freely through the rock.

There are six types of sedimentary rocks: 

1. Shale—clay that has hardened into rock and

often breaks apart in fl at sections

2. Sandstone—soft to hard stone made from

the natural cementing of sand grains

3. Limestone—rock that contains many

fossils, including microscopic shells

4. Gypsum or Epsom salts—found where sea

water evaporates and leaves salt behind

5. Conglomerate rock— rounded rocks, such

as pebbles and boulders, that are naturally
cemented together

6. Breccia—jagged bits of rock naturally
cemented together

Shale Sandstone Limestone

Gypsum Conglomerate Rock Breccia
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Weathering Rock

It takes millions of years of weathering 
to form sedimentary rock. There are two 
categories of weathering: mechanical and 
chemical.  

Mechanical weathering is the process of 
breaking big rocks into smaller rocks. This 
process usually happens near the surface 
of the Earth, and it can be affected by 
temperature. Rocks expand and contract 
during cool nights and hot days.  These 
temperature changes can cause the rocks to 
crack and break apart. Roots and plants then 
act like wedges, pushing into the rocks and 
causing them to break apart. 

Chemical weathering describes the effect of 
a weathering process on a rock’s molecules 
and atoms.  For chemical weathering to occur 
in nature, moisture and heat must be present. 

Getting Ready

Assemble the materials for the activity. Place 

students in groups of four or fi ve.  Ask students to 

read through the procedure to determine the two 

factors being tested.   

Procedure

1. At the same time, all students should place a

“sedi-mint” into their mouths, gently holding

it between their teeth. Instruct students

NOT TO BITE DOWN. Students will time

how long it takes for the mint to completely

weather (dissolve). Students should swish

saliva (representing slow-streaming water)

over their sedi-mints without moving the

mint around. Have students record the 

weathering time on their data tables.

2. Next, the students should place another

“sedi-mint” into their mouths at the

same time. This time, instruct students

to “tumble” the mints around in their

mouths until they completely weather

(dissolve). Remind students NOT to bite

down on the mints. Have students record

the weathering time on their data tables.

3. The students will place the remaining

“sedi-mint” into their mouths at the

same time. Allow students to bite this

“sedi-mint” in half; then instruct them to

tumble the pieces in their mouths until the

mint is completely weathered (dissolved).

Have students record this fi nal time on

their data tables.

4. Collect and average each group’s

weathering time for each part of the

experiment. Graph the results.

Discussion

1. What caused the differences in

weathering time between each sedi-mint?

2. In this experiment, what was the

independent variable?

What was the dependent variable?

3. What can you think of that causes rock

grains to tumble?

[ANSWER: Surf waves coming ashore

tumble the sand grains on the beach, or

rapidly moving mountain streams cause

rock fragments to tumble downhill. These

are examples of tumbling actions
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 that turn rocks into grains of sediments that 

ultimately settle into offshore basins where 

they eventually become compressed into 

reservoir rocks.] 

4. How can igneous rocks or metamorphic 

rocks become sedimentary rocks? 

[ANSWER: Through the process of erosion. 

For example, Hawaii’s famous black sand 

beaches consist of igneous rock (lava) that 

has eroded and been tumbled by the surf into 

sand-like grains over thousands of years.]  

Extension

Use the same activity with a different type of 

candy (e.g., Life Savers®, Mentos®, peppermints).

Igneous Rocks

Metamorphic  Rocks

Granite Scoria

Marble Slate

Natural Erosion
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“SEDI-MINT” Data Table

 Student Trial 1-Time in Seconds  Trial 1-Time in Seconds Trial 1-Time in Seconds 
 Names (mint between teeth) (tumbling the mint) (halved and tumbled)

Conclusions: Answer each question with a complete sentence. 

1. What effect did sediment size have on the “sedi-mint”? 

2. What effect did tumbling the mint in your mouth have on the “sedi-mint”?  

3. Tumbling the mint in your mouth represented ___________________ (chemical, mechanical) weathering.  

4. What did the mints represent in this activity?  

5. What did your saliva represent?  

Average in seconds

Converted to minutes
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Overview

A few members of your coastal community have found oil at the beach and on a few 

shore birds. The community is blaming an oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico. Could the 

community be making a mistake?

Background

    Too often, when they are trying to solve a problem quickly, people jump to 

the wrong conclusion. All data must be considered before making a decision 

about an issue. By investigating a mystery, students learn that the most 

obvious solution to a problem is not always the correct one. 

    Crude oil and natural gas seep naturally out of fissures in the ocean 

seabed and eroding sedimentary rock. These seeps are natural springs where 

liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons leak out of the ground (like springs that 

ooze oil and gas instead of water). Whereas freshwater springs are fed by 

underground pools of water, oil and gas seeps are fed by natural underground 

accumulations of oil and natural gas.

   Natural oil seeps are used in identifying potential petroleum reserves. As 

pointed out by the National Research Council of the U.S. National Academy 

Slick FinSlick Find!

Levels
Grades 5 - 12

Concepts

Plan and carry out fair tests
in which variables are
controlled and failure points
are considered to identify 
aspects of a model or prototype 
that can be improved.
3-5-ETS1-3

Define the criteria and 
constraints of a design problem 
with sufficient precision to 
ensure a successful solution, 
taking into account relevant 
scientific principles and 
potential impacts on people and 
the natural environment that 
may limit possible solutions. 
MS-ETS1-1

Design a solution to a complex 
real-world problem by breaking 
it down into smaller, more 
manageable problems that can 
be solved through engineering. 
HS-ETS1-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Organizing, 
Interpreting, 
Analyzing

Objectives
Students will analyze data 
to trace the flow of oil in 
the ocean and conclude that 
the geology of the Gulf of 
Mexico requires careful 
study.

Materials
 Copies of the Slick Bay 
map
 Pencil
 Paper

Time 
Considerations
Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period
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of Sciences, “natural oil seeps contribute the highest amount of 

oil to the marine environment, accounting for 46 percent of the 

annual load to the world’s oceans. -- Although they are entirely 

natural, these seeps significantly alter the nature of nearby marine 

environments. For this reason, they serve as natural laboratories 

where researchers can learn how marine organisms adapt over 

generations of exposure. Seeps illustrate how dramatically animal 

and plant population levels can change with exposure to ocean 

petroleum.” 

The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Association states 

that “One of the best-known areas where [natural oil seepage] 

happens is Coal Oil Point along the California Coast near Santa 

Barbara. An estimated 2,000 to 3,000 gallons of crude oil is released 

naturally from the ocean bottom every day just a few miles offshore 

from this beach.”

Source: http://oils.gpa.unep.org/facts/natural-sources.htm

    Native American groups living in California–including the Yokuts, 

Chumash, Achomawi, and Maidu tribes–used products of oil seeps 

well before the arrival of European settlers. Native peoples used the 

tar-like material (called asphaltum) from oil seeps for decorative 

purposes such as face-painting, and for more utilitarian ones, such as 

waterproofing boats and baskets.

    Legend has it that immigrants traveling across California in 1849 

used oil from natural seeps to grease their wagon wheels. By the 

1850s and ‘60s, some of the early settlers were mining oil from 

natural seeps as far north as Humboldt County and as far south as 

Los Angeles County. 

    Early settlers used the crudely refined oil to pave roads, to burn 

in oil lamps, and as a lubricant for machinery. The oil was mined 

by digging pits and tunnels at seep sites, and, eventually, by drilling 

under natural seeps in search of underground oil reservoirs. Most 

early discoveries of oil in California were found in this way.

Getting Ready

1. DO NOT tell students the background on this activity

 until the end.

2. Distribute copies of the Slick Bay map.

3. Identify the wind direction on the map. 

(In the past few weeks, the wind has been 

moving onshore from the South.) 

4. Identify the movement of any currents

 on the map. 

Procedure

1. Have students indicate the direction the 

water will move.

2. Using infomation from Data Table I, instruct 

students to begin on the northern border of 

the map and plot oil thickness levels from 

the top of the map to the bottom. As soon as 

they believe they know the source of the oil, 

they should stop plotting data and alert the 

teacher.  

3. Tell students that this is a race. They are 

competing to be the first to identify the 

source of pollution. 

Discussion

1. Once students agree (they will think

 Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit [MODU] 4 

is to blame), divide students into groups 

and ask them to discuss and write summary 

responses to the following questions: 

a. What should your town do with this 

information?  

b. What options should the offshore oil rig 

operators be given? 

c. This offshore oil rig is a major contributor 

to the economy of your community. Will this 

situation influence your discussions with the 

offshore rig owners?

2. Have student groups share their answers 

with the rest of the class. Announce to the 
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class that the offshore oil rig operators were 

contacted by the mayor. The operators have 

proven that they are not responsible for the 

oil spill.  The rig has been inspected. 

3. Ask students what should be done. Students 

may conclude that they had insufficient 

data.  Tell students that the city has budgeted 

additional funds and has found an agency to 

locate the source of the oil.  

36%

9%

8%

2%

45%Transportation

Wastes & Runoff

Atmosphere

Natural Seeps

Offshore 
Production

Source: National Academy of Sciences

OIL IN THE SEA

4. Give students the information from Data 

Table II, and tell them to search again for the 

source. 

5. Students will identify an area in the middle 

of the map where no offshore oil rigs are 

located and no rigs are in the direction of 

origin of the oil slick.

6. Ask students if oil can come from anywhere 

else other than the oil rigs.

End Notes

    Oil seeps are not destroying habitats or wiping out ocean life. 

This natural process has been going on for many thousands of 

years, according to Roger Mitchell, Vice President of Program 

Development at the Earth Satellite Corporation. “The wildlife 

have adapted and evolved and have no problem dealing with 

the oil,” says Mitchell.

    Oil that finds its way to the surface from natural seeps gets 

broken down by bacteria and ends up as carbon dioxide. 

    Earth Satellite Corporation scientists found that there are 

over 600 different areas where oil oozes from rocks underlying 

the Gulf of Mexico. Oil bubbles up from cracks in the ocean 

bottom and can cover a 4 square mile area.

    “On water, oil has this wonderful property of spreading out really thin,” explains Mitchell. “A gallon 

of oil can spread over a square mile very quickly.” On the surface, it is incredibly thin, impossible to see 

with the human eye, and harmless to marine animals.

    To spot the slicks, scientists use radar data from satellites. Oil slicks stand out in radar images because 

they return less of the radar signal than the wavy, unoiled surfaces.

    To estimate how much oil seeps into the Gulf each year, researchers calculated the thickness of the 

oil, the area of ocean surface covered, and how long the oil remains on the surface before being eaten 

by bacteria or churned by waves. “The number is twice the Exxon Valdez’s spill per year, and that’s a 

conservative estimate,” says Mitchell.  

www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2000/01/000127082228.htm
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Sl ick Bay Scenario
Present Students with the scenario below. (Do not give out the information from 

Data Table II until students map the information from Data Table I):

    You are an oceanographer at a small coastal university. You have recently moved to a 

small house overlooking Slick Bay. It has a low and sandy coastline. The last hurricane 

came through in 1900 and killed 6000 people. Many of the townspeople still recall the 

stories passed down through their families.  

    One evening, as you walk along the beach, you notice a few sticky black balls of tar 

rolling along the edge of the incoming tide. You take a few samples back to the lab the 

next day to confirm the composition of the samples. The samples are definitely made 

of tar.  You take your boat and a few graduate students the next day. You find a large 

oil slick out in Slick Bay. You and your students take careful measurements from a 

number of sampling points around the bay by using radar and a microwave radiometer.  

From where is the oil coming? How can the slick be controlled and cleaned up before 

it spreads even further? Your grant funds are limited, so you consider carefully how 

much data you will be able to collect. 

    The current is moving in a northward direction. In the past few weeks, the wind has 

been moving onshore from the south.

DATA TABLE I DATA TABLE II*

Sample Points (SP): 

SP 1    0.0 mm of oil

SP 2    0.0 mm 

SP 3    0.0 mm 

SP 4    Iridescence present 

SP 5    0.5 mm oil layer

SP 6    Iridescence present

SP 7    Iridescence present 

SP 8    1.2 mm oil layer

SP 9    0.0 mm 

SP 10  0.0 mm

Map Coordinates: 

13F:  1.7 mm
14G:  0.0 mm
  9B:  0.0 mm
  7J:   0.0 mm
  1F:  Iridescence present

*After students map Data 
Table I, allow them to request 
additional data to determine 
point of origin for the oil. 
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MAP OF SLICK BAY

Key
SP# = Sampling Point
MODU# = Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit
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CRS = Coral Reef Sanctuary
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Overview

Polymers are used to enhance the production of oil and gas.   

Background
Sodium polyacrylate, also named acrylic sodium, is a salt polymer that is 

sometimes referred to as the ‘super-slurper’ because of its ability to absorb as 

much as 200-300 times its mass in water. Sodium polyacrylate is a polymer 

that is widely used in consumer products. Water-absorbing polymers, classifi ed 

as hydrogels, absorb aqueous solutions through hydrogen bonding with water 

molecules. The largest use of hygdrogels is found in personal disposable hygiene 

products, such as baby diapers. They are also used for blocking water penetration 

in underground power or communications cables and as horticultural water 

retention agents. Additionally, hydrogels can also be used to control spills and 

wastes of aqueous fl uids and as an ingredient for artifi cial snow in motion pictures 

and stage productions.  

Soak It Soak It Up!

Levels
Grades 4 - 8

Concepts
Make observations and 
measurements to identify 
materials based on their 
properties.
5-PS1-3

Analyze and interpret 
data on the properties of 
substances before and after 
the substances interact to 
determine if a chemical 
reaction has occurred.
MS-PS1-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Measurement, Observation, 
Graphing, Analyzing

Objectives
Students will determine the 
number of drops of water 
a small amount of sodium 
polyacrylate will hold.   

Materials

 Safety goggles
 Paper towel
 Plastic cup
 Eyedropper 
 Water
 Sodium polyacrylate
 Microspatula
 Food coloring
 Graph paper
 Student Page

Time 
Considerations
Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 30 minutes
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Common Uses for Water-absorbing Polymers

• Wire and cable water-blocking

• Filtration applications

• Spill control

• Hot and cold therapy packs

• Medical waste solidifi cation

• Motionless waterbeds

• Candles

• Diapers and incontinence garments

• Waste stabilization and environmental remediation

• Fragrance carriers

• Wound dressings

• Fire protection

• Surgical pads

• Water retention for supplying water to plants

• Controlled release of insecticides and herbicides

Getting Ready

Assemble the materials for this activity. Determine a consistent 

wait time between water applications.

Procedure

1. Using an upside down large plastic cup as a

stencil, draw two circles on a paper towel.

2. Write the word “control” below the fi rst

circle.

3. Predict how many drops of water it will take

before the water reaches the edge of the

circle. Record this prediction on the student

page.

4. Add food coloring to the water, and, using

an eye dropper, slowly add the colored

water, drop by drop, to the center of the

circle. Be sure to establish a wait time

between drops. Record the number of drops

in the data table.

5. Measure two microspatulas of sodium

polyacrylate into the center of the second

circle.

6. Slowly add the colored water, drop by drop,

into the center of the circle, using the same

established wait time as for the fi rst circle

between each drop. Record the number of

drops in the data table.

7. Graph the results.

Discussion

1. Which circle required more drops of water

to reach the edge?

2. Explain the results of this experiment.

Water absorbing 
polymer granules 
in dry form.

Water absorbing 
polymer granules 

after absording
many times their 
weight in water.
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End Notes

 Natural Polymers

Cellulose is a polymer that is found in plants. 

The substance consists of fi bers that give strength 

to wood and stems. Cellulose is also what allows 

us to twist cotton and hemp into threads for 

weaving into clothing. Starch is also a polymer, 

and it can be found in potatoes, corn, rice, and 

grains.  

Protein is a natural polymer that forms some of 

the things people wear, such as leather, silk, and 

wool. Protein is a natural polymer that is formed 

by molecules called amino acids. Chicken nuggets 

and hamburgers have a lot of animal protein, 

while the bun has a lot of starch. Protein is the 

main component in skin, organs, muscles, hair, 

and fi ngernails. The most common protein in your 

body, collagen, functions as the building blocks 

of support and structure, and it can be found in 

between all the cells in the human body, from the 

organs to the teeth and bones. 

Feathers, fur, hair, fi ngernails, and even animal 

hooves are all made of the protein keratin. Wool, 

which is made from sheep hair, is great for 

clothing and fabric. Wool is warm and sometimes 

a little itchy, but it is still widely used around the 

globe. One can fi nd wool everywhere, from hats 

to skirts, to the inside of a piano, and, of course, in 

sweaters. 

Another great protein is silk, which is a fi ber 

made by special caterpillars. Silk has been used 

for thousands of years to make beautiful fabric 

for clothing. Although science has enabled people 

to create synthetic versions of silk, called nylon, 

there is still nothing out there that is quite like 

natural silk. Spider silk is incredibly strong for its 

weight, and scientists have been working hard 

to also mimic this fi ber.

NASA developed the Maximum Absorbency 

Garment , or MAG, for the shuttle program.  

These are also known as space diapers.  The 

sodium polyacrylate polymer in the diapers 

is capable of taking on 400 times its weight 

in water.  A MAG can soak up to 2 liters 

(2.1 quarts) of liquid.  Astronauts can work 

outside the shuttle for up 10 hours without 

needing to change their MAGs. 

Applications

Polymers are used in a process called 

‘stimulation’ to enhance the production of oil 

or gas wells. Hydrocarbons are contained in 

tiny pore spaces between the rock grains or 

in minute fractures in the rock. However, it is 

possible to open up a greater volume of the 

formation for production by stimulation.

When a high-pressure liquid is pumped down 

the well to actually fracture the rock, these 

fractures create a much greater surface area 

of the reservoir rock that is connected to the 

well bore. When you release the pressure, the 

fracture closes up and the liquid is squeezed 

out, so all the benefi t is lost. Oil companies 

have determined that if they mix sand in 

with the liquid, the sand grains will fi ll up 

the fractures and ‘prop’ them open when the 

pressure is released. 

Unfortunately, when you toss a handful of 

sand into a glass of water, it sinks immediately 

to the bottom. The oil companies use polymers 

to suspend the sand grains in the liquid so they 

can be pumped into the fractures. (Imagine 

what would happen if you tossed your
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handful of sand into a glass fi lled with honey—the 

sand would not sink to the bottom; it would remain 

suspended in the honey). Once the polymer and 

sand combination is pumped to fracture the rock 

and the sand is in place to prop open the fracture, 

then it’s time to release the pressure. 

How do you get all that gooey polymer back out 

of the fracture? Well, the oil companies have an 

answer for that, too. They use a chemical called a 

‘breaker’ that dissolves the polymer and makes it 

fl ow like water. It fl ows back out of the fracture, 

but it leaves the sand behind to keep the fracture 

propped open. Oil company engineers call the 

process ‘hydraulic fracturing,’ or just ‘fracing’ 

(sounds like FRACK-ing). Almost all gas wells 

and many oil wells are ‘fraced’ as a part of the 

completion process. It makes them produce more 

hydrocarbons for a longer time, and it recovers a 

much greater percentage of the original oil in the 

reservoir. 

Completion fl uids and drilling mud also contain 

polymers. A completion fl uid is a solids-free liquid 

that is used to ‘complete’ an oil or gas well. It is 

placed in the well to facilitate fi nal operations 

prior to the initiation of production. Drilling mud, 

which is also called drilling fl uid, can be any of a 

number of liquid and gaseous fl uids and mixtures 

of fl uids and solids that are used in operations to 

drill boreholes into the Earth. 

Career Spotlight: 

Drilling Fluid Engineer

A Drilling Fluid Engineer, often called a Mud Engineer or the 

“Mud Man,” is responsible for ensuring that the drilling mud 

is within desired specifi cations. Drilling mud is vital to drilling 

operations providing hydrostatic pressure on the borehole wall 

to prevent a blowout, lubricating and cooling the drill bit, and 

carrying the drill cuttings up to the surface. It also provides 

an information medium for mud logging, whereby samples of 

mud and drill cuttings are analyzed to tell the operator which 

formations are being drilled and if there are any hydrocarbon 

‘shows.’  There are three general types of mud: oil-based, water-

based, and synthetic. Offshore rigs typically use synthetic and 

oil-based muds. 

Mud Engineers may have attended a college, university, or a 

technical school or may have gained experience working on rigs.  

Prior to working on their own, a Mud Engineer would be sent to 

‘mud school’ and often time spends time with a senior engineer 

to gain experience. 

A Mud Engineer’s job may involve long shifts of over 12 

hours per day.  Typically, offshore work schedules are 4 weeks 

on and 4 weeks off. Mistakes made by Mud Engineers can 

be very costly. The mud supply company provides the Mud 

Engineer with computer aids and manuals dealing with all 

known problems and solutions.

The Mud Engineer must manage the most important property, 

mud weight (density). If the mud weight is too dense, the 

formation may fracture, and large quantities of mud are lost.  If 

the mud weight is too low, the fl uids could fl ow into the well 

bore, possibly leading to a dangerous situation if the invading 

fl uid reaches the surface uncontrolled.  The Mud Engineer is 

charged with the responsibility of maintaining the ‘drilling 

margin,’ which is the mud weight that delivers optimum 

estimated circulating density (ECD) at the bit. ECD is kept 

higher than formation fl uid pressure, but lower than formation 

fracture pressure so that the well remains under control 

all the time. 

In 1982,
super absorbent diapers 

containing sodium
polyacrylate were fi rst 

introduced in Japan. 
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Soak It Up! 

STUDENT PAGE
Soak It Up!

Background:  Absorbency, which is the ability to take in liquids, is one example of a property. Give examples of 

materials in your home that are absorbent and nonabsorbent.

Absorbent _____________________________________________________________________ 

Nonabsorbent __________________________________________________________________

Is it useful to have both absorbent and nonabsorbent materials? Explain.

Purpose:  To determine if sodium polyacrylate has absorbent properties.

Materials:  Safety goggles Paper towel Plastic cup

 Eye dropper Water Sodium polyacrylate

 microspatula Food coloring Graph paper

Procedure:

1. Using a large upside down plastic cup as a stencil, draw two circles on a paper towel.

2. Write the word “control” below the fi rst circle.

3. Predict how many drops of water it will take before the water reaches the edge of the circle. Record this prediction 

on the student page.  

4. Add food coloring to the water, and, using an eye dropper, slowly add the colored water, drop by drop, to the center 

of the circle. Be sure to establish a wait time between drops. Record the number of drops in the data table.

5. Measure two microspatulas of sodium polyacrylate into the center of the second circle. 

6. Slowly add the colored water, drop by drop, into the center of the circle, using the same established wait time as for 

the fi rst circle between each drop. Record the number of drops in the data table.   

7. Graph the results.

 Observations:
 

Conclusions:  Which material required more drops of water to reach the edge of the circle? 

Explain the results of this experiment. 

Data Table
Material Tested Prediction Actual

Control (water)  

Sodium Polyacrylate  
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Overview

This activity will introduce students to the concepts of porosity and permeability, 

using a hand-sized specimen of dry sandstone. 

Background
Oil exists underground as tiny droplets that are trapped, usually along 

with water, inside empty spaces called pores. Originally, the pores were 

completely fi lled with water, but oil droplets migrating from below displaced 

some of the water. The porosity of a sedimentary rock such as sandstone is a 

measure of the percentage of void space between the sand grains. When the 

pore spaces are interconnected, fl uid can fl ow between them, and the rock is 

said to be permeable. Permeability is a measure of the ease with which fl uid 

can fl ow through the interconnected pore spaces. The pores and oil droplets 

are microscopic. The water clings to the rock through a phenomenon called 

‘molecular adhesion,’ like drops of water clinging to a window pane. 

Most reservoirs are said to be ‘water-wet,’ meaning that the water was there 

fi rst and has wetted the surfaces of the sand grains in the pores. Occasionally, 

and particularly in sedimentary rock deposits created by the wind (e.g., sand 

dunes), the only fl uid in the pores is oil, and the reservoir is said to be ‘oil-

wet.’ The adhesion that binds the wetting fl uid to the rock surfaces is very 

powerful, and it is impossible to get all the fl uid out of the rock. The fl uid that 

remains, which is bound to the rock grains, is called ‘irreducible.’  

Solid as Solid as a Rock II
– Please Porous a Drink

Levels
Grades 5 - 12

Concepts
Develop a model using an 
example to describe ways 
the geosphere, biosphere, 
hydrosphere, and/or 
atmosphere interact.
5-ESS2-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards 

Skills
Observing, Measuring, 
Comparing and 
Contrasting, Calculating

Objectives
Students will measure the 
porosity of sedimentary 
rocks for a measure of the 
empty space between the 
sand grains.  

Materials
 Small rock samples of:
• sandstone 
• shale 
• granite 
• limestone 
 Digital balance
 100 ml graduated 

cylinder
 500 ml beaker 
 Paper towels 
 Clock or watch
 Student Page

Time 
Considerations
Preparation: 10 minutes
Activity: 30 minutes
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Solid as a Rock II – Please Porous a Drink

How Does Oil Move Through Rock?

How does this oil move through dense rock and into wells that 

take it to the surface? Oil droplets squeeze from the tiny pores of 

underground source rock that are pushed by the tremendous pressure 

that exists deep in the Earth. The pressure comes from millions of 

tons of rock overlying the source rock and from the Earth’s natural 

heat. When the oil molecules reach porous and permeable rock, they 

start to fl ow upward because they are less dense than the water in the 

pore spaces. They coalesce (combine with other oil molecules) to 

form droplets of oil and then continue their upward journey until they 

become trapped by impermeable caprock. The trapped oil continues 

to accumulate in the pores under the caprock, forming a reservoir. 

When a well is drilled into an underground reservoir, the natural 

pressure could be released like air escaping from a balloon stuck by a 

pin. The pressure could force the oil through the rock and up the well 

to the surface. In the early days, this was called a ‘gusher.’ Gushers 

are wasteful and dangerous. They pollute the surface environment, 

and today, the oil drillers prevent them from occurring by controlling 

the pressure until the well can be safely completed and sealed with 

steel casing and surface control valves.

If there are tiny cracks (or fractures) in the rock, the oil squeezes 

into them. The fractures act like tiny underground pipelines through 

which oil fl ows (if they run in the right direction toward the oil well). 

Fractures usually have very high permeability, but they often occur 

in hard rock with very little porosity. On the other hand, some rocks, 

such as limestone and volcanic rocks, have bubbles or oolites in 

them that are caused by gas when the rock solidifi ed or by chemical 

changes (called diagenesis). These bubbles are not interconnected; 

thus, these rocks can have porosity, but no permeability.   

Petroleum Engineers need to know a lot about an oil reservoir 

before they begin drilling expensive wells. They need to know the 

porosity and permeability of the reservoir rock. They also need to 

know where the natural fractures are so that they will know where to 

drill their wells. 

Gusher

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, ‘gushers’ were symbols of new-

found wealth. The fi rst successful blowout 

preventer (BOP) was brought to market in 

1924. The BOP valve was attached to the 

well head and could be closed in the event 

of drilling into a high pressure zone.  As the 

technology developed, BOPs became standard 

equipment, and gushers became a thing of the 

past.

y

a 

Oil in a reservoir acts something like the 

air in a balloon. The pressure comes from 

millions of tons of rock lying on the oil and 

from the Earth’s natural heat that builds up in 

an oil reservoir and expands any gases that 

may be in the rock. The result is that when an 

oil well strikes an underground oil reservoir, 

the natural pressure is released–like the air 

escaping from a balloon. The pressure forces 

the oil through the rock and up the well to the 

surface.
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Solid as a Rock II – Please Porous a Drink

Getting Ready

Assemble the materials for the activity. Hand 

out copies of the student page. A day ahead, dry 

out the rock specimens by placing them in a 300°F 

oven for one hour. 

Procedure

1. Place 250 ml of water in a beaker.

2. Mass a dry sandstone specimen on the 

balance. Record in grams. (Make sure to 

wait a minute or two so that the digital 

balance is stable.)

3. Place the massed specimen in the beaker of 

water for 7 minutes.

4. After 7 minutes, remove the rock and 

blot it as dry as possible. 

Tiny Pores that Contain Trapped Oil

5. Re-mass the rock and record the mass 

in grams.

6. Use the graduated cylinder to measure 

the water loss from the beaker. 

7. Calculate the percent of gain due to water 

absorption by subtracting the dry weight 

from the specimen’s wet weight. 

(Divide this number by the dry weight 

and multiply it by 100 for percent).

8. Repeat the steps with the other rock 

samples.  

Web site: 

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/

link=/teacher_resources/teach_thirsty.

html&edu=high&fr=t%20

 Greater Porosity Lesser Porosity
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Solid as a Rock II – Please Porous a Drink

PLEASE POROUS A DRINK
STUDENT PAGE

 Type of Rock Actual Mass Mass with Percent Water Porous/Permeable
  of  Rock Water Gain or Neither

1

2

3

4

5

6

Discussion

1. Differentiate between porosity and permeability. 

2. Will the amount of time affect the result?  

3. What type of rocks work best with this lab? Why?   

4. Generally, what types of rock can contain oil?  

5. Why is it important that each rock sample be placed in the oven prior to use?  

Extension

Determine if hot or cold water makes a difference in the amount of water absorbed by the rock. 
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Overview

Sandstone is a sedimentary rock that allows hydrocarbons to travel upwards through 

the pores until they become trapped by cap rock.   

Background

Historically, much of the Earth’s surface was covered with oceans. Microscopic 

plants and animals living in the oceans died and sank to the ocean fl oor. They are 

so tiny that most of them would fi t on the head of a pin, but there are trillions upon 

trillions of them. When they sink to the ocean bottom, they become mixed with 

sand, silt, and mud.

After millions of years, this mixture (shale, a type of sedimentary rock) becomes 

buried deep inside the Earth. Here the Earth’s heat ‘cooks’ the dead microscopic 

animals and plants, turning their bodies into hydrocarbons (oil and gas).

At fi rst, these hydrocarbons only exist between the shale particles as extremely 

tiny molecules. The pressure of the Earth squeezes the hydrocarbons out of the 

shale, and then the oil and gas particles move sideways and travel through the crust 

for many miles until they encounter a rock formation such as sandstone. 

Solid asSolid As a Rock III
— Making Sandstone 

Levels
Grades K-4

Concepts
Plan and conduct an 
investigation to describe and 
classify different kinds of 
materials by their observable 
properties.
2-PS1-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills
Observing, Communicating, 
Interpreting, Cooperating

Objectives
Students will model the 
formation of sandstone 
showing that minerals from 
ocean water help to cement 
grains of sand together. 

Materials

 Dry sand
 Cementing solution 
(1/2 cup water + 
4 tablespoons Epsom Salt) 
 Paper cups (3 oz. size)
 Eye dropper 
 Hand lens 

Time 

Considerations
Preparation: 20 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

Sand
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Solid As a Rock III—Making Sandstone

Imagine that sandstone is like a sponge. The 

sponge is full of holes (or ‘pores’) that contain 

water. Even though sandstone is hard, it also 

contains lots of interconnected holes or spaces 

between the grains of sand. The holes are much 

smaller than the sponge holes, but they are still 

holes (pores). The fraction or percentage of 

pores to the total volume of sandstone is called 

‘porosity.’ 

When the droplets of oil or gas reach the 

porous sandstone, they enter the water-fi lled 

pores and fl oat upwards because hydrocarbons 

are lighter than water. The hydrocarbons migrate 

upwards through the pores until they reach an 

impermeable cap rock. There they are trapped 

and stay for millions of years until geoscientists 

and engineers are able to fi nd the oil or gas and 

extract it.

Source: www.geoology.com

**Note for Teacher

1. Sedimentary rocks, including coal, are 

packed together in layers. Water that 

contains minerals seeps in between the 

pieces and then evaporates. The minerals 

that are left behind cement the particles 

together into a larger rock. 

2. Cement is a powder made from crushed 

lime, silica, alumna, iron oxide, and 

gypsum. Each of these minerals is mixed 

in the proper proportion and then mixed 

with water. When the water dries, a hard, 

concrete ‘rock’ is left behind. 

3. The newly-made ‘rock’ has microscopic 

pores between the sand grains. By 

measuring the amount of water the dried 

rock can re-absorb when droplets of water 

are added using an eyedropper, one can 

estimate the volume of pore space. The 

porosity of the rock can be estimated by 

dividing the number of ounces of water re-

absorbed by the rock by the total volume of 

rock (in fl uid ounces). You can speed up this 

part of the lesson by preparing a few ‘dry 

rocks’ in advance (the drying process could 

take several days, even in an oven).   

Arches National Park in Utah

Sedimentary rocks
make up about

75%
of the rocks at

the Earth’s surface.
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Solid As a Rock III—Making Sandstone

Getting Ready

Gather the necessary materials needed to 

perform the activity.

Procedure

1. Fill one paper cup half full of sand. 

Pack the sand with your thumb.

2. Fill another cup half full of warm water. 

Add 4 tablespoons Epsom salt to the ½ cup 

of warm water and stir until the Epsom salt 

is dissolved. 

3. Slowly add the cementing solution to the 

sand until all of the sand is wet. Excess 

solution can be carefully poured out.

4. Put the cup in a warm place until the sand 

dries completely or microwave it for 

2 minutes. Make sure to cover the container 

if microwaving. 

5. Carefully tear away the paper cup.

6. Observe the sand with the hand lens. 

Can you see the pores?

7. Take an eyedropper and drop some 

water onto your dried sand molding. 

What happens to the water? 

Discussion

1. What did you observe when you added the 
solution to the sand?

2. What do you think was in the solution that 
may have caused this to happen?

3. Do you think fresh water would have 
the same effect as the solution? 
Why or why not?

4. Explain why hydrocarbons fl ow upwards 
when they enter water-fi lled sandstone 
pores. 

5. What might stop the migration of oil to 

the surface of the Earth? 

6. Think: How could you estimate the 

percentage of pore space in your sand 

mold using the eyedropper and a 

measuring cup?

Eagle Ford Shale

The Eagle Ford Shale gas 

formation was discovered in 

2008 and is unlike many other 

shale formations because 

it has both oil and natural 

gas resources. Located in 

Southwest Texas, the Eagle 

Ford Shale is estimated to have 

20.81 trillion cubic feet of 

natural gas and 3.351 billion 

barrels of oil. The formation 

ranges in depth from 5,700 to 

10,200 feet and covers over 

3,000 square miles.
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Overview

Students learn that oil is not found in caverns underground but in the pore spaces

of rocks.

Background

     The porosity of a rock is a measure of its ability to hold a fluid. 

Mathematically, it is the open space in a rock divided by the total rock 

volume. A particular type of sandstone might have 8% porosity.

    Most oil and gas is produced from sandstone. Porosity refers to the spaces 

between the grains in the rock that hold the oil and gas.  

    However, oil and gas must be able to flow out of rock. Permeability is a 

measure of the ease of flow of a fluid through a porous rock. A rock may be 

extremely porous and contain a great deal of fluid, but if the pores are not 

connected, the rock will not have any permeability.   

    Permeability in petroleum producing rocks is usually expressed in units 

known as millidarcies (1000 millidarcies = 1 darcy). A petroleum reservoir 

may have a permeability in the range of a few millidarcies to a few darcies.

Solid asSolid as a Rock

Levels

Grades 4 - 12

Concepts

Make observations and 
measurements to identify 
materials based on their 
properties.
5-PS1-3
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Comparing and 
Contrasting, Analyzing, 
Organizing

Objectives

Students will measure the 
porosity of rock models.

Materials

 18 empty 16.9 fl. oz. 
(500 ml) clear plastic 
water bottles

 Marbles
 Small gravel, 0.5 cm or 

less
     in size

 Bag of sand
 6 - 500 ml graduated
cylinder
 Water
 Pencils
 6 cafeteria trays
 Plastic funnel
 Plastic pitcher
 Blue food coloring
 Ruler
 Porosity Data Table

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 20 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

http://www.seed.slb.com/qa2/Files/Reservoir.jpg
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Solid as a Rock

Getting Ready

     On a cafeteria tray, place a bag of sand and a funnel. On a second tray, 

place the bag of gravel. On a third tray, place the bags of marbles. On the 

last tray, place a pitcher of water colored with blue food coloring and a 

graduated cylinder. Divide your class list of students into groups of four. 

Give each student group four plastic bottles and a measuring cup. Mark 

all of the bottles at the 400 ml mark.

Note: for younger students, perform as a demonstration only and omit 

using the “Porosity Data Table.”

Procedure

1. One student from each group should fill a bottle with sand 

to the 400 ml mark. 

2. Another student from each group should fill a bottle

 with gravel to the 400 ml mark.  

3. Another student from each group should fill a bottle

 with marbles to the 400 ml mark.  

4. After the three bottles have been filled, take the graduated cylinder, 

fill with colored water and add 100 ml of colored water to each 

bottle.  

5. Place a ruler against the bottle to measure the height of the colored 

water in each bottle.  

6. How much more water will each bottle hold? 

7. Carefully pour a measured amount of colored water into each bottle 

until it is filled. 

8. Record your measurement on your table.

Discussion

1. Which bottle held the most water? Was it the bottle with the sand, 

the gravel, or the marbles?  

2. Explain in your own words why each different bottle held a 

different volume of water. 

3. What would happen if oil were poured into one bottle?

4. What would happen if you turned over the capped, oil and water 

mixture in the bottle? 

5. How solid is rock?

SAND

GRAVEL

MARBLES
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Solid as a Rock

End  Notes

    Some people think that oil is found in caves underground. Oil and 

gas are actually found in the pores (spaces) of rocks.  

   Oil is actually formed when millions and millions of tiny plants 

and animals known as plankton are buried in sediment. These 

sediments become buried under more and more layers of sediment 

and rock. The heat and pressure change the organic materials in the 

plankton into oil and gas.  

    The oil then begins to migrate to the surface through pores 

and cracks in the rock. It is pushed from below by groundwater.  

Sometimes it makes it all the way to the surface and appears as a 

seep. Sometimes it is blocked by a rock that is a type of rock that has 

pores that are too small for seepage. This type of rock is known as a 

trap or cap rock. 

    The two basic types of traps are structural and stratographic.  

    A structural trap holds oil and gas because the layers of rock have 

been bent or creased or broken around the area that contains the oil 

and gas. If the rock layers break or fold just the right way around the 

rock containing the oil and gas, the oil and gas won’t be able to get 

out of the trap!  

    A stratigraphic trap contains oil and gas that were originally 

deposited in that location. A type of rock that is impermeable (such 

as shale) forms around the area containing the oil and gas and 

creates the trap.  

    Oil drilled out of the ground is not all the same! The United 

States Environmental Protection Agency groups crude oil into four 

categories: Class A - Light Volatile Oils, Class B - Non-Sticky Oils, 

Class C - Heavy, Sticky Oils, Class D - Nonfluid Oils.  

    The petroleum industry names crude oils according to their 

geographic source (e.g., Alaska North Slope Crude, West Texas 

Intermediate, Bonny Light [Nigeria], Arab Sweet Crude [Saudi 

Arabia], Brent Crude [North Sea]).  

    You also hear the words ‘sweet’ and ‘sour’ applied to crude oil. 

These words DO NOT involve tasting the oil! Sweet means that it 

does not contain very much sulfur. Sour means that it does contain 

sulfur.  

    When you think of the smell of sulfur, think of a 

rotten egg. Refiners prefer an oil that does not have 

very much sulfur in it.  

    The words ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ are also applied 

to crude oil. This refers to its specific gravity. If 

a liquid has a specific gravity less than 1, it will 

float. If it has a specific gravity more than 1, it will 

sink.  

    Heavy oil is very thick and will not flow easily.  

Light oil flows easily and is not very thick. The 

American Petroleum Institute (API) uses their 

own scale for oil, which is referred to as API 

gravity. An API gravity of 10-20 would represent 

a heavy oil, and 50 and up would represent a light 

condensate.  

    Different types of crude oil that are fresh out 

of the ground can even fluoresce different colors 

under an ultraviolet light!

Career Spotlight

A Reservoir Engineer is responsible for 
what goes on thousands of feet beneath 
the surface of the Earth. The amount of oil 
and gas in a reservoir must be calculated. 
This measurement is used to determine 
how long it will take to retrieve the oil
and gas.   

Models of the reservoir are created so 
that computers can simulate the drilling 
operations involved in removing the oil 
and gas. The Reservoir Engineer evaluates 
all of the data, and the information 
is included in reports to government 
regulatory agencies.  

Reservoir Engineers must have good 
communication and computer skills.
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Solid as a Rock

POROSIT Y DATA TABLE

Type of Material Volume (ml)
of Water Poured

Volume (ml)
of Material

% Pore Space
in Material

Sand

Gravel

Marbles

% Pore Space = 
Volume (ml) water poured into bottle

Volume (ml) of substance* in bottle
* sand, gravel, marbles

Conclusions:  Answer in complete sentences.

1. Which material held the most water?

2. Which material held the least water?

3. Draw a picture of what would happen if oil were poured into a bottle of marbles that was already half full of water.

Be sure to label the oil and water layers on your drawing.

4. Draw a bar graph comparing % pore space for each material.
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Solid as a Rock

POROSIT Y PUZZLE
Extra Activity for Younger Students

Color the spaces in between the rocks. Which type of rock can hold more oil?

1.

2.
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Overview
Students will listen to sounds and identify mystery objects.

Background

What is sound?  Sound is vibrations traveling through matter as sound waves.  

The type of matter has a large impact on the speed at which sound will travel. 

Sound travels faster in water than in air and it travels even faster in steel.  

Sound cannot travel in space.  

Volume of sound is the measure of loudness measured in decibels.  The 

louder the sound, the more decibels (dB) are produced.  Loud sound can 

actually damage your ears and cause hearing less. 

Decibel (Loudness) Comparison Chart

SoundsSounds Like?

Levels

Grades K - 2

Concepts

Plan and conduct 
investigations to provide 
evidence that vibrating 
materials can make sound 
and that sound can make 
materials vibrate.
1-PS4-1
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Analyzing, 
Observing,
Predicting 

Objectives

Students will use their 
sense of hearing to identify 
common mystery objects 
hidden in plastic containers.

Materials

 6 plastic eggs
 6 different objects that 
will fit inside eggs

 Tape
 Marker
 “Egg”-Cellent Student 
Puzzle

Time
 Considerations

Preparation: 15 minutes
Activity: 20 minutes

Whisper 30 dB Rock Concert 115 dB
Normal Conversation 60-65 dB Pain begins  125 dB
City Traffic 85 dB Jet Engine 140 db
Hand Drill  98 dB
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Sounds Like?

How is sound used to explore for oil and gas?

Scientists called seismologists or geophysicists use sound to map 

the sediment and rock layers found under the earth’s surface.  They 

look for structures such as salt domes that can trap oil and gas.

A sound source creates an audible sound wave that travels through 

the earth. Every time the wave hits a different type of matter, two 

things occur: some of the energy bounces off the different matter and 

is reflected back to the surface, while the remainder of the energy 

(called refracted energy), continues down until it strikes a different 

matter where the process repeats itself, producing another reflected 

wave and another refracted wave. The sound travels into the earth for 

many thousands of feet before it becomes too small to measure.

The earth is like a layer cake with layers of sand, shale, limestone, 

and other minerals. These layers are repeated many times in a 

particular earth volume. Each layer has a different acoustic velocity 

(speed of sound through it), and it is these changes in velocity that 

cause the detected waves to be reflected and refracted. 

At the surface, geoscientists have laid out a large array of very 

sensitive listening stations called “geophones.” They are connected 

together by a network of wires or fiber-optic cables. As the reflected 

sound is detected by each geophone, it transmits a wavelet to a large 

computer that precisely records the time the wavelet is received with 

respect to the initial source signal plus the amplitude (loudness) 

of the signal. After firing the sound source and receiving all the 

waves, the source moves to another location and repeats the process 

hundreds of times. This creates a 3-dimensional picture of the earth 

beneath the surface that can be processed by a mega-computer onto 

an image called a “seismic section.” The section reveals a structural 

map of the earth layers that shows volumes where hydrocarbons can 

be trapped. 

Offshore, waterproof geophones, called hydrophones, are wired 

into extremely long cables called seismic streamers. Streamers can 

be as much as 8 km (5 miles) long, and up to 20 streamers can be 

towed behind a vessel that contains the computers. The vessel also 

tows an array of air guns that go off at intervals in the sea to make 

the required sound signals.

A recent technique called 4-D seismic involves 

making two seismic surveys a year or two apart 

over the exact same area of sea or land. The two 

surveys are carefully examined, and any changes 

between the first section and the second section 

are attributed to the production of hydrocarbons. 

The fourth dimension is time. Using 4-D seismic, 

geoscientists and reservoir engineers can map 

how the oil is flowing through the reservoir. This 

information helps them site additional wells or 

re-think their reservoir development plans.

The sound source in the past was created by 

a small dynamite blast in a shallow test hole. 

Nowadays, multi-frequency sound waves are 

generated by sophisticated land trucks called 

“vibroseis” or offshore sources called “marine 

vibroseis.” These sources permit geoscientists to 

get a much clearer image of the subsurface and 

identify the minerals buried there.

The depth of subsurface structures can be 

easily determined if you know the velocity (speed 

of sound) of the rocks. If you note the time the 

original sound wave is generated and the time the 

first reflection is received and divide by two you 

get the one-way travel time to the formation that 

created the reflection. Knowing the velocity of the 

rock lets you determine the depth of the various 

layers in the subsurface formations. 

The formula is a very old one:

Depth = Velocity x Time / 2

Acoustic science is used by many oilfield 

systems other than seismic. Acoustic logging tools 

are used to determine the porosity of the reservoir 

rock, which gives you a sense of how much oil 

and/or gas is contained in the formation. Acoustic 
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measurements can identify tiny faults and fractures, as well as 

geomechanical stress in the formation. This can determine the best 

places to stimulate the formation with acid or hydraulic fracturing.

Acoustic tools map the quality of the cement that seals steel 

casing in place and prevents oil from leaking into a water zone. If 

you strike a bell, it will ring; but if you cup the bell in your hand 

while striking it, it will only make a dull thud. This is the principle 

behind acoustic cement evaluation. An acoustic signal is produced 

by the tool. If the casing rings, then it is not supported by cement—

if it thuds, it is encased in cement.

Devices can be used to measure fluid flow in a pipe. They can 

map how hydraulic fractures are spreading out from a well to keep 

the oil company from fracturing into a hazard zone such as a salt 

water bearing formation or from fracturing into a fault zone. Each 

successive fracture benefits from the mapping data collected from 

the previous one, so maximum well productivity can be attained.

Geoscientists like to joke that the best thing about their job is that 

all day they get to listen to “rock music” as the earth responds to 

acoustic signals. 

“Egg”-cellent
Answer Key

 1. Marble

 2. Paper Clips

 3. Pennies

 4. Tic Tacs

 5. Rice

 6. Rocks

Source: Open Learn

Getting Ready

Obtain 6 plastic eggs and place small common 

objects in each one.  Number the eggs and seal 

them.  It will be helpful to make more than one set.

Procedure

1. Make each student a copy of the 

“Egg”-cellent Listening Activity.

2. Give a group of 6 students a box with the 

6 eggs.

3. Allow each student to shake the egg and 

predict what is inside by drawing a line from 

the number to the picture. 
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“EGG”- CELLENT LISTENING 
ACTIVITY STUDENT PAGE
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Overview

In this activity, students will identify common shapes that appear on various types

of drilling rigs as a way of understanding the function of shapes. 

Background

    Structures are all around us. Skyscrapers, drilling rigs, and your school 

building are all structures. Each of these structures is made of shapes. 

Shapes give a structure the strength to stand up under its own weight.  

    Not all shapes are the same, however. If you put a heavy load onto a 

square, you will see that it distorts easily. It will begin to collapse and take 

on the shape of a parallelogram. A triangle, on the other hand, is a very 

strong shape. A triangle can hold a large load without changing its shape. 

Look for triangles in tall towers.  

    Slice a cylinder in half. What do you see? A circle. Cylinders are very 

strong shapes. When you slice a cylinder in half, you are creating 

a cross section. Line up 3 paper columns. Use one with a cross 

section of a circle–a cylinder. Use one with a cross section 

of a triangle. Use one with a cross section of a square. Now 

get a stack of textbooks that are all the same. Start stacking 

books on top of each column. Which one will fail last? The 

cylinder. That is because a cylinder is a very strong shape.  

    Many of the same principles that engineers use to 

design towers are also used in your own body.  

    The next time you are eating chicken for dinner, 

take a close look at the leg bone. Notice the

cylinder shape.

Strong S
Levels

Grades Pre-K - 2

Concepts

Develop a simple sketch, 
drawing, or physical model
 to illustrate how the shape 
of an object helps it 
function as needed to 
solve a given problem.
K-2-ETS1-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Identifying Attributes and 
Components, Observing, 
Organizing, Comparing, 
Contrasting

Objectives

Students will identify the 
various shapes used on
drilling rigs.

Materials

 “Strong Shapes” page
 (triangle, circle, 
 trapezoid, square, 
 rhombus, oval)

 “Strong Solids” page
 “Strong Shape Search”

 page for every student
 Crayons 

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 15 minutes
Activity: One 50-minute 

period

Strong Shapes
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Getting Ready

Show students the shapes on the “Strong Solids” and the “Strong 
Shapes” pages. Make sure they can identify each shape by name.  
Make copies of the “Strong Shape Search” page for every student. 

Procedure

1. Have students color in any shape that they see on the “Strong 

Shape Search” picture page.  

2.  Choose a different color for each shape, using the “Strong 

Shapes” page as a guide to color choice.

Discussion

1. What shapes did you find?

2. What shape did you find the most?

3. Is the shape that you found most often a strong shape?

4. Why do you think the engineer chose that shape?

Enrichment

What does an engineer do? Engineers use math and science 
skills to build things that we want. Roller coasters, offshore drilling 
rigs, computers, headphones, cell phones, and skateboards were 
all designed using engineering skills. If you can imagine it, an 
engineer can build it. Do you like to create and make things? If you 
do, you could be an engineer too! There are many different kinds of 
engineers.

Environmental Engineers help create cleaner environments.  
Biomedical Engineers can create and improve life-saving devices 
such as an artificial heart. Mechanical Engineers helped create the 
bus or car you took to school. It was a Mechanical Engineer who 
first invented the Slinky!

Aerospace Engineers help design everything that flies–rockets, 
planes, satellites, even golf balls! Do some research to find out what 
kind of engineer you would like to be.  

Extension

Complete the “Strong Shapes Scavenger Hunt” by scanning ads, 
find matching shapes, and creating a book out of baggies. 

Square

Strong Shapes

Circle

Triangle
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Water Line

Strong Shapes

STRONG
SHAPE

SEARCH
PAGE

Steel Jacket

SHAPES

RECTANGLE

TRIANGLE

SQUARE

CIRCLE
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Vertex 

Face 

Edge 

3-D Shapes

Directions:  Use the playdough and straws to create the 3-D shapes below.   
Once you have completed each shape, count the edges, faces, and vertices of each one and record below 

. 

Edges 

Faces 

Vertex 



Vertex 

Face 

Edge 

3-D Shapes 

 

 
 

 
Directions:  Use the playdough and straws to create the 3-D shapes below.   

Once you have completed each shape, count the edges, faces, and vertices of each one and record below 

.  

Edges 12 12 9 8 6 

Faces 6 6 5 5 4 

Vertex  8 8 6 5 4 



Cube 



Triangle 



Cuboid 



Square Based Pyramid 



Triangular Prism 





Dodecahedron 



Overview

Students will describe and identify the various stages of the rock cycle.   

Background
Rocks are constantly being formed, worn down, and then formed again. This 

is known as the rock cycle. It takes thousands and millions of years for rocks to 

change.

Rocks are divided into 3 types:  

• Igneous

• Sedimentary

• Metamorphic

Under the right conditions, each type of rock can change into one of the other 

types; for example, igneous rock can change into metamorphic rock by undergoing 

heat and pressure. It can also change into sedimentary rock through weathering 

and erosion. 

THE
ROCK

CYCLE

This CycThis Cycle Rocks

Levels

Grades K-8

Concepts

Develop a model to 
describe the cycling of 
matter and fl ow of energy 
among living and nonliving 
parts of an ecosystem. 
MS-LS2-3

Construct and revise an 
explanation based on 
evidence for the cycling of 
matter and fl ow of energy 
in aerobic and anaerobic 
conditions.
HS-LS2-3
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observation, Inference, 
Data Collection

Objectives

Students will learn that 
the rock cycle has various 
stages and does not 
necessarily move linearly 
through those stages. 
Students will be able to 
understand how the rock 
cycle is relevant to the 
petroleum industry.   

Materials

 Paper
 Pencils
 Markers/Map colors
 Dice (made from 
patterns) 
 Signs with the names 
of the stations
 “This Cycle Rocks” 
Student Page

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: 50 minutes
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Igneous rock is formed when magma (liquid, melted rock) cools. 

Metamorphic rock is formed when other rocks are subjected to heat 

or pressure (or both). Any rock that is  exposed to the Earth’s surface 

can be transformed into sedimentary rock. Wind, rain, snow, and 

ice break the rock into pieces, and these tiny pieces are eventually 

deposited in layers; while they are underwater, they become 

sedimentary rock. The diagram on page 229 shows how each type 

of rock can be changed into another. 

Rocks and the Petroleum Industry

Rocks are important to the petroleum industry because they 

provide reservoirs for hydrocarbons. Rocks consist of a collection 

of minerals in various proportions. Reservoir rocks need porosity, 

permeability, and access for source beds to be productive. 

A sedimentary rock that is particularly important is sandstone 

because sandstone layers within the Earth contain many spaces 

between the sand grains. These spaces may be fi lled with oil and gas. 

Sandstone layers thus act like holding tanks for petroleum—

they are just waiting for humans to tap them.

Petroleum that is found in sedimentary rock takes millions 

of years to form. As rock particles accumulate into layers, they 

pile up microscopic plant and animal remains, trapping them in 

the sediment. The sediment then undergoes tremendous heat and 

pressure. This process generates petroleum, which is why Petroleum 

Geologists are very interested in studying sediments and sedimentary 

rocks.

Many reservoirs are located offshore because long ago, sea 

levels were lower than they are today. Continental lakes and shallow 

seas collected the organically rich sediments, which later formed 

petroleum through heat and pressure.

To fi nd petroleum, geologists must know how 

to ‘read’ rocks. Over time, rocks that appeared to 

be hard and solid changed, as every day they were 

broken down by wind, water, and temperature. 

In a process called the ‘rock cycle,’ these 

fragments formed new rocks millions of years 

ago. Geologists can tell how and where a rock was 

formed by studying it. The best clue to identify 

a rock is its texture, which helps the geologist to 

describe it. The texture of a rock is determined by 

the size and arrangement of its particles.

Career Spotlight

Geologist

If you fi nd the details of rocks and minerals 

fascinating, consider becoming a geologist. A 

geologist is a scientist who works in the fi eld 

of geology, which is the study of the Earth and 

its rocks and minerals.

Geologists study the Earth’s geological past 

and present. To do this, they use specialized 

equipment as well as rock and water 

composition to analyze the composition of 

the Earth. Geologists use their knowledge of 

how dynamic forces shape the Earth to assist 

in predicting the effects that these forces may 

have on people. Geologists study rocks and 

how they may have been formed and what has 

happened to the rocks since their formation. 

One of the many different types of geologists 

who study specifi c parts of the Earth is a 

Petroleum Geologist. Petroleum Geologists 

study and map the ocean or land to explore for 

deposits of oil or gas. 
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Getting Ready

Create dice and signs for the different stations of 

the rock cycle game. See the attached patterns for 

the dice. Tell the students they will pretend to be a 

rock going through the rock cycle. 

Tip: Print each die on different colored cardstock 

and have it match the color of the sign. 

Part I:  
Playing The Rock Cycle Game

The activity is conducted in two parts. Before 

beginning Part I, review the rock cycle with the 

students using a simple diagram like the one 

shown on page 229. Also, review how the rock 

cycle is connected with the oil and gas industry.

1. Make 7 signs labeled with the 7 areas of the 

Earth (Interior, Soil, River, Ocean, Clouds, 

Mountains, Volcano).

2. Place the 7 signs throughout your classroom. 

Each student starts at one station. Students 

can play in pairs/groups or individually. 

3. At each station, there is a die that the 

student(s) should roll to determine what 

path they should take. 

**It is possible for the student to remain at 

the same station for a long time. Optional: 

The teacher can specify how long one can 

stay (e.g., 3 turns) before the student(s) 

must go to another station. 

4. While at each station and while moving to 

the different stations, students record what 

is happening on their journey chart (This 

Cycle Rocks Student Page). After the game 

is over, the students will have a record of 

what happened. 

Part II:  
Playing The Rock Cycle Game

Students can create a comic strip of their 

journey as a rock in the rock cycle. They 

should use their Student Pages to help them 

accomplish this task.

Discussion

1. What happened on your journey through 

the rock cycle?

2. Was there anything on your journey that 

surprised you? What? 

3. Was your journey cyclic (around in a 

perfect circle), or did your journey take 

you back, forth, and through the process?

Extensions

Students can use their Student Pages to create 

stories, travel brochures, or digital story boards 

describing their journeys through the rock cycle.

Source
geology degree.org/sites-that-rock

“Rocks are records of events 
that took place  at the time they 

were formed. They are books. 
They have a different vocabulary, 
a different alphabet, but you learn 

how to read them.”
             

- John McPhee
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This Cycle Rocks 
Pages 234-244 

Overview: Students will describe and identify 
the various stages of the rock cycle. 

Background: Rocks are constantly being 
formed, worn down and formed again. This is 

known as the rock cycle.  
Rocks are divided in three types: Igneous, 

Sedimentary, and Metamorphosis 



Students need to understand the 
Vocabulary of the Rock Cycle 

 
Deposition is the accumulation of natural materials by a gradual process. 

Weathering is the disintegration and decomposition of the outer layers of 
soil, rocks and minerals by natural processes involving  the action of wind, 
rain, snow and/or ice. 

Magma is the liquid melted rock inside a volcano. 

Igneous Rock is formed when magma cools on Earth’s surface. 

Metamorphic Rocks are created by chemical changes when other rocks 
are subjected to heat, pressure or both.  

Sedimentary Rock is formed as the weathered remains of other rocks 
erode from the surface and are carried by moving water and are deposited 
in sediment layers. Chemicals from the water form natural cements to 
consolidate the sediment grains into hard rocks. 



Before the Activity 
Before students play the game, they need a 

basic understanding of the rock cycle. 
There are many free 
 resources           
 available in books 
 and on the 
 internet. They can  
 be as simple as a 
 chart…..                                             

 
 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=RCJpU6rvbuLofM&tbnid=LCVDqFZunt6mPM:&ved=0CAgQjRwwAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Flibrary.thinkquest.org%2FJ0110482%2Frkcycle.html&ei=FwczUvvMMYPZ2AWNjYDACA&psig=AFQjCNHsl8xMdQYtYkGvKn7Vk1krexFSEA&ust=1379162263890351


… as informative as is needed to meet your 
students  requirements 
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….Or as complex as this chart in order to challenge students.  
Whatever you choose, there is a wide variety of information available to 
meet the diverse requirements of your students. 
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   The surface of the Earth changes 
constantly.  Some changes are due to 
slow processes, such as erosion and 
weathering.  
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Some changes are due to rapid processes 
such as landslides, volcano eruptions, and 
earthquakes. The rock cycle is part of 
these changes. Rocks are constantly being 
formed, worn down, and then formed 
again. This is known as the rock cycle.  
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It takes millions of years for rocks to change. 
The older rocks at the Earth’s surface can 
weather, forming sediments that are buried; 
then compacted, heated, and often re-
crystallized into new rock.  
Eventually, those new rocks may be brought 
to the surface by forces that drive plate 
motions, and the rock    
cycle continues.  



 
Playing the Rock Cycle Game 

 
 
There are seven areas of earth at which 

students can start their rock cycle 
journey: Earth’s interior, soil, river, 

ocean, clouds, mountains or volcanoes.  
Participants in our workshop will each 

create a six sided dice for each of these 
areas.  Each dice has six different paths 
that “the rock,” (each student), can take 

on their journey.  
     
 
                             

 
 

      



How to Play 
Students will be assigned an area station 

to begin their journey through the rock 
cycle.   

They will roll the dice to determine what 
path to take.  

 As they move from station to station, 
students will record what is happening 
to them and where they went on their 
journey.  
 

 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Activities 

 After the game is over, the students will have a 
record of what happen.   
 Students will then use this record to create 
stories, comic strips, travel brochures, or digital 
story boards describing their journey as a rock 
through the rock cycle.  
The first example uses technology by creating a story 
board.  Students will copy their journey as it occurred 
and add  pictures to illustrate. 



This Cycle Rocks 

Magma flows into the ocean. Dust evaporates with water and 
ends up in the clouds 

Dust falls with snow onto 
 a mountain. 

Melting snow carries dust, soil, and 
 rocks into a river. 



Silt from the river washes into 
the ocean and becomes part of the  
ocean floor plate. 

The ocean floor plate slides under 
another and becomes part of the Earth’s 
interior as magma.  

A volcano erupts and magma is 
forced up to Earth’s surface. 

The lava rocks are carried by a 
melting ice flow into a river. 



 

Silt is deposited on a flood plain by 
the river’s flood waters. 

Silt  becomes part of the soil.  

Sediment begins to form from the silt. 



This Cycle Rocks 
    In the  blink of an eye, my whole world changed forever 

and the  journey of a lifetime began. I’m sorry, I need to 
introduce myself. My name is Pahoehoe, that’s the 
Hawaiian word for lava. I first became aware of 
something happening when I started moving towards a 
light. My buddies and I had been hanging out for ions 
just chilling, well not really chilling ‘cause we were boiling 
hot. So as I was saying, my “buds” and I reached the top 
of our home and we were in this bright light someone 
called sunlight.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Anyway, as soon as we hit light,                                                 
we started going downhill                                        
towards what we learned                                                  
later was called the                                                     
Pacific Ocean.    



    When I hit the water, it turned into a gas called water vapor 
and instead of staying with my friends in the beautiful blue 
water, I started rising into the air. I ended up high above the 
Earth in the clouds. The vapor molecules I hitched a ride with 
must not have liked me because they turned a cold shoulder 
to me and became flakes. In fact, they became snowflakes. 
They told me they didn't want to hang around with dirty dust 
and started leaving.  Well, one sweet flake named Snow 
White grabbed me and said, “I like you, come with me.”  Talk 
about just hanging out chilling, I was down right freezing!                                               
It was ok because the place was                                                    
called a mountain top and it was                                    
beautiful when all the flakes joined                                             
together.  Just when I was making                                         
new friends and getting to like the                                                       
place, my flakey friends started                                             
changing again.                                                              



     It started out as a beautiful sunshiny day that kept getting 
warmer and warmer.  All the flakes around me started 
twitching and saying it was hot. In the blink of an eye they 
became clear and disappeared.  I was later told that all my 
flakey friends were called “Phasers.” They could change 
from a liquid, to a gas, to a solid depending on the 
temperature. Pretty cool huh? Well, anyway I was floating 
along trying to find my friend Snow and discovering that 
some of my Hawaiian buddies had been in the snow  with 
me all along.  

    It was great to see them again.                                                                                                   
We were just catching up on                                                
the latest news when our                                                         
sweet flowing ride, called a                                                   
river, began to taste funny.                                              



   “Hey you guys”, I shouted, “I remember this taste. We are 
back in the ocean.” I decided to settle down, literally.  I went 
down to the bottom of the ocean and settled in with my  dusty 
friends. I even had a chance to say good bye to Snow White 
before she zipped off in an ocean current to travel the world. 

http://www.learner.org/interactives/rockcycle/diagram.html 



This Cycle Rocks

1. I started my journey in the __________________________________________.

 What Happened to Me Where I went

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

STUDENT PAGE
This Cycle Rocks
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the Rock Cycle

Cut out each dice pattern and the signs for 

each station. Assemble dice by folding long 

lines and taping the edges together.

As the students travel through the rock 

cycle, they roll the die at the station and 

follow the written directions. 

Volcano
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Overview

Students will be introduced to the idea that offshore platforms can become artifi cial 

reefs. Students will then analyze a food web and decide what these organisms have and 

do not have in common. Students will review key vocabulary words regarding energy 

fl ow in an ecosystem.     

Background

It is a fact that offshore structures help marine life fl ourish. Overall, fi ve to 100 

times more fi sh occupy the area around oil and gas platforms when compared with 

surrounding mud and clay surfaces. Offshore platforms can become artifi cial reefs 

because they offer a hard substrate, which is the building block for becoming a 

new habitat for entire communities of sea life. Soon after a platform is set in place, 

microscopic algae attach to the legs of the platform. Coral polyps, sponges, and 

other encrusting organisms follow, and soon a living reef is thriving and attracting 

larger fi sh such as snapper, mackerel, and grouper. 

Why are fi sh attracted to offshore structures? Offshore structures catch the 

attention of fi sh because they provide a source of food and a place to hide amid the 

elaborately colored ‘camoufl age’ backdrops and quiet areas of reduced waves and 

currents. 

What’s What’s for Dinner? 

Levels

Grades 5 - 8

Concepts

Develop a model to describe 
the movement of matter 
among plants, animals, 
decomposers, and the 
environment.
5-LS2-1

Construct an explanation 
that predicts patterns of 
interactions among organisms 
across multiple ecosystems.
MS-LS2-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Sequencing, Categorizing, 
Gathering Information, 
Critical Thinking

Objective

Students will analyze a 
commonly found food 
web that exists around an 
offshore oil structure.  

Materials

 Example(s) of food 

chains/webs
 Paper
 Pencil/pen
 Scissors
 Internet access or books 
(optional)
 Student Pages 1 & 2
 Pictures for foldable
 Styrofoam Cups
 Tape

Time 
Considerations

One 50-minute period
Preparation: 5 minutes
Activity: 25 minutes
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What’s for Dinner?

Ecology is the study of the interactions between 

organisms and their living (biotic) and nonliving 

(abiotic) environments. Food chains and webs 

are often used to portray these interactions. A 

food chain is a series of animals feeding upon 

other plants and animals. A food web is a series 

of intertwined food chains. Plants are producers 

that convert sunlight to chemical energy through 

a process called photosynthesis. Consumers 

are made up of organisms that eat other plants 

and animals. In the artifi cial reef environment, 

the microscopic algae that attach to the platform 

structures are the producers, and any organism 

that eats the algae or other organisms are the 

consumers. Those animals that feed upon plants 

are called primary consumers, while animals that 

eat other animals are secondary, or even tertiary, 

consumers. 

Plant eaters are called herbivores, while meat 

eaters are called carnivores. Examples of 

herbivores are clown fi sh, sea urchins, and sea 

turtles. Sharks, dolphins, and barracuda are 

examples of carnivores. Scavengers, like spiny 

lobsters and crabs, act like waste collectors that 

feed on dead organisms; while decomposers, like 

starfi sh, break down nonliving organic matter and 

recycle it into material that can be available to re-

enter the food chain as nutrients. 

Nutrients of the marine ecosystem tend to 

settle on the ocean fl oor. The upwelling of cool 

water brings the nutrients closer to the surface, 

where they are available to phytoplankton, 

which are very small plants that drift in the 

sea. The phytoplankton, in turn, become food 

for zooplankton, which are very small ocean 

animals, and larger organisms. 

Getting Ready

Make copies of handouts and pictures.

Procedure

1. Ask students what they think living things

need to survive. Common answers should

be food, water, and shelter.

2. Next, introduce students to the idea that

offshore oil and gas structures can help

meet the survival needs of marine life

through their conversion into artifi cial

reefs.

3. Afterward, discuss with students how,

in an ecosystem, energy fl ows from one

organism to another.

4. Using a picture of a food chain, review

the following vocabulary words:

producers, consumers, scavengers, and

decomposers. Remind students that all

energy begins with the sun. (Note: there

are orders of consumers, depending on

where they are in the food chain.)

EXAMPLE OF A FOOD CHAIN

ALGAE
SharkHerring Barracuda
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What’s for Dinner?

5. Distribute handouts to all of the students 

in the class, and review the activity 

instructions. As an option, you may want the 

class to answer one or two questions together 

as a group.

6. Have students construct a foldable for 

reviewing key vocabulary words, using the 

template provided. On the foldable, students 

should provide a defi nition, picture, and 

example for each vocabulary word. 

Discussion

1. How can the offshore oil and gas industry 

facilitate the survival needs of marine 

organisms?

2. What might happen if the offshore structures 

were suddenly removed from the ocean? 

What could the industry do to avoid this? 

(The answers to this question can lead to a 

discussion about the Rigs to Reefs program. 

See Activity: Islands of Life. Page 113)

3. What happens to the food chain/web if one 

organism is removed?

Extension

1. Have students research different marine 

organisms that they believe may live on and 

around an offshore structure and create an 

illustration of their fi ndings. Students should 

then identify all of the possible food chains 

that are illustrated in their drawings. 

2. Create a marine food chain game by taping 

individual images to Styrofoam cups and 

writing the name of the organism on the rim.  

Mix the cups up and have the students put 

them in order by stacking them.

Career Spotlight: 
Marine Biologist

A Marine Biologist studies marine organisms, 

their behaviors, and their interactions with the 

environment.  Because there are so many topics 

to study within this fi eld, many researchers 

select a particular interest and specialize.  

Some might study a marine organism, a 

particular species, a technique, or a ecosystem.

Preparatory courses in basic biology, zoology, 

chemistry, physics, biometrics, mathematics, 

and statistics are important for a degree in 

marine science. English is important, too, 

because one of the most important activities 

of a marine biologist is writing scientifi c 

papers and getting them published. Courses in 

the aquatic sciences such as fi shery biology, 

ichthyology, and oceanography are also 

important. Courses in the social sciences are 

also recommended for occupations that deal 

mainly with the public, public policies, or 

management. Most jobs in marine biology are 

government related. 
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What’s for Dinner?

End Notes

Rigs to Reefs

Many oil and gas platforms have served as 

artifi cial reefs for decades. While these platforms 

may only operate for close to ten years, they are 

still considered temporary structures. After a 

platform is no longer recovering oil or gas, federal 

laws and regulations require that the sea fl oor must 

be returned to its original condition. 

In the past, approximately 1,500 platforms were 

removed from the U.S. continental shelf, and, in 

most cases, the platforms were towed to the shore 

and either refurbished or salvaged as scrap metal. 

Unfortunately, this process was found to be costly 

and damaging to the marine habitats that had 

formed beneath the offshore platforms. 

The Artifi cial Reef Act

In 1989, Texas passed the Artifi cial Reef Act, 

which directed the Texas Parks and Wildlife 

Department to promote and enhance the artifi cial 

reef potential off the Texas coast. Since that time, 

more than 100 offshore petroleum structures 

have been donated to the Artifi cial Reef Program 

through the cooperation of oil and gas companies. 

Currently, the program receives 50% of an oil and 

gas company’s savings from converting the jacket 

of a jack-up rig to a reef, instead of taking the 

structure to shore for salvaging. 

The Rigs-to-Reefs Program

The unintentional formations of complex 

biological communities created by the offshore 

platforms benefi t greatly by the Rigs-to-Reefs 

Program. The funds received from the oil 

and gas companies through this program are 

used to fi nance the research, administration, 

maintenance, liability, and construction of new 

artifi cial reefs. There is no need for taxpayer 

dollars to accomplish these processes, as the 

Texas Artifi cial Reef Program is self-suffi cient. 

These reefs provide countless opportunities for 

fi shing and diving. The States of Florida and 

Louisiana also participate in the Rigs-to-Reefs 

Program. 

Show Me Your Mussel

Mussel fi shermen in California have actually 

contracted with the oil and gas companies to 

harvest the mussels from the platform legs. 

This is a double benefi t. The mussels are 

delicious and are served in seafood restaurants 

along the California coast, so the public 

benefi ts (homemakers can also buy the mussels 

in the grocery stores). The platforms benefi t 

too, because the mussels frequently need to 

be cleaned from the platform legs to avoid 

corrosion. 

So it’s a true symbiotic mutualistic 

relationship.
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Organism #1 Organism #2 Organism #3 Producer or 
Consumer

Type of 
Consumer

1. human damselfish barracuda Consumer Secondary       
consumer

2. tube worm turtle grass algae

3. barracuda butterfly fish tubeworm

4. turtle grass sea turtle shark

5. human algae phytoplankton

6. turtle grass phytoplankton queen conch

7. damsel fish queen conch turtle grass

8. butterfly fish human algae

Student Page #1:
FOOD WEB – A series of food chains

Directions:  Cross out the organism that does not belong and determine what the other 
two organisms have in common: producer or consumer. If both organisms are consumers, 
determine if they are primary consumers (herbivore), secondary consumers (carnivore), 
or third (tertiary) consumers (carnivore). The fi rst one has been completed for you.

human

queen
conch

turtle
grass

barracuda

damselfish

algae

shark

sea
turtle

butterfly
fish

tube
worm

Phytoplankton

What’s for Dinner?
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What’s for Dinner?

Marine Bacteria Clown fi sh

Sun Crab

Seaweed Shark

Answers: Sun
 Producer   Seaweed
 Primary Consumer   Clown fi sh
 Secondary Consumer   Shark
 Scavenger  Crab
 Decomposer  Marine Bacteria 

Pictures for foldable on page ______

Answers to Activity 1

Organism that does not belong Producer or Consumer? Type of Consumer
1.  Damselfish Consumer Secondary consumer
2.  Tube worm Producer
3.  Tube worm Consumer Secondary consumer
4.  Turtle grass Consumer Tertiary consumer
5.  Human Producer
6.  Queen conch Producer
7.  Turtle grass Consumer Primary consumer
8.  Algae Consumer Secondary consumer

Answers to Activity #1
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Activity Handout #2: Template for Foldable

SUN

PRODUCER

PRIMARY 
CONSUMER

SECONDARY
CONSUMER

SCAVENGER

DECOMPOSER

Student Page #2:
Template for Foldable

What’s for Dinner?
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ROYGBIV 

Ocean Food Chain 



Early Childhood Food Chain



              Ocean Food Chain 

(Make a circle with your arms and bring your arms over your 
head) The  sun rose in the morning sky sending its rays of sunshine 
down to the shallow depths of the ocean reaching the brown and green 
algae that was growing along the sides of the jetties.     

The movement of the waves caused the green and brown algae to 
sway back and forth, back and forth, back and forth. (pretend your 
arms are the algae and sway back and forth) 

Blue crabs began nibbling at the brown and green algae. (use your 
hands and pretend you are grabbing algae and putting it in your 
mouth). 

As the blue crab continued to eat, a sneaky octopus came out of 
hiding and pounced on the crab.  He really enjoyed eating his crab leg 
dinner. (pretend you are eating a crab leg) 

Little did the octopus know that a shark(make a fin with your 
hand over your head) was also looking for a meal.  He tried to blend in 
with the rocks but the smart shark found him!  The octopus that had 
just dined on a crab became a tasty meal for the shark!!! (smack your 
lips and rub your stomach)  



Food Chain Pictures



Overview

According to the theory of continental drift, the continents once formed a large land 

mass known as Pangea. As new crust formed at the mid-Atlantic rift, the sea fl oor 

began to spread apart. The spreading of the sea fl oor widened the Atlantic Ocean and 

separated the one large land mass into the continents as we know them today.     

Background

The main force that shapes our planet’s surface is the slow movement of the 

Earth’s plates.  The rigid outer layer of the Earth, called the lithosphere, is made 

up of plates that fi t together like a large puzzle.  These plates are made up of rocks, 

but the rock is lightweight in comparison to the dense, fl uid, melted rock layer 

underneath.  This allows the plates to fl oat on top of the denser material.  The 

dense fl uid layer is called the asthenosphere.  Not all plates are the same - plates of 

continental crust are thicker, but less dense than the plates that make up the ocean 

crust (that are thinner and denser).  

Convection currents in the liquid portion of the Earth, and the processes of slab 

pull and ridge push, cause the plates to move slowly on the surface.  At the edges 

of these plates - different things occur depending upon whether or not the plate is 

oceanic or continental and how the different plates are moving.  At divergent plate

What’s What’s on Your Plate? 

Levels
Grades 5-12

Concepts
Construct an explanation based 
on evidence for how geoscience 
processes have changed Earth’s 
surface at varying time and 
spatial scales.
MS-ESS2-2

Analyze and interpret data on 

the distribution of fossils and 
rocks, continental shapes, and 
seafl oor structures to provide 
evidence of the past plate 
motions.
MS-ESS2-3

Analyze geoscience data to 
make the claim that one change 
to Earth’s surface can create 
feedbacks that cause changes 
to other Earth systems.
HS-ESS2-2
Next Generation Science 
Standards 

Skills
Organization, Analyzing, 
Comparing, Mapping

Objectives
Students will fi t continents 
together, forming one large 
land mass known as Pangea, 
and describe the processes that 
cause plate movement.  

Materials
 Copies of the Student Page 

puzzle
 Scissors
 Blue construction paper
 Glue
 Globe
 World Map 
 2-8cm squares of fruit rollups
 Frosting
 1 Large “Graham Cracker”
broken in half
 Sheet of wax paper
 Cold water for student table
 Plastic knife or spoon

Time Considerations
Preparation: 5 minutes
Activity: 40 minutes
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What’s on Your Plate?

boundaries, rift valleys and spreading ridges form 

as plates pull away from each other.  At convergent 

plate boundaries, where plates are coming 

together, subduction zones occur when an oceanic 

plate and continental plate collide and trenches 

form, and mountains build when two continental 

plates collide.  At transform boundaries, large 

faults form when plates slide past each other 

causing earthquakes.

How Are Oil and Gas Made?

Oil and gas are formed in environments that 

contain little or no oxygen. This lack of oxygen 

enables the environments to maintain their 

hydrocarbon bonds, a necessary ingredient for the 

production of oil and gas. Newly developing ocean 

basins, formed by plate tectonics and continental 

rifting, provide just the right conditions for oil 

formation in oxygen-free waters. Rivers rapidly fi ll 

these basins with sediments that carry abundant 

organic remains. The Gulf of Mexico is a great 

source of new oil and gas formation because of the 

restricted circulation of oxygen in the environment.

Plate tectonics is also responsible for creating 

the ‘pressure cooker’ that slowly matures the 

organics into oil and gas. This process usually 

takes millions of years, giving the oil and gas 

deposits plenty of time to migrate around the 

globe on the back of plate movements. These 

hydrocarbons are much more buoyant than water, 

so they eventually force their way to the surface. 

Alternatively, rifting, collisions between land 

masses, and other tectonic forces can free the 

mature oil and gas from deep within sedimentary 

basins and trap organic fl uids in reservoirs before 

they escape to the Earth’s surface. We know these 

reservoirs as oil and gas fi elds.

http://www.scientifi camerican.com/article.

cfm?id=why-is-oil-usually-found

Mid-Alantic Ridge

Did you know that the Earth’s longest mountain 

range is underwater? The Mid-Atlantic Ridge 

system, shown below snaking its way between the 

continents, is more than 56,000 kilometers 

(35,000 miles) long. This series of mountains and 

valleys marks where the Earth’s crustal plates are 

moving apart. 

Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
System
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What’s on Your Plate?

Pangea Theory 

What is the Pangea theory? The Pangaea 
theory states that present continents were once 
collectively known as a ‘supercontinent’ called 
a Pangea. The word ‘Pangea,’ which means ‘all 
lands’ in Greek, accurately defi nes the formation 
of the continents 200 million years ago before they 
split apart. These split-up pieces drifted slowly 
apart and settled into their current formations. 
Even now, the shape of the Earth’s surface is still 
changing, which it will continue to do, as long 
as the mantle underneath the Earth’s crust gets 
heated and convection currents in the magma keep 
dragging the plates. 

Although the Pangea theory has been treated 
with much skepticism, there is evidence to support 
this theory. This evidence includes: 

• The coastline of the West Coast of Africa 
fi tting along the coastline of the East Coast 
of South America

• Rock strata being shared by these two land 
masses

• Matching fossils of reptiles that have been 
found in Africa and South America, which 
indicates that reptiles could easily travel 
between them

• Identical fossil ferns found in all southern 
continents 

Getting Ready

Assemble the materials for the activity. Print a 
copy of the puzzle on the Student Page for each 
student. Tell the students that the puzzle pieces 
won’t be a perfect fi t.  

Procedure

1. Using an atlas, label each of the continents. 
2. Distribute copies of the puzzle and have 

each student cut out the puzzle and paste it 
back together on blue construction paper.

3. Try to fi t the pieces together as they may 
have been millions of years ago.

4. Include a title, a compass rose, and a 
legend. 

Discussion

1. Describe plate tectonics.
2. Under what conditions are oil and gas 

formed? What does this do for the 
hydrogen bonds?

3. Compare and contrast oceanic and 
continental plates. 

Extensions

1. Complete Snack Techtonic Activity 
Student Page on page 307.

2. Make copies of Techtonic Puzzle Student 
Page, cutout each square and have 
students solve.

Alfred
Wegener
1880-1930

In 1912, Wegner 
proposed the theory
of continental drift, 
which hypothesized
that the continents 
were slowly
drifting around 
the Earth.
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Extension:  

Snack Techtonics Activity

Objective: 

To create models of the 

Divergent Plate Boundary, 

Continental-Oceanic Collision, 

Continent-Continent Collision, 

and the Transform Plate 

Boundary.

Materials:

2 – 8 cm squares of fruit roll ups 

Sheet of wax paper per student

Frosting 

1 cup of water per table

1 large graham cracker broken  

   in half per table or per student 

Plastic knife or spoon per   

   student

Procedure for building 
your model – 
follow each step
IN ORDER

SNACK TECHTONIC ACTIVITY
STUDENT PAGE

What’s on Your Plate?

Divergent Plate Boundary 

1. On your wax paper, put a large spoonful of frosting (spread this about 1/2 a 

centimeter thick).

2. Put the two squares of fruit roll up onto the frosting right next to each other.

3. Press down slowly on the fruit roll ups as you slowly push them apart about half a 

centimeter (oceanic crust tends to settle more deeply into the asthenosphere).

4. Draw and label this in cross section in the space provided (Divergent Plate 

Boundary).

Divergent Plate Boundary Notice how the 
frosting is exposed 
and pushed up 
where the plates 
are separated?  
This is similar to 
what we see when 
magma comes up 
at divergent plate 
boundaries.  Most 
divergent plate 
boundaries are 
located within the 
ocean crust.

Convergent Plate Boundary 
or Continental Oceanic Collision 

5. Remove one of the fruit roll ups from the frosting (you may eat it!).

6. Place one of the graham cracker halves lightly onto the frosting next to the fruit 

roll up (continental crust tends to fl oat high on the asthenosphere, so do not push 

it down).

7. Gently push the 

graham cracker 

toward the fruit 

roll-up until 

the two overlap 

and the graham 

cracker is on 

top. 

The graham cracker represents the continental crust, which is thicker and less dense than the oceanic 
crust (fruit roll-up).  The oceanic plate is subducted below the continental one.  This type of plate 
boundary is where volcanoes form. 

Convergent Plate Boundary
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What’s on Your Plate?

Divergent Plate Boundary 

13. Pick the two crackers off the frosting and turn them around so that the two dry 

edges are touching.

14. Push one cracker past the other to simulate a transform plate boundary like the 

San Andreas Fault.

15. Draw and label this as if you were looking at it from above in the space provided 

(Transform Plate Boundary).

Eat all remaining crackers and frosting.

Transform Plate Boundary You may notice 
how the graham 
crackers slide past 
one another.  Notice 
how the crackers 
catch on each other 
sometimes.  This is 
similar of the faults 
in San Francisco.  
Every so often they 
catch, and when they 
continue moving, we 
feel an earthquake. 

Convergent Plate Boundary 
or Continent-Continent Collision 

8. Remove both the graham cracker and the fruit roll-up from the frosting (only eat 

the fruit roll-up!).

9. Place one edge of both crackers into the glass of water for a few seconds.

10. Place the crackers onto the frosting with wet edges next to each other.

11. Slowly, push the crackers towards each other.

12. Draw and label 

this in cross 

section in the 

space provided 

(Continent-

Continent 

Collision).

This is a model of two continents colliding.  Notice how the wet edges crumble.  This is how 
mountains are made at convergent plate boundaries.  When continents move toward each other, 
there is nowhere to go but up.  

Convergent Plate Boundary
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What’s on Your Plate?

Pangea

Source: Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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What’s on Your Plate?

STUDENT PAGE
PANGEA – (All Lands) 

Directions: Label each of the continents. Cut them out and try to fi t 
them together as they may have been millions of years ago.
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Pangea  

 
 

Supercontinent 





Plate Tectonics 
Explained  2:36 

Geologic Eras 
Animated 4:04 

Lava 5:43 

Continental Drift 
3:03 

Rock Cycle  
Anthem 3:15 

Plate Tectonics: 
Broken Down For 

Students 4:30 

Plate Tectonics 
Theory Lesson 

8:50 

Everything You 
Need to Know 

About Planet Earth 
7:21 

The Geological 
Timescale 2:09 



                Down 

1. layer of the earth after the crust 
2. outer layer of the earth 
3. period when continents were the closest 
4. rocks that act like compasses 
6  layer of the earth that surrounds the inner core 
8  formed when plates crunched together 
9  type of boundary formed when plates come together 
11 evidence provided by glaciers on large land masses 
12 supercontinent 
13 center of the earth 
15 giant cracks on the ocean floor 
18 advanced idea that sea floor spreading was the force that moved   
     continents 

 



Overview

Students choose a site for a drilling operation while considering community

and location impact.

    Drilling operations take place all over the world. When petroleum 

geologists and geophysicists find a location that may contain vast reservoirs of 

oil and natural gas, the story only just begins to determine how these reserves 

will be produced.  

    Every area where drilling operations take place has something that makes it 

unique. How should these characteristics be conserved? Which environmental 

considerations should receive priority? Is there a way to analyze these 

considerations before operations begin?  

    This activity allows students to role play various points of view in a 

complex, decision-making process where people of differing points of view 

are involved. Many aspects of a community must be considered. Every 

community is unique in its design. All of these characteristics must be 

considered before a decision is made regarding land usage. 

Where tWhere to Drill?

Levels

Grades 6 - 12

Concepts

Apply scientific principles 
to design a method for 
monitoring and minimizing 
a human impact on the 
environment.
MS-ESS3-3

Refine the design of 
a chemical system by 
specifying a change in 
conditions that would 
produce increased 
amounts of products at 
equilibrium.*
HS-PS1-6
Next Generation Science 
Standards

Skills

Observing, Analyzing, 
Mapping

Objectives

Students will identify 

the environmental and 
economic considerations 
of a community making 
a land use decision.

Materials

 Access to Internet and
 or library

 Role Descriptions
 Student Page

 Where to Drill? 
 Student Page

Time 
Considerations

Preparation: 30 minutes
Activity: Three 50-minute 

periods
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Where to Drill?

    What are the strengths of the community in this activity? What 

are the strengths and capabilities that make the community attractive 

for people to live and play and work there? What are the weaknesses 

of the community? What are the opportunities for sustainability 

of the community? Are there any threats to the community such 

as loss of jobs, lack of medical or educational services, or lack of 

transportation?  

    Ideally, drilling operations should be located as close to the 

reservoir as possible for ease of drilling. Setting a drilling rig right 

over where you want to drill is cheaper than trying to drill sideways, 

which can also be done but at a higher cost.  

    Drilling operations should be located away from population 

centers, yet be easily accessible by road for transportation vehicles. 

Evaluating possible drilling locations is a difficult and time-

consuming process. Many factors must be taken into account 

when reviewing a potential site, including geology, existence of 

transportation routes, proximity to communities, and proximity to 

sensitive environments. 

Getting Ready

Make copies of the “Role Descriptions” page.

Procedure

1. Tell the students that significant oil and gas reserves have been

found in the bay located off of the Island of Little Murph. The

greatest concentration of these reserves is located under Little

Murph Bay, a popular tourist destination. The bay is used by

sailboats, and many beautiful hotels line the bay. On the hills

overlooking the bay are many expensive home sites. Children

line the beach on holidays and during summer vacation.

Recently, other towns on the island have begun construction

of tourist facilities on the island, and the Little Murph Bay

community recognizes that it needs other business to stabilize

the town’s economy.

2. Ask students if they have ever read or heard about similar

situations.

3.  Provide a time period for students to

research similar dilemmas.

4.  Encourage the students to bring in related

articles and stories.

5.  Set up a role playing game in which students

become various members of a town meeting.

6.  Allow students time to prepare their

questions and comments according to the

role that they have each been assigned.

 Students should have access to library

and internet resources to prepare adequate

research for their roles.

7. Students should prepare a written report

addressing the questions provided on the

“Where to Drill?” Student Page.

Discussion

1. What are some things you have learned

about land use decision making and

planning?

2. What factors influence land use decisions?

3. Do you have any personal responsibility for

the land use decisions made in your own

community?

4. What kind of information makes it easier to

make decisions on how land should be used

in a community?

5. Did your town meeting become adversarial

or remain politely informational? Why?

    Wytch Farm oil field is located in one of the 

most environmentally sensitive areas of the 

United Kingdom. This area is used extensively 

for recreation and tourism. Located on the Dorset 

coastline in southern England, Wytch Farm is the 

largest onshore oilfield in western Europe. Its oil 

and gas reserves lie beneath Poole Harbour and 
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Where to Drill?

the Isle of Purbeck, stretching out to sea beneath Poole Bay. This site 

is expected to yield some 460 million barrels over the next twenty 

years and play an important role in England’s economy.  

    Poole Harbour is the second largest natural harbor in the world 

after Sydney, Australia. Approximately 30,000 people live on the 

northern end of the harbor, and the resort town of Bournemouth is 

nearby. The area is extremely popular for recreation and tourism. 

    Despite its heavy industrial and recreational use, the whole area 

includes some very important natural and undisturbed lengths of 

coastline. Extensive areas of intertidal habitat support national and 

internationally important numbers of migratory birds and resident 

seabird colonies. 

    So what does a country do when it requires extensive oil and 

gas resources but also wants to preserve a unique and delicate 

environment? Directional drilling provided the answer.  

    BP originally planned to develop the field’s offshore reserves 

by building an artificial island at a capital cost of $260 million, 

with the first oil forecast for 1996. However, in late 1991, the 

company concluded that extended reach drilling could reduce capital 

expenditures by 50% and advance the first oil by three years to 

1993 and opted for that alternative. This oilfield is operated by BP 

Exploration on behalf of its partners, ARCO British Ltd, 

Premier Oil Exploration Ltd, ONEPM Petroleum, Clyde Petroleum 

(Dorset) Ltd, and Talisman North Sea Ltd. 

    A typical drilling operation relies on drilling a well vertically. 

Directional drilling involves drilling at an angle. By bending the 

pipe until it is going in the desired direction, this method can be used 

to develop offshore leases where it is very costly and sometimes 

impossible to prepare separate sites for every well. It can also be 

used to reach oil beneath a location that cannot be drilled directly, 

such as the beautiful and sensitive Poole Harbour. It is, however, 

much more expensive than conventional drilling procedures.

    The success of the Wytch Farm development was only possible 

with careful planning with the cooperation of the community. It has 

won several environmental awards, including the Queen’s Award for 

Environmental Achievement in 1995, the Management category of 

d 

It is not 
because things

are difficult that
we do not dare,
it is because we

do not dare
that things are 

difficult.
             

Seneca

the Royal Society of Arts’ Better Environmental 

Awards for Industry, and the National Landscape 

Award of the British Association of Landscape 

Industries in 1991. In 1992, Wytch Farm 

received a commendation in the European Better 

Environment Awards for the industry, and the 

Sponsorship Award of the British Archeological 

Awards. It is the first directional drilling operation 

to break the 10km distance. The best award, 

however, is the compliment from visitors who say, 

“We never even knew it was there.”
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Where to Drill?

WHERE TO DRILL?
STUDENT PAGE

1. What are the strengths of Little Murph Bay for which it is known? 

2. What is a weakness of the drilling operation that the community must attempt to overcome if they choose to

 allow it? 

3. Little Murph Bay has a beautiful location that is dependent upon tourism.   Would having another type of income in 

their economy be a benefit or a liability?

4. Would locating an offshore rig in the middle of Little Murph Bay be a benefit or liability to tourism?  Why?

5. Is there another way that the town could obtain the jobs and economic benefit of the drilling operation without 

damaging their tourist economy? 

6. Describe what choice you made as to whether drilling should take place and how you took into consideration the 

community’s needs in making your choice.
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Where to Drill?

Little Murph Bay 
Mayor 

Your greatest concern is the fact that 
the community is so dependent upon 
tourism. You know that a nearby town is 
considering opening hotel casinos. This 
may have a negative impact on your town’s 
economy. Your town has been a haven for 
tourists for over 100 years.

Keep Little Murph Bay Clean 
Committee Chair 

You run the Little Murph Steam Pump 
Museum and Historical Society. You are an 
avid bird watcher and love to fish. You are 
concerned about the environmental impact 
of the proposed drilling operation.

Bayside Inn 
Owner/Operator 

Your family has owned the Bayside Inn for 
over 80 years. The Inn has passed down 
through your family and overlooks Little 
Murph Bay. The Inn is listed on all of the 
best tour guide lists. You are concerned 
about the impact of a drilling operation 
that would be visible to tourists.

James and Anna Smythe
Grandparents 

You are the proud grandparents of twins, 
Lydia and Nigel. The twins both graduated 
with degrees in engineering.  The twins 
worked summers in the cottages and 
restaurants of Little Murph Bay. But, you 
are sad that the jobs for professionals in 
town are few and far between.  The twins 
will likely have to move far away to find 
work.

Parks and Wildlife 
Director 

As the Parks and Wildlife Director, 
your job is to ensure the protection and 
conservation of the seabird rookery near 
the town as well as the excellent fisheries 
for which the town is known. You wonder 
what effect any proposed drilling operation 
would have on wildlife.

Retirement Club
President 

A number of people have moved to Little 
Murph Bay to retire. They like the town 
the way it is and don’t want it to change.  
They do want a larger hospital with more 
services but don’t want any new roads or 
new development. Many of the retirees 
have organized a group and have sent 
the president to the town meeting to get 
information about the drilling operation 
proposal.

Bank President 
You are one of the oldest town 
commissioners. You love hiking and 
orienteering. You are the former vice 
president of the chamber of commerce. 
You want to protect the image of the 
town, but you also want to see the job 
opportunities increase.

Peter Cedric
Artist and Boat Rental Agent 
In the summer, you run the boat rental 
for the town. You give sailing lessons to 
beginners. On rainy days and in the winter 
you photograph and paint the wildlife 
in the area. You want to see business 
improve but worry about the effect on the 
community.

Energy for the Future, Inc.
Vice President of Development 
You’ve seen all of the geological 
information and believe that there is a 
significant petroleum reservoir beneath 
Little Murph Bay. You know the town’s 
rich history and used to vacation there as 
a child. You are presenting information 
about how your company has managed 
drilling operations in other locations.

ROLE DESCRIPTIONS
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Where to Drill?

Clear and logical reasoning 
provided using a sequence of 
well thought out arguments 
with a strong conclusion. 

“WHERE TO DRILL”

 ASSESSMENT RUBRIC

Questions are answered but 
lack strong development and 
supporting facts. 

No logical development 
of position provided. No 
supporting information 
provided.  

No evidence of paragraph 
structure or organization
of ideas. 

Uses at least 3 supporting 
sources to support position 
and conclusion. 

Demonstration of subject 
knowledge; only one source 
is provided. 

Demonstration of subject 
knowledge, but no source is 
provided. 

No evidence of subject 
matter or resources 
provided. 

Work submitted on 
time; utilizes class time 
appropriately; seeks help in 
research and writing; strong 
outline skills demonstrated

Utilizes class time; deadlines 
met; submitted on time

Deadlines met only after high 
degree of supervision and 
reminders provided; home 
preparation minimal

Consistently unprepared; 
has little research 
completed; little or no 
time spent in research or 
preparation; no evidence of 
homework

Virtually error free paper; 
variety of sentence structure; 
well developed vocabulary

Few errors present; fair use of 
sentence variety; occasional 
use of well-developed 
vocabulary

Incorrect sentence structure; 
spelling errors common; 
simple sentence structure; 
weak usage of language 
evident with repetitious, 
underdeveloped vocabulary

Multiple errors present in 
writing; weak vocabulary 
and incorrect sentence 
structure

Neat and professional 
presentation; carefully 
assembled; cover sheet 
present; graphic information 
provided

Neatly presented; cover
sheet present

Cover sheet does not 
include all of the required 
information; presentation
is poor

Difficult to read; no cover 
sheet; pages out of order and 
without numbering

A strong, well-defined 
position in taken by the 
student. Student uses at least 
3 appropriate reasons with 
a supporting detail for each 
reason.

Clear position taken and 
defined; some reasons and 
some details are present but 
not fully defined. 

Position not clearly stated; 
development is brief; 
unrelated material or reasons 
provided

No clear position taken; 
undeveloped reasoning and 
no facts are providedIDEA

DEVELOPMENT 

ORGANIZATION

USE OF 
RESOURCES

TIME 
MANAGEMENT

GRAMMAR 
AND

 COMPOSITION

PRESENTATION

EXCEPTIONAL GOOD ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE
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Glossary

GLOSSARY

ABIOTIC: nonliving factors in an environment, including 

light, temperature, and atmospheric gases

ABYSSAL PLAIN: a flat, almost level area occupying the 

deepest part of many ocean basins

ADAPTATION: modification of an organism or its 

parts that makes it more fit for existence under the 

conditions of its environment

AEROSPACE ENGINEER: a type of engineer who is 

concerned with aircraft, spacecraft, and related topics

ALKANE: in organic chemistry is a saturated 

hydrocarbon without cycles, i.e., an acyclic 

hydrocarbon in which the molecule has the 

maximum possible number of hydrogen atoms and 

so has no double bonds

ALKYLATION: the act or process of introducing one or 

more alkyl groups into a compound (e.g., increasing 

octane number in a motor fuel)

ANTICLINE: a fold with strata sloping downward on 

both sides from a common crest

AQUIFER: any geological formation containing or 

conducting ground water, especially one that 

supplies the water for wells, springs, etc.

ARCHIMEDES SCREW: a simple machine used 

primarily to transfer water from a lower-lying body 

of water into irrigation ditches

ASPHALT: a composition of heavy weight petroleum 

compounds used for pavements and as

 a waterproof cement

ASPHALTUM: a dark bituminous substance that is found 

in natural beds and is also obtained as a residue 

in petroleum refining and that consists chiefly of 

hydrocarbons

BARREL: an amount fixed for a certain commodity used 

as a unit of measure; for example, 42 gallons of 

petroleum is equivalent to a barrel

BATHYMETRY: the science of ocean floor mapping

BATTERY:  a device that provides electrical energy to a 

machine

BAY: an inlet of the sea or other body of water usually 

smaller than a gulf

BENDING: to constrain or strain to tension by curving

BENZENE: a colorless volatile flammable toxic liquid 

aromatic hydrocarbon C
6
H

6
 used in organic 

synthesis, as a solvent, and as a motor fuel

BILLY PUGH: personnel basket used to transfer people 

and equipment on ships and offshore facilities 

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER: a person who applies 

engineering principles to the fields of biology 

and medicine, as in the development of aids or 

replacements for defective or missing body organs; 

also referred to as a Bioengineer

BIOTIC: having to do with life or living organisms

BLOCK AND TACKLE: pulley blocks with associated 

rope or cable for hoisting or hauling

BLOW OUT: to erupt out of control; used when referring 

to an oil or gas well

BOP: blow out preventer

BORAX: a hydrated sodium borate, Na
2
B

4
O

7
•10H

2
O, and 

ore of boron, which is used as a cleaning compound

BUREAU OF OCEAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

(BOEM): a government agency that is responsible 

for managing the environmental and economical 
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Glossary

development of the nation’s offshore resources. 

Its functions include leasing, plan administration, 

environmental studies, economic analysis, and the 

renewable energy program. 

BUREAU OF OCEAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT, 

REGULATION, AND ENFORCEMENT 

(BOEMRE): formerly known as the Mineral 

Management Service (MMS), the BOEMRE was 

a federal agency that managed the nation’s oil, gas, 

and mineral resources on the Outer Continental 

Shelf (OCS). Effective October 1, 2011, BOEMRE 

was separated into two agencies: the Bureau of 

Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) and 

the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM).

BUREAU OF SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

ENFORCEMENT (BSEE): a government agency 

that is responsible for safety and environmental 

oversight of offshore oil and gas operations, 

including permitting and inspections, offshore oil, 

and gas operations. Its functions encompass all 

field operations, including permitting and research, 

inspections, offshore regulatory programs, oil 

spill responses, and training and environmental 

compliance functions. 

BUTANE: either of two isomeric flammable gaseous 

alkanes C
4
H

10
 obtained usually from petroleum or 

natural gas and used as fuels

CALCAREOUS SEDIMENTS: material deposited by 

water, wind, or glaciers that consists of or contains 

calcium carbonate

CAPROCK: a layer of rock that overlies a salt dome that 

consists of limestone, gypsum, etc. 

CARBON SINK: places where carbon is stored; they 

include trees, limestone, plastics, and fossil fuels 

such as coal, oil, and natural gas

CARBON SOURCE: processes that release carbon such 

as burning fossil fuels, weathering of limestone, and 

the respiration of living organisms

CARBONIFEROUS PERIOD: the Carboniferous 

Period occurred from about 354 to 290 million 

years ago during the late Paleozoic Era. The term 

‘Carboniferous’ comes from England, in reference to 

the rich deposits of coal that occur there.

CARNIVORE: a flesh-eating animal

CATALYST: a substance (such as an enzyme or the 

platinum in a catalytic converter) that enables a 

chemical reaction to proceed at a usually faster 

rate or under different conditions (as at a lower 

temperature) than otherwise possible

CATALYTIC CRACKING: the process by which long-

chain hydrocarbons produced during petroleum 

refining are broken down into lighter, more useful 

short-chain products, using a catalyst

CHARLES’ LAW: the physical law that the volume of a 

fixed mass of gas held at a constant pressure varies 

directly with the absolute temperature

CHEMICAL ENERGY: energy formed within the bonds 

of atoms and molecules

CHEMISTRY: a science that deals with the composition, 

structure, and properties of substances and with the 

transformations that they undergo

CHRISTMAS TREE: An assembly of valves, spools, 

pressure gauges, and chokes fitted to the well 

head of a completed well to control production. 
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Christmas trees are available in a wide range of sizes 

and configurations, such as low- or high-pressure 

capacity and single- or multiple-completion capacity.

CLIMATOLOGIST: a scientist who deals with climates 

and their phenomena

COMPLETION: a generic term used to describe the 

assembly of downhole pipe and equipment required 

to enable safe and efficient production from an oil or 

gas well.

COMPRESSED: reduced in size or volume as if by 

squeezing

CONDUCTOR: a material or object that allows electricity 

or heat to move through it

CONSUMERS: organisms that eat other plants and 

animals. Primary consumers are those animals 

that feed upon plants. Secondary (or even third) 

consumers are those animals that eat other animals.

CONSUMPTION: the utilization of economic goods in 

the satisfaction of wants

CORE: a cylindrical sample of rock retrieved from a well

CONTINENTAL RIFTING: places where the 

continental crust is extending and thinning

CONTINENTAL SHELF: a submerged border of a 

continent that slopes gradually and extends to a 

point of steeper descent to the ocean bottom  

CONTINENTAL SLOPE: seaward border of the 

continental shelf

CONVECTING MANTLE: the slow creeping motion of 

Earth’s rocky mantle caused by convection currents 

carrying heat from the interior of the Earth to the 

surface

CROSS SECTION: a cutting or piece of something cut 

off at right angles to an axis

CRUDE OIL: a general term for unrefined petroleum or 

liquid petroleum

CRUST: the outer solid shell of the Earth.

DECANE: any of several isomeric liquid alkanes with the 

formula, C
10

H
22

DECIBEL: a unit for expressing the relative intensity of 

sounds on a scale from zero for the average least 

perceptible sound to about 130 for the average pain level

DECOMPOSERS: organisms that break down dead 

plants and dead animals and recycle them into 

chemical nutrients like carbon and nitrogen that 

are released back into the soil, air, and water

DERRICK: a framework or tower over a deep drill hole 

(as of an oil well) for supporting (boring tackle or 

for hoisting and lowering) the drillstring and housing 

the hoisting equipment

DIAGENESIS: the process of chemical and physical 

change in deposited sediment during its conversion 

to rock 

DICHOTOMOUS KEY:  a tool that allows the user to 

determine the identity of organisms; key consists of 

a series of choices that lead the user to the correct 

name of a given organism

DIESEL: hydrocarbon mixture obtained in the fractional 

distillation of crude oil between 250°C and 350°C at 

atmospheric pressure

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS: a conceptual tool used to 

derive or check formulas by treating dimensions as 

algebraic quantities
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DIRECTIONAL DRILLING: a method of drilling where 

the well is not drilled vertically, but deviated; used 

especially in offshore sites where a number of wells 

may be drilled from a single platform

DISTILLATION TOWER: place where oil is separated 

into different parts, called fractions

DISTILLATION: the extraction of the volatile 

components of a mixture by the condensation and 

collection of the vapors that are produced as the 

mixture is heated

DNA: (deoxyribonucleic acid): a nucleic acid that contains 

the genetic instructions specifying the biological 

development of all cellular forms of life (and many 

viruses)

DOLOMITE: the name of both a carbonate rock and a 

mineral (formula: CaMg[CO3]2) consisting of a 

calcium magnesium carbonate found in crystals

DOME: an up-arched series of strata with beds on all 

sides dipping away from the center 

DOWNSTREAM: market at the next stage of the 

production/distribution chain (e.g., the distribution 

and sale of gasoline would be a downstream market 

in relation to the production of oil)

DRILL BIT: the tool used to crush or cut rock. 

Everything on a drilling rig directly or indirectly 

assists the bit in crushing or cutting the rock. The 

bit is on the bottom of the drillstring and must 

be changed when it becomes excessively dull or 

stops making progress. Most bits work by scraping 

or crushing the rock, or both, usually as part of a 

rotational motion. Some bits, known as hammer bits, 

pound the rock vertically in much the same fashion 

as a construction site air hammer. 

DRILLSHIP: A marine vessel that has been modified 

or is ‘purpose built’ to drill oil and gas wells. 

These vessels are equipped with a drilling derrick 

and moon pool and have extensive mooring or 

positioning equipment as well as a helipad to receive 

supplies and transport staff.

ECOLOGY: the study of the interactions between 

organisms and their living (biotic) and nonliving 

(abiotic) environments

ECLOSE: the emergence of an adult insect from a pupal 

case or an insect larva from an egg

ECTOPLASM: the outer part of the cytoplasm of a cell

ELECTRICAL ENERGY: flow of electrons

EMBARGO: the prohibition of commerce and trade with 

a certain country 

ENGINEER: a person whose job is to design or build 

machines, engines, electrical equipment; or things 

such as roads, railways, or bridges; using scientific 

principles

ENGINEERING GEOLOGIST: a person who has 

an understanding of geologic phenomena and the 

engineering solutions of geologic hazards and other 

geologic problems for society

ENTREPRENEUR: a person who organizes, operates, 

and assumes the risk for a business venture

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER: a person whose 

job it is to apply scientific and engineering 

principles to assess, manage, and design sustainable 

environmental systems for the protection of human 

and ecological health
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ETHANE: a colorless, odorless gaseous alkane, C
2
H

6
, 

which occurs as a constituent of natural gas and is 

used as a fuel and a refrigerant

EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE (EEZ): a zone that 

stretches from a country’s territorial sea out to 200 

nautical miles from its coast

EXPLORATION WELL: a well in an unproven area or 

prospect (may also be known as a ‘wildcat well’)

EXPLORATION: The initial phase in petroleum 

operations that includes generation of a prospect 

or play or both, and drilling of an exploration well.

Appraisal, development and production phases 

follow successful exploration.

EXPORT: to send or transport (e.g., a commodity) 

abroad, especially for trade or sale

EXTRAPOLATION: when a tabulated function is 

interpolated not between given values, but outside

 of the given range

FACTOR-LABEL METHOD: a conceptual tool used to 

derive or check formulas by treating dimensions as 

algebraic quantities

FISHING TOOL: a tool designed to recover equipment 

lost in the well

FISSION: splitting of the nucleus of an atom

FLARING: flaring occurs in the petroleum industry 

during well testing and production operations. It is 

routinely used to dispose of flammable gases that are 

either unusable or uneconomical to recover. Flaring 

can also be used to depressurize gas processing 

equipment during routine maintenance and 

emergencies.

FOOD CHAIN: a series of animals feeding upon other 

plants and animals

FOOD WEB: a community of organisms where there are 

several interrelated food chains

FOSSILS: the remains or traces of organisms (plants, 

animals, fungi, bacteria, and other single-celled 

living things) that lived in the geological past and are 

preserved in the crust of the Earth

FRACTION: to separate by means of, or to subject 

to, fractional distillation or crystallization; to 

fractionate; frequently used with ‘out’; as, to fraction 

‘out’ a certain grade of oil from petroleum

FRACTURES: tiny cracks in the rock into which oil 

squeezes. Fractures act like tiny underground 

pipelines through which oil flows. They usually 

have very high permeability, but they often occur in 

hard rock with very little porosity.

FUSION: process in which nuclei of atoms are joined

GASOLINE: a volatile mixture of flammable liquid 

hydrocarbons derived chiefly from crude petroleum 

and used principally as a fuel for internal-

combustion engines

GEOCHEMIST: a person concerned with the scientific 

study of the chemical composition of the Earth

GEOLOGIST: a scientist who studies the Earth, its 

materials, the physical and chemical changes that 

occur on the surface and in the interior, and the 

history of the planet and its life forms

GEOLOGY: the scientific study of the origin, history, 

and structure of the Earth
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GEOPHYSICIST: a scientist who studies the physics of 

the Earth and its environment, including the physics 

of fields such as meteorology, oceanography, and 

seismology

GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY: energy of position or 

place

GRAVITY: a fundamental physical force that is 

responsible for interactions which occur because of 

mass between particles, between aggregations of 

matter (as stars and planets), and between particles 

(as photons) and aggregations of matter, that is 

1039 times weaker than the strong force, and that 

extends over infinite distances but is dominant 

over macroscopic distances, especially between 

aggregations of matter

GROSS: as a dimension of measure, equivalent to 

12 dozen or 144

GUYOT: a flat-topped seamount, also called a tablemount

HEPTANE: a volatile, colorless, highly flammable liquid 

hydrocarbon, C
7
H

16
, obtained in the fractional 

distillation of petroleum and used as a standard in 

determining octane ratings, as an anesthetic

 and as a solvent

HERBIVORE: an animal that feeds chiefly on plants

HEXANE: a colorless flammable liquid, C
6
H

14
, derived 

from the fractional distillation of petroleum and 

used as a solvent and as a working fluid in low-

temperature thermometers

HILL: a usually rounded natural elevation of land lower 

than a mountain

HOISTING SYSTEM: an apparatus for lifting heavy or 

cumbersome objects

HORIZONTAL WELLS: wells drilled parallel to the earth

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING: often referred to as 

‘fracing’ or a ‘frac job.’ A method used to recover 

natural gas where millions of gallons of water and 

sand are pumped underground to break apart the 

rock and release the gas

HYDROCARBON: any of numerous organic compounds, 

such as benzene and methane, that contain only 

carbon and hydrogen

IGNEOUS ROCK: rock that is volcanic in origin and 

comes from the solidification of molten magma

INJECTION WELL: a deep well into which water 

or pressurized gas is pumped in order to push 

petroleum resources out of underground reservoirs 

toward production wells, so as to increase

 their yield

INSULATOR: a material or object that allows little of 

no heat, electricity, or sound to go into our out 

of something INTERPOLATION: a method of 

constructing new data points from a discrete set of 

known data points

INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS: fossils of animals without 

a backbone

ISLAND: a tract of land smaller than a continent 

surrounded by water

JACK-UP RIG: a barge-mounted drilling rig that has 

extendable legs which are retracted during transport. 

At the drill site, the legs are extended to the seafloor. 

As the legs continue to extend, the barge hull is 

lifted out of the water.  
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KEROSENE: a thin oil distilled from petroleum or shale 

oil, used as a fuel for heating and cooking, in lamps, 

and as a denaturant for alcohol. Also called coal oil 

or lamp oil.

KINETIC ENERGY: the motion of waves, electrons, 

atoms, molecules, and objects

KNOCK: when gas ignites by compression rather than 

because of the spark from the spark plug, a ‘knock.’ 

Knocking can damage an engine

LAKE: a large body of water located on land

LATITUDE: the angular distance in degrees, minutes, and 

seconds of a a point north or south of the Equator 

shown as a horizontal line

LIMESTONE: a common sedimentary rock consisting 

mostly of calcium carbonate, CaCO
3
, used as a 

building stone and in the manufacture of lime, 

carbon dioxide, and cement

LITHOSPHERE: the outer part of the Earth, consisting 

of the crust and upper mantle

LNG: liquefied natural gas or LNG is natural gas that 

has been processed to remove impurities and heavy 

hydrocarbons and then condensed into a liquid at 

atmospheric pressure by cooling it to approximately 

-160 degrees Celsius, and stored in specially 

designed tanks. LNG is about 1/600 the volume 

of natural gas in standard atmospheric conditions, 

making it much more cost-efficient to transport over 

very long distances

LONGITUDE: the angular distance in degrees, minutes, 

and seconds of a point east or west of the Prime 

Meridian shown as a vertical line

LPG: Liquified petroleum gas (also called liquefied 

petroleum gas, liquid petroleum gas, LPG, LP gas, 

or autogas) is a mixture of hydrocarbon gases used 

as a fuel in heating appliances and vehicles, and 

increasingly replacing fluorocarbons as an aerosol 

propellant and a refrigerant to reduce damage to the 

ozone layer

MAE WEST: an inflatable life jacket named after the 

actress, Mae West

MAGMA: liquid, melted rock

MAGNETIC: relating to the magnetic poles of the Earth: 

a magnetic compass bearing

MANTLE (EARTH’S): molten rock between the Earth’s 

crust and the outer core that comprises the largest 

part of the Earth’s volume

MARINE BIOLOGIST: a person who studies the plants, 

animals, and protists of our estuaries, coasts, and 

oceans, ranging from whales to microscopic algae 

and bacteria

MARINE ENGINEER: a person who controls the 

installation, operation, and maintenance of 

machinery and equipment on ships and offshore 

structures 

MECHANICAL ENERGY: energy stored in tension

MECHANICAL ENGINEER: the application of 

physical principles to the creation of useful devices, 

objects, and machines

MERCAPTAN: a chemical that smells like rotten eggs; 

it is added to methane (which is odorless) so that 

any leakage from natural gas systems that serve 

businesses and homes can be detected
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METAMORPHIC ROCK: rock that has been changed 

from one form to another by the high temperature 

and pressure of the Earth.  These changes were 

applied to igneous or sedimentary rock.

METHANE: an odorless, colorless, flammable gas, CH4; 

the major constituent of natural gas that is used as 

a fuel; an important source of hydrogen and a wide 

variety of organic compounds

MICROFOSSIL: a microscopic fossil, as of a pollen 

grain or unicellular organism

MID-OCEAN RIDGE: a series of mountain ranges on 

the ocean floor

MILLIDARCY: the darcy is named after Henry 

Darcy. Rock permeability is usually expressed in 

millidarcies (md) — 1 md is equal to 0.001 darcies 

— because rocks found in oil and water reservoirs 

typically have permeabilities in the range of 5 to 

500 md. The odd combination of units comes from 

Darcy’s original studies of water flow through 

columns of sand. 

MINERAL: a substance (such as quartz, coal, petroleum, 

salt, etc) that is naturally formed under the ground

MOTION ENERGY: energy stored in the movement of 

objects

MOTOR METHOD (M): developed in the 1920s, it was 

the first octane rating method devised

Mountain: a landmass that is high above the land; higher 

than a hill

NANOTUBE: in nanotechnology or the building of 

extremely small machines and computers, a 

nanotube is a long, cylindrical carbon structure 

consisting of hexagonal graphite molecules that 

are attached at the edges. The nanotube developed 

from the so-called fullerene, a structure similar to 

the way geodesic domes, originally conceived by 

R. Buckminster Fuller, are built. Because of this, 

nanotubes are sometimes called buckytubes.

NANOWIRE: A nanowire is an extremely thin wire with 

a diameter on the order of a few nanometers (nm)

 or less, where 1 nm = 10-9 meters.

NATURAL GAS: A mixture of hydrocarbon gases that 

occurs with petroleum deposits; principally methane 

together with varying quantities of ethane, propane, 

butane, and other gases; used as a fuel and in the 

manufacture of organic compounds

NAVAL ARCHITECT: architects who design and oversee 

the construction and repair of marine craft and 

floating structures, such as naval craft, passenger 

and cargo ships, submarines, high-speed ferries 

and catamarans, tugs, yachts, oil drilling rigs and 

production platforms

NONANE:  an alkane hydrocarbon with the chemical 

formula CH3(CH2)7CH3

NUCLEAR ENERGY: energy stored in the nucleus of an 

atom

OCEAN ENGINEER: engineers who direct the 

exploration and utilization of the ocean’s resources. 

Their work is closely tied to petroleum and civil 

engineering. For example, Ocean Engineers might 

focus attention on underwater oil or gas exploration 

(petroleum engineering tasks), or they might design 

structures such as offshore drilling platforms, 

harbor facilities, and underwater machines (civil 

engineering tasks).
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OCEANOGRAPHER: a scientist who studies the 

physical and biological aspects of the seas

OCTANE: any of several isomeric liquid alkanes C
8
H

18
; 

also defined as a number that is used to measure the 

antiknock properties of a liquid motor fuel (such as 

gasoline) with a higher number indicating a smaller 

likelihood of knocking–also called octane rating

OIL RESERVOIR: an underground rock formation. 

It is not a pool of oil; it looks like any other rock 

formation.

OIL SHALE: an organic-rich, fine-grained sedimentary 

rock; contains significant amounts of kerogen (a 

solid mixture of organic chemical compounds) from 

which liquid hydrocarbons, called shale oil, can be 

produced 

OIL WELL: a term for any drilled hole through the 

Earth’s surface that is designed to find and release 

both oil and gas

OOLITES: bubbles in rocks that were caused by gas 

when the rock solidified or by chemical changes

OPEC: Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 

(OPEC), multinational organization (est. 1960, 

formally constituted 1961) that coordinates 

petroleum policies and economic aid among 

oil-producing nations. Its Board of Governors and 

board chairperson are elected by member nations. 

Members consist of Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Iran, 

Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 

the United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.

ORGANIC: in chemistry, the term ‘organic’ refers

 to carbon compounds

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF (OCS): consists 

of the submerged lands, subsoil, and sea bed in a 

specified zone up to 200 nautical miles or more 

offshore from U.S. coasts

PALEONTOLOGIST: a scientist who studies 

paleontology, learning about the forms of life that 

existed in former geologic periods, chiefly by 

studying fossils

PANGAEA THEORY: a theory that states that present 

continents were once collectively known as a 

‘supercontinent’ called a Pangaea. The word 

‘pangaea’ defines the formation of the continents 

200 million years ago before they split apart. 

PALEONTOLOGY: the study of the history of life on 

Earth, as reflected in the fossil record

PENINSULA: a piece of land that is almost entirely 

surround by water and is attached to a larger area

PENTANE:  any of three colorless, flammable isomeric 

hydrocarbons, C
5
H

12
, derived from petroleum and 

used as solvents

PERMEABILITY: the ease with which a liquid or gas 

can flow through a geological formation

PERMEABLE: that which can be permeated or 

penetrated, especially by liquids or gases

PERSONNEL BASKET: a method for transferring 

personnel to an offshore facility 

PETROCHEMICAL: a chemical derived from petroleum 

or natural gas

PETROLEUM: a thick, flammable, yellow-to-black 

mixture of gaseous, liquid, and solid hydrocarbons 
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that occurs naturally beneath the Earth’s surface; 

can be separated into fractions including natural gas, 

gasoline, naphtha, kerosene, fuel and lubricating oils, 

paraffin wax, and asphalt; and is used as raw material 

for a wide variety of derivative products

PETROLEUM GEOLOGIST: a geologist who 

specializes in the exploration for, and production

 of, petroleum

PHOTOSYNTHESIS: a process carried in the 

chloroplasts of  green plants and certain other 

organisms that converts light energy into chemical 

energy and produces sugar

PHYTOPLANKTON: microscopic, free-floating plants 

that drift in the sea.

PLANKTON: microscopic organisms that float on or near 

the surface of the water 

PLASTIC: any of various organic compounds produced by 

polymerization, capable of being molded, extruded, 

cast into various shapes and films, or drawn into 

filaments used as textile fibers

PLATE TECTONICS: a scientific theory stating that the 

Earth’s crust is broken into large rigid pieces called 

‘plates’ that are moving slowly in different directions 

and at different speeds.

PLAY: the extent of an oil and/or gas-bearing formation

POLYETHYLENE: a polymerized ethylene resin, used 

especially for containers, kitchenware, and tubing, or 

in the form of films and sheets for packaging

POLYMER: molecules which consist of a long, repeating 

chain of smaller units called monomers 

POLYVINYL ACETATE: a thermoplastic polymer; 

insoluble in water, gasoline, oil and fats; soluble in 

ketones, alcohols, benzene, esters, and chlorinated 

hydrocarbons; used in adhesives, latex paints and 

paper sizes. Abbreviated PVA or PVAc

POROSITY: a measure of the percentage of void (empty) 

space between the sand grains of a rock

POTENTIAL ENERGY: stored energy and the energy of 

position

PRIMARY CONSUMER: animals that eat plants: 

herbivores

PRODUCERS: plants that make their own food through 

photosynthesis

PRODUCTION: the phase that occurs after successful 

exploration and development and during which 

hydrocarbons are drained from an oil or gas field

PROPANE: a colorless gas, C3H8, found in natural gas 

and petroleum and widely used as a fuel

PROPPANT: sand that is used to fill fractures and ‘prop’ 

them open

PROTEIN: any of a group of complex organic 

macromolecules that contain carbon, hydrogen, 

oxygen, nitrogen, and usually sulfur and are 

composed of one or more chains of amino acids

RADAR: an acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging 

or Radio Angle Detection And Ranging. It is a 

system used to detect, range (determine the distance 

of), and map objects such as aircraft and rain

RADIANT ENERGY: electromagnetic energy that 

travels in transverse waves
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REFINERY: an industrial plant for purifying a crude 

substance, such as petroleum or sugar

RELEASE AGENT: an activity that releases carbon back 

into the atmosphere and includes volcanic activity, 

forest fires, and many human activities

RESEARCH METHOD (R): during the 1940s through 

the 1960s, a method for determining octane; the 

research method was found to correlate with the fuels 

and vehicles that were then available. This method 

had advantages over the Motor Method (M). 

RESERVOIR ENGINEER: a person whose job is to 

estimate the reserves, predict the performance, 

characterize the properties, and manage the resources 

of a reservoir system 

RESERVOIR: an underground accumulation of petroleum 

or natural gas

RESERVOIR ROCK: porous rock that can hold a 

reservoir of oil or gas

RIGS TO REEFS PROGRAM: a program that converts 

obsolete, nonproductive offshore oil and gas 

structures to designated artificial reefs

RIVER: a natural flowing watercourse that flows towards 

the an ocean or lake

ROV: a remotely operated vehicle; an unmanned vehicle 

connected to and controled from a support platform. 

RUBRIC: a way of explicitly stating the criteria for student 

work. Rubrics may lead to a grade or be part of the 

grading process. However, they are more specific, 

detailed, and disaggregated than a grade.  Thus they 

can show strengths and weaknesses in student work.

SATELLITE: an object constructed by humans and placed 

in orbit around the Earth or other celestial body. The 

satellite is lifted from the Earth’s surface by a rocket 

and, once placed in orbit, it maintains its motion 

without further rocket propulsion

SALT DOME: a domelike rock structure that is 

formed beneath the Earth’s surface by the upward 

movement of a mass of salt, often associated with 

natural gas and oil 

SCAVENGERS: animals that feed on dead organisms

SEA FLOOR: the solid surface beneath a sea or an ocean

SEAMOUNT: a mountain rising from the ocean sea floor 

that does not reach to the water’s surface and thus is 

not an island

SECONDARY CONSUMER: animals that eat other 

animals; carnivore

‘SCIENCE’ WELL: a well that is not drilled to produce 

oil or gas, but rather for the sake of learning about 

the Earth

SEDIMENTARY ROCK: one of the three main rock 

groups (along with igneous and metamorphic 

rocks). Rocks in this group are formed in three main 

ways: by the deposition of the weathered remains 

of other rocks; by the deposition of the results 

of biological activity; and by precipitation from 

solutions. Sedimentary rocks include common types 

such as chalk, limestone, sandstone, and shale.

SEISMIC: studies used in prospecting oil deposits. A 

portable seismograph is set up in the area to be 

investigated, and a sound-generating energy source 

is activated nearby. An interpretation of the waves 

created by the energy source and recorded by the 

seismograph is used to determine where a potential 

reservoir may be located.
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SEISMOLOGIST: a person who studies the geophysical 

science of earthquakes and the mechanical properties 

of the Earth

SEDIMENTS: matter that settles to the bottom of a liquid

SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE RIG: a particular type of floating 

vessel that is supported primarily on large pontoon-

like structures submerged below the sea surface. The 

operating decks are elevated perhaps 100 or more feet 

above the pontoons on large steel columns. Semi-

submersibles can operate in a wide range of water 

depths, including deep water. Semi-submersibles 

(called semi-subs or simply semis) can be used 

for drilling, workover operations, and production 

platforms, depending on the equipment with which 

they are equipped. When fitted with a drilling 

package, they may be called semi-submersible 

drilling rigs. 

SHALE: a fine-grained sedimentary rock, the original 

constituents of which were clays or muds 

SHALE GAS: natural gas that is located in shale rock

SHALE PLAY: discovery of oil and gas in shale rock 

where companies are targeting exploration activity

SHEAR: to become deformed by forces tending to produce 

a shearing strain

SOUND ENERGY: movement of energy through 

substances

SOURCE ROCK: a rock in which hydrocarbons 

originate

SPUDDED: to begin drilling operations on: spud an oil 

well

SUSTAINABILITY: the capablity of being continued with 

minimal long-term effect on the environment  

SYNTHETIC: not of natural origin

TECTONIC PLATES: pieces of the Earth’s crust and 

uppermost mantle, together referred to as the 

lithosphere

TENSION: a force tending to stretch or

 elongate something

THERMAL ENERGY: heat energy or the vibration of 

atoms and molecules in substances

TORSION:  the stress or deformation caused when one 

end of an object is twisted in one direction and 

the other end is held motionless or twisted in the 

opposite direction

TRAP: a geologic structure of nonporous rock occurring 

above the porous  reservoir rock containing 

petroleum

TRENCH: a long, steep-sided valley on the ocean floor

TRILOBITES: fossil group of an extinct marine 

arthropod

U BOAT: a submarine of the German navy

UNIT ANALYSIS: a conceptual tool used to derive

 or check formulas by treating dimensions as 

algebraic quantities

ULTRAVIOLET: invisible rays that come from the sun 

that are responsible for sunburn

UPSTREAM: closer to the point of production than to 

the point of sale

VALLEY: an area of low land between two hills or 

mountains

VERTICAL WELLS: wells that are drilled perpendicular 

(or at a right angle) to the Earth
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VLCC: very large crude (oil) carrier

VOLCANOLOGIST: a person who studies volcanoes, 

lava, magma, and related geological phenomena

VOLUME: measure of loudness

WATER SCREW: an ancient apparatus for raising water, 

consisting of either a spiral tube around an inclined 

axis or an inclined tube containing a tight-fitting, 

broad-threaded screw. Also called an Archimedes’ 

screw.

WELL BORE: a bore hole; the hole bored by a drill bit

ZOOPLANKTON: plankton that consists of microscopic 

animals, including larval stages of large animals such 

as sea anemones, jellyfish, crabs, fish, and seastars

Glossary
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Texas State Standards

Alignment of PE³ (Expanding Energy Education) to Texas State Standards
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 PE³ Activities TEKS Reference

Around the World with Offshore Money K.2C, 1.2C, 2.2C, 3.3D, 4.3D, 5.3D, 6.3D, 7.3D, 8.3D

Bit Bites 8.1A, IPC: 1.A PHY: 1:A

Careers in Engineering 5.3D,  CHEM 3E, ESS 3E, 12E,  IPC 3E, ENV 3E

Core Sample Cake K.2C,D,  1.2C,D, 2.2C,D, 3.3C, 4.2D,  4.3C

Deep See K.3C, 1.2A, 2.2A, 3.2F

Derrick of Distinction 5.3C, 6.CD, 7.3CD, 8.3CD, IPC: 2.C

Dichotomous Keys 5.7D, 7.11A, AQUA 10A, ENV 4A

Energy Transformations  6.9C, 7.5A

Environmentally Sensitive Zones 5.9A, 6.3B, 7.3B, 7.10A, 8.3B

Evacuate! 5.2FG, 6.2E, 7.2E, 7.8A, 8.2E

Get Energized! 4.7C, 5.6A,5.7C, 6.7A,  IPC 5I, ESS  12B-D, ENV 5DE, 6B, 7C

Get the Petroleum Picture K.2D, 1.2D, 1.7C, 2.2D, 2.7C, 3.2F, 3.7D

Get the Petroleum Picture II ESS 2I, ENV 2I, K

Hear Hear Engineer! 4.2F, 5.2F, IPC: 2.E, PHY: 2.K

Hop on Billy Pugh! K.2A, 1.2A

How Does Natural Gas Rise? 5.3CD, 6.3BC, 7.3BC, 8.3BC

How Far Down Are Wells Drilled? 5.1A,5.2D, 6.3B,C, ,6.3B,6.10A,  7.3BC,8.3BC

How Much Is a Gallon? 5.4A, 6.4A, 7.4A, 8.4A, IPC: 2.C, PHY: 2.H, CHEM: 2.G

Islands of Life K.3C, 1.2A, 2.2A, 3.2F

It’s Only Natural! K.2A, K.7C, 1.7B, 1.7C, 2.7C, 3.7D, 4.7C

LNG IQ CHEM: 2.EFG, 4.C, 9.A, IPC: 6.A,C

Making the Connection K.6A, 3.6A, 4.6BC, 5.6B

Mapping the Ocean Floor I - Ocean Floor Punch 5.2CDG, 6.2CDE, 7.2 CDE, 8.2CDE

Mapping the Ocean Floor II AQUA 2GHJ, PHY  2JK BIO 2GH, IPC 2D, ESS 2GI, 11D

Maskology 4.3D, 5.3D, 6.3D, 7.3D, 8.3D, AQUA 2J, ESS 3E, 12E, IPC 3E, ENV 3E



Alignment of PE³ (Expanding Energy Education) to Texas State Standards
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Texas State Standards

 PE³ Activities TEKS Reference

Needle Through a Balloon 5.1A, 5.2D, 6.2E, 7.2E, 8.2E, CHEM 1A, IPC 1A

Offshore Lease Sale 5.2D, 6.2E, 7.2E,8.2E, AQUA 3B, BIO 2GH, 3B, ENV 3B, 5E 

Oil Industry Game  

On the Plankton Trail 4 7C, 5.7AD, 6-8.2E

Operation PLUTO 3.3D, 4.3D

Petrochemicals at the Beach 5.2F, 5.3B, 6.2E, 7.2E, 8.2E, CHEM 3BC, ESS 2I, 3BC, ENV 2IK, 3BC

Please Pass the Energy!  

Put the Poly in Polymer! 5-8.1A,  5.5D, 6-8.2C, 6.5D, 8.5E, CHEM 1A, 4.AC, IPC 1A

Recycling Inputs to Outputs K.1C, 1.1C, 2.1C, 3.1B, 4.1B

Ride a Carbon Cycle 4.9A, 5.9BD, BIO 12E, CHEM: 5.A, AQUATICS 6.A,  ENV: 4.C

Safety Dance K.1B, 1.1B, 2.1B, 3.1B, 4.1B

Sequencing Geological Events 5.7A, ESS 12B

Shale We Fracture?  

Shaving Cream Creations K-8.1A

Shrinking Sediments 5-8.1A, 5.2D, 6-8E, 6-8 3B,  ESS 1A, 2G, 11A

Slick Find! 5.2D, 6-8.2E

Soak It Up! K-8.1A, 4.2A-F, 5.2A-F, 6.2A-E, 7.2A-E, 8.2A-E

Solid as a Rock  4-8.1A, 4.2B, 4.5C, 5.2C, 6-8.2D

Solid as a Rock II - Please Porous a Drink 5-8.1A, 5.2 A-G, 6-8.2A-E, 5.4A, 6-8.2C-E, 6-8.4A, 6.10A, ENV 2EG 

Solid as a Rock III - Making Sandstone K-4.1A, K-4.2C, K.4B, K.5AB, K.7A, 1.4B,1.7A,2.5CD, 3.5B

Sounds Like?  K.2C, 1.5A, 3.6A, 4.5A

Strong Shapes K.5A, 1.5A, 2.5A

This Cycle Rocks K-1.2DE,2-5.2DEF, K.7A, 2.2D-F, 4.7B, 5.2CDF, 5.7A, 6-8.2DE

What’s for Dinner? 4-5.2B-F, 4.9B, 5.9B, 8.11A, BIO 12C

What’s on Your Plate? 5.3C, 6.10CD, 8.9AB, ESS 10CEF

Where to Drill? 8.2E, IPC: 3A, BIO: 3.A, CHEM: 3.A, ESS: 2.GI
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Why do I want to
be an ENGINEER?
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Because ENGINEERS make t

things and they make ;

things work better and J
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room, eat my carrots
cherry popsicles.
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help invent

computers, cell phones

and video games.

When I become an electrical

engineer I will design a computer

game that is part of your pillow

so kids can play games while they

~LEEfJ!
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design roads, buildings and bridges.
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I will design a

bridge that goes
around the world.

Then people
who are afraid

to fly can

drive to Europe,
Africa and

even China.
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rhE!miral E!n9inE!E!rS design
special formulas that are used to

make paper, medicines and clothes.
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I will design a new gym shoe

that will help me jump higher
than everyone else.

When I become a

--

The way my shoes

will be designed,
I will dunk the

ball every time.

-
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invent ways to get oil out of
the ground, process it and

deliver it to the gas stations.

When I become a

PEer R <:) ~ E l:J1\1\

E~Gi~EER

I will find the best oil

and gas in the ground.
This gasoline will

last my dad
all month, with

just one fill up!





When I grow up
I want to be an

•

engIneer
I want to make things and
make things BETTER my dear.

I could make a NEW cell

phone or design a better house.

I could DESIGN new DVDs or better

ways to catch a mouse.

I will CONSTRUCT

buildings and streets
and clean air products.

I can MAKE toys, and games,
and videos and trucks.

When I become an ENGINEER
there's so much I can do.

I need good grades in math and
\science, THAT'S TRUE.

There is a need for more

ENGINEERS there are just too few.

I will make a difference and make
the world better for ME AND YOU!



Grades 4 5 6 7 8 Biology IPC Physics Chemistry ESS ENV

Contour Model Kits (6) 
with 5 student stereoscopes

4.1A                
4.2B-F  
4.3C          
4.4A

5.1A            
5.2BCDF     
5.3C           
5.4A

6.1A            
6.2B-E            
6.3BC

7.1A             
7.2B-E

8.1A             
8.2B-E  3E 2I

2I
11D 2I

Core Sample (1)
4.4A 5.4A 6.4A 7.4A 8.4A

Drill Bit Model
4.2D 5.2D 6.2E 7.2E 8.2E 3E

Geology Demonstration 
Kit

4.3C 5.3C 6.3BC 7.3BC 8.3BC 3E

2F
3A
11BD

Oil Industry Game (5 
games included)

9A-C

Pig Model

Polydensity Tubes (10) 
with 2 packs of plastic pellets 4.1AB       

4.2BD  
5.1AB 
5.2BD  

6.1AB        
6.2BE

7.1AB           
7.2BE

8.1AB        
8.2BE 1AB

1A   
2CDE     1A 1A 1A 1AB

Ride a Carbon Cycle 
Game

4.9A 5.9BD  12E 5A
2F
6A 4C

Viscosity of Oil Tubes 
(set of 5) with 5 magnets 4.1A            

4.2CF  
5.1A           
5.2BD        

6.1A      
6.2DE    
6.4A

7.1A            
7.2DE      
7.4A

8.1A    
8.2BDE       
8.4A

1A               
2A-E

1A                          
2A-E        

1A             
2A-E

1A
2A-E

1A
2FK             
3A

1A
2A-D
7A

revised 8/13

Correlation of KB Activities to TEKS



K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Around the World with Offshore Money  (12 
felt currencies, 1 fabric map)

K.2C  
K.2D                        

1.2C     
1.2D     

2.2C     
2.2D            3.2D 4.2D 5.2D

Core Samples (includes 1 core sample)
K.3C     
K.4AB  1.2 AC 2.2AC    3.4A                        

                   
4.4A     

                               
5.4A

Energy in the Round-Petroleum Game                    
4.7C 5.7C    

Gaston’s Pipeline Activity  (24 PVC pipe, 24 
connections, 6 valves and 6 funnels)

K.1A             
K.2B 1.1A  1.2B  

2.1A, 
2.2B        
2.5D

3.1A                  
3.2A                   

4.1A                    
4.2A                       

5.1A                
5.2A                

6.1A   
6.2BE   
6.3BC    

7.1A          
7.2BE  
7.3BC    

8.1A       
8.2BE 
8.3BC

 Get the Petroleum Picture Activity
                          
K.2D 1.2D

             
2.2D        

3.2F                
3.7D

4.2F                     
4.7C

Guide to Microfossils and the Search for Oil (8 
microfossil rubbing plates) K.2A 

K.4B
              
1.2A                 2.2A 3.3C             

                 
4.3C

                              
5.7AD 6.3BC 7.3BC 8.3BC

How much is a gallon? 
5.4A           

6.2A    
6.4A

7.2A   
7.4A

8.2A   
8.2A

I’m Sediment-al  (5 Sedimentator Tubes)
K.1A    
K.2AC     

1.1A 
1.2BCD

2.1A           
2.2ACD        

3.1A                    
3.2BD              
3.3C,  3.7A

4.1A                              
4.3C 

5.1A                
5.2D       5.7A 6.3BC 7.3BC 8.3BC

Insulators and Conductors – Energy Ball Labs

3.1A                    
3.2ADF                   

4.1A     
4.2D                                 
4.6C

5.1A                
5.2ABDF             
5.5A       

6.1A   
6.2AE 6.3 
BC

7.1A          
7.2 AE  
7.3 BC      

8.1A     
8.2 AE  
8.3 BC

I’ve Got a Crush Activity  (6 plastic cubes, 6 
mesh, 6 sponge, 6 bags gravel) 3.1A                    

3.2ABCDF                  
3.4A

4.1A,       
4.2ABCDF      
4.4A

5.1A                
5.2ABCDFG           
5.4A 5.7AD

6.1A 
6.2CDE   
6.3 BC 
6.10E

7.1A          
7.2ABDE  
7.3BC      

8.1A     
8.2 ABDE  
8.3 BC

Ride a Carbon Cycle Game
4.9A 5.9BD

Solar Bead Lab Activity 3.1A                    
3.2ABCDF                 
3.6A

4.1A                      
4.2ABCDF                  
4.6A

5.1A           
5.2ABCDF              
5.6A

6.1A     
6.2BDE    
6.3 BC 

7.1A          
7.2BDE  
7.3BC      

8.1A     
8.2 BDE 
8.3 BC

When I Grow Up I want to Be an Engineer-book K.3C     K   1.3C 303D 4.3D 5.3D

revised 6/19/14

Correlation of PWP Activities to TEKS



Materials: 1 die 
1 game board 
Game tokens 
Playing pieces 

Procedures: 

1. Form your team of four quickly and quietly.  Push desks together to form a table.

2. Use the roles of Supply Clerk, Coach, Timekeeper, and Reporter.

3. The Coach should read these procedures aloud to the group and make sure everyone
understands how to play the game.

4. The Supply Clerk will be in charge of the tokens.  Before beginning the game, they should give
everyone 1 token.

5. Select a playing piece and place it on the “start” box.

6. Begin play.  Players should rotate clockwise, taking turns.

7. Roll the die.  Each person will roll one time.  The person with the highest number will begin the
game.  If two people roll the same number, they must re-roll to break the tie.

8. Once the game begins, move your game piece the number of spaces indicated on the die.

9. Follow the directions on the space you land on. If you land on a space that sends you to “Time
Out”, you lose a turn.  When your turn comes up again, you must return to the space that sent you
to “Time Out” and roll the die.  You will collect and lose tokens as you move around the game board.

10. When you reach the last square “Completed Science Investigation Safely”, take five tokens.  Do
this only if you are the first person to finish.  The game is then over for all players.

11. Count the tokens you collected.  The winner is the person who has the most tokens, not
necessarily the player to complete the game first!

12. The Timekeeper informs the teacher when the group finishes a game, and the Reporter tells the
teacher who won!



To make the Safety Game: 

 Trim outside edges of each page
 Glue pages into file folder
 Laminate for extended use
 Use bingo chips, math counters, pennies or Popsicle sticks for

tokens
 Use novelty erasers for playing pieces
 Use one die



Talked 
quietly 

with 
partners 
during 

investigati
on. Take 

one token. 

Spilled 
vinegar 

and 
reported 
the spill. 
Take one 

token. 

Read 
directions 
carefully.  
Take one 

token. 

Reminded 
partner of 

safety 
cautions. 
Take one 

token. 

Wandered 
around 

the room 
talking. 

Return 5 
tokens. 

Cleaned 
up work 
area 
when lab 
was 
finished. 
Take one 
token. 

Shouted 
during 
investi-
gation. 

Go back 
14 

spaces! 

FREE 

Correctly 
followed 

directions. 
Take 4 tokens. 

Running in 
classroom. 
Start over! 

Missed safety 
caution in 

directions. Go 
back 6 spaces 

Reported 
damaged 

wires on hot 
plate. Take 3 

tokens. 

FREE Reported 
accident. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

Reported 
broken 

glass. Move 
ahead 4 
spaces. 

Pushed 
partner. 

Start 
over! 

Finished 
investiga-

tion on 
time. Take 
2 tokens. 

Did not 
clean up 
mess on 
table. Go 
back 11 
spaces. 

You have finished 
the investigation 

safely. 
Congratulations! 
Take 5 tokens. 

START 
You begin with 

one token. 

You 
followed 

the safety 
directions

Move 
ahead 4 
spaces 

Running 
during 

lab. 
Start 
over. 

Found 
broken 

glass on 
the floor, 

reported it 
to the 

teacher. 
Move 

ahead 4 
spaces. 

Used 
caution 
when 

cutting 
with 

scissors. 
Take one 

token. 

Reviewed 
safety 
rules in 

your 
notebook
Take 2 
tokens. 

No 
goggles 
worn 
during 
lab using 
heat. 
Start 
over! 

Reminded 
partner to 
walk, not 
run, in the 
classroom
Take one 

token. 



FREE 
Checked 

safety 
caution in 
directions 

Take 2 
tokens. 

Did not 
listen to 
safety 

instruc-
tions. Go 
to Time 
Out # 4 

Returned 
materials to 
materials 
table as 

directed by 
teacher. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

Wore 
goggles 

on 
forehead. 
Return 4 
tokens. 

Forgot 
to use 

goggles. 
Move 
back 3 
spaces. 

Wore 
goggles. 
Take 3 
tokens. 

Spilled 
chemical 
and did 

not report 
it. Return 
to start. 

Caught teacher 
without goggles. 
Take 2 tokens. 

Washed hands 
after 

investigation. 
Take one token. 
Cleaned off  table at 
end of investigation. 

Take one token 

Argued with group 
members. Return 

one token. 

Found partner’s lost 
safety rules. Take 

one token. 

Did not clean up 
water spill after 

asked by teacher. 
Return 2 tokens. 

Failed to follow 
directions. Return 

one token. 

Disposed of waste 
materials properly  

Take 2 tokens. 

Eating in 
classroom. Go 
to Time Out #3 

Didn’t waste any 
materials. Move 
ahead 4 spaces. 

Eating the 
lab 
materials. 
Go to 
Time Out 
#1. 

Wore 
goggles 
during 
investi-
gation 
Take 2 
tokens. 

Performed 
experi-
ment 

safely. 
Take 2 
tokens. 

Performed 
your own lab 
without the 
teachers 

permission.
Go to Time 

Out # 2 

Cleaned 
up work 

area 
quickly. 

Take 
one 

token. 

Safety 
rules are 
missing 

from your 
notebook 

Return 
one 

token. 

Had 
teacher 
approval 
before 
starting 

own 
experiment. 

Move 
ahead 6 
spaces. 

FREE 



How to Create a QR code for a Read Aloud Book 

1. Open the You Tube web site
2. Open the QR Stuff web site http://www.qrstuff.com/

On Data Type – Website URL
3. Go to You tube site – find your read aloud book – ex. Michael Recycle
4. Open the site
5. Copy the web link and paste it in the (2) Content—Website URL
6. Download QR CODE
7. Open the Code
8. Use Snip it to snip the code
9. Copy and Paste onto selected site

Michael Recycle 5:20 

http://www.qrstuff.com/
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Petroleum Gazing Game 
 
Directions:   
1. Using numbers 1-4, number off. 
2. When told, #1 will go to bins and gaze for one minute mentally noting  
    the items in one. (all bins have the same items)  
3. Team member #1 will return and tag #2 and list as many petroleum products as he/she can. 
4. Process is repeated until all 4 members have had their chance staring into the bin and  
    listing the products. 
 
Scoring:  1 pt for each correct item/ -5 points for each product that is not a Petroleum Product   
 
 
1. __________________________           13. ______________________________ 
 
2. __________________________        14. ______________________________ 
 
3. __________________________        15. ______________________________ 
 
4. __________________________        16. ______________________________ 
 
5. __________________________        17. ______________________________ 
 
6. __________________________           18. ______________________________ 
 
7. __________________________        19. ______________________________ 
 
8. __________________________        20. ______________________________ 
 
9. __________________________        21. ______________________________ 
 
10. _________________________           22. ______________________________ 
 
11. _________________________        23. ______________________________ 
 
12. _________________________           24. ______________________________ 
 

 
 

































































The Adventures of



 2D Seismic Chart: An image made in two dimensions of the areas beneath the surface of the earth, used to locate oil and natural gas.  It is similar to an image made by an X-Ray.

 3D Seismic Chart: An image made in three dimensions of the areas beneath the surface of the earth, used to locate oil and natural gas.  It is similar to an MRI image.

 Casing: Steel pipe cemented in place during the construction process to form a major structural component of the wellbore and prevent dirt from refi lling the hole.

 Community: A social group of any size whose members reside in a specifi c locality, share a government and often have a common cultural and historical heritage. 

 Drill Ship: A maritime vessel that has been fi tted with drilling equipment.  It’s most often used for exploratory drilling of new oil or gas wells in deep water.

 Environmentalist: Any person who advocates or works to protect the air, water, animals, plants and other natural resources from pollution or its eff ects. 

 Flow: The movement of fl uid through pores and fractures within permeable rocks in a reservoir. 

 Hydrocarbons: An organic compound found naturally in crude oil, where decomposed organic matter provides an abundance of carbon and hydrogen.   Hydrocarbons are currently the  
  main source of the world’s electric energy and heat sources (such as home heating) because of the energy produced when burned. 

 Hydropower: A form of energy generated by the conversion of free-falling water to electricity.

 Nuclear Power: Nuclear energy is produced by a controlled nuclear chain reaction and creates heat — which is used to boil water, produce steam and drive a steam turbine. 

 Perforations: Holes in the casing that help oil and natural gas fl ow into the wellbore.  

 Permeability: The measure of the ability of a rock to transmit fl uids.

 Porosity: The study of how much open space is in a rock.

 Pumping Unit: Equipment used to both prevent the release of oil or natural gas from a well in the environment and also to direct and control the fl ow of oil or gas from the well.

 Refi nery: An industrial plant where oil and natural gas is blended and refi ned into many products.  These products include gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel and asphalt.

 Reservoir Rock: Rock that has suffi  cient porosity to contain accumulations of oil or natural gas. 

 Riser: A large-diameter pipe that connects the subsea equipment to a fl oating surface rig to take mud returns to the surface. 

 Sedimentary Rock: Rock that has formed from the debris of pre-existing rocks or organisms.  The sediment is typically transported by water (rivers, lakes and oceans),
  ice (glaciers) and wind.  Sedimentary rocks are often deposited in layers and frequently contain fossils.   

 Seismic Boat: Boats that string a series of geophones behind them in the water. By noting the time it takes for a sound wave to come back to the surface, it’s 
  possible to estimate how deep the oil and natural gas are located under the sea fl oor. 

 Seismic Truck: Large trucks that shake a vibrating pad over the surface of the earth.  By noting the time it takes for a sound wave to come back to the surface, 
  it is possible to estimate how deep the oil and natural gas are located underground.

 Seismic Waves: An elastic shock wave that travels through the earth. 

 Solar Energy: Energy from the sun in the form of heat and light.  Solar energy technologies harness the sun’s heat and light for practical ends such as 
  heating, lighting and electricity.

 Solar Panels: A device that collects and converts solar energy into electricity or heat.

 Wind Energy: The conversion of wind energy into useful form, such as electricity, using wind turbines. 

 Windmills: A machine that is powered by the energy of the wind. It’s designed to convert the energy of the wind into more useful forms using rotating blades.

Vocabulary Words Found Inside!
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Hi, I’m Energenie.  I’m here 
to teach you about oil and 
natural gas!

Oil and natural gas are resources that pro-
vide us with the energy we need to power 
our homes, run our automobiles and make 
products that we use every day!

Let’s journey inside and 
learn about oil and 
natural gas!



Almost all oil originates from the 
remains of tiny creatures and 
plants that lived in ancient seas.

Minuscule, one-celled organisms 
settled to the bottom of the sea and 
were buried in sand and mud before 
the water and heat of the Earth 
turned them into sedimentary rock.

The oldest rocks are more than 600 
million years old, and most were 
formed between 10 million and 

270 million years ago!

Most oil and natural gas collects 
under a dome-like structure called a 
trap.  Pockets of oil or gas are usually 
held between sandstone or limestone 
referred to as reservoir rock.

Geologists use porosity and 
permeability to determine the 
quality of reservoir rock!

600 million years ago, jelly fi sh 
were the biggest creatures 
around!

About 250 million years ago, 
dinosaurs ruled the earth!

About 40 million years ago, 
cows became the world’s 
dominant plant-eating animal!

Trap

Gas

Oil Reservoir Rock

Water



What You Need:
A clear container, like a bowl, glass beads, marbles or 
rocks,  water,  cooking oil, and colored food dye.

What To Do:
1. Pour the glass beads into the container until it’s full.
2. Pour enough water into the bowl so it just covers the  
 beads.

What This Shows:
Look at how the water fi lls the empty areas between 
the beads.  This is what happens underground. Oil and 
natural gas are trapped in pore spaces, around sand 
grains, in reservoir areas.  This is called Porosity.  Porosity 
is the study of how much open space there is in a rock.

Another Experiment to Try:
1. Pour out the water from the fi rst experiment.
2. Mix some cooking oil and water together.
3. Add colored food dye.
4. Pour this mix into the container of beads.

What This Shows:
See how the oil separates and fl oats on top of the water?  
Underground, oil and water separate in the reservoirs, 
and oil fl oats to the top because oil has a lower density.

Experiment with Porosity! Experiment with Permeability!
What You Need:
2 Large syringes (often found in pet stores)
2 Wire screens
2 Containers of sand (two mesh sizes)
2 1.25’’ Diameter Paper Filters
1 Container of Water
What to Do:
1. Remove plungers from syringes.
2. Place a wire screen in the bottom of each syringe.
3. Place 1.25’’ diameter paper fi lters on top of the wire screen. 
4. Fill each syringe half way with sand, one mesh of sand for each syringe.  
Procedure:
1. Hold one fi nger under hole of syringe with large mesh sand and pour some water  
 in the top.
2. Release your fi nger, allowing water to fl ow out into the container.  
3. Repeat with the second syringe containing the small mesh sand.  You will
 probably have to force the water out of this syringe with the plunger, since the  
 fi ner sand is less permeable.  That means it is more diffi  cult for fl uid to fl ow   
 through the sand.
What This Shows:
The permeability of reservoir rock depends not only on grain size, but also on the 
interconnectedness of the pores and the diameter of pore throats.



Oil and natural gas are not found everywhere.  Companies 

explore in all types of land where they believe the conditions are 

right to fi nd oil or natural gas - mountains, ice, deserts and plains. 

They also explore in water - sometimes more than 8,000 feet 

deep!  That’s as tall as 444 giraff es stacked on top of one another!

Where is Oil and Natural Gas?

Source:  Energy Information Administration

By 2030, fossil fuels will still provide   

  of our energy, even with  

  the addition of more   

  renewable sources.
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2D and 3D Seismic Waves

2D Seismic Wave X-Ray Image 3D Seismic Chart MRI Medical Image

ECHO!  ECHO!  ECHO!  ECHO!

SEISMIC WAVES

SEISMIC WAVES

SEISMIC BOAT
SEISMIC TRUCK

GEOPHONES

GEOPHONES

GEOPHONES

Since we can’t see what is underground, a geologist uses seismic waves, or echoes, 
to predict where oil can potentially be found before a company drills. 

Vibrations coming from a seismic truck or seismic boat bounce below the ground, 
and the waves that come back are recorded by Geophones that make seismic charts. 

From a 2D seismic wave we can make a picture on a 
computer that looks like an X-ray.  

3D seismic charts are more colorful and let geologists look 
underneath the Earth’s surface in any direction they want.  

A 3D seismic study is more detailed than 2D.



Onshore Drilling
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

When a company knows where the oil is, it 
often has to obtain permission from the 
landowner - either an individual or a government 
- to drill on the land.   It then sets up a drilling 
site to drill a deep hole into the ground and uses 
multiple layers of cement and steel pipe, called 
casing, to protect water and prevent dirt from 
refi lling the hole.

Engineers create holes, called perforations, in 
the steel pipe to help the oil and natural gas fl ow 
into the pipe.

When oil and natural gas fl ow out of the well, 
you need a pumping unit.  A pumping unit is 
used to direct and control the fl ow of oil or gas 
from the well. When the well is ready to produce, 
valves are opened and oil or gas begins to fl ow.

Oil is then transported by pipelines in the 
ground to a refi nery, where it is blended and 
refi ned into diff erent parts, like gasoline, 
diesel fuel, jet fuel, and asphalt, which is 
used to make roads.  Natural gas is moved 
through pipelines  and is sent to homes and 
businesses so it can be used for heating, 
cooking, generating electricity and other 
important things.

Pumping Unit

Valve

Tubing
Pipelines

Casing

PerforationsPerforations

Gas 
rising 
to the 

surface



Off shore Drilling
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Companies use large fl oating drill rigs, or 
drill ships, to drill for oil and natural gas 
far below the surface of the water, down 
to the ocean fl oor.

Once a well is drilled, equipment is 
lowered to the ocean fl oor to produce oil 
and natural gas.

The hydrocarbons move through 
a riser on the ocean fl oor, up to a 
fl oating platform.

The hydrocarbons are separated 
on the platform and then sent by a 
pipeline to a refi nery on land.

There are many types of off shore  oil and natural gas 
platforms.  Here  are a few examples:

A. Fixed Platform (water depth = 1,300 feet)

B. Classic Spar (water depth = 1,930 feet)

C. Truss Spar (water depth = 3,450 feet)

D. Tension Leg Platform (water depth = 4,300 feet)

E. Cell Spar (water depth = 5,300 feet)

F. Deep Draft (water depth = 8,000 feet)
 Semi-Submersible

A B C D E F



Geological and 

Geophysical

2

4

3

1

If a “prospect” is identified based on the study of the geology, a company 

locates a drill site, and works to obtain the right to drill and produce oil 

and gas. The company calls the land owner(s) to acquire these rights.

After a well has been drilled to the correct depth, 

the drilling rig is removed and engineers decide 

how the well should be completed. Following the 

completion operation, equipment is installed that 

is necessary to produce oil and/or natural gas.  

Scientists study the earth, known as geology, and gather data to find locations 

that may contain oil and natural gas underneath the surface. A seismic survey 

is taken, and those scientists evaluate it to decide whether there might be oil 

and gas there. 

Geologists, geophysicists, engineers and the 

operations teams fi nd the exact spot where the 

well will be drilled. Once construction of the drill 

site is completed and the drilling rig is brought on 

location, the drilling of the well begins.

Land Leasing
Construction

Production

Drilling and 

Completions

From Seismic to Market: Exploration & Production



Marketing and 

Transporation

Reclamation

Production

Processing

Compression

6

8

7

5

When a well reaches production, reclamation crews shape 

and re-vegetate land around the wellhead to blend with its 

natural surroundings. When production is complete, crews 

begin restoration work to return the land to its state prior to 

operations, which includes planting vegetation, crops or native 

grass seeds. After the hydrocarbons are processed, they are marketed 

and transported to the end user. This energy may be used to 

heat your home, fuel your car or make plastic items that we 

use every day.

Oil and natural gas are gathered from the field locations and are 

eventually transported to a processing plant for natural gas, or 

refinery for oil. The oil and natural gas are separated into the 

many hydrocarbon components.  

Natural Gas

Process Involving Both Oil 
& Natural Gas

OilOnce a well has been drilled and completed, the well begins producing 

oil and natural gas. 



How We Use Oil and Natural Gas
You may not realize it, but oil and natural gas are essential to your daily life. Hydrocarbons are 
the building blocks of vital products, such as plastics, pharmaceuticals and more.  Without oil 
and natural gas, your life would be signifi cantly diff erent than it is today.





What do they do?

Oil & Gas Production

Natural Gas Liquid Processing

Drilling

Support Activity

Pipeline Construction

Refi ning

Lube Oil & Grease Manufacturing

Asphalt and Roofi ng Material Manufacturing

Petroleum Wholesalers

Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores

Other Gasoline Stations

Fuel Dealers

Natural Gas Distribution (private)

Natural Gas Distribution (government)

Pipeline Transportation

Who Works to Bring Me Oil and Natural Gas?

And remember, drivers, 

maintenance workers, cooks 

and many others help too!

Millions of people, that’s who.



Safety in the Field!
We all need oil and natural gas for energy, and energy must be produced safely. Professional 
oil workers are the only ones who should be around oilfi eld equipment.  They must go 
through special training and wear special safety gear.  You should always stay clear of oilfi eld 
equipment to keep safe!   

Hearing Protection

Gloves

Hard Hats

Steel Toe Boots

Hazardous Material Suit

Welding Helmet

Thermal Suit

Safety Harness

Fire Fighting Gear

Underwater Gear

Eye Protection

All of the workers learn to live and practice safety every day.  There are even special workers whose job 

is to help people work safely.  Along with the standard safety gear, there is equipment that can only be 

used for particular kinds of work.  The equipment keeps the workers, and the environment, safe.



Taking Care of the Environment! Taking Care of the Marine Environment!
When entering or exploring new areas, Anadarko goes to great lengths to conduct social 
and environmental impact studies.  We work with special scientists and environmentalists 
to protect the places we work. We work closely with government agencies, and we carefully 
examine and use the latest technology to effi  ciently produce oil and gas, while respecting 
the land, air, and water.

Taking care of the environment doesn’t end when the land stops. Anadarko uses the latest 
seismic and drilling techniques in its search for oil and gas to minimize the impact on sealife.  
In fact, off shore platforms provide a home for many diff erent kinds of sealife!  Barnacles, algae, 
corals and oysters attach themselves to the platforms and create Artifi cial Reefs.  The reefs 
provide shelter and food for a variety of fi sh and even sharks!

In many of its operational areas, Anadarko 

uses pipelines instead of trucks to transport 

water to its drilling sites, and oil and natural 

gas to processing plants and refi neries. It 

conserves water, and it also eliminates truck 

traffi  c and the associated emissions. 

Can you believe these are the 
legs of an off shore platform?



Companies such as Anadarko invest in the communities in which

we work and live.  I’m proud of all the ways in which we give back!

Participating in
 a science 

academy in Texas
Training Mozambicans for 
oil and gas industry jobs Providing disaster relief

Enhancing a cr
eek in

Pennsylvania
Building homes for families in Colorado

Funding English language 
workshops for Algerian teachers

Planting gardens for a 
nature center in the UK



Diff erent Types of Energy
Did you know that 86% of the world’s energy is found 

beneath the surface?  But the demand for energy 

is growing so fast that we will need to rely on many 

diff erent types of energy in the future!

Biomass

Hydrogen

Ethanol

Wind

Geothermal

Solar

Nuclear 6%

Hydro 6%

Wind can also provide us with energy!  It moves 
the blades of large windmills, and enables 

the windmill to make electricity, or wind 

energy!

Nuclear Power is a type of energy 
involving the controlled use of nuclear 
reactions to generate electricity.   Nuclear 
energy is produced by a controlled 
nuclear chain reaction and creates heat—
which is used to boil water, produce 
steam and drive a steam turbine.  The 
turbine can be used for mechanical work 
and also to generate electricity.

Hydropower, one of the oldest sources 
of energy, is made when water spins a 
generator to produce electricity.

The sun’s heat gives us solar energy 
that is captured by solar panels and 
used to make electricity.

86%
2%

12%

Scientists are working to fi nd other new ways to 
make energy, too.  How would you make energy 
which can be used?

Oil 37%

Natural Gas 23%

Coal 26%



Can You help Energenie drill through the 
ground to fi nd oil?

START

How many Energenies can 
you fi nd?

answer:  12



www.anadarko.com

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ANADARKOPETROLEUMCORPORATION

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/ANADARKOTV

WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/ANADARKO-PETROLEUM-CORPORATION

Exploring the World

for Oil and Natural Gas!

Brought to you by:





Las aventuras deLas aventuras de



          Roca sedimentaria:     Roca formada por los restos de rocas u organismos preexistentes. El sedimento se transporta normalmente por agua (ríos, lagos y océanos), hielo (glaciares) y viento. Las 
rocas sedimentarias se depositan a menudo en capas y, frecuentemente, contienen fósiles.   

                Roca reservorio: Roca con sufi ciente porosidad para contener acumulaciones de petróleo o gas natural. 
                 Ondas sísmicas:     Onda elástica de choque que se desplaza por la tierra.
    Gráfi ca sísmica en 2D: Imagen en dos dimensiones de las áreas que se encuentran debajo de la tierra, que se usa para encontrar petróleo y gas natural. Se parece a una imagen hecha por rayos X.
Gráfi cas sísmicas en 3D: Imagen en tres dimensiones de las áreas que se encuentran debajo de la tierra, que se usa para encontrar petróleo y gas natural. Se parece a una imagen hecha por IRM.
                Camión sísmico: Grandes camiones que agitan una almohadilla vibradora sobre la superfi cie de la tierra. Anotando el tiempo que tarda una onda en volver a la superfi cie, es posible estimar 

la profundidad de la ubicación subterránea del petróleo y del gas natural.
                     Barco sísmico: Barcos que arrastran una serie de geófonos en el agua. Anotando el tiempo que tarda una onda en volver a la superfi cie, es posible estimar la profundidad de la ubicación 

del petróleo y del gas natural debajo del suelo marino.
                            Encofrado:      Tubería de acero cementada en su sitio durante el proceso de construcción para estabilizar la perforación. El encofrado forma un componente estructural importante de la 

perforación y evita que la tierra vuelva a llenar el orifi cio.
                    Perforaciones:     Orifi cios en el encofrado que ayudan a que el petróleo y el gas natural suban a la superfi cie.  
        Unidad de bombeo: Equipo usado tanto para evitar la liberación de petróleo o gas natural desde un pozo al entorno, y también para dirigir y controlar el fl ujo de petróleo o gas natural desde el pozo.
                               Refi nería: Planta industrial a la que se transporta petróleo y gas natural y, después, se mezcla y refi na en diferentes productos. Estos productos incluyen gasolina, diésel, combustible pesado y asfalto.
           Buque perforador: Embarcación marítima que cuenta con un equipo de perforación. Se usa sobre todo para realizar la perforación exploratoria de nuevos pozos de petróleo o gas en aguas profundas.
                  Hidrocarburos:     Compuesto orgánico que se encuentra naturalmente en el petróleo crudo, donde la materia orgánica descompuesta proporciona una gran cantidad de carbono e 

hidrógeno. Los hidrocarburos son actualmente la fuente principal de la energía eléctrica y fuentes de calor (como la calefacción doméstica) del mundo gracias a la energía 
producida cuando se queman. 

                Energía nuclear: La energía nuclear es producida por una reacción nuclear en cadena controlada y crea calor, que se utiliza para hervir agua, producir vapor e impulsar una turbina de vapor. 
La turbina puede usarse en trabajos mecánicos y también para generar electricidad.

                     Energía Solar:     Energía del sol en forma de calor y luz. Las tecnologías de energía solar aprovechan el calor y la luz del sol para fi nes prácticos, como calefacción, 
iluminación y electricidad.

                  Paneles solares: Dispositivo que acumula energía solar y la convierte en electricidad o calor, que puede usarse, por ejemplo, en los edifi cios vecinos
           Molinos de viento: Máquina que se mueve gracias a la energía del viento. Se diseña para convertir la energía del viento en formas más útiles mediante aspas giratorias.
                  Energía eólica:      Conversión de la energía del viento en una forma útil, como electricidad, mediante turbinas de viento.
 Energía hidroeléctrica: Energía generada por la conversión de agua de caída libre en electricidad.
                            Porosidad: Estudio de cuánto espacio abierto hay en una roca.
                  Permeabilidad: Nivel de capacidad de una roca para transmitir fl uidos.
                                       Flujo: Movimiento del fl uido a través de los poros y fracturas de las rocas permeables en una reserva. 
                         Comunidad: Grupo social de cualquier tamaño cuyos miembros residen en una localidad determinada, comparten el mismo gobierno y,

a menudo, tienen una herencia cultural e histórica común. 
                    Ambientalista:     Toda persona que defi ende o trabaja para proteger el aire, el agua, los animales, las plantas y otros recursos naturales de la contaminación o sus efectos. 
                                   Técnica:      Conjunto de procedimientos y métodos especializados que se usan en cualquier campo específi co, especialmente en un área de
       ciencias aplicadas.
                                 Recurso:      Los recursos ayudan a producir bienes para que tengan valor económico. Los recursos cuentan con tres características principales: utilidad, 

cantidad (a menudo en términos de disponibilidad) y uso para producir otros recursos.
              Tubo ascendente:     Tubería de gran diámetro que conecta el equipo submarino a una plataforma fl otante para llevar el lodo de retorno a la superfi cie. Sin el tubo 

ascendente, el lodo simplemente saldría por la parte superior de la pila y volvería al suelo marino. 

Vocabulario que se encuentra en el interiorVocabulario que se encuentra en el interior



Hola, soy Energenio. ¡Estoy 
aquí para enseñarte sobre el 
petróleo y el gas natural!

¡El petróleo y el gas natural son recursos 
que nos proporcionan toda la energía que 
necesitamos para que funcionen nuestras 
casas, arrancar nuestros coches y fabricar 
productos que usamos cada día!

¡Vamos a entrar y 
aprender sobre el 
petróleo y el gas natural!



Casi todo el petróleo se origina 
en los restos de pequeñas 
criaturas y plantas que vivían en 
los antiguos mares.

Organismos minúsculos y 
unicelulares se asentaron en el fondo 
del mar y acabaron enterrados en 
arena y lodo antes de que el agua y el 
calor de la Tierra los convirtieran en 
roca sedimentaria.

Las rocas más antiguas tienen 
más de 600 millones de años ¡y la 
mayoría se formaron hace entre 10 

y 270 millones de años!

La mayoría del petróleo y del gas 
natural se acumulan debajo de una 
estructura abovedada denominada 
trampa. Las bolsas de petróleo o gas 
se encuentran normalmente entre 
arenisca o piedra caliza, formando lo 
que se denomina roca reservorio

Los geólogos usan la porosidad y 
permeabilidad para averiguar la 
calidad de la roca reservorio.

Hace 600 millones de años, ¡las 
medusas eran las criaturas más 
grandes que había!

Hace unos 250 millones de años, ¡los 
dinosaurios dominaban la Tierra!

Hace unos 40 millones de años, ¡las 
vacas se convirtieron en el animal 
dominante en el mundo que se 
alimentaba de plantas!

Trampa

Gas

Petróleo Roca Reservorio

Agua



Aquí está lo que necesitas:
Un recipiente transparente, como un cuenco, cuentas, 
canicas o piedras de cristal, agua, aceite para cocinar y 
colorante alimentario.

Esto es lo que hay que hacer:
1. Coloca las cuentas de cristal en el recipiente hasta llenarlo.
2. Vierte sufi ciente agua en el recipiente para que cubra 

las cuentas.

Esto es lo que aparece:
Fíjate en cómo el agua llena las áreas vacías entre las 
cuentas. Esto es lo que sucede debajo del suelo. El 
petróleo y el gas natural quedan atrapados en espacios 
porosos, alrededor de granos de arena, en áreas de 
reserva. Esto se denomina Porosidad. La porosidad es el 
estudio de cuánto espacio abierto hay en una roca.

Otro experimento que puedes intentar:
1. Vierte el agua del experimento anterior.
2. Mezcle algo de aceite para cocinar con el agua.
3. Añade colorante alimentario.
4. Vierte esta mezcla en el recipiente con las cuentas.

Esto es lo que aparece:
¿Ves cómo el aceite se separa y fl ota encima del agua? 
Debajo del suelo, el petróleo y el agua se separan en las 
reservas y el petróleo fl ota hacia la superfi cie porque 
tiene una densidad más baja.

¡Experimentos con la porosidad!¡Experimentos con la porosidad! ¡Experimentos con la permeabilidad!¡Experimentos con la permeabilidad!
Aquí está lo que necesitas:
2 jeringas grandes (se pueden encontrar normalmente en las tiendas)
2 tamices de alambre
2 recipientes con arena (dos tamaños de malla)
2 fi ltros de papel con un diámetro de unos 3 cm
1 recipiente con agua
Esto es lo que hay que hacer:
1. Saca los émbolos de las jeringas.
2.  Coloca un tamiz de alambre en el fondo de cada jeringa.
3.  Coloca los fi ltros de papel de diámetro de 3 cm encima del tamiz de alambre.
4. Llena cada jeringa hasta la mitad con arena, una malla de arena por jeringa.
Procedimiento:
1.   Coloca un dedo debajo del orifi cio de la jeringa con arena de malla grande y vierte 

algo de agua encima.
2.  Saca el dedo y deja que el agua fl uya hacia el recipiente.
3. Repite lo mismo con la segunda jeringa que contiene la arena de malla pequeña. 

Probablemente tendrás que empujar el agua con el émbolo para que salga de la 
jeringa, ya que la arena más fi na es menos permeable. Esto signifi ca que para el 
fl uido resulta más difícil fl uir a través de la arena.

Esto es lo que aparece:
La permeabilidad de la roca reservorio no sólo depende del tamaño de los granos, sino 
también de la interconexión entre los poros y del diámetro del cuello de los poros.



¿Dónde están el petróleo y el gas natural?
El petróleo y el gas natural pueden encontrarse en todo el mundo. Las empresas exploran 

en todo tipo de terrenos: montañas, hielo, desiertos y praderas. También exploran en el 

agua, ¡a veces a una profundidad de hasta 2.400 m! ¡Es como si colocáramos 444 jirafas, 

unas encima de otras!

Fuente: Administración de información sobre energía

Exploramos para suministrar 

sufi ciente energía a la población 

mundial, que usan más energía cada 

año para sus hogares y productos. Hay 

más personas vivas en la actualidad 

que nunca, por lo que la demanda de 

energía nunca ha sido tan alta. ¡Echa 

un vistazo!

19001900

20062006
Cambio en el porcentajeCambio en el porcentaje 302 %302 % 5,040 %5,040 %

OILOIL OILOIL OILOIL OILOIL OILOIL OILOIL

OILOIL

20,581 %20,581 %

1.600 millones de personas

Crecimiento de la población Por Persona Consumo de petróleo

6.400 millones de personas

0,093 (barriles por persona)

4,791 (barriles por persona)

150 barriles

30.200 barriles

AUMENTO EXPONENCIAL EN LA DEMANDA DE PETRÓLEO



Ondas sísmicas de 2D y 3D

20,581 %

o

Onda sísmica en 2D Imagen por rayos X Gráfi ca sísmica en 3D Imagen médica por IRM

¡ECO, ECO, ECO, ECO!

ONDAS SÍSMICASONDAS SÍSMICAS

ONDAS SÍSMICASONDAS SÍSMICAS

BARCO SÍSMICOBARCO SÍSMICO

CAMIÓN SÍSMICOCAMIÓN SÍSMICOGEÓFONOS GEÓFONOS 

GEÓFONOSGEÓFONOS

GEÓFONOSGEÓFONOS

Como no podemos ver lo que hay debajo del suelo, un geólogo usa ondas sísmicas, o ecos, 
para predecir dónde será posible encontrar petróleo antes de que una empresa perfore

Las vibraciones procedentes de un camión sísmico o un barco sísmico rebotan por 
debajo del suelo y las ondas que vuelven son grabadas por geófonos, que elaboran 
gráfi cas sísmicas.

Con una onda sísmica en 2D podemos obtener una 
imagen por ordenador que tiene aspecto de radiografía  

Las gráfi cas sísmicas en 3D son más coloridas y permiten 
a los geólogos mirar debajo de la superfi cie de la Tierra en 
la dirección que quieran.  

Un estudio sísmico en 3D es más detallado que uno en 2D



Perforación en tierra
Paso 1 Paso 2 Paso 3 Paso 4

Cuando una empresa sabe dónde está el 
petróleo, a menudo debe obtener autorización 
para perforar el terreno. En ocasiones, la tierra 
es propiedad de una persona. Otras veces, la 
tierra pertenece a un gobierno. Después instala 
un lugar de perforación para hacer un orifi cio 
profundo en la tierra y usa cemento alrededor de 
los bordes, que se llama encofrado, para evitar 
que la tierra vuelva a meterse en el orifi cio.

Los ingenieros crean orifi cios, llamados 
perforaciones, en el encofrado, para ayudar a que 
el petróleo y el gas natural escapen hacia
la superfi cie.

Cuando el petróleo y el gas natural fl uyen 
para salir del pozo, se necesita una unidad de 
bombeo. Una unidad de bombeo se usa para 
evitar la liberación de petróleo o gas desde un 
pozo al entorno y también para controlar y dirigir 
el fl ujo de petróleo o gas desde el pozo. Cuando 
el pozo está listo para producir, se abren las 
válvulas y el petróleo o el gas empiezan a salir.

El petróleo se transporta después mediante 
tuberías en el suelo hasta una refi nería, donde 
se mezcla y refi na en partes distintas, como 
gasolina, diésel, combustible pesado y asfalto, 
que se usa para hacer carreteras. El gas natural 
se mueve mediante tuberías y se envía a las 
casas y los negocios para que pueda usarse para 
calentar, cocinar y otras cosas importantes.

Unidad de bombeo

Válvula

Tuberías

Tuberías

Encofrado

Perforaciones Perforaciones 

Gas que sube 
a la superfi cie



Perforación en el mar
Paso 1

Paso 2 Paso 3 Paso 4

Las empresas utilizan grandes plataformas fl otantes 
de perforación, o buques perforadores, para 
buscar petróleo y gas natural muy por debajo de la 
superfi cie del agua, debajo del suelo marino.

Una vez perforado el pozo, se baja el 
equipo al suelo marino para producir 
petróleo y gas natural.

Los hidrocarburos se mueven a través de 
un tubo ascendente en el suelo marino, 
hasta llegar a una plataforma fl otante.

Los hidrocarburos se separan en la plataforma 
y, después, se envían mediante tuberías a una 
refi nería en tierra.

Hay muchos tipos de plataformas de petróleo y gas 
natural en alta mar. Aquí están algunos ejemplos:
A. Plataforma fi ja       (profundidad del agua = 400 m))

B. Spar clásica       (profundidad del agua = 590 m)

C. Spar de armazón       (profundidad del agua = 1.050 m)

D. Plataforma de piernas tensadas    (profundidad del agua = 1.310 m)

E. Spar de celdas       (profundidad del agua = 1.615 m)

F. Semi sumergible de gran calado  (profundidad del agua = 2.438 m) 
 

A B C D E F
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El camino hacia la energía:
Desde la exploración hasta el fi nal



¿Qué es lo que hacen?

Extracción de petróleo y gas

Extracción líquida de gas natural

Perforación de pozos de petróleo y gas

Actividades de apoyo para el petróleo y el gas

Construcción de ductos de petróleo y gas

Refi namiento del petróleo

Fabricación de aceites lubricantes y grasa

Fabricación de asfalto y materiales para techos

Vendedores al por mayor de petróleo

Gasolineras con pequeños supermercados

Otras gasolineras

Distribuidores de combustible

Distribución de gas natural (privada)

Distribución de gas natural (estatal)

Transporte por oleoductos

¿Quién trabaja para traerme petróleo y gas natural?¿Quién trabaja para traerme petróleo y gas natural?

Y recuerda, ¡los 
conductores, trabajadores 
de mantenimiento, 
cocineros y muchos otros 
también trabajan!

Millones de personas, todas ellas.*



¿Cómo usamos el petróleo y el gas natural?
El petróleo se usa principalmente para crear electricidad, ¡pero también se usa con otros 
artículos que usas cada día! Los elementos que afectan a nuestra vida diaria aparecen en todos 
lados, desde el transporte al ocio, ¡e incluso en el cultivo de alimentos!

¿Sabes cuáles de estos artículos proceden del petróleo 

o se fabrican usando petróleo?



¡Seguridad en el campo!¡Seguridad en el campo!
Todos necesitamos petróleo y gas natural para crear energía, y la energía debe producirse 
con seguridad. De ese modo, la comunidad y los hombres y mujeres que lo producen, están 
seguros. Los trabajadores profesionales del sector del petróleo son los únicos que deben 
acercarse al equipo de campo para trabajar con el petróleo. Deben recibir una formación 
especial y usar equipos de seguridad especiales para no sufrir daños. ¡Siempre debes alejarte 
del equipo de campo de trabajo con el petróleo para 
mantenerte a salvo!  

Protección para los oídosProtección para los oídos

GuantesGuantes

CascosCascos

Botas de puntaBotas de punta

de acerode acero

Traje para material peligrosoTraje para material peligroso

Casco de soldarCasco de soldar

Traje térmicoTraje térmico

Arnés de seguridadArnés de seguridad

Equipo submarinoEquipo submarino

Equipo contra incendiosEquipo contra incendios

Protección paraProtección para

 los ojos los ojos

Todos los trabajadores aprenden a vivir y practicar la seguridad cada día. Hay hasta 

trabajadores especiales cuyo trabajo es ayudar a que las personas trabajen con 

seguridad. Junto con el equipo de seguridad estándar, hay un equipo que sólo puede 

usarse en tipos particulares de trabajos. El equipo mantiene seguros a los trabajadores 

y al entorno.



¡Cuidar del medio ambiente!¡Cuidar del medio ambiente! ¡Cuidar del medio ambiente marino!¡Cuidar del medio ambiente marino!
Cuando entra o explora nuevas áreas, Anadarko se esfuerza mucho por realizar estudios de 
impacto social y medioambiental. Trabajamos con científi cos y ambientalistas especiales 
para proteger los lugares en los que trabajamos en la medida de lo posible. Trabajamos 
muy estrechamente con las agencias estatales y examinamos con cuidado y usamos la 
tecnología más moderna para producir de forma efi ciente petróleo y gas, respetando al 
mismo tiempo la tierra, el aire y el agua.

Cuidar del medio ambiente no termina cuando acaba la tierra. Anadarko usa las últimas 
técnicas sísmicas y perforadoras de búsqueda petróleo y gas para minimizar el impacto 
en la vida marina. De hecho, las plataformas en alta mar proporcionan un hogar para 
muchas especies distintas de vida marina. Los percebes, algas, corales y ostras se pegan a 
las plataformas y crean arrecifes artifi ciales. Los arrecifes proporcionan refugio y comida a 
distintos tipos de peces e, incluso, a tiburones.

Entre 2003 y 2006, Anadarko obtuvo el Premio 
a la Excelencia estrella continua de la Agencia 
de Protección Medioambiental (EPA, por sus 
siglas en inglés) por aplicar medidas para reducir 
las emisiones de metano, un gas con efecto 
invernadero. Desde 1992, Anadarko ha reducido 
las emisiones de metano en más de 380 millones 
de metros cúbicos.

¿Puedes creer que esto son las patas 
de una plataforma en alta mar?



Las empresas como Anadarko invierten en las comunidades en las que trabajamos y 
vivimos. ¡Estoy orgulloso de todas las formas en las que damos algo a cambio!

Suministro de energia solar 

a tribus nomadas

Formacion de mujeres 
subsaharianas en tecnicas 
para coser Trabajo con ninos d

e Brasil

Recogida de alim
entos 

para el Denver Food Bank
Construccion de casas para familias en Texas

Construccion de una escuela 
en China

Plantacion de arboles en 

Uxbridge



Distintos tipos de energía
¿Sabías que el 86% de la energía mundial se encuentra 

debajo de la superfi cie? Pero la demanda de energía está 

aumentando con tanta rapidez que necesitaremos usar 

muchos tipos distintos de energía en el futuro.

Biomasa

Hidrógeno

Etanol

Eólica

Geotérmica

Solar

Nuclear                     6%

Hidroeléctrica       6%

¡El viento también puede suministrarnos energía! 
Mueve las aspas de enormes molinos de viento, 

a menudo construidos en el mar, y 
permite que el molino de viento cree 

electricidad, o energía eólica.

La energía nuclear es un tipo de 
energía que implica un uso controlado 
de reacciones nucleares para generar 
electricidad. La energía nuclear se produce 
mediante una reacción nuclear en cadena 
controlada y crea calor, que se usa para 
hervir agua, producir vapor e impulsar una 
turbina de vapor. La turbina puede usarse 
para hacer trabajos mecánicos y también 
para generar electricidad.

La energía hidroeléctrica, una de las 
fuentes más antiguas de energía, se crea 
cuando el agua hace girar un generador 
para producir electricidad.

Los científi cos están trabajando para encontrar 
otras formas de crear energía. ¿Cómo podrías crear 
energía que pudiera usarse?

Petróleo 37%

Gas natural  23%

Carbón 26%



¿Puedes ayudar a Energenio a perforar el ¿Puedes ayudar a Energenio a perforar el 
suelo para encontrar petróleo?suelo para encontrar petróleo?

¿Cuántos Energenios ¿Cuántos Energenios 
puedes encontrar?puedes encontrar?

answer:  12

INICIOINICIO



¡Corta las piezas y crea tu propio puzzle!¡Corta las piezas y crea tu propio puzzle!
PuzzlePuzzle



¡Hora de hacer un examen!¡Hora de hacer un examen!
Hemos cubierto muchos temas sobre la industria del petróleo y del gas 

natural. ¡Vamos a ver de cuántas cosas te acuerdas!

Pregunta 1: Casi todo el petróleo proviene de pequeños animales 

y plantas que vivieron hace casi 600 millones de años. 

(¿Verdadero o Falso?)

Pregunta 2: Actualmente hay menos personas en el mundo que 

utilizan petróleo y gas natural en comparación con 

épocas anteriores. (¿Verdadero o Falso?) 

Pregunta 3: Una empresa petrolera no necesita permiso para 

perforar en tierra ni en el mar. (¿Verdadero o Falso?) 

Pregunta 4: Una plataforma spar de celdas en alta mar sólo puede 

producir petróleo y gas a 400 metros de profundidad. 

(¿Verdadero o Falso?)

Pregunta 5: ¿Cuál de estos elementos NO está hecho con petróleo?
 A. Carreteras
 B.  Rocas sedimentarias
 C. Teléfonos móviles
 D. Ordenadores

Pregunta 6: La energía hidroeléctrica usa agua para crear 

electricidad. (¿Verdadero o Falso?)

Pregunta 7: Las plataformas petrolíferas en alta mar pueden 

proporcionar refugio y alimentos a los peces. 

(¿Verdadero o Falso?)

Pregunta 8: El equipo de perforación es muy peligroso y 

debe evitarse cuando nadie lo está usando. 

(¿Verdadero o Falso?)

Pregunta 9:    Las empresas petroleras compensan a las comunidades en las que trabajan construyendo casas y   
donando alimentos. (¿Verdadero o Falso?)

Pregunta 10: Ordena los cuatro pasos de la perforación en alta mar:

  A. Los hidrocarburos se mueven por un tubo ascendente, hasta llegar a una plataforma fl otante.

  B. Un buque perforador perfora por debajo de la superfi cie del agua para encontrar petróleo y gas natural.

 C. El equipo se baja al suelo marino para producir petróleo y gas natural.

 D. Los hidrocarburos se separan y se envían a una refi nería mediante oleoductos.

¡No mires!

Respuestas:  
1.  Verdadero 6.  Verdadero
2.  Falso 7.  Verdadero
3.  Falso 8.  Verdadero
4.  Falso 9.  Verdadero
5.  B 10.  B C A D



www.anadarko.com

¡Exploramos el mundo 

para encontrar petróleo 

y gas natural!
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Geology 



What you need to 
know before you 

can drill…. 



Who regulates Offshore Drilling? 

• Department  
• of Interior- DOI 
• Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management Regulation 
and Enforcement- 
BOEMRE 

 



Some of the functions of the 
BOEMRE 

• Monitor evacuations prior to issues in the 
Gulf- Tropical Storms and Hurricanes 

• Determine if rigs are fit for hurricane 
season 

• Any amount of spills must be reported 
immediately to the BOEMRE 

• Manages the mineral resources on 1.76 
billion acres of the Outer Continental Shelf 
(OCS) 
 



Two major hurricanes, Katrina and Rita, 
sliced through the heart of the offshore oil and 
gas activity, damaging about 75 percent of the 
offshore facilities with hurricane force winds.  
 
In spite of the destruction there were no 
significant oil spills from wells, no evidence that 
oil from OCS facilities reached shore or impacted 
birds or mammals, and, perhaps most important, 
all offshore personnel were evacuated safely.   



Before you get your              (Lease) 

1. Planning Begins 
  BOEMRE must file an 

environmental impact 
statement- need to know how 
production is going to effect 
the environment 



2. Lease Sales are determined 

• Companies bid 
• BOEMRE evaluates bids and awards 

leases to highest qualified bidders 
• Companies pay U.S. Government 

exploration rights and rent- Do they know 
there is oil ? NO 

• Companies are not cleared to drill yet 



Gulf of Mexico-GOM- Lease Sales 

 
 

Sale Location and Number Scheduled 
Sale Year 

Western GOM Sale 204 2007 

Central GOM Sale 205 2007 

Central GOM Sale 206 2008 

Eastern GOM Sale 224* 2008 

Western GOM Sale 207 2008 

Central GOM Sale 208 2009 

Western GOM Sale 210 2009 

Central GOM Sale 213 2010 

Western GOM Sale 215 2010 

Central GOM Sale 216 2011 

Western GOM Sale 218 2011 

Mid-Atlantic Sale 220** 2011 

Central GOM Sale 222 2012 

 

 

http://www.gomr.mms.gov/homepg/lsesale/204/wgom204.html
http://www.gomr.mms.gov/homepg/lsesale/205/cgom205.html
http://www.gomr.mms.gov/homepg/lsesale/206/cgom206.html
http://www.gomr.mms.gov/homepg/lsesale/224/egom224.html
http://www.gomr.mms.gov/homepg/lsesale/207/wgom207.html
http://www.gomr.mms.gov/homepg/lsesale/208/cgom208.html




3. Submit :Environmental 
Sensitivity Surveys- No        yet 

• Lease holding companies 
must complete detailed 
environmental surveys to the 
area in which they wish to drill 

• BOEMRE and other agencies 
review them 



4. Submit: Exploration Plan 
Must submit detailed plan to:  
       BOEMRE and other public agencies 
Includes:   
Number and location of planned wells 
Type of drilling rig 
Drilling methods 
Sequence of activities they will use 
Safety and environmental protection 

responsibilities 
 

 



Exploration Wells 

Once drilled( may drill multiple wells 
before finding hydrocarbons) 

• Must file regular detailed reports on 
operations to BOEMRE 

• Must file if there is a change in plans 
• BOEMRE may surprise and inspect well 



Seismic data is 
collected 

Data indicates 
possible 
hydrocarbon field- 
Core samples are 
taken- take your 
core samples 
now! 



 
• Obtain core samples-pay 
up $$$$$ 

• Small core samples $3M 
• Large-$5M 



Development of Production Plan 

Companies can’t drill until they come up with a 
Development and Production plan 

It must take into Include: 
• Safety
• Environment
• State Coastal Zone requirements
• How employees and equipment will be

transported
• How off-shore facilities will support operations



Production Facility Goes UP 

Only after 
BOEMRE 
approves 



Production Begins- (Might take up 
to 8 years or more) 

 If oil is found, companies 
must document their 
environmental compliance 
throughout production. 



Pipelines transport Oil to 
Refinery by 

Pipeline/Tanker/FPSO 

 BOEMRE also 
regulates pipeline 
transportation 





Production Ceases 

• Companies must return the drilling site to 
its natural state 

• Everything is removed 
• Platform is taken to shore and used as 

scrap material or converted to an artificial 
reef- monitored by BOEMRE 

 



Rigs to Reef Program 

• In Texas, Rigs to Reef Program is directed 
by the Texas Parks and Wildlife 

• To date, more than 100 offshore 
petroleum structures have been donated 
by cooperating oil and gas companies  

• Artificial Reef Program receives 50% of an 
oil company's savings from converting the 
jacket to a reef instead of taking the 
structure to shore where it is salvaged.  



What does TDPW do with the $$$? 

• Finance research, administration, 
maintenance, liability, and 
construction of new artificial reefs.  

• The funds also make the Texas 
Artificial Reef Program self-
sufficient, with no need for 
taxpayer dollars.   



Eat your Cupcake 

Think about 
• Time it takes to lease, explore, produce 
• Money spent/time 
• How much we rely on petroleum – from 

transportation to medicines 
• Why only certain states allow offshore 

drilling 
• What we can do lessen our carbon imprint 

 



Why is the price of a gallon of gas 
increasing? 

• Supply and Demand-India and China 
are becoming major players 

• Disruption in the oil supply from 
places like Iraq, Nigeria and Russia.  

• For oil-rich countries Saudi Arabia 
and Venezuela, there's little incentive 
to flood the market with oil when the 
profit margin is so high. 
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START 

Name that Shape and Color of Shape !!! 



Name that Shape and 
Color of Shape!!!! 

1. Roll the die to determine who moves first. 
2. First person will roll the die and move the 

marble the number of spaces on the die. 
3. When you land on a shape, identify the 

shape and color in the shape. 
4. Continue playing for 5 rounds.  
5. Use the tally sheet to keep score.  Check 

each time you fall on one of the 8 
categories.  Person who has 3 checks on 
each category will win.   
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Living or Non-Living? 
Scan the QR code and look at the picture.   

Place a check in the Living or Non-Living box. 

11.1.1. 

Non-living Living 

PICTURE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.



Wheat Cow Potato Apple 

Wood   Corn Cotton Petroleum 



Bread Milk Potato Chips Apple 

Paper Corn Tortillas T-shirt Plastics 







 Closely estimates 
volume of a liquid 

Measures accurately 
volume of a liquid 

Measures 
temperature °C 

Protects the 
eyes 

M
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Refracts light 
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 ir
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Magnifies an object 
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I Have…Who Has Laboratory Equipment 
 

Distribute the following cards to the students – one per student. Any student may start the 
game by reading the “Who has” portion of their card. Once all cards have been read and 

correctly matched with the next card, the students should have a basic understanding of the 
equipment used in a lab. 

 
I have: 

 
SCALE 

 
Who has a measurement 

instrument for 
measuring fluid 

volumes? 

I have: 
 

GRADUATED CYLINDER 
 

Who has a flat surface 
that can be heated to 
heat materials, glass 
containers that hold 

liquids, etc.? 

I have: 
 

HOT PLATE 
 

Who has a loose, usually 
white, piece of clothing 

that is worn in the 
science lab to protect the 
clothing of individuals? 

I have: 
 

LAB APRON/COAT 
 

Who has a convex lens 
that is used to produce 
an enlarged image of an 

object? 

I have: 
 

HAND LENS 
 

Who has a cylindrical, 
round-bottomed, glass 
tube open at one end, 

used in science 
experiments? 

I have: 
 

TEST TUBE 
 

Who has an object the 
produces a magnetic 

field that attracts metals 
like iron, etc.? 

I have: 
 

MAGNET 
 

Who has an instrument 
used to measure 
temperature or 

temperature change? 

I have:  
 

THERMOMETER 
 

Who has a timepiece that 
can be started or 
stopped for exact 

timing? 

I have: 
 

STOP WATCH 
 

Who has a small 
adjustable gas burner 

used in laboratory 
experiments? 

I have: 
 

BUNSEN BURNER 
 

Who has a covering for 
the hand that protects 
from foreign objects, 

liquids, and the 
elements? 

I have: 
 

GLOVES 
 

Who has equipment that 
is used to transfer small 

quantities of liquids? 

I have: 
 

EYEDROPPER 
 

Who has a personal 
record of occurrences, 

experiences, and 
reflections kept on a 

regular basis? 



I have: 
 

JOURNAL 
 

Who has an instrument 
containing a magnetized 
pointer that shows the 
direction of magnetic 

north and bearings from 
it? 

I have: 
 

COMPASS 
 

Who has a narrow-
necked glass container, 

typically conical or 
spherical, used in a 
laboratory to hold 

reagents or samples? 

I have: 
 

FLASK 
 

Who has a shallow, 
circular, transparent dish 

with a flat lid, used for 
the culture of 

microorganisms? 

I have: 
 

PETRI DISH 
 

Who has an optical 
instrument used for 
viewing very small 
objects, typically 
magnified several 
hundred times? 

I have: 
 

MICROSCOPE 
 

Who has a measuring 
stick one meter long that 

is marked off in 
centimeters and 

millimeters? 

I have: 
 

METER STICK 
 

Who has an instrument 
used to compare the 

weights of two bodies, 
usually for scientific 

purposes, to compare 
their masses? 

I have: 
 

BALANCE 
 

Who has a form of 
protective eyewear that 

usually enclose or 
protect the area 

surrounding the eye? 

I have: 
 

SAFETY GOGGLES 
 

Who has a sterile device 
used to inject solutions 

into or withdraw 
secretions from the 

body?  

I have: 
 

NEEDLE and SYRINGE 
 

Who has a small flat 
rectangular piece of 

glass on which 
specimens can be 

mounted for microscopic 
study? 

I have: 
 

MICROSCOPE SLIDE 
 

Who has a small and 
very thin piece of glass  

used to cover the 
specimen on a 

microscope slide? 

I have: 
 

COVER SLIP 
 

Who has a container that 
is filled with used 

medical needles and 
other sharp medical 

instruments? 

I have: 
 

SHARPS CONTAINER 
 

Who has an instrument 
for weighing? 
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Read Aloud  5:20 Read Aloud  15:32 Read Aloud 2:18 



How to Create a QR code for a Read Aloud Book 

 

1. Open the You Tube web site 
2. Open the QR Stuff web site http://www.qrstuff.com/ 

On Data Type – Website URL  
3. Go to You tube site – find your read aloud book – ex. Michael Recycle 
4. Open the site 
5. Copy the web link and paste it in the (2) Content—Website URL 
6. Download QR CODE  
7. Open the Code 
8. Use Snip it to snip the code 
9. Copy and Paste onto selected site  

 
Michael Recycle 5:20 

http://www.qrstuff.com/


WATER 



Animals 



Oil 

Coal 
Natural Gas 

Fossil Fuels 



Plants 



Soil 



Minerals 



AIR 



The Water Cycle 



Water Cycle Song 
• Directions: Click the link below for music to go along with the song.  Click back to the 

lyrics and have fun. To stop music just click on the link again and then back to return 
slide show.  

http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/lyrics/mountain.htm 
 

• Water Cycle Song (to the tune of She'll Be Coming 
'Round the Mountain)  

 Water travels in a cycle, yes it does. 
Water travels in a cycle, yes it does. 
It goes up as evaporation, 
Forms clouds of condensation, 
Falls down as precipitation, 
Yes it does!  

  
 

http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/lyrics/mountain.htm




• Click on one or the other links below for an 
overview of the water cycle: 

http://www.epa.gov/ogwdw/kids/flash/flash_watercycle.html 
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/studyjams/water%5Fcycle/ 
 

Overview 

http://www.epa.gov/ogwdw/kids/flash/flash_watercycle.html
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/studyjams/water%5Fcycle/


• The earth has a limited amount of water.  That water keeps going around 
and around and around and around and (well, you get the idea) in what 
we call the "Water Cycle". This cycle is made up of a few main parts: 

• Evaporation or (Transpiration) 
• Condensation 
• Precipitation 
• Accumulation or (Collection) 
• Ground Water 
• Saturation 

• Infiltration  
 



• Evaporation is when the sun heats up water 
in rivers, lakes or the ocean and turns it into 
vapor or steam. The water vapor or steam 
leaves the river, lake or ocean and goes into 
the air.  

Evaporation 



Demonstration of Evaporation 

Activity: Fog in a Bottle 
- Click on the 6 in the upper right hand corner once in the link below 

for instructions of this activity.  
http://imnh.isu.edu/digitalatlas/teach/grade.htm 
 

http://imnh.isu.edu/digitalatlas/teach/grade.htm


• Water vapor in the air gets cold and changes back into 
liquid, forming clouds. This is called condensation.  

• You can see this at home when you take a shower 
and the windows and mirrors in the bathroom fog up. 
You can also do this by breathing on a mirror.  

Condensation 



Demonstration of Condensation 

Activity: Create Condensation 
- Click on the 6 in the upper right hand corner once in the link below 

for instructions of this activity. 
http://imnh.isu.edu/digitalatlas/teach/grade.htm 

 

http://imnh.isu.edu/digitalatlas/teach/grade.htm


• Precipitation occurs when so much water 
has condensed that the air cannot hold it 
anymore.  The clouds get heavy and water 
falls back to the earth in the form of rain, hail, 
sleet or snow.  

Precipitation   



• When water falls back to earth as 
precipitation, it may fall back in the oceans, 
lakes or rivers or it may end up on 
land.  When it ends up on land, it will either 
soak into the earth (infiltration) and becomes 
part of the “ground water” that plants and 
animals use to drink or it may run over the soil 
and collect in the oceans, lakes or rivers 
where the cycle starts all over again. 

Accumulation 



Checking For Understanding 

Press either of the following links: 
http://www.e4s.org.uk/director/wtrgoes.htm 
http://epa.gov/climatechange/kids/quiz_water_cycle.html 

 
 
 
 

http://www.e4s.org.uk/director/wtrgoes.htm
http://epa.gov/climatechange/kids/quiz_water_cycle.html


Hheat causes 
water to 

changes from a 
liquid to a gas  

Wwater droplets 
fall from the 

atmosphere in 
the form of rain, 

sleet, hail, or 
snow 

rwater is stored 
on earth as 

streams, lakes, 
oceans, and 

ground water   

Ccooling of 
water in the 
atmosphere 

changing gas to 
a liquid 

Directions: 
1. Label the water Cycle:  Precipitation, Condensation, Evaporation, Collection 
2. Color the pictures 
3. Cut open the foldable at the crisscross lines and glue to paper 
4. Cut, glue and Insert the definitions  in the correct location under each flap 

The Water Cycle  



Bead Color 

Yellow Sun 

Clear Evaporation 

White Condensation 

Blue Precipitation 

Green Collection 

Directions: 

1. Obtain 1 pipe cleaner and begin placing beads in order from
yellow to green . Repeat the pattern then  complete your
bracelet by wrapping the ends together.

2. Sing the Water Cycle Song  to the tune of She’ll be Coming
‘Round the Mountain

 Water travels in a circle, yes it does! 
 Water travels in a circle , yes it does! 
  It goes up as evaporation 
  Forms clouds as condensation 
  Then comes down as precipitation 
  Yes it does!!! 





Precipitation 

Any form of 
water 

falling from 
the clouds 

1 

1 
Condensation 

Cooling of the 
water vapor 

in the 
atmosphere  
forms clouds 

2 

2 
Sun 

Heat source that 
causes 

evaporation  

Evaporation 

Water changes 
from a liquid 
to a gas into 

the 
atmosphere 

3 

3 

4 

4 



Movement of 
water from 

Earth’s surface 
into the air and 

back again 

Water Cycle  

Pellets or balls 
of frozen rain 
that fall from 

the sky 

5 

5 

6 

6 

Water held 
underground 
in the soil or 
in pores and 
crevices in 

rock  

Hail  Groundwater  

7 

7 

Large body 
of salt water 
that covers 
¾’s of the 

earth’s 
surface 

Ocean 

8 

8 



Water Cycle 
Matching  

Water Cycle 
Matching  

Water Cycle 
Matching  

Water Cycle 
Matching  

Water Cycle 
Matching  

Water Cycle 
Matching  

Water Cycle 
Matching  

Water Cycle 
Matching  



CLOUD 

1. You fall as rain onto a    
   mountain.  

Go to 
Mountain.  

2. You fall as snow onto a  
   mountain.  Go to Mountain. 

3. You fall as rain onto a stream.  Go to Stream. 

4. You fall as rain onto an  
    ocean. Go to Ocean. 

5. You fall as snow onto an  
   ocean.  Go to Ocean. 

6. You fall as rain onto a  
    parking lot.  Go to Stream.  

Roll the die and keep track of where you have been on your sheet .  



MOUNTAIN 

1. You evaporate into the air.  Go to Cloud.  

2.  You soak into the ground and 
become part of the groundwater. 

Go to 
Groundwater. 

3. You soak into the ground and 
get absorbed by a plant’s roots. Go to Plant. 

4.You roll downhill and become 
part of stream.  

Go to Stream. 
 

5. You roll downhill and become 
part of a stream.  Go to Stream  

6. You get frozen in ice.  Stay at Mountain. 

Roll the die and keep track of where you have been on your sheet .  



Ocean 

1. You are one of the  
   countless water molecules 
   in ocean.one of t 

Stay at Ocean.  

2. You are one of the countless 
    water molecules in ocean.  Stay at ocean 

3. You evaporate into the air.  Go to Cloud. 

4. You evaporate into the air. Go to Cloud. 

5. A kelp plant takes you in  
   releases you through its leaf  
   and transpires you into the air.  

Go to Cloud. 

6. Go to Plant. Go to Cloud. 

Roll the die and keep track of where you have been on your sheet .  



Stream 

1. You evaporate into the air.  Go to Cloud.  

2. You evaporate into the air.  Go to Cloud.  

3. An animal comes to the  
  stream and drinks the water.         Go to Animal.  

4.You continue rolling downhill 
    and become part of an ocean  Go to Ocean.  

5. You continue rolling downhill 
   and become part of the ocean. Go to Ocean 

Roll the die and keep track of where you have been on your sheet .  



Groundwater 

1. You become part of an 
underground stream that 
flows to the ocean.  

Go to Ocean.  

2. You become part of an 
underground stream that flows 
to an ocean.  

Go to Ocean.  

3. You become part of an 
underground stream that flows 
to a spring, where you become 
part of a stream.  

Go to Stream. 

4. You become part of an 
underground stream that flows 
to a spring, where you become 
part of a stream.  

Go to Stream.  

5. A plant takes you in through 
its roots.  Go to Plant.  

6. You are pumped out of the 
ground from a well to irrigate a 
farm.  

Go to Plant.  

Roll the die and keep track of where you have been on your sheet .  



Animal 

1. After using you to process 
  food, the animal urinates 
  and you end up on the  
  ground.  

Go to 
Mountain. to 
Moun 

2. After using you to process 
   food, the animal urinates and 
   you end up on the ground.  

Go to Mountain 

3. You are exhaled from a  
   human’s lungs into the air as 
   vapor.  

Go to Cloud.  

4. You are exhaled from a  
    human’s lungs into the air as 
    vapor.  

Go to Cloud.  

5.  A person uses you to brush 
    their teeth.  Go to Stream.  

Roll the die and keep track of where you have been on your sheet .  



Plant 

1. The plant transpires you 
through its leaves into the 
air as vapor.  

Go to Cloud.  

2. The plant transpires you 
through its leaves and you 
evaporate into the air.  

Go to Cloud.  

3. The plant transpires you 
through its leaves and you 
evaporate into the air.  

Go to Cloud 

4. The plant uses you to grow. Stay at Plant 

5. The plant stores you in its 
edible fruit.  Go to Animal 

Roll the die and keep track of where you have been on your sheet .  



Water Cycle Passport 

Directions 
1. Write your start location in the space below. 
2. Roll the die to find out where to go next. 

Write How I traveled in the Trip #1 Box 
below.  See example below. 

3. Go to the location in the room and write 
Where I went in the box.  Then, roll the die to 
find out where to go next.  

Start Location:  

Trip #1: How I traveled:  
 
 

Evaporate  into the air  

Where I went 
 
 

Cloud  

Trip            How I traveled  Where I went 

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4 

#5 

#6 

#7 

Today you will travel through 
the water cycle as a water 
molecule! For each stop, 

remember to record where you 
went and how you got there.  
Look at the example below.  



 
Evaporate into the 

air  

Water 
Cycle  

Fall as rain onto 
parking lot 

Fall as rain onto a 
mountain 

Get absorbed by 
a plant’s root 

Stored as edible 
fruit by plant Used to brush teeth Roll downhill 

into the ocean 



 
Evaporate into the 

air  

 
 

Water 
Cycle  

Fall as rain onto 
parking lot 

Fall as rain onto a 
mountain 

Get absorbed by 
a plant’s root 

Stored as edible 
fruit by plant Used to brush teeth 

Roll downhill 
into the ocean 



  Offshore Drilling Rig 

Freddy Fish Freddy Fish Polly Plankton Polly Plankton 

Land Drilling Rig Land Drilling Rig Offshore Drilling Rig 

Barrel of Oil Barrel of Oil 



      

  

  

Crayons Crayons Bicycle Helmet Bicycle Helmet 

Gasoline Gasoline Bottles Bottles 

Legos Legos Jet Fuel Jet Fuel 



      

  

  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  

Polly 
Plankton 
Matching  

Game  



All About Fossils 

Microfossils Experts 2:43 What’s a Fossil- 2:34 

Fossils for Kids 5:32 Exploring Fossil 
Records - 14:48 

How Are Fossils 
Formed 5:46 Fossil Fuels 2:42 



Safety Using QR Codes 

Fire Safety Rap Safety at Home Video 

Bike Safety Video 

Stay Safe. Be Sunwise. Traffic Light Song 

Sparky®'s ABCs of Fire Safety DVD 



 

 

 

 

 

Triangle 

Rectangle  

Square 
Pentagon 

Hexagon  

 

Parallelogram 



Demonstration of Evaporation 

Activity: Fog in a Bottle 
- Click on the 6 in the upper right hand corner once in the link below 

for instructions of this activity.  
http://imnh.isu.edu/digitalatlas/teach/grade.htm 
 

http://imnh.isu.edu/digitalatlas/teach/grade.htm


 

 

 

 

Oval 

 

Oval 
 

 

Circle 

 

Circle 
 

 

Circle 
 

Oval 

Oval 

Oval 



Recycle Garbage



 

 

 

 

Strong Shape Activity Using Popsicle 
Sticks and Pipe Cleaners 

 

Purpose:  To “explore shapes” by using materials to recreate the shape.  

 

Materials:  1 bag per student containing 6 Popsicle sticks and 1 pipe cleaner 

                     1 set of cards per group 

Directions: 

1. Give each student a bag with the Popsicle sticks and pipe cleaner. 
2. Each group of 4 will need a bag of shape cards.  
3. Encourage each student to replicate the shape on each card.  



rectangle 

triangle 
circle 

square 

cylinder 

cube 

oval 
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